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ABSTRACT

This thesis sets out to examine the portrayal of women as 

an important literary aspect of the Libyan short story. An 

attempt has been made to identify the main features of such 

portrayals and to point out the degree to which major short 

story writers in Libya are conscious, in one way or another, 

of the importance of the problems confronting Libyan women 

and the need for their emancipation. The method adopted for 

this purpose is to discuss the varying levels of 

consciousness of the problem against a background of modern 

literary criticism which, although not fully developed in 

Libya, is nonetheless becoming increasingly important. As a 

corollary, it has been possible to discuss various 

ideological attitudes only in relation to the formal and 

structural issues which are often raised regarding the short 

story as a literary genre. Among these issues are the 

organic interdependence of form and content, success or 

failure in attempting to objectify human experience in an 

a d e q u a t e  a r t i s t i c  form, and the d e g r e e  to w h i c h  

i d e o l o g i c a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  or c o m m i t m e n t  can be 

regarded as relevant to our appreciation of the Libyan



short story as an art-form. The degree of ideological 

commitment to the problem of female emancipation is not, in 

itself, a determinant of artistic success, but it may pave 

the way for literary creation in which a progressive role 

for women in Libyan society is combined with fuller 

consciousness of the importance of the formal elements of 

the Libyan short story.



NOTE ON TRANSLATION OF EXTRACTS

Extracts from the Arabic have 

verbatim owing to the existence

and expressions of current 

Libyan dialect for which it 

English equivalents. Thus, a 

found to be necessary in tra 

and idioms to which exception 

as being over-literal.

* *

not been translated 

of a number of terms 

literary Arabic and of 

has not been easy to find 

certain latitude has been 

nslating certain phrases 

might otherwise be taken
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION

Established methods of transliteration have been 
adopted:

1 - The definite article al- is used before solar and
lunar titles.

2 - The final t in the genitive has been retained but
otherwise deleted.

3 “ A shadda is represented by doubling the relevant
letter.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to enable us to understand 

the problems and issues surrounding the short story genre as 

a literary form in Libya, particularly in regard to the 

portrayal of women and, in this respect, we have also given 

an overview of the problem of female education in Libya.

Despite my conviction that no direct relationship exists 

between sociology of education on the one hand, and the short 

story and its portrayal of women on the other, yet I believe 

that a general understanding of the social and cultural 

status of women in Libya, from the standpoint of education 

and prevailing beliefs about the role and position of women, 

will help to shed light on the depiction of the woman in the 

contemporary Libyan short story.

The deep-rooted traditional beliefs that prevail in Libya 

with regard to women may, in fact, be assigned to the 

educational system instigated by the Ottoman government in 

Libya during the latter part of the last century, a system 

that was largely influenced by religious d o c t r i n e . I n

1. See Khalifa Muhammad al-Tillisi, "Lamha can al-Hayat al- 
Adabiyya fl Libya", Al-Ruwwad, March-April, 1969, pp.29 ff; 
Ahmad Sidql al-Dijani, Libya Qubayl al-Ihtilal al-Itall, 
1882-1911 , (Tripoli, n.d.), pp.271-72.
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1895, the Turks established a limited number of primary 

schools in an attempt to 'Turkify' the process of teaching 

and instruction not, it should be said, with complete 

success. They appointed teachers in the 'Kuttabs', or 

Koranic schools, to give instruction in the Turkish language 

for two hours each day.^^ These schools existed alongside 

the schools established by the Turkish authorities in 

Tripoli, Benghazi, Derna and Khums. In addition, they 

founded a number of adult night and day schools known as 

'maktabs' as well as a teachers training college offering a

3-year course in the Turkish language, geography, history,
( 2 )engineering and the religious sciences.v ' Established too 

were various centres for teaching the Berbers in the desert 

and mountain regions of the country. Originally, their 

education was based purely on Berber traditions but it 

gradually became arabized.^^ However, this traditional 

educational system was based on erroneous or summary 

interpretations of the Islamic view of women.

1. Francesco Coro, Libya athna'a al-cAhd al-cUthmani, trans. 
Khalifa al-Tillisi (Tripoli, 1971), pp.117-9.

2. Ibid.

3. See Ahmad CA1I a1-Funayyish, Al-Mujtam a c al-Libi wa 
Mushkilatuh, (Tripoli, 1967), p.75.
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Also in the last century there appeared the Sanussi 

movement in the province of Cyrenaica, a movement that 

played a historic role in the Libyan independence movement. 

Despite this positive political role on the part of the 

Sanussi authorities, being a Sufi movement, they did not 

encourage the education of w o m e n . H o w e v e r ,  their stance 

on the issue of women was certainly no different from that 

adopted by other religious movements. The Sanussi movement 

had been founded by Muhammad Ibn cAlI al-Sanussial-Khattabi 

al-Husayni who claimed to have been a descendant of the 

Prophet. He was a well-educated and devout Muslim but his 

Sufi background acted as a barrier to any positive 

encouragement of female education, believing that education 

should be confined to males alone. His immediate successors 

held exactly the same views. His was a call for Muslim unity 

and a return to Islamic fundamentals, an objective that, 

unfortunately, was interested not at all in matters of 

feminine concern.

One could argue that the importance of al-Sanussi's call 

lay in the fact that it advocated a true and virtuous

1. Niqula Ziyada, Libya f 1 al-cUsur a l-Hadltha, (Tripoli,
1966), p.64 ff; Akram Mustafa al-Khudari, Al-Athar al- 
Ijtimaciyya li al-garaka al-Sanusiyya fI Libya, (Summary, 
MA Thesis, Cairo University, 1966, pp.12 ff).
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lifestyle based on the reconciliation of spiritual and

material demands stressing that to be a devout and pious

person did not entail a renunciation of secular matters to do

with the Muslim community or of scientific and political

life. These Sanussi beliefs spread throughout the oases and

desert areas but had little influence on the coastal towns.

In those regions where they held sway, the Sanussians founded

a number of 'zawiyas' (small mosques with teaching faculties)

that played a prominent role in bettering the lives of the

desert people. The Turkish authorities themselves were

little interested in education at the end of the last century

other than the fact that, as stated, they set up primary

schools that afforded its pupils a 3-year e d u c a t i o n . T h e

lack of records means that no accurate information exists as

to the number of female pupils who attended these schools.

However, M. NajI confirms that the number of female students

attending primary school in 1902 numbered 100 with the number

of males standing at 132 although it seems that the majority
oof these pupils were of Turkish origin.

1. See Niqula Ziyada, op.cit..

2. M. NajI, Ta'rlkh Tarabulus al-Gharb, Benghazi, 1970.
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During the Italian occupation that began in 1911, men and 

women both were exposed to a modern educational system and 

the influence of Western civilization. However, the 

educational system which the Italian authorities introduced 

was founded upon racial discrimination inasmuch as the Libyan 

people received no benefits from the new facilities being 

provided. Although the Italians set up new schools in 

certain areas, their main objective was not to widen the 

educational base of the Libyan people but to teach the 

Italian language and spread their own culture in a bid to 

destroy Arab nationalist tendencies and to obliterate the 

Libyan character. All of this had a pronounced negative 

effect upon the intellectual and psychological makeup of 

Libyan women, denied, as they were, the right to an 

education, contrary to the situation in certain other Arab 

countries such as Egypt.

According to research carried out by Ahmad cAli Funayyish, 

the statistics for the scholastic year 1943/44 reveal 134 

girl pupils at primary school level. For 1953.54 this figure 

increases to 4885 and 1960/61 shows a further increase to 

12,073.(1)

1. Ahmad cAlf Funayyish, o p.cit. , p.85; see also the 
statistical records of the Libyan Ministry of Planning, 
Statistics and Census Department, 1975, pp.90-91.
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It has to be said that the elementary education granted to 

girls was not enough to instigate the spread of female 

consciousness in Libya in view of constraints imposed upon 

the educational system by the Italian authorities whose sole 

objective was for education to serve the cause of 

colonialism. This policy resulted in a certain number of 

Libyans being compelled to emigrate or travel abroad, 

particularly to Egypt, in order to further their education. 

Among the writers who emigrated and who are discussed in the 

present thesis are cAlI Mustafa al-Misrati, cAbd Allah al- 

Quwayrl, Kamil al-Maqhur and Zacima al-Barunl, all of whom 

were able abroad to continue their studies in the Arabic 

language, literature and the religious sciences. However, 

although these writers were exposed to the influence of 

Egyptian freedom and liberty and were witness to the women's 

movement that began to take viable shape during the early 

part of this century, yet they themselves did not adopt a 

positive attitude towards the liberation of the Libyan woman.

In Egypt, female education had begun during the 19th 

century after Muhammad cAli had initiated an educational 

programme that was unique in the history of modern Egypt. In 

this new cultural environment, many Egyptian reformers and

6



intellectuals came to be influenced by the principles of the 

French Revolution, especially in view of the fact that many 

of Saint-Simon's followers had gone to Egypt to work in 

different fields. ̂ ̂  Their importance to the cultural life 

of the country had a clear influence upon Egyptian public 

opinion particularly as regards female education and the 

positive part women could play in society. In this respect, 

Rifaca al-TahtawI launched a powerful campaign advocating 

the education of women^^ but this, unfortunately, failed to 

make any impression upon neighbouring Libya in view of that 

country's different historical context, a context that had, 

indeed, resulted in its cultural isolation.

However, the Egyptian reformers' propagation of female 

education and emancipation met with stern resistance from 

certain cUlema and Muslim intellectuals who held opposite 

views on the matter of women's place in society. This

1. See M. Talacat cIsa, Atbac Saint-Simon, Cairo (1957), 
passim; Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought In The Liberal Age 
1798-1939, Cambridge University Press (1983), p.53.

2. See J. Heyworth-Dunne, Rifaca Badawi Rafic al-yahtawT: 
The Egyptian R evivalist, BSOAS 10, 1940-42, p.27; Mona 
Mikhail, Images of Arab Women, (Washington, 1979), p.48.
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religious debate was later crystalized in writing by some

intellectuals who made an open appeal for the emancipation of 

women,- in particular, Qasim Amin. The publication of his 

influential work, Tahrlr al-Mar'a (Emancipation of Women), 

in 1899 marks an important stage in the history of Arabic 

thought. It had a great impact not only on Egyptian society 

but on Arab society in general, including Libya. It gave 

rise to strong debates about issues that were regarded as 

important at the time such as the problems of the veil, 

divorce and polygamy.

Qasim Amin argues that the use of the veil is not dictated 

by Islamic traditions but is a social habit that was 

prevalent in certain other societies including European. Its 

development or obsolescence differs in no way from any other 

social habit. The reason, he says, is that

the veil represents one of the historical stages 
in the life of women in the world. Under 'veil', 
Larousse says: 'Greek women used the veil whenever 
they went out, hiding their faces with a part of it 
as is the case now among Eastern nations.' It adds, 
'The Christian faith had no effect upon the veiling 
of w o m e n  and kept it as it was without change 
whenever Christianity took root in a country. Women 
used to cover their heads when they went out in the 
streets and also when they said their prayers. The 
veil was used by women in the Middle Ages, notably in 
the 9th century. It used to cover the shoulders,
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almost touching the ground. Its use continued until 
the 13th century when women began to reduce it in 
size until it became as it is now, a lightweight 
cover to protect the face from dust and cold weather. 
However, it did remain in use in its original form in 
Spain and the L atin-American countries it had 
colonised."v '

The veil is a social habit and not a necessity or an 

injunction imposed upon Moslem women by the Sharica .. Qasim 

Amin says:

Divine commandments should be succumbed to 
without any discussion or debate. There is no 
Sharic ah text which makes the use of the veil 
incumbent upon women in this customary manner. 
Rather, it is a custom which Muslims learnt as a 
result of mixing with other nations. They then 
approved of it, accepted it, went to extremes in 
applying it, and then conferred upon it a religious 
sanction, as they did with other habits that have 
become deeply entrenched in the name of religion. 
Religion, however, has nothing to do with such 
habits. Therefore nothing prevents us from examining 
them; indeed, it is our duty to study them and to 
point out the attitudes of the Sharicah towards these 
habits and the people's need to change them."' '

Qasim Amin refers, in this connection, to verses 30 and 31 

of the Quranic SuraT 'Al-Nur' (Light) which he interprets as

1. Qasim Amin, Tahrlr al-Mar'a , Cairo (n.d.), p.79.

2. Ibid, p .81.
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supporting his argument. His attitude towards the role of 

women in society is based upon the belief that reactionary 

interpretations of the point at issue are neither valid nor 

objectively sanctioned from the Islamic point of view. He 

sincerely believes that Moslem women have been granted rights 

(denied to Western women) by Islam since its inception 

fourteen centuries ago. Islam has conferred upon women 

the right to dispose of their property and manage 

their financial affairs as they think fit. It has also urged 

Moslems to educate their women because knowledge or learning 

should not be limited to men. Qasim Amin believes that, 

according to Islam, women can have any vocation and do any 

job in society. Current attitudes in Moslem society towards 

women are based upon slavery. Qasim Amin's conception of 

slavery implies that the slave is not a human being to be 

bought and sold but is a person deprived of the right or 

ability to think for himself or herself, or to exercise his 

or her will.

There is no doubt that these progressive interpretations 

of the Islamic doctrine as to the necessity or desirability 

of the education of women were made attractive to many 

Moslems as a result of the keen interest shown by Muhammad
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cAbdu in this problem, as indeed in other problems of the 

Moslem family, an interest that stems from the traditional 

belief that the family is the basic nucleus of Moslem 

society. This interest in reforming the family cannot be 

disassociated from Muhammad cAbdu's idealistic conception of 

the values of feudal and agricultural society. He felt that 

these values were threatened by family feuds about 

inheritance and money matters. However, Muhammad cAbdu was 

probably not adequately aware that the real threat to such 

values was social change in the wide, historical sense.

What is certain is that Muhammad cAbdu was seriously 

interested in spreading education in Islamic society. In 

this connection, mention should be made of the fact that he 

played an important role in producing Qasim Amin's Tahrlr al- 

M ar'a . Muhammad cAbdu called upon the Egyptian people to 

educate women and wanted the enlightened elite of educated 

Egyptian women to form a feminist society to set up schools 

for female education.

Among the important aspects of reform which Qasim Amin 

called for was his attempt to organize the divorce 

regulations by issuing divorce laws for the Islamic courts in
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Egypt. The laws he advocated are as follows:

Article 1

Any husband who wishes to divorce his wife shall 
report to the Islamic judge or the Ma'zun resident 
within his area of jurisdiction and inform him of the 
dispute or difference arising between him and his 
wife.

Article 2

The judge or Ma'zun should direct the husband's 
attention to what is mentioned in the Quran and the 
Sunna, namely that the Almighty regards divorce as a 
hateful act. The judge or Ma'zun should advise the 
husband and point out to him the consequences of what 
he is doing and should advise him to consider the 
matter carefully for one week.

Article 3

If the husband insists, after one week, upon his 
intent to divorce his wife, the judge or Ma'zun 
should send an arbiter from among the relatives of 
the husband and another from among the relatives of 
the wife or, failing this, two arbiters from other 
families, in order to attempt a reconciliation.

Article 4

If the t w o  a r b i t e r s  do not s u c c e e d  in 
reconciling husband and wife, they shall submit a 
report to the judge or Ma'zun. Thereupon, the judge 
or Ma'zun shall permit the husband to divorce his 
wife.

Article 5

Divorce shall not be valid unless it takes place

12



before the judge or Ma'zun and in the presence of two
witnesses. It can be proved only by an official fl )document. v y

These laws of divorce spring from Muhammad cAbdu's belief 

that unless Moslem society attempts to carry out serious 

reform on the matter of divorce, a great deal of suffering 

would be inflicted upon all members of society. An 

enlightened interpretation of Islamic laws would, in this 

respect, help Mosl e m s  to change society. Such an 

interpretation would be based upon an eclectic approach to 

various Islamic creeds. This revolutionary method has 

not yet been applied with any consistency - nearly a century 

after the publication of these proposals for reform.

In the field of polygamy, Muhammad cAbdu also adopted 

enlightened and reformist views which have not yet been fully 

put into effect in Arab society at large. Muhammad cAbdu 

wanted to limit polygamy to cases in which the wife cannot 

beget any children. This attitude is linked with his belief

that men's s exual a p p e t i t e s  s h o u l d  be r e a s o n a b l y
( 7 ) . . .controlled.v ; In order to justify it from the Islamic point

1. Muhammad cAbdu, Al-A cm a l al-Kam i la, Beirut (1972), II, 
pp.125-27.

2.Ibid , p.8 8.
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of view, M u h a m m a d  cAbdu points out that the Quranic 

stipulation of justice to four wives makes it difficult for 

polygamy to spread in Moslem society. He even goes a step 

further, making it clear that it is the duty of a Moslem to 

limit himself to one wife as long as there is doubt as to the 

possibility of achieving justice as required:

The Mohammedan law has made it legal for a man 
to marry four women if he knows that he is capable of 
being just to all of them. Otherwise, he may only 
have one wife. God says in the Quran: 'But if ye
fear that ye shall not be able to deal justly with 
them, then only one.1 {The Women, 3) If the man 
cannot give each one of them her right, this will 
disrupt the family, making it lead a miserable 
life.^  ̂

Muhammad cAbdu realized that the system of polygamy had 

not been an exclusively Oriental phenomenon. It is not a 

system which divides East from West; it does not exist, for 

example, in Mongolia or Tibet. On the other hand, it was 

practised, in one form or another, by some races in the West, 

especially the Germanic and Gallic peoples. It was allowed

Rome after Christianity had 

other words, Muhammad cAbdu

1. Ibid, p.78.

in some cases by the Popes of 

spread throughout Europe. In

14



believed that polygamy owed its existence to special 

circumstances. Therefore, it is a system which is bound to 

disappear when the special circumstances disappear. Polygamy 

arose and spread in ancient military societies when the 

number of women exceeded that of men. Arabia, before and 

after Islam, was certainly one of those societies in which 

polygamy spread as a result of frequent wars.

The position adopted by Muhammad cAbdu was also based upon 

the assumption that Islam, contrary to the allegations of 

some European writers, did not accept the practices and 

traditions of pre-Islamic Arabia with regard to polygamy. He 

believed that Islam, far from encouraging polygamy, took a 

reformist attitude towards this problem with a view to 

gradually abolishing it. In pre-Islamic Arabia, polygamy was 

allowed, apparently without any limits or restrictions.

The Quran was, in fact, revolutionary in adopting this 

attitude towards polygamy because the underlying motive was 

to abolish it. Absolute justice in the husband's attitude 

towards his wives is an absolute condition upon which the 

Quran insists. The fact that this condition is difficult to 

fulfill implies, according to Muhammad cAbdu, that the 

ultimate aim is to abolish polygamy in Islamic society. His
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interpretation of the Quranic text on this important problem 

is clear and unequivocal. Since absolute justice can only be 

achieved in rare cases, then the Islamic ideal is to 

proscribe, or reduce the instance of, polygamy, allowing it 

only in exceptional cases.

The above interpretations, which are evidently relevant to

the education of women and the feminist movement in general,

are still controversial and are being debated in many Arab

and Islamic countries. In Libya, however, the most important

document in this controversy is the well-known book

Nahw a Ghadin Mushriq (Towards a Better Future) by Muhammad

Farid Siyala. In his attempt to determine the reasons for

the backward condition of Libyan women and their lack of

participation in society, Siyala attributes this situation to

Ottoman and Turkish imperialism. Views of this kind were

prevalent in the fifties. Mention is made of the fact that

Italian imperialism tried to prevent Libyan youth, both men

and women, from joining regular schools in Libya and, in
(1 )addition, to replace Arabic with Italian in many schools.'1 '

The views expressed by Siyala are fairly representative of

1. Muhammad Farid Siyala, Nafrwa Ghadin M ushriq, Tripoli 
(1958)’, pp. 3 - £
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a considerable section of Libyan intellectuals. In their 

polemics on the need for women's emancipation in Libya there 

are often generalizations which are accepted, not necessarily 

for their sociological and historical truth, but for their 

persuasive effect, as in much poetry or fiction. Emphatic 

statements are often made for the sake of the emotional 

effects they are intended to evoke. Siyala remarks on the 

need for emancipation as follows

It would be preposterous and absurd not to 
recognize the need for women's participation in 
social life. Those nations, societies and peoples 
that we see today enjoying their freedom and 
sovereignty had not attained such a great degree of 
perfection, progress and prosperity before they 
recognized the woman as a human being with rights and 
duties, capable of doing productive work and of 
participation in society. She is prevented from 
participating only because she is deprived of the 
opportunity to do so.1̂ ^

Evidence is given to show that the emancipation of women 

is perfectly compatible with the teachings of Islam. 

Reference is made' ; to the positive role carried out by 

Moslem women in early Islam. This links up with the argument 

that the non-emancipation of women is a fundamental factor

1. Ibid, p .13.

2. Ibid, p.19.
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responsible for the backwardness of Libyan society. It is 

also important to realize that Siyala compares present-day 

backwardness of women to the undeveloped state of women in 

the pre-Islamic era. During that period, according to Siya 

la, woman was not looked upon as a full member of society 

despite the fact that she was often the object of romantic 

love in the poetry of the time. But the theme of romantic 

love does not mean that she enjoyed an elevated status in the 

social scheme of pre-Islamic times. Love, sexual 

gratification, or acute suffering caused by the absence of 

the beloved could not mean that woman was equal to m a n j ^  

On the contrary, the Quran refers to the habit of killing 

young girls for fear of poverty, a practice it condemns in 

very sharp terms. Such habits contrast with the equality of 

the s e x e s ^ ^  and the definition of their respective 

d u t i e s  and r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  as laid d o w n  in the 

Quran. This explicit emphasis in the Quran on the new 

organization of society was an important aspect of people's

1. Ibid, p .26 .

2. Ibid, p .26 .
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outlook on reality but it was obstructed by Ottoman hegemony

with its perversion of true Islamic teachings.

That Islam gave women individual freedom which had 

previously been denied to them can be confirmed by the 

contribution of famous Moslem women in poetry and prose. The 

great age of early Islam, in which women were liberated, 

contrasts sharply with the current situation in Libya and the 

other Arab countries:

Woman, with us, is looked upon as a creature not 
created for life or happiness, as though she had no 
right to life and happiness in this separatist 
society which lives like a sick man with one lung. 
She is a liability imposed on everybody, whether in 
the home of her father or in what is called the home 
of marriage. In the first, she is a prisoner of the 
home, a servant of the house devoted to waiting upon 
her parents and brothers. She does not leave this 
prison until she becomes betrothed or when she leaves

(1 "iit for the grave."1 '

The problem of pre-arranged marriage is another aspect of 

this attitude towards Libyan women. Siyala makes favourable 

references to Qasim Amin^^ and his influence on the movement 

of liberation of the Egyptian woman. His influence

1. Ibid, p .32.

2. Ibid, p .47 .
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in Libya was presumably limited to its role in shaping, 

indirectly, the attitudes of some Libyan intellectuals such 

as Siyala. At the same time, this call for women's 

emancipation does not amount to a total Westernization of 

Libyan society. Since the Islamic tradition is itself 

favourable to women's emancipation, Siyala rightly says that 

Libyan society must preserve the traditional values cherished 

by Islam.

A number of feminist movement societies were established 

during the fifties; the Tripoli feminist society was founded 

in 1 9 5 8 . These societies, according to Siyala, aim at 

resisting what he calls the fatalist, defeatist and 

reactionary elements in Libyan society.

On the other hand, what he calls "the disease of blind 

imitation" of the West would not be acceptable or compatible 

with the Libyan Islamic tradition. Indeed, the attempt to 

westernize Libya totally would serve the interests of
■ i ■ ( 2 )imperialism. * 1

A solution proposed by Siyala is to educate Libyan women 

by establishing schools all over the country. The system of

1. Ibid, p.38

2. Ibid, p.42
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education for both boys and girls should be changed in the 

light of the new requirements for educating Libyan women. 

Siyala also refers to the social duty of the teacher in 

inspiring the minds of Libyan youth, both men and women, 

with ideas of "Islamic socialism". ̂  ̂ The "noble socialist
( n )cause"' ‘ for the new generation in Libya can only be served 

and strengthened by the new socio-political consciousness of 

teachers in Libya. This is one way of reconciling the 

claims of traditionalism and enlightenment in modern life. 

Bad traditions should be discarded and good traditions which 

conform to the requirements of the modern age should be 

preserved. In this way, the "good citizen", whether man or 

woman, can be brought up for a better society in Libya.

The relevance to Libyan literature of these speculations 

and interpretations of Islamic attitudes towards the 

education and rights of women in Islamic society will be 

made clear as we examine individual authors in the present 

work. They are important speculations which throw

1. Ibid, p.66.

2. Ibid, p .66.
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considerable light upon the intellectual climate in which 

the Libyan short story emerged and developed. Yet, in 

discussing the way women are portrayed in the Libyan short 

story, it is also important to realize that we cannot look 

upon the short story as a mere socio-historical document. 

Despite its artistic weaknesseses, some of which are 

discussed in the following chapters, there are signs that it 

has relatively developed and assumed more literary 

importance than it had during the early stages of its 

emergence in the 1920s. There is, in addition, an important 

sense in which the history of the modern short story in 

Libya cannot be dissociated from the history of the Libyan 

press.

During the initial stages of their emergence, the various 

official Libyan newspapers published articles and poetry 

written according to the classical Arabic tradition.^^ 

Such was the case of the material published in al-Munaqqib, 

which started publication in 1863, was concerned. From the 

literary point of view, it cannot be regarded as an

1^ See Fawzi al-Bishti, "Al-Madmun al-Thawrl fl al-Qissa al- 
Libiyya al-Qasira", Al-Fusul al-Arbaca, (1979); Bashir al- 
Hashiml, "Lamha can al-Qissa al-Qasira fl Libya", Al-Ruwwad, 
(January, 1979), pp.19 ff.
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important literary source. Tarabulus al-Gharb commenced

publication in 1866 in both Arabic and Turkish. Although it

was meant to be primarily a political newspaper, it

contained literary essays in Arabic. In addition to essay-

writing, which was then a main art-form, literary news,

information and material were reported from the Egyptian

p r e s s T h i s  newspaper ceased publication in 1911 when

the Italian occupation took over from the Turks. There were

also other newspapers such as Sa1m ana, which started

publication in 1896, that were controlled by the Turkish 
( 7 )authorities.v '

The situation was different with regard to the privately- 

owned press, which played a more vital role in the literary 

renaissance of Libya. Foremost among these important 

newspapers was Al-Taraqqi which was established in 1897 and 

was the first private n e w s p a p e r . I t  was issued and owned

1. M. Sal ah al-Din Bin Musa, Al-Sahfa al-Adabiyya fl Libya 
1869-1969, unpublished MA Thesis, Al-Fatih University, Libya
(1 982) , pp.39 ff.

2. Ibid, p .4 0

3. Ibid, pp.40-41.
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by Sheikh Mahmud al-Busayri. It is not without significance 

that this newspaper began to publish Libyan poetry, written 

in the classical tradition, and other literary material, to 

which a special section was devoted. This literary and 

cultural section was called Mabahith Adabiyya (Literary 

Researches). The premises of this newspaper, were, in fact, 

a literary salon visited by writers, poets and men of 

letters who were interested in the state of Libyan culture 

and literary problems. It is generally thought that Al- 

Taraqqi has contributed a great deal to cultural journalism 

in L i b y a . T h i s  has rightly been attributed to the 

patriotism of its staff and the key influence of the 

literary salon as an important intellectual factor in 

Libya's cultural development. However, it ceased 

publication in 1919 but resumed later in the same year.

The short story as a literary genre did not exist during 

that period, but there is no doubt that this newspaper, 

together with others, paved the way for its emergence 

insofar as they reported literary news from the other Arab 

countries, especially from Egypt. What is strictly relevant

1. Ibid.
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to the genesis of the Libyan short story is the fact that 

this journalistic and cultural renaissance in Libya was 

extremely important in liberating the Arabic language from 

its traditional forms and classical structures and making it 

a medium for conveying or transmitting modern ideas and 

attitudes. It is reasonable to suppose that writers found 

it easy to utilise the resources of Arabic as a vehicle for 

literary and artistic expression. This modern sensibility 

developed gradually, especially during the relative period 

of prosperity and freedom which the Libyan press enjoyed as 

a result of the development of the Young Turks Movement 

towards the end of the last century.

A number of Turks lived at the time in exile, both in 

Europe and Egypt, and seized the opportunity to set up 

reformist societies. Newspapers and journals were published 

which attacked the Ottoman g o v e r n m e n t s ^  Kamal Ataturk 

himself fought the Italians in Libya in 1911, in the Derna 

area. The Movement affected the cultural climate in Libya 

and helped to create a new atmosphere and new circumstances

1. Khalifa Muhammad al-TillisI, "Lam^ia can al*payat al- 
Adabiyya fl Libya, Al-Ruw wad, (March-April, 196 9), pp.29-39.
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favourable to the liberation of Libya from Ottoman 

dominance.^^ This freedom, however, was short-lived for 

the Libyan people because of the blow directed against Libya 

by the forces of Italian imperialism in 1911. It is 

generally agreed that the period between 1908 and 1911 was 

the golden period for early Libyan cultural journalism. 

During those years strong support was given to literary 

writing. Many new newspapers appeared and Libyan writers 

and poets were remarkably active. It is, in fact, this 

period which is rightly regarded -as the period of transition 

from traditional rhetorical styles to modern literary form. 

It corresponds to the transition from Turkish rule to the 

struggle against foreign domination. Significantly, the 

Turkish government in 1908 made many concessions to the 

revolutionary movement led by the Young Turks. In the same 

year, elections were held under the 1870 Constitution and 

the new parliament met, with Turkish and Arab members. As a 

result of the Italian occupation of the country, this 

literary renaissance was seriously hampered.

There is no doubt that the newspapers mentioned above

2. See Muhammad cAlI QadrI, Mustafa Kamal Ataturk, (19 83), 
Al~Matbaca al-Wataniyya, p.9.
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encouraged writers in Libya to pursue their literary 

activity and to contribute to the intellectual life of the 

country. Literary articles were the most important genre, 

followed by poetry and the short story in the 1920s. These 

short stories, however, were more in the nature of essays 

depicting social or moral situations and were, presumably, 

influenced by the tradition established by Mustafa Lutfl al~ 

Manfaluti.^1  ̂ The literary essay, as an art-form, was a 

vehicle for expressing the writer's feelings, attitudes and 

opinions about problems of public interest. Unfortunately, 

this literary movement was adversely affected by the Italian 

invasion, although a number of papers began to encourage 

literary writing around the year 1919, especially Al-Raqib, 

Al-Liwa1 and L ibya al-Musawwara. This encouragement was 

fruitful and useful in contributing to the literary revival 

but, unfortunately, the majority of these stories were not 

signed. Gradually, literary consciousness began to spread 

and names of writers began to appear regularly.

Among the important names is Ahmad Rasim Qadri who 

published stories under the pseudonym Qasim FikrI, in

1. See A.I. al-Faqih, Bidayat al-Qissa a l-Libiyya , Al - 
Munsha'a al-cAmma, Tripoli, (1985), pp.19 ff.
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Libya a l-Musawwara. In the January 1936 issue of that 

newspaper, he published, for example, a short story entitled 

Saha'if a l-Shabab (Pages of Youth), a romantic story about 

love in which the lover decides to kill his beloved, 

apparently because he suspects her of infidelity, but 

refrains from doing so.^^ The technical defects of the 

story are typical of the period, springing from the use of 

the rhetoric of classical style, elements of digression from 

the main theme and lack of concern with the organic form of 

the story. Equally typical is the romantic indulgence in 

flights of imagination in the sense that there is not 

sufficient awareness of literary realism. The result is 

that Qadri's attempt at artistic creation is not entirely 

convincing; he gives the impression that he has not 

benefited greatly from his knowledge of Italian language and 

literature.

Another important writer who, together with Ahmad Rasim 

Qadri, published his early attempts in Libya al-Mu$awwara, 

was Wahbl al-Buri whose knowledge of Italian language and 

literature enabled him to translate Italian short stories

1. See Libya al-Musawwara, (January, 1936).
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into Arabic. Like Ahmad Rasim Qadri and others, al-Burl 

used either pseudonyms or his initials, primarily because he 

dealt with romantic or emotional themes in a conservative 

environment. It seems, however, that the short story, 

unlike poetry, was not properly appreciated in literary 

circles as a literary genre with its own tradition. It is 

worth noting that the literary attempts made by al-Burl in 

this field are distinguished from the writings of other 

authors of that period. This was due to his Italian 

education and to his experience in translating from Italian 

literature. He serialised his Arabic translation of Dante's 

Divine Comedy in Libya al-Musawwara.

His early attempts date from 1936, at which time he 

published his first short story, Lay lat al-Zafaf (Wedding 

Night), in Libya al-M u sawwara. This is the story of a 

young man from the city who has enjoyed his childhood in the 

company of a little girl. As she grows up, he is unable to 

see her any longer so decides to marry her. For this 

reason, he decides to work and earn money so that he might 

propose to her. He works as a taxi driver. However, one

1. Libya al-Musawwara (September 1936).
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day he is hired to take a bride to the house of her 

bridegroom. On the way, he discovers that she is the girl 

with whom he is in love. He decides to kill himself, 

together with the bride and the other guests, by 

deliberately staging an accident.

This writer, like his contemporaries, is not fully aware 

of the structural problems of the short story as an art- 

form. The same preoccupation with melodrama and emotional 

problems is evident in Zaw j at al-Ab (The S t e p m o t h e r ^  

The social content of this story is important. After the 

death of his wife, the father marries again. The son and 

daughter, who are badly treated by their stepmother, escape 

from home never to return.

An interesting aspect of al-Burl's technique is that the 

experiences embodied in his short stories are not 

necessarily personal experiences or even personal feelings 

or ideas which had exercised his attention prior to artistic 

writing. They are experiences which he had heard about from 

friends or acquaintances. Some critics even mention that 

al-Burl, in many cases, did not bother to transmute these

1. Libya al-Musawwara (November 1936).
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experiences into real art. Indeed, the experiences or

topics embodied in his writings are based upon stories or

incidents narrated by elderly people or friends at meetings

or soirees held in the houses of friends or the premises of
cLibya al-Musaw wara. The newspaper itself was edited by Omar 

al-Mihayshl. Historians and critics look upon his newspaper 

as an important literary channel which played a major role 

in Libyan literary life. It helped many talented writers to 

take part in the literary and intellectual movement in 

Libya. Wahbl al~Buri used to take part in these literary 

discussions and listen to stories or tales narrated by those 

who attended the meetings. In addition, he was influenced 

by the writings and stories of leading Egyptian writers such 

as Taymur, al-Mazinl and Naguib Mahfuz. He was also fond of 

reading the important Egyptian magazine Al-Risala, and was 

interested in Italian literature, though Egyptian influences 

upon his work seem to have been stronger due to the 

similarity of the Egyptian and Libyan cultural environments. 

Al-Burl ceased writing short stories in the late 'thirties 

when he went to Italy to study literature and to obtain a 

doctorate in Italian literature from the University of
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Naples.

Al-Mir'ah, which was issued in 1946 by Fu'ad al-Kacbazi, 

published literary and humorous material as well as current 

affairs. It devoted considerable space to the Libyan short 

story, especially stories dealing with social problems.

In 1946, this newspaper carried a short story called 

Za w a j Hadlth (Modern Marriage) written by Yusuf Hasan a 1 - 

cAsalI which was in the form of a dialogue between the hero 

and one of his friends. This story brings out the 

importance and function of dialogue in the short story as an 

art-form, set against the background of social problems at 

the time such as the expensive dowry and marrying European 

girls.

Another short story, written by cAbdullah Kamal, also 

dealing with emotional problems, is entitled Al -Wacd (The 

Promise) and exemplifies typical artistic defects noticeable 

in the short story in the 'thirties and 'forties. The main 

weaknesses, as might be expected, are verbosity, narration, 

digression and lack of organic unity. The sentimental tone 

of many of these early attempts, the naive approach to the 

problems which are raised, in addition to their structural
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weakness, are the general characteristics of this period. 

However, the publication of these stories in the Libyan 

newspapers at this time had an important literary 

consequence. In the period roughly before World War I, the 

gap between literary-classical Arabic and spoken Arabic was 

very wide. This gap began to close gradually insofar as the 

style of the Libyan short story was concerned. One of the 

most important reasons for this is that the writers of these 

short stories and articles wanted to make their writings 

more accessible to the reading public. As from 1919, 

journalistic writing, including the short stories published 

by Libyan newspapers, showed signs of healthy and 

progressive development, getting rid of the sajc and archaic 

words and expressions. A new style, more expressive of 

genuine feelings and ideas, began to appear, thus reducing 

the gap between colloquial and classical Arabic and 

activating the literary movement in Libya.

A particularly significant publication is Sawt al-Murabbi 

which, in July 1955, was the first to devote a special issue 

to the Libyan short story. In order to convey a general 

picture of the literary trends dominant in that period, one
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may refer to some of the short stories and controversies 

aroused in connection with them which were published 

elsewhere, especially in Tarabulus al-Gharb. This important 

issue of of Sawt a l-Murabbi published, in fact, seven 

stories in addition to a seminal critical article by Kamil 

al-Maqhur entitled Qissatuna bint Haram (Our Short Story Is 

An Illegitimate Creation) which contained a severe critique, 

from the artistic point of view, of the Libyan short story 

at that stage. This critique gave rise to many debates 

about the nature of the short story and its function in 

Libyan society. In this connection, the view expressed by 

Khalifa al-Tillisi, the famous writer and literary 

historian, in Tarabulus al-Gharb on July 10th, 1955, is 

particularly significant. It comments on subjectivity in 

literature and calls upon writers to realise that the 

complexity of the real world cannot be, as it were, summed 

up by any one-sided attitude or philosophy. Al-Tillisi 

writes in an article entitled Adabuna wa Hayatuna that it is 

incontrovertible that the main factor responsible for the 

prevalence of subjective literature, particularly in Libya, 

is a society in

which segregation between men and women has been
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dominant. This segregation has prevented the writer
from observing life and viewing it from a wide
perspective. This explains why their attitudes are
limited, why they are introspective and preoccupied
with dreams and illusions. Perhaps it has occupied
the notice of many of our critics that life is too
great, too comprehensive, to be limited to a certain
creed or prejudice. Life, on the contrary, can
include romanticism, realism, commitment, or any M lother attitude.v 1

This wider perspective upon the short story is also 

connected with what al-Tillisi said about the freedom of the 

writer. This freedom is an absolute condition for genuine 

artistic creation. The essential consideration is that the 

writer should express in his work ideas, beliefs and 

convictions to which he actually subscribes and not 

something imposed upon him by society or any other authority 

external to him. This is how al-Tillisi conceives of the 

relationship between the short story and reality.

The s a m e  issue of Tara b u l u s ^ a l ^ G h a r b  c a r r i e d  

contributions by other writers which revealed a growing 

awareness of the nature of the short story as an art-form. 

Kamil al-Maqhur's contribution in this respect should be 

referred to because he points to a major technical weakness

1. Al-Tillisi, "Adabuna wa Hayatuna", Tarabulus a l-Gharb 
(July 10, 1955).
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f r o m  w h i c h  a g o o d  n u m b e r  of s h o r t  s t o r i e s  

at that t i m e  suffered. S t o r i e s  w h i c h  are full 

of personal comments, interfering with the development 

of the action, are, in his opinion, more akin to 

essays or tracts than to real works of art. This 

defence of the integrity of the artistic experience, 

as e m b o d i e d  in l i t e r a r y  form, is h i s t o r i c a l l y  

important. The reason is that some writers, such 

as Abu Harrus, thought that such assumptions about 

l i t e r a r y  f o r m  w o u l d  be l i k e l y  to d i s c o u r a g e  

young writers. These controversies show that the 

Libyan writers began to develop their consciousness 

and t h e i r  i n t e r e s t  in the p r o b l e m s  of l i t e r a r y  

c r i t i c i s m  in c o n n e c t i o n  w i t h  the short story. 

Equally, there was a great interest in establishing 

a close and integral relationship between the short 

story and social reality in Libya.

The same issue of Sawt al-Murabbi which was devoted 

to literary criticism carried short stories c ontri

buted by Khalifa al-Tillisi, M u h a m m a d  Abu Hamid al- 

Gudy, c Abd a l - S a l a m  Abu G h a r a r i ,  F a r f d  S i y a l a
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and others. This was in addition to the critical study 

referred to above. These names are all minor writers. 

Unfortunately, Sawt al-Murabbi did not publish short stories 

by major writers such as al-Misratl and Yusuf al-DilansI, 

for example. Thus, the inevitable conclusion is that this 

issue gave only a partial picture of the literary scene in 

Libya at that time. It should be noted that during 

the whole of this period up to 1 964 there was no 

literary magazine in Libya. It was in that year 

that Al-Ruwwad was published. This was the first liter

ary magazine in Libya and played an important role in 

Libyan cultural life from 1964 to 1970.

Its appearance was a major turning point in the 

literary life of Libya. Prior to its appearance, Libyan 

writers had to publish their short stories in pub l i 

cations which were not strictly literary or which 

were not of a high literary standard. This important 

magazine encouraged new writers to express their 

real attitudes so that literary consciousness might 

be developed and deepened. It published during that
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period not only short stories, but also critical 

articles, literary debates and plays.

It is n o t e w o r t h y  that fr o m  1 9 6 5 , .the year in 

which the Libyan short story contest was held at 

a national level, Libyan writers began to publish 

their short s t o r i e s  in c o l l e c t i o n s  p r i n t e d  both 

i n s i d e  and o u t s i d e  Libya. As a cor o l l a r y ,  the 

importance of Al~Ruwwad lies primarily in developing 

and disseminating literary, cultural and artistic 

consciousness, thus making its readership gradually 

aware of the nature and function of literature.

The short story writers whose work is discussed 

in the present work have been chosen because they 

can be rightly regarded as the major writers in Libya 

at the present time. There are, of course, other 

short story writers, but not of the same importance. 

Since the present work sets out to discuss the portrayal 

of w o m e n  in the L i b y a n  short story, it has been 

t h o u g h t  a p p r o p r i a t e  to c o n c e n t r a t e  upon literary 

figures more or less of the same generation, sharing 

the same social problems, moral attitudes and contri
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buting to many interesting problems of literary theory.

The r e  are, n a t u r a l l y ,  i n d i v i d u a l  d i f f e r e n c e s  

which distinguish these writers from one another 

as regards both their attitudes towards women and 

their literary techniques as a whole. I have attempted 

to bring out the i n d i v i d u a l i t y  of the v i s i o n  of 

reality conveyed of each of the writers here discussed, 

in the light of the literary ideals or assumptions 

as to the importance of formal problems which each 

writer may be said to have accepted. It is because 

their work gives rise to fruitful discussions of 

literary problems and of their attitudes towards 

wo m e n ,  as r e f l e c t e d  in their work, that they 

h a v e  b e e n  s e l e c t e d  a n d  g r o u p e d  t o g e t h e r .  In 

stating that their attitudes towards women are basic 

to the p r e s e n t  work, I do not m e a n  to a t t a c h  a 

primarily social value to the short story. It is 

because, as T.S. Eliot says, artists share the problems 

of their age but not the solutions to these p r o b l e m s / ^  

t h a t  w e  c a n n o t  c o n c e i v e  t h e  s h o r t  s t o r y

1. T.S. Eliot, On Poetry and Poets, London (1969), p.218.
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writer as being akin to an 'imaginative' sociologist.

That there has been a growing consciousness among 

Libyan artists of the need to educate women does 

not m e a n  that l i t e r a r y  m e r i t  lies in the d e g r e e  

to which the writer is conscious of the importance 

of affording Libyan women the chance to contribute 

to the development of society. Attitudes evoking 

this consciousness are unquestionably reflected, in 

varying degrees, in the Libyan short story. As Richards 

says :

That a work of art reflects, summarises and is 
penetrated by its age and period is not a ground for 
assigning it a low value, and yet this saturation 
more than anything else limits the duration of its 
appeal. Only so far as a work avoids the catchword 
type in its method, and relies upon elements likely 
to remain stable, formal elements for example, can it 
escape the touch of time.^^

The main point we should consider, following Richards, 

is that the deliberate attempt to reflect the problems 

or the sense of his age, in the form of tendentious 

statements, is bound to detract from the value of

1. I.A. Richards, Principles of L iterary Criticism, London 
(1966), p.222.
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the writer's work. I have been guided by Richards's 

warning that any such attempt usually involves a 

reductive approach which may be "fatal to the wholeness, 

the i n t e g r i t y  of the e x p e r i e n c e " . ^  ̂ H o w e v e r ,  

this r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  m a d e  by R i c h a r d s  is not, in 

fact, a plea for the m e c h a n i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  of 

formal criteria which often sacrifice the content of 

t h e  w o r k  of art. F r o m  t h e  p o i n t  of v i e w  of 

the critic, Richards' procedure and r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  

as to the integrity of the experience conveyed by 

the w o r k  of art can, in fact, be c o m b i n e d  w i t h  

reasonable assumptions as to the relationship between 

literature and reality. The relationship in question, 

far from being mechanical, is dialectically complex. 

This is another way of saying that the artist's mqral and 

social concerns can neither be discounted nor separated 

from the formal elements to which Richards refers and

1. Ibid, p.272.

2. See G. Lukacs, The M eaning of Contem porary Reali s m , 
trans. John and Necke Mander, London (196 9 ), pp.116-117; 
Essays on Thom as M ann, trans. Stanley Mitchell, London 
(1964), p.9.
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upon which the work is based.

This a n a l y t i c a l  a p p r o a c h  has been p r a g m a t 

ically necessitated by the fact that the present work 

deals with a number of Libyan writers each portraying 

w o m e n  in his o w n  way, p r e s e n t i n g  an i n d i v i d u a l  

vision of life at large or an individual solution to 

the problems involved in connection with the education 

and liberation of women. Despite the fact that b i o 

graphical criticism is very much out of favour at present, 

I am perfectly convinced that the lack of any biography 

of any Libyan writer - indeed, the unavailability, in 

most cases, of necessary biographical data revealing 

possible influences, background and suchlike - is a 

serious obstacle to scholarly research. Eliot's remarks

as to the need to separate the man who suffers from
( 7 )t h e  m i n d  t h a t  c r e a t e s 1 J h a r d l y  a p p l y  to t he 

Libyan short story. Any scholarly attempt to determine 

the i m personality of creative writing in Libya is 

likely to be hampered rather than helped by the unavail

ability of biographical details which may illuminate

1. Richards, Principles, pp.72 ff.

2. T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, London (1969), p.18.
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the 'individuality' of each writer, which may show why 

certain writers adopt different or new techniques or why 

they succeed or fail in adding themselves to the 

mainstream of Libyan culture.

It is owing, as H.E. Bates r i g h t l y  rem a rk s,  

to the infinite flexibility and protean nature of 

the short story, that any d e f i n i t i o n  of it is 

bound to be lacking in any satisfactory finality.^ ̂  ̂ 

Nonetheless, it is possible to compare and discuss 

the achievement of Libyan short story writers, despite 

the variable nature of the genre from the artistic 

point of view. It is reasonable to suppose that any scholar 

dealing with the short story often proceeds from 

intellectual, ideological or philosophical assumptions 

w h i c h  are b ou nd  to shape his c r i t i c a l  practice. 

Concepts based upon, or derived from, Aristotle's 

theory of the cathartic effect of l i t e r a t u r e , f r o m  

Coleridge's distinction between organic and mechanical

1. H.E. Bates, The Modern Short Story, London (1945), pp.16- 
18.

2. S.H. Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, 
London, (1951), p.242.
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structured  ̂  as well as from the methods of I.A. Richards 

and T.S. E l i o t , h a v e  influenced the present writer. 

The term 'cathartic' should be understood, in this 

context, in the wide sense given to it by Richards 

as being equivalent to "the correction and r e fine

m e n t " ^ ^  of the emotions and attitudes evoked by 

the literary work of art. Similarly, Aristotle's 

c o n c e p t i o n  of the b e gi n ni n g ,  the m i d d l e  and the 

end of the work of art^4  ̂ can be applied to the short 

story in a flexible sense covering evidently any action, 

situation or mental activity, - a sense which does not 

conflict with the stream-of-consciousness technique. 

Nor does it conflict with the conception of literature 

as a s u p e r s t r u c t u r a 1 activity in the Marxist sense. 

Lukacs, it is significant to note, also interprets 

Aristotle's conception of mimesis in such a way that

1. Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, London (1967), II, p.65.

2. See J.C. Ransom, The New Criticism, Norfolk, Conn. 
(1941), pp.51 ff.

3. Richards, Principles, p.113.

4. Butcher, op.cit., p.31.
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the ’relative autonomy1 of literature is preserved.

k k k
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CHAPTER I

CABDULLAH AL-QUWAYRI

(A) The Impact of Biographical Determinants
Al-Quwayrl's portrayal of Libyan women in his short 

stories cannot be disassociated from his life. His lack of 

interest in the feminist movement or the liberation of women 

in Libya is somewhat surprising in view of his progressive 

political views and his advocacy of socialism in Libya. 

This contradiction is due to the fact that the major 

literary influences that helped to shape his outlook during 

his life in Egypt were thinkers and writers who were not, on 

the whole, interested in the issue of women.

Al-Quwayri was born in Egypt, 1930, in Samallut, Minya, 

into a petit-bourgeois family of Libyan tradesfolk who had 

emigrated to Egypt for political reasons after the 1911 

Italian occupation of their homeland. ̂ ̂  The death of his 

father when he was barely 13 years old, as well as the local

1. Unpublished interviews with al-Quwayri conducted by Ziyad 
cAlI, taped and sent privately to the writer; henceforth 
referred to as Unpublished interviews >
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social conditions in the village, must have left a deep 

impression upon him and reinforced his sense of alienation 

as a Libyan living in Egypt.

After his early education in the village school, al- 

Quwayrl went on to obtain his B.A. from Cairo University in 

1 9 5 5 . Al-Quwayri read Geography but he was already 

demonstrating a creative streak and had his first short 

story published in the Cairo newspaper, al-MasH* in 1956.^  

In 1957 he left Egypt for Libya in order to play his part in 

that country's literary renaissance.v '

Al-Quwayri published six collections of short stories, 

the first four each containing fifteen stories. Hayatuhum 

(Their Life), which comprises his earliest stories and ones 

which are more expressive of the Egyptian than the Libyan 

way of life, was published in 1960. Dialogue in all his 

early work is written in colloquial Arabic; the choice of 

themes is also representative of the Egyptian environment 

and gives a clear picture of Upper Egyptian customs. The 

second collection entitled Al-cId fl al-Ard (The Feast on

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.
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Earth) was published in 1963. These stories are typically 

Libyan as regards subject-matter; the use of Libyan 

colloquial is a highly distinctive feature and reveals, as 

we shall have occasion to note, a remarkable linguistic 

skill rarely shown by any other Libyan writer. This is also 

true of all the stories written after 1962. Among the 

salient features of the 1962 collection is the acute sense 

of disenchantment felt by al-Quwayri after his return to his 

country from Egypt.

The third collection is entitled Qitca min al-Khubz (A 

Piece of Bread) and was published in 1965. The same theme 

of human suffering is treated, in addition to new dimensions 

of alienation and other experiences in Beirut. The fourth 

collection, entitled Al-Fursa wa al-Qannas (The Opportunity 

and the Hunter) was published in 1965. It reflects the same 

preoccupation with self-alienation. New elements and 

d i m e nsions of experiences, such as the social change 

accompanying the discovery of oil, are reflected in the 

fifth collection. It is entitled Al-Zayt wa al-Tamr (Oil 
and Dates) and was published in 1970. The sixth collection, 

Khayt Lam Yansijhu al-cAnkabut (A Web Not Woven by the 

Spider), appeared in 1975.

1. See al-Quwayri, Al-Waqadat, Tripoli (1984), pp.164 ff.
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The first four collections were published in one volume, 

published in 1975 under the title Sittun Qissa Qasira (Sixty 
Short Stories). In addition to the short stories, al- 

Quwayri published important works which give a clear picture 

about his theories and reflections upon the nature of the 

short story and literary aesthetics in general. Among these 

works is the now famous Tahunat al-Shay1 al-Muctad (Run of 
the Mill) which was published in 1971. Among other things, 

it deals with the function of literature and the arts in 

society, the nature of artistic creation, and the problem of 

c o m m i t t e d  literature. These preoccupations are also 

discussed in cIndama Tadijju al-Acmaq (When the Depths of 
the Soul Cry), which appeared in 1 97 2, as well as in Ashya' 
Baslta (Simple Things), which appeared in the same year.

Al-Quwayri published his memoirs (some of which were 

written in the early 1970s) in 1984. Before that date, they 

were privately circulated in typescript. The printed 

version corresponds exactly to the original typed text, but 

it does not follow a logical or even thematic arrangement: 

al-Quwayri's mind moves freely and in sudden transitions 

from one episode to another in an informal style. This does 

not, in the least, detract from its value as the most

,/bibl \
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important source about al-Quwayri's life. It is more 

important than ^uruf al-Ramad (Letters of Ashes), published 

in the same year and containing impressions of a visit to 

London as well as other miscellaneous articles. In 1985, 

al-Quwayri published his last book to date, cAlamat Mahjura 
(Neglected Landmarks). This is a collection of articles 

already published between 1957 and 1967. The articles deal 

with the origins of journalism in Egypt, the struggle waged 

by cUmar al-Mukhtar against Italian facism, individualism 

and contradictions in history and other topics - all of 

which, due to them having previously been published in 

newspapers and magazines, are treated in a general, 

impressionistic manner.

In any serious attempt to understand how al-Quwayri 

portrays female characters in his short stories, mention 

should be made of the fact that his reference to Egyptian 

writers whose work he studied deeply does not reveal 

sufficient awareness, on his part, of the attitude of such 

writers towards the problems of Arab women in general. In 

his memoirs, al-Quwayri seems to have been unaware of the 

positive role of w o m e n ^ *  as envisaged, for example, by

1. Al-Quwayri, Al-Waqadat, p.48 ff.
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Marxism. This is despite the fact that his reminiscences 

clearly indicate that in his early contacts with Egyptians 

at Cairo University he gave deep thought to the significance 

of the fundamental concepts of Marxism.

It is noteworthy that al-Quwayrl's reaction to these 

concepts was intuitive rather than intellectual. This is 

due to the fact that his real preoccupation, even at that 

period of his life, was primarily with problems of artistic 

creation. When he entered Cairo University in 1951, it was 

full of conflicting intellectual movements. According to 

his own testimony, he felt like a simple Upper Egyptian 

(Sacidl) in the company of left-wing intellectuals who 

exhibited a deep interest in literary aesthetics and 

Marxism. A colleague, referred to as William in the 

memoirs, seems to have aroused al-Quwayrl's interest in 

these intellectual problems. He often held discussions with 

William about Dr. Rashid al-BarrawI's Arabic translation of 

volume I of Marx's Das_Ka£ital and the meaning of 

dialectical m a t e r i a l i s m . ^ ^  References abound in the 

memoirs about the significance of socialist realism for 

young Arab writers and the important relationship between

1. Ibid, pp.48-49.
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the socio-economic conditions prevalent in society and their 

role in shaping and determining the writer's outlook upon 

reality. In the case of al-Quwayri, such an outlook, 

although intellectually shaped by doctrines of realism in 

literary theory which were prevalent in Egypt in the 

fifties, leaves no room for a positive role for women in his 

short stories.

It seems likely, however, that the relationship between 

literature and the feminist movement in Egypt was not thrown 

into bold relief in the literary discussions of the period, 

nor was it as clearly felt as the relationship between 

literature and the social structure as a whole. This 

explains, as we shall see, why al-Quwayri, despite his 

interest in problems of class consciousness and other social 

problems in Egypt, was not fully aware of the significance 

of the feminist movement for Libyan women and its positive, 

progressive role as potential material for literary 

creation.

The memoirs show clearly that al-Quwayri never joined any 

political party or movement. In fact, he was accused of 

being an ineffectual intellectual with no real interest in 

political action;^) this lack of interest is due to the

1. Al-Quwayri, Al-Waqadat, p.73.
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fact that he considered himself primarily an artist. He 

himself admits that he could not probably overcome the 

'idealist' bent of his thinking, both moral and social, 

which went hand in hand with his belief in literary 

realism. ̂ ̂  Unlike the majority of his colleagues and 

friends, he did not want to belong firmly and unequivocally 

to any political organization in Egypt.

It is a reasonable supposition that al-Quwayrl's real 

preoccupation, during the formative years of his 

intellectual development and during his university career in 

Cairo, was with short story writing as a possible means of 

overcoming his alienation in Egypt. This sense of 

alienation is attributable to the fact that he considered 

himself to be, first and foremost, a Libyan writer living in 

exile. Despite his estrangement in Cairo, it seems that he 

felt at home in Upper Egypt because the way of life there, 

in many ways, suited his temperament. Al-Quwayri lavished 

praise on the traditions and customs in al-Minya province, 

affirming that Upper Egyptians, as a whole, had proved 

invulnerable to invasion in their more remote areas. 

However his memoirs make no reference to the positive role

1. Unpublished Interviews.
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of women in Upper Egypt or to the way in which they help 

their husbands in the fields. In those remote areas, as 

indeed in the countryside in Lower Egypt, married women as a 

rule do not, unlike their counterparts in the cities, wear 

the veil. Al-Quwayri was impressed by the culture of the
C  — -T-Upper Egyptians but, like al-Aqqad, Tawfiq al-Hakim or even 

Najlb Mahfuz at the time, the issue of women's liberation 

does not, as we shall see, loom large in his work.

An important and interesting problem is raised by al- 

Quwayri in connection with the' differences that obtain 

between the Libyan character and that of the Upper Egyptian. 

These differences are important since the distinctive 

quality of Libyan culture plays a significant role in his 

short stories. Unlike what he saw and felt in Upper Egypt, 

he feels that the Libyan way of life is characterized by 

anxiety and an incessant search for ways and means to gain a 

livelihood through trade, business and other occupations, 

all of which differ from the main agricultural occupations 

in Upper E g y p t . T h e  harsh conditions of desert life 

have, according to al-Quwayri, shaped and conditioned the 

Libyan character and, for this reason, Libyans have a

1. Al-Quwayri, Al-Waqadat, p.89.
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remarkable power of endurance that enables them to withstand

all kinds of disasters and p r o b l e m s . Y e t ,  they are also

motivated, under normal circumstances, by a very real desire

to resist all manner of evil and injustice in their cultural

and social environment. Whereas misery in Libya is due to

uncertainty, conflict, or movement, in Upper Egypt it is

primarily and ultimately due to rigidity, 'immobi1ism1, a
( 7 )quiet life and acceptance of authority or fate.v 1

It is noteworthy that al-Quwayri refers, in this 

connection, to the views of Tawfiq al-Haklm on the quality 

of the Egyptian way of life and the ancient history of 

Egypt. He quotes al-Haklm's views, not on the position of 

women in Egyptian society, for example - a problem in which 

this Egyptian writer was not particularly interested - but 

on the contribution made by the Egyptian peasants to the 

concept of overcom ing time and temporal change by achieving 

the permanence of the pyramids. Al-Quwayri's point is that 

the Egyptians aimed thereby to achieve immortality 

through continuity. The Libyans, by contrast, are not 

characterized by submission to authority but by love

1. Ibid. 

2 . Ibid.
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of freedom; the vast desert is a symbol, in his memoirs, of

freedom from the restrictions imposed by Egyptian 
(1 )civilization.v 1

In all these speculations, al-Quwayri seems to adopt a

conventional attitude towards women which is no different

from that adopted by the Egyptian authors and which he wrote

about in his memoirs. Intellectually, this attitude was, by

and large, determined by his upbringing in the al-Minya

province and is something that cannot be ignored in any

serious attempt to understand' h is short stories. His

observations on the behaviour of uneducated women in Upper 
( 2 )Egyptv 1 did not elicit any positive feeling on the part of 

al-Quwayri as to the need for change and improvement in the 

status of women in Arab society. A more positive response 

might have been possible and might have found its outlet in 

artistic form, if his attention had been drawn to the real 

importance of this problem, because al-Quwayri has often 

claimed that there are close connections between art and 

reality. In this connection, it is interesting to note that 

al-Quwayri refers approvingly to the issue of commitment in

1. Ibid, pp.89-90.

2. Ibid, p .
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1iterature. ̂ ̂  He stresses the importance of what he calls 

the 'dialogue' between the artist and society, referring to 

the fact that the artist, so conceived, is 'the product of 

his society'. The revolutionary ideas that al-Quwayri

deals with are important because they throw light on the 

sort of intellectual climate which he considers to be a 

favourable condition for artistic creation. The ideals of 

the French Revolution are accepted and defended by al- 

Quwayri as progressive principles, despite the fact that, as 

he says, the French Revolution resulted in the installation 

of the bourgeoisie as rulers of France.

From a serious study of the short stories of al-Quwayri, 

it becomes clear that he is not fully aware of the socio- 

historical factors that have been responsible for the 

situation in which Libyan women find themselves at the 

present time. This is perhaps the reason why al-Quwayri 

does not adequately convey the full dimensions of the 

problems that confront women in Libya. It is true that the 

experiences presented by any artist or writer are usually

1. Al-QuwayrI, Tafounat a l-Shay' al-Muctad, Tunis (1971), 
pp. 1 4 f f .

2 . Ibid, p .12

3. Al-Quwayri, Ashya' Basina, Tripoli (1972), pp.39-40.
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based on a selection of those elements that serve his 

purpose, but the problems raised by al-Quwayri with regard 

to women's alienation are much more complex than he thinks.

Another reason why al-Quwayri's conception of these 

problems is limited and hardly does justice to the concept 

of social alienation as felt by Libyan w o m e n  is his 

exclusive interest in the politics of socialism, indeed in 

Marxism, without at the same time discussing the bearing of 

these interests on women's liberation either in Libya or in 

any other Arab country. Al-Quwayri's speculations on the 

nature of Marxism, coupled, as he himself admits in his 

memoirs, with a deep interest in mysticism, leave no room 

for women's liberation in his scheme of values. Problems of 

class distinction, the nature of feudalist society, the 

political independence of Libya and Egypt and their need for 

liberation from Western imperialism, all loom large in al- 

Quwayri's theoretical and philosophical writings and are 

much more strongly felt than his interest in female literary 

portraits.

There is also another reason, a particularly important 

one, for al-Quwayri's lack of interest in the feminist 

movement in Libya. Literary reminiscences of al-Quwayri, as 

expressed by many of his critics, friends and acquaintances,
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do not suggest that women have played any significant role 

in shaping his outlook upon life. This is, perhaps, almost 

typical of many bourgeois or petit-bourgeois writers and 

thinkers who, at least in the forties, fifties and early 

sixties, were more interested in practical politics and in 

the relationship between politics and literature more than 

they were in any possible positive role for women in 

society. There are penetrating remarks, in al-Quwayri's 

memoirs, on the social class structure but not on the need 

to change men's attitudes toward women. Thus, in dealing 

with the problems he encountered in his school education, 

al-Quwayri refers to his attitude to his teacher as a guide, 

as a purveyor of knowledge and ideas, but no references are 

made to his attitude, or to his colleagues' attitudes, 

towards women, erotic matters and acute emotional problems. 

In his reflections, he recalls that pedigree, in the ethos 

of the village, was more important than education, 

individual effort or any desire to climb the social ladder. 

He says, for example, that:

The spirit of discipleship (i.e. my sense of 
apprenticeship) was never given up by me. Anyone who 
had acquired experience or expertise was a Master for 
me. This does not mean that I was always a mere 
recipient of others' experiences. It means that I 
never regarded as trivial or unimportant any activity
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which might give a clue or a hint as to the hidden(1 )depths of the human soul.v '

Al-Quwayrl's relations with his teachers are explained 

against the background of the class structure and the desire 

to learn and discover more and more about life:-

My attitude to my teacher was akin to that of a
novice to a Sheikh. This feeling was, perhaps, a
direct outcome of the environment in which my family
lived, where the teacher, outside the circle of my
family, was neither respected nor highly esteemed.
All that distinguished him from other people (in the
eyes of society at large) was that he was literate.
In fact, literacy did not call for great respect and
was not regarded by other families as an important
factor affecting the class status of the teacher. It
did not bestow on him, in this respect, any special
favour. This latter was closely affiliated to social

( 2 )origin and pedigree.K 1

What is immediately relevant to our purpose is that the 

environment in which al-Quwayri lived did not inspire a 

favourable attitude among men towards the possibility of 

social or historical change in their approach to social 

h i e r a r c h y ,  w o m e n  or literacy. This f u n d a m e n t a l  

consideration is not without importance or significance in 

understanding al-Quwayri's portrayal of women. In his short 

stories, women are, of course, allowed by society to have

1. Al-Quwayri, Al-Waqadat, p.23.

2. Ibid, p.25.
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jobs and to co-operate with men in forming the new society 

but this relative mobility on the part of women is, at the 

same time, hampered by traditional ideology to which women 

in Libya are still enslaved. It is reasonable to suppose 

that the typical heroine or female protagonist in many of 

his short stories is torn between the traditional inherited 

values and the new social circumstances in which women are 

trying to find a place and a function.

Both as a thinker and as a short story writer, al-Quwayri 

belongs to the same generation of Libyan writers that 

includes Ibrahim al-Faqih, Khalifa al-Tikball, Kamil al- 

Maqhur and cAli Mustafa al-Misratl. The literary production 

of this great generation of Libyan writers started in the 

fifties. Al-Quwayri shares with all of these writers the 

same interest in social and political problems, but the 

circumstances of his birth and upbringing in Egypt make of 

his writings a special case-study. His deep interest in 

literature, like that of most- Libyan writers of this period, 

is not a mere technical or formal issue but includes 

inevitable preoccupations with social and political problems 

in Libya. One of these problems is the portrayal of Libyan 

women in the short story. In the short stories written by 

al-Quwayri up to 1956, his attitude to the relationship
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between men and women was shaped, first and foremost, by the 

Egyptian social and cultural environment.

The rural environment in Upper Egypt was, according to a 

number of critics, no less important, as a determining 

factor, than the intellectual and literary influences that 

shaped al-Quwayrl's negative attitude towards women. It is 

a conventional attitude that derives from, and is intimately 

connected with, a characteristic rarely found in the other 

L i b y a n  w r i t e r s  of a l - Q u w a y r i  's generation. This 

characteristic is the portrayal of apparently stable and 

immutable ways of agricultural life and their impact upon 

family ties. Al-Quwayrl's conception of women, as we shall 

see, did not, in the main, transcend this traditional 

framework despite his awareness of the conflict between two 

contradictory conceptions of women at that time. The 

traditional conception was, no doubt, a direct product of 

the way of life in Upper Egypt. It conflicted with modern 

conceptions of women and their important role as envisaged 

by Salama Musa or Qasim Amin and their followers. 

Unfortunately, however, the direct literary influence upon 

al-Quwayri represented by Taha Hussein, al-Hakim or Najlb

1. See Mona Mikhail, Images of Arab Women, Washington, 1979 
pp.23 ff.
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Mahfuz could not throw into bold relief the positive role of 

women from a literary point of view.

In an interview conducted with al-Quwayri by the Libyan 

writer Ziyad c h l i ^ \  as well as in his memoirs, there are 

direct references to biographical details about the role of 

women in the life of al-Quwayri. Reference is made, for 

example, to his shyness and passivity during his love affair 

with an Egyptian widow. Her husband was a judge who had 

died some years before al-Quwayri met her. Despite her deep 

love for al-Quwayri, he was psychologically inhibited 

because, in his opinion, it was morally wrong to have a love 

affair with a woman who had two children. Al-Quwayri 

suffered from acute frustration during this affair because, 

inwardly, he had a deep desire to marry her but he could not 

articulate that desire. There were, no doubt, other love 

affairs (for example, in Tunisia), equally unhappy, and 

which all left a deep impression on his writing. This lack 

of positive articulation is closely connected with the 

emotional problems dealt with in the short stories of al- 

Quwayri.

The conservative nature of the Libyan family is, to a

1. Unpublished Interviews,
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great extent, reflected in al-Quwayrl's writings as a 

central factor responsible for the secondary and inferior 

position of women in Libyan society. In the Libyan family, 

the father behaves despotically towards his wife and 

daughters, who are not allowed the opportunity to meet other 

people outside the home. This situation prompts one to 

expect most Libyan writers to convey, from the literary 

point of view, a new vision in which Libyan women would be 

liberated. Unfortunately, however, such a vision of 

feminist liberation is not reflected in al-Quwayri's 

writings. His short stories fail to give a clear picture of 

the need for the liberation of w o m e n  despite his 

preoccupation with the state of underdevelopment and 

cultural backwardness of the Libyan family. This means that 

both subjective and objective factors contributed towards 

his negative approach to women.

The objective factor, as we have seen, is related to the 

general state of Libyan culture during the fifties and 

sixties. The subjective factor has already been referred 

to. It is noteworthy in this connection that al-Quwayri's 

emotional relations were primarily with married women. In 

Tunisia, according to unpublished material, he had an affair 

with a married Tunisian woman. No positive outcome was,
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however, possible because the very same emotional obstacle 

that wrecked his love in Egypt also affected this new 

relationship. In Egypt, apart from his shyness, the women's 

children were the only major hurdle. In Tunisia, the 

woman's continued references to her husband were certainly 

an inhibiting factor to also shock al-Quwayri's refined 

sensibility. The same pattern, apparently, was often 

repeated during al-Quwayri's visits to other places such as 

Lebanon, Stockholm and London. This pattern revealed and 

deepened the gulf in al-Quwayri's mind between the ideal and 

the actual. The world of actuality brought about, or 

induced, an attitude of moral revulsion that eventually led 

to frustration and lack of self-realization. This 

biographical fact is extremely important in understanding 

a 1-Quwayr11s approach to his literary portrayal of Libyan 

women.

(B) The Literary Portrayal of Women
In many short stories in which the role of the woman is 

limited to her status in the home as a housewife, the main 

point to be noticed is that the woman is usually portrayed 

without any distinctive qualities. This means that al- 

Quwayri does not provide us with many concrete details in
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characterizing many of the women featured in his works. 

Instead of concentrating on, or even mentioning, such 

concrete details, al-Quwayrl is more interested in their 

state of mind - for example, anxiety, fear, suffering due to 

unrequited love, or the power and domination of the husband.

Critics frequently neglect this literary aspect vis-a-vis 

the concrete details that are so often lacking in the 

majority of short stories written by al-Quwayrl. Instead, 

the social or historical factors responsible for the 

inferior status of women in Libyan society are discussed. 

Fear and submission are the main features of the women 

portrayed in al-Quwayrf's writings. These negative 

qualities imply that the writer does not expect them to 

revolt; his attitude is naturalistic rather than critical. 

This naturalism is not so different from that of Emile Zola 

or Najlb Mahfuz. It is an attitude, however, that is 

compatible with al-Quwayrl's traditional conception of the 

family as the basis of Libyan society.

The maternal or motherly role of women that is stressed 

in some stories can be easily detected as a reflection of 

al-Quwayrl's almost unconscious assumptions as to the place 

of women in the family. In this sense, the emphasis, in 

short stories that portray the family unit, is placed 

directly upon the role played by men, not women, in Libyan
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society. In U m m a h a t  (Mothers), ̂ ̂  the husband is an 

agricultural worker who is described as a politically 

committed young man who supports his immediate family and 

his mother. It is a situation in which the author adopts an 

impressionist technique to reveal the sufferings of simple, 

uneducated women who are compelled by circumstance to 

support themselves and bring up their children in the 

absence of their husbands.

When, in Ummahat, the husband is arrested for political 

reasons, the main point which al-Quwayrl wishes to make is 

that the wife, like the mother before her, will be required 

to support the family. The mother had already assumed 

responsibility for bringing up her son - now the girl's 

husband - after the death of the father of the family. Now, 

the wife is also pregnant, and will be expected to play the 

same sacrificial role.

This role, the sacrificial one of women, is also 

emphasized in the short story entitled Al-Zaman (Time)^^ in 

which an attitude of ingratitude is revealed towards an 

adoptive mother. After caring for the boy for a long time,

1. cAbdullah Al-Quwayrl, Sittun Qissa Qaslra, Al-Dar a 1 - 
cArabiyya li al-Kitab, Libya, (1977), pp.77 ff.

2. Al-Quwayrl, Al-Zayt wa a 1-Tam r , Al-Dar al-cArabiyya li
al-Kitab, 2nd.ed., (1980 ), pp.21 ff.
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he moves and lives away from her for a period of fifteen 

years. A pathetic picture is drawn of the meeting between 

the now young man and his adoptive mother in which an 

attitude of difference on his part is sharply contrasted 

with the warmth, kindness and self-sacrifice of the old 

woman. Al-Quwayri gives a moving picture of this woman in 

her old age, her face full of wrinkles and living alone in a 

state of isolation and loneliness. Like other short stories 

in which the maternal instinct is prominent, there are, in 

fact, no new attitudes described that run counter to the 

traditional values of Libyan society, or to the hierarchy on 

which this system of values is based.

Another important theme that is of particular interest to 

al-Quwayrl is the inferior status of women in the sphere of 

marital relations. It is in this sphere that women are 

often, in a number of his short stories, treated as mere 

'property'. This is a theme that not only involves the 

traditional role of women; it is a field or a set of complex 

relations and reactionary attitudes according to which women 

are given no opportunity to choose their husbands. In Nasij 

al- Zalam (Web of Darkness) ̂ ̂  , this traditional role of 

bringing up children and of being 'obedient' to the husband

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayrl, Al-Zayt wa al-Tamr, pp.9 3 ff.
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is all-important. Al-Quwayrl, in fact, implies that 

physical love, in this sense, is sharply separated, in 

Libyan society, from such important values as mutual 

affection, sympathy, co-operation in married life, and 

respect for the views or feelings of the wife in matters of 

love, divorce and marriage.

In the above-mentioned short story, a divorced wife, 

dissatisfied and unhappy, who has returned to the parental 

home is compelled by her parents to submit to fate and go 

back to her husband due to the lack of any other suitor to 

take her hand in marriage. A few hints are given about 

sexual dissatisfaction but the main point of the story is 

that the mother, in persuading her daughter to go back, is 

showing that her own life was not substantially different. 

Obedience to the husband was, and still is, the main 

principle upon which the traditional marriage is founded, 

irrespective of the misery suffered by the wife.

In Qarar a l-ffadra (Family Decision),^^ the emotional 

frustration of the wife is due to the fact that in a closed 

society the woman has no right or opportunity to choose her 

own husband. In the case of incompatability, the blame 

falls directly upon the wife who often suffers acutely in

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayrl, Sittun, pp.209 ff.
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such s i t u a t i o n s .  In this story, w h i c h  p o r t r a y s  

realistically the position of w o men as the 'private 

property1 of the man, al-Quwayrl's aim is to show that the 

absence of children engenders feelings of boredom and 

indifference on the part of the husband.

It is the woman, al-Quwayri seems to imply, who is 

treated as a 'thing' in this framework of alienation and 

estrangement. The wife feels alienated from society; in the 

words of the story:
r ̂    ̂ o 1 , ̂  ̂  —* -0.- I 0 I \ Q \ q

She began to realize that if she meant anything 
at all to her husband it was merely as a 'thing' 
towards which the man could adopt an attitude of 
hatred or neglect at any moment.^'

This framework of social relations in which the woman is 

regarded as a means to an end, and thus suffers reification, 

creates, in this story, as well as in other short stories of 

the same thematic category, a serious obstacle to self- 

realization. This obstacle receives adequate treatment by 

virtue of the hints, gestures and indirect suggestions which 

are typical of al-Quwayrl's realistic method. One such hint

1. Ibid, p.209.
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is discernible when the husband is told suddenly at the end 

of the story that the wife is pregnant. At that moment, the 

husband changes his attitude, almost unconsciously, and 

begins to express his love for his wife. This profitable 

insight is not only artistically valuable, it is 

psychologically revealing and convincing. What it reveals 

is that the wife, even now, does not believe that her 

husband loves her. In fact, her hatred and contempt for him 

become most evident and, as a result, her sense of fatalism 

gradually begins to disappear.

One of al-Quwayri's short stories that embodies the

traditional conception of women is cUruq al“Dam (Veins of

Blood) ; ̂ ̂  it reveals woman as a one-dimensional creature 

with no interest other than that of producing and bringing 

up children. This limited world, one that is imposed on the 

woman and shaped by local culture, is almost unconsciously 

reflected in the short story and obviously receives 

prominence in those cases concerning women who are sterile.

Female sterility leads to often unnecessary suffering on 

the part of the woman. In this story, the uncle divorces 

his wife because he has assumed, wrongly, that she is 

barren, the truth being that he, himself, is sterile. The

1. Ibid, pp.350 ff.
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victim, in this case, is the nephew who is forced to 

emigrate to the city in search of work. This apparent 

sympathy with the boy may be due to al-Quwayri's real 

interest in children and their upbringing. In the immediate 

context of the story, the boy refuses to be sexually 

exploited by an old Italian woman who interviews him for the 

job he has applied for as a worker in an Italian hospital in 

Tripoli. Thematically, the problem of the father as the 

dominant force is also patently felt in the story.

Male dominance, as reflected in stories centred upon the 

Libyan family, is revealed as a social problem. This is the 

major theme of Al-Khatim (The Ring)^: the dominance of the 

father over all members of the family is seen against the 

background of a business mentality, itself viewed as a 

source of social evil. In this story, the husband is often 

away from home on business. The son detests his father, who 

is a tyrannical, ill-tempered merchant who frequently 

returns home with a great deal of money which he proceeds to 

count, all alone, in one of the rooms. Following a 

particularly tense situation, the wife retires to a corner, 

alone with her meditations upon a long and wasted life in

1. Ibid, pp.260 ff.
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which she has never known real happiness:
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The woman's body was motionless, away in a 
corner of the house. Her already flaccid muscles, 
were now flabby and much softer. She had grown up, 
become old, and now had grey hair. It was the 
distress, the days of misery:"

-Oh! She whispered in a humble voice, and then 
wondered:

- Was I ever happy with him, even for one day?

She answered her own question negatively,(1 1scarcely believing that she dared even ask it.VA'

No further light is thrown upon the husband's tyranny 

save for the fact that his paternal authority and love of 

money, especially when the son and his mother leave the 

house after having had a row about the boy's gold ring. The 

wife had given the boy a piece of gold which belonged to her 

and he had exchanged it for the ring. The father apparently 

misunderstands the situation and, when wife and son

1. Ibid, p . 263 .
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have escaped, he goes quietly to his room to count the money 

as usual. What the writer is stressing here, in his own 

subtle and indirect way, is that the husband is treating his 

wife as if she were his own private property, no different 

from the money he is counting. Symbolically, the father 

represents external authority, most likely symbolizing the 

ancien regime, as a serious impediment to the development 

and integration of the personality.^^

Al-Quwayrl treats this problem of paternal authority in 

its negative form from a variety of angles. In Mata 

Ghariban (He Died a Stranger), the father's drunkenness 

leads to ugly scenes of violence in the family but there is 

no question of an Oedipus complex developing in the son who 

evidently sympathizes with his mother. The mother is 

portrayed as an extremely miserable woman still affected by 

the death of her husband. Al-Quwayri relies on the stream- 

of-consciousness technique in his portrayal of the main 

situations in which paternal power is abused. Complex 

imagery is used to convey the son's alienation and his 

attitude of both love and hatred towards the father.

1. See Ahmad M. cAtiyya, Fann al-Rajul al-gaghlr fl al- 
Qisga al-cArabiyya al-Qasira, Damascus (1977), p.204.

2. cAbdullah al-Quwayrl, Sittun, pp.344, ff.
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However, the boy cannot understand the acute distress felt 

by his mother who cries incessantly when the father dies. 

There is a flashback that reveals how the son had found 

himself a job and came to feel a certain independence. This 

is presumably a disguised indication of the emergence of 

individuality, of the growth of independence from the 

fetters of objective authority. However, one night, the 

father, who is drunk, holds a knife in his hand and seems 

about to kill his wife. The son prevents him by force and 

there ensue violent exchanges.' As a result, the father 

leaves the house for ever and dies a stranger elsewhere.

The theme of the alienation of Libyan women and the 

suffering they have to endure in a highly conservative 

environment is objectively presented in a number of al- 

Quwayri's short stories. Young girls in love are alienated 

in the sense that they are incapable of self-realization in 

a society wherein men and women are almost alien to one 

another, both emotionally and socially. This is the central 

theme of Al-Bint Kaburat (The Girl Grew Up)^^ in which the 

heroine cAwaysha cannot comprehend the symptoms or 

significance of her own feelings of puberty. Her strange 

feelings are objectively registered by al-Quwayrl, but there

1. Ibid, pp.192 ff.
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are hints or suggestions as to the possibility of change in

her life - in the life of Libyan women. These suggestions 

are, in fact, closely bound up with a carnival sense of the 

w o r l d , ^  which, as we shall see, implies the possibility of 

change. Thus, hardly aware of the significance of puberty 

for the new stage in her life, she was kissed (for the first 

time) by Mustafa, a relative in the neighbourhood. 

Significantly, this on the day when her brother's wedding 

ceremony was being held:-
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She was weak on that day, the day on which the 
wedding was held, with so much noise around her - 
women, children, men. A man and a woman may meet, 
without a woman veiling her face. She was with the 
children and not with those poeple; she tried to join 
the company of the women but could not find a place. 
So she went away, alone, looking far away until 
Mustafa found her in a hidden corner. He kissed her 
and she ran away. Now home had a new smell; so did 
the women, and the men. A new thing. Entirely new. 
A n ew life.^ ̂

1. See Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, trans.
Caryl Emerson, Manchester (1984), p.122

2. cAbdullah al-Quwayrl, Sittun, pp.19 3-4.
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The reference to the effect of the new experience upon 

the girl's sensibility has much point. The style in Arabic 

is deceptively easy, its power reflecting the new mode of 

perceiving reality as the girl is about to embark upon a new 

stage in her life. To carnivalize the experience is to 

imagine it in a different, changing context. As Bakhtiu 

remarks, the sense of socio-hierarchical inequality is 

suspended. The participants in a carnival are aware of this 

because their roles can be reversed or changed:

All distance between people is suspended, and a 
special carnival category goes into effect: free and
familiar contact among people. This is a very 
important aspect of a carnival sense of the world. 
People who in life are separated by impenetratable 
hierarcnical barriers enter into free familiar 
contact on the carnival square.^^

Just as the girl senses, as in a carnival, the joyful 

relativity of everything and starts a new stage in her life, 

so Libyan society emerges from the ancien regime to liberate 

men and women. Relics of that regime are, of course, still 

evident. It is perhaps a commonplace to note that young 

girls in Libya often wait for hours, hidden at the window, 

to see the young man of their dreams pass by the street. 

What is new, however, is that al-Quwayrl describes real love

1. Bakhtin, Problems, p.123.
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only in fleeting moments in nis short scorj.es; the brevity 

of these moments is due to the still prevalent alienation of 

women in society. Al-Quwayri's method throws considerable 

light on the complex problems arising from reification and 

opens up new vistas for change and hope.

This impact is most pronounced in Al-Yatima (The Orphan 

Girl).^) There is a direct emphasis in this story on the 

passive attitude of the girl who enjoyed happiness during 

her father's lifetime. After his death, she is put in the 

custody of her uncle who forces her to marry his son. it is 

noteworthy that the son is already happily married out ne 

agrees to marry his cousin simply because he cannot ignore 

the instructions of his father. This authoritarian attitude 

on the part of the uncle represents, symbolically, the old 

regime. Although the girl is educated and apparently in 

love with a lawyer to whom she had been introduced by her 

father, she has no choice but to submit to her uncle's 

authority. From the artistic point ol view, the dominance 

of the authoritarian attitude is a convincing symptom of al- 

Quwayri's realism.

This realism is no different from what Lukacs, in his 

description of Tnomas Mann's method, refers to as critical

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayrl, Sittun, pp.290 ff.
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realism/ ; In his polemics against traditional concepts ot 

naturalism and realism, Lukacs stresses tue importance of a 

critical perspective of reality, an outlook, in other words, 

which critically registers social contradictions in the real 

world. In the case of al-Quwayrl, this contradiction 

between the ideal and the actual - between the old regime 

and the modern consciousness - leads ultimately to an ending 

of the short story in which the old order of things still 

prevails over the new or potentially new ideal to which most 

Libyan writers aspire.

Al-Quwayri provides a clear picture of the difficulties 

encountered by working women who wish to be economically 

independent. These difficulties come to prominence in the 

c u r r e n t  p e r i o d  of t r a n s i t i o n  into the age of 

industrialization. In Qatara t_ m i n _ a 1^A m a 1 (Rays of 

H o p e ) , t h e r e  is an obvious emphasis on those factors 

which tend to make women more alienated in society.

The central female character in this story is a divorced 

woman who apparently led a happy life with her husband but 

was divorced by him after he had become addicted to drugs.

1. See G. Lukacs, The M eaning of Contemporary Realis m , 
trans. John and Necke Mander, London (1969), pp.51-55, 107.

2. Ibid, pp.7 2 ff .
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Al-Quwayrl wants to make the point that the new age in which 

women are sometimes forced to work in order to support 

themselves is not devoid of difficulties and problems that 

threaten traditional values. The divorcee has a job in a 

factory and receives a wage sufficient to support herself, 

her baby and her mother. The divorce has forced the woman 

to support herself but it also exposes her to harassment 

from a supervisor in the factory who makes advances towards 

her. Being highly respectable, she refuses to respond to 

him despite the fact that she suffers economically as a 

result of the financial penalties imposed upon her by the 

supervisor. This degradation and suffering, however, do not 

deprive her of a dream that her husband will one day come 

back to her. In other words, the traditional conception of 

the family is always at the back of al-Quwayrl's mind when 

he deals with the role of women in the modern period of the 

transitional age.

The theme of poor, working women who are forced to make a 

living in the countryside also receives attention in the 

short story Umm al-Khayr.^^ The premature death of Umm al- 

Khayr on her wedding night provides her mother with an 

opportunity to give valuable hints to the reader as to her

1. Ibid, p p .27 ff .
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ability to support the family after her husband has also 

become ill. This theme of the working woman provides the 

background to the main situation in this short story.

The circumstances of the death of Umm al-Khayr are not 

clearly presented; there is a vivid picture of a procession 

of women, representing friends and relatives of Umm al- 

Khayr's mother, heading for the cemetery to mark the 

"ArbacIn" - the ceremony held on the 40th day after death. 

A sympathetic account of the hard work, determination and 

suffering of the mother is given as follows:
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She used to strive, to work hard, to go 
everywhere in search of a livelihood doing various 
kinds of jobs. She used to bake bread in people's 
houses, make rope, sell sweets and sugar-cane for the 
children. Her daughter, Umm al-Khayr, was still 
young. Her father, who had no other children, died 
when she was barely five years o l d.^

The emphasis is on the great struggle which uneducated

1. Ibid, p.29.
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women face in difficult circumstances. Al-Quwayrl portrays 

this struggle so as to convey the message that women in the 

lower strata of Arab society can, and often do, demonstrate 

strength and determination to overcome the many obstacles 

and difficulties which they encounter in their everyday 

lives.

The difficulties which confront poor women who are forced 

to fend for themselves by carrying out menial jobs or doing 

manual work are clearly presented by al-Quwayrx as having an 

important effect on the structure of the family unit. He is 

not primarily concerned with the break-up of the traditional 

family; this is not, usually, a major issue in modern Libyan 

literature. Rather, he is presumably interested in 

demonstrating the extent to which Libyan women are bound to 

suffer in the transitional stage. If illiteracy or lack of 

education is responsible for the alienation of women in the 

modern age, there is still the problem of the extent to 

which they can adjust to a new situation in which they are 

supposed to support themselves. The artistic method adopted 

by al-Quwayrl relies upon the technique of indirectly 

conveying the relevant experience.

In Hasal Khayr (No Harm Done),^^ the central female

1. Ibid, pp.65 ff.
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character, Umm Sayyid, is a woman who makes a living selling 

meat in town. She is supporting her children, one of whom 

is a baby that she takes to the market with her. The other 

is a young boy who has had an argument with his mother about 

money and the situation between the two of them deteriorates 

because the mother has no money to spare for him.

U m m  Say^'d, who is apparently divorced and has married 

again, promises to give her son the money he wants on a 

subsequent market day. Passers-by crowd to the scene as the 

mother exchanges angry words whenthey exchange angry words 

with the boy when he tries to snatch some meat away from 

her. A man, seemingly a stranger or, at least, a newcomer 

to the market, offers to give the boy the money he wants, 

but the son rejects his offer.

The argument reveals that the boy resents the fact that 

his mother has married again. When the situation between 

them calms down, she turns to the people present and blames 

them for not preventing the row between herself and her son. 

But someone replies, with unmistakeable indifference, that 

no real harm was done.

Al-Quwayrl's aim is to provide us with an idea as to the 

misery which engulfs uneducated and simple women in Libyan 

society when they are constrained to work and to be 

independent. This ideological objective is so powerful that
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al-Quwayrl neglects concrete details about the woman's 

looks, her background, or the circumstances that have 

brought about her misery. The theme of uneducated women who 

are left to fend for themselves in Libyan society is 

particularly important.

(C) Literary Concepts Relevant to Character Portrayal
An important point that throws light on al-Quwayri's 

technique is the delicate balance which he manages to 

maintain between the nature of 'the short story as an art- 

form and the social claims which were made upon art during 

the fifties and sixties. In an interview conducted in 

1983^^, there are clear indications that al-Quwayrl is 

totally aware of the theoretical problems raised in 

connection with commitment in literature. The balance in 

question is maintained as a result of al-Quwayri's adoption 

of the method of indirect presentation of human experience. 

It is safe to assume, in this respect, that al-Quwayri 

avoids any recourse to direct statements because he is fully 

aware that such statements, especially in the short story, 

are bound to have an adverse effect on the integrity of the 

experiences presented by the writer.

1. Unpublished Interviews .
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It is in the light of his belief in the relative autonomy 

of the short story that al-Quwayri defines the doctrine of 

commitment in literature. Referring, in retrospect, to this 

doctrine in 1983, al-Quwayri brilliantly stresses the point 

that his concept of commitment is based upon critical, 

rather than naturalistic, realism. It is a concept which he 

probably arrived at intuitively more than through reading 

Lukacs. Critical realism, he maintains, is different from a 

naive acceptance or propagation of political doctrines, 

abstractly conceived, or 'party line' attitudes. Thus al- 

Quwayri makes clear this point when he says:

We have mistaken commitment for direct political 
affiliation. Political affiliations, whether taken 
in the sense of being affiliated to a party or to a 
general political cause to be exploited for political 
objectives, or for certain slogans, are all matters 
which never affect people deeply. These blatant, 
obtrusive considerations never affect the human soul 
and have nothing to do with art. Neither do they, 
contrary to the claims of some critics, affect the 
masses.  ̂ ^

Al-Quwayri argues, in line with these reflections, that art 

should, in his own words, be indirect - it is the 

"crystallized human soul in its purest form" He

1. Akhbar al-Khallj, September 9, 1983, Part I.

2. Ibid.
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emphasizes what he calls "the moment of purgation" which the 

short story occasions as a result of its organic growth. 

This is a concept which, in the literary polemics in Egypt 

in the late fifties and sixties, al-Quwayri must have 

derived from the writings of leading Egyptian critics.

This reference to moments of purgation is fundamentally 

Aristotelian. It is fully elucidated in the writings of 

Rashad Rushdi and other critics. ̂ ̂  If the content of the 

short story is rightly claimed to be realistic, the total 

effect made is psychologically cathartic. Al-Quwayrl does 

not mean that it is, as in Aristotle, limited to pity and 

fear. Purgation, or aesthetic effect, should be taken in an 

extremely wide sense. The effect is persuasively evoked 

when the structure is organic rather than mechanical. This 

is a fundamental feature of al-Quwayrl's short stories as a 

whole. It enables him to steer a cautious line between the 

Scylla of aesthetic integrity and the Charybdis of the 

claims of realism. That may well be the reason why he does 

not consciously set out to portray Libyan or Arab women as 

liberated - a concept which would definitely be a false 

representation of the real state of affairs. What al- 

Quwayri is primarily interested in is not the sociological

1. Rashad Rushdi, Nazariyyat al-Drama, Cairo (n.d.), pp.1-8.
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problem of women's liberation or of human liberation as a

political issue; he is primarily concerned with the effect 

of organic structure upon the reader. This effect, he 

maintains, is more persuasively evoked when the experience 

is organically presented. Thus, Al-Quwayrl writes:

The short story, in my opinion, is that 
concentrated moment by which one can present an 
aspect of a certain character, or an opinion, a 
problem, an atmosphere or movement. What happens is 
that the writer recalls such a moment, concentrates 
it fully, and then releases it in tranquillity by 
using artistic devices which may be summed up as the 
reverberations of certain meanings, the gestures of 
words, their associations within certain sentences, 
phrases in a dialogue, in a perfect compatibility of 
verbal expression and psychological effect.

These remarks on the aesthetic problems raised in 

connection with the short story are, as expected, perfectly 

compatible with al-Quwayri's belief that "narrow-minded" 

commitment to a political cause, or an ideological belief is 

likely to be detrimental to the work of art itself, whether 

it be short story, poem or any other genre. Al-Quwayrl 

raises these theoretical problems, especially the 

relationship between ideology and the short story, stating 

that commitment for the realist writer should be taken in an

1. Akhbar al-Khallj, op.cit.
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extremely wide sense. What he condemns, in fact, is any 

attempt to define, or impose on the artist, any preconceived 

set of political or moral principles. Artistic creation 

requires that the writer should transcend any such ideology 

which may raise a barrier before the writer's vision of 

reality. This is why al-Quwayri refused to present an 

explicit theoretical account of the problems with which he 

was preoccupied as ideological problems. He makes the point 

that the relationship between art and ideology is much more 

complex than many Libyan intellectuals imagine:

Can the writer, in our undeveloped world, 
determine one single cause or issue, or a set of 
causes or issues occupying his mind, and to which he 
devotes his time and energy? I do not think so . . .
I cannot say that I showed no interest in the 
problems of literature and art and their relation to 
life. I cannot say, either, that I was not 
intellectually interested in the problem of the 
liberation of women. Nor can I deny that I was 
always keen on social justice, liberation, the 
brotherhood of the human race; indeed, on all the 
problems raised and advocated by the various 
thinkers, world organizations, etc. But how far, or 
to what extent, I was convinced of the serious spirit 
in which these issues were discussed - that is the 
real problem. Often I felt that these things were 
being discussed in a spirit suggestive of levity and 
lack of seriousness. Behind these issues lay some 
(selfish) political or economic motives or interests.[i \Hence my disappointment.' ;

1. Interview with al-Quwayri published in "al-Shacb", 
Algiers, March 14, 1979.
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The relationship between the short story as a work of art

and Libyan society, of which the artist is a member, is a 

central problem in al-Quwayri's literary aesthetics. But, 

like most Arab writers, he discusses its implications and 

significance against the background of his deep social and 

moral concerns. If the indirect method of artistic creation 

is favoured by al-Quwayri for purely artistic reasons, it is 

also a method related to his polemics which often centre on 

modernization versus traditionalism in Libya. His central 

argument is that antiquated attitudes and beliefs, which are 

associated with, or produced by, the traditional culture of 

Libya, constrain the writer to resort to indirect methods of 

artistic e x p r e s s i o n s ^  He maintains that in any society 

which has been hindered from development, culture will be 

unable to develop in any sense:

Culture amounts to movement, to interaction; it
means the transmission of experiences as well as
renovations. If this is so, how can a society which
rejects all the factors making for change, and which
fears anything new, understand or absorb the meaning
of culture? The individual, in such a society, will
not realize the significance of any new idea

. ( 2 )introduced by any writer. K 1

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayri, Tafrunatf pp.48 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.48-49.
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The inevitable outcome, according to al-Quwayri, is that 

the writer uses an indirect method of presentation, 

utilizing the language of gesture, hints, indirect 

sug g e s t i o n s . ^ ^  In some cases, this method makes 

communication unnecessarily difficult since the process of 

comprehension, on the part of the reader, becomes difficult 

owing to possible ambiguities in the text. In these cases, 

says al-Quwayri, "both the writer and the "serious" reader 

find themselves in circumstances which compel each to move
/-ONin a special circle of his own."1 ; This comment explains 

why some short stories by al-Quwayri do not easily 

communicate their "meaning" on a first reading. The total 

effect, in these instances, is necessarily ambiguous. Among

these stories is gayatuhum (Their Life), Hasal Khayr (No

Harm Done), Al-Bint Kaburat (The Girl Grew Up), Ibtisam La 

Tunsa (An Unforgettable Smile) and others. In these short 

stories, the communication of meaning is rendered difficult. 

Al-Quwayrl does not interfere, by means of direct or 

indirect comments, with the development of the action. What 

makes his 'meaning' rather obscure is his recourse to

1. Ibid, p .51.

2. Ibid.
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symbolism or other technical devices for which he finds no 

substitute in attempting to convey his vision of reality.

Al-Quwayri's scattered comments on the nature of art are 

recorded not only in Tahunat al-Shay' al-Muctad (Run of the 
Mill), from which the above quotations are taken, but also 

in cIndama Tadijju al-Acmaq (When The Depths of the Soul 
Cry). In the latter work, he attempts to establish 

legitimate and sound connections between artistic creation 

and the concept of human suffering:

Like any intellectual or philosophical work, the 
work of art involves suffering to an equal degree.
For it is difficult to separate art from thought. 
However, one's psychological make-up is all-important 
in determining the trend to be favoured. ̂ ̂

Al-Quwayri is probably aware of the distinction between 

the creative suffering of the artist and the mental agony

sometimes caused by intellectual and philosophical labour.
( 9 ) r-L i k e  T.S. E l i o t 1 ' and his f o l l o w e r s ,  a l - Q u w a y r i

distinguishes between the man who suffers art and the man

who creates. This is why, as I have already indicated,

there is little or no personal comment, of a direct socio

1. Al-Quwayri, c Indama Tadijju al-Acmaq, Tripoli (1973), 
p.41.

2. T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, London (1969), p.18.
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political nature, on the action or any happenings in the 

majority of his short stories. What his method implies is 

that the reader should be allowed the freedom to interpret 

the experience in terms of its total effect without total 

reliance, as in minor writers, upon the author's views and 

comments. In this connection, al-Quwayri stresses that the 

work of art, as he conceives it, "must have its symbolic 

aspects, however obvious they may be."^^ In other words, 

however concrete or immediate the experience may be, it 

contains, as embodied in his short stories, a symbolic 

e l e m e n t  w h i c h  is e s s e n t i a l  for the p r o c e s s  of 

interpretation. In this sense, al-Quwayri is using the word 

"symbolic" in a special sense which is relevant to his 

method of indirect presentation. That explains why, in his 

view, objectivity in criticism cannot be separated from 

interpretation, even if the critic arrives at conclusions or 

meanings which may be totally different from the writer's 

original intentions. Thus al-Quwayri says:

Objective criticism is a creative process 
undertaken by the critic for interpreting the work of 
art and throwing into bold relief those aspects which 
remain hidden to the ordinary reader. In this 
process, the critic may differ from the writer and

1. Al-Quwayri, cIndama, p.41.
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may point out to him many defects either in the form 
or the content of the work of art. This is something 
which should not arouse anger or resentment in the 
creator of the work. For the critic, in doing so, is 
related to the creator in more than one way. He is, 
in fact, carrying out a new creative process; it is 
as though the object of that process were, in fact, 
the work of art being criticized. ̂  ̂

This means that objectivity, as al-Quwayri defines it for 

the critic, is different from scientific objectivity. It 

is ultimately based on the assumption that the realities of 

social or personal experience do not require the same 

criteria used in physics, particularly that of strict 

correspondence between propositions and the nature of 

reality as this is understood by scientists or physicists. 

What the critic needs is to give convincing reasons based on 

objective facts relevant to the work of art in question, in 

support of the point of view which he adopts. ̂

One interesting feature of al-Quwayrl's development is 

the way he moves from the traditional concept of realism, of 

registering objective details, into experimental or 

expressionist techniques which he did not hesitate to use to

1. Ibid, p .47 .

2. On analysis as a constructive and creative process, see 
R.P. Bilan, The Literary Criticism of F.R. Leavis, Cambridge 
(1979), p.75.
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develop his literary method. As has already been said, the 

expressionist element reveals itself pre-eminently in the 

use of suggestion and symbolism. It is this evocative use 

of symbolist or suggestive language which enables al-Quwayri 

to transcend the stage of the direct approach which can be 

easily detected in his collection of short stories entitled 

Hayatuhum (1960). Starting from 1961, in which he wrote Al- 
Zayt wa al-Tamr (Oil and Dates), this interest in symbolist 

and expressionist techniques continues in varying degrees in 

Al-cId fi al-Ard (The Feast on Earth), published in 1963, as 

well as in Al-Fursa wa al-Qannas (The Opportunity and the 
Hunter) and Qitca min Khubz (A Piece of Bread) which were 
published in 1965.

This does not mean, however, that his interest in 

experimental methods of literary expression excludes the 

element of realism from his work. It is reasonable to 

suppose that al-Quwayri's work combines elements of realism, 

symbolism and expressionism and does so as a result of his 

maturity and many-sided interests. That is why we feel that 

he uses, increasingly after 1960, important literary devices 

such as the interior monologue, the flashback, and the 

stream-of-consciousness technique, devices which should be 

regarded as an integral part of the development of the 

action and which are important for the organic structure of
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the short story. Through these devices, particularly the 

stream-of-consciousness, al-Quwayri aims at juxtaposing the 

present and the past, thereby deepening and enriching the 

structure of the experience and its impact upon the reader. 

Al-Quwayri usually starts the main situation of the short 

story in medias res, so that we immediately find ourselves 

gripped by the inevitable development of events. At the 

same time, the stream-of-consciousness technique enables al- 

Quwayrl to consolidate and deepen the inevitable connection 

of the present with the past and to move in any direction he 

deems fit. In Qatarat min al-Amal (Rays of Hope), ̂ ̂  for 

example, the action moves, as it were, from the denoument 

backwards as we see the heroine in great despair; through 

the flashback we gain access to the past events which 

ultimately lead to the denoument. This method of linking 

the present with the past, which gives the writer more 

freedom than is usually allowed by the traditional concept 

of narrative time as temporal continuity according to the 

Aristotelian theory of action as beginning, middle and end, 

is successfully and convincingly used by al-Quwayri. As a 

result of this technique, al-Quwayri reveals the 

significance of the various events which make up the story,

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayri, Sittun, pp.72 ff.
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because he is able to start the action at any time he 

chooses, not necessarily at the beginning in the 

conventional, narrative sense. The distinction between the 

early reliance upon statement, as in Hayatuhum, and the 

later, dramatic mode of presentation, can be made clear by 

citing typical situations.

In the short story entitled Hayatuhum,^ ̂  ̂ which gives its 

title to the collection of short stories published in 1960, 

there are the typical defects that are often caused by the 

narrative method. This is a story involving several 

characters and many realistic details are given of the 1956 

Anglo-French attack on Egypt. Al-Quwayri's intention is to 

portray the circumstances of these characters while their 

country is being attacked - a theme which is presumably more 

appropriate for a novel and which, in al-Quwayri's hands, 

gives rise to a series of episodes directly stated rather 

than dramatically rendered. As a result of this direct mode 

of presentation, there are, in this collection, no 

distinctive characters with a life of their own and the 

concept of organic development of events is lacking.

This concept, by contrast, is conspicuously present in 

most short stories written in the dramatic mode after 1960.

1. Ibid, pp.121 ff.
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What is artistically appealing about al-Quwayrl's writings 

after that date is his conscious attempt to get rid of the 

negative aspects of direct narrative. His purpose as an 

artist is to abandon the episodic to present an organic 

structure. This emphasis upon the organic structure of 

human experience is closely bound up with the inevitable 

development of the action. Thus, we find in such stories as 

Ful la, (1 ̂ Afrlam fj al-Ka's (Dreams in a Cup),(2> or Ghanni 

XfL (Sing, H a w w a ) , ^ ^  that the various elements

comprising the experience are all sufficiently interactive 

and, consequently, contribute to the total effect evoked by 

the story. These stories, like all the other stories 

included in the collection entitled Qit^a min al-Khubz, are 
artistically successful and embody the theme of human 

alienation. There are, in these stories, significant 

moments or moods of alienation, as in Ghanni ya Hawwa, which

reveals the alienation of the little girl who finds refuge

in a song when her father escapes from the village. The 

action inevitably develops from the inner dynamics of the 

situation and is not imposed from without. The father, 

afraid of punishment for stealing, flees, but the song he

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayri, Sittun, pp.189 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.245 ff.

3. Ibid, pp.312 ff.
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used to sing for the daughter continues:
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Her voice became louder, repeating the same 
words, which were (once) spoken by her father's 
hoarse voice in recrimination. Her father, she felt, 
might come back, having won a victory in the severe 
struggles in this world. Her father's words 
continued to be chanted, as in a chorus, by the whole 
village. She fell silent for a few moments. Then 
her voice became louder as she blissfully reiterated 
the words, blaming her father for his absence. Many 
other voices joined her, saying "Hawwa is singing". 
She was no longer lonely. Her songs were on the lips
of the people . . . .m

This passage is, in fact, a hymn to joy at the heart of 

what is portrayed as Hawwa's tragedy. It is as though al- 

Quwayri himself, using an epiphanic method of revealing 

rather than narrating the story, were blissfully impressed 

by the fact that Hawwa finds solace in the art of singing. 

There is a subtle transition from 'Hawwa is singing1 to the

1. Ibid, p.316.
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fact that her very songs begin to be chanted by the people 

of the village. Thus al-Quwayri conveys a carnival sense of 

the world in that personal suffering, in the case of Hawwa, 

conduces to a collective response indicating a potential 

change of the situation. The polyphonic^) nature of al~ 

Quwayrl's art reveals itself in the fact that Hawwa's state 

of consciousness merges neither with al-Quwayrl's nor with 

the crowd's. Her autonomous consciousness is preserved and 

is not lost in a Nirvana type of m y s t i c i s m  in which 

individuality is lost. From the artistic point of view, the 

passage quoted above is an integral part of the story. 

There are inevitable connections between the various 

elements of this experience: the father's feeling of fear 

and his inability to face the people of the village as a 

thief (though he stole only in order to feed his daughter); 

Hawwa's loneliness as she is left alone at the top of the 

mountain; her ability to imagine, to absorb the situation 

and to hear her absent father's voice; her impulses to sing 

aloud; then the response of the people of the village. This 

organic necessity helps to evoke the total effect.

The same organic approach applies to the collection of 

short stories entitled Al-cId fi al-Ard, which takes its

1. Bakhtin, Problems, pp.6-7.
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title from one of the short stories of that collection of 

1963. In this collection, we note al-Quwayrl's social and 

moral concerns, such as his interest in the effect of the 

environment on working-class children, but these interests 

are interwoven with various human situations. In the short 

story Al-cId fl al-Ard, ̂ ̂  the experiences of the two boys 

who fend for themselves and live from hand to mouth by 

selling sweets in street cafes, are dramatically rendered 

without personal comment on the part of the narrator. The 

c Id for most people is a happy occasion, but for these two 

boys it means that they do not easily find customers (to 

whom they can sell sweets) because almost all are at home. 

In ICtiraf (Confession), which belongs to the same 

collection, the theme of loneliness and spiritual suffering 

is treated in the same dramatic mode for which al-Quwayri 

uses internal monologues to recall the past and its bearing 

upon the present. The number of stories which receive the 

same successful treatment in the work of al-Quwayri is 

almost countless.

The use of suggestive language, which is, in fact,

1. Ibid, pp.150 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.263 ff.
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directly opposed to direct statement, can be illustrated by 

the choice of the word 'maqhura'. It is suggestive in the 

sense that it symbolizes the oppressed state of mind, the 

process to which the central female character of Ictiraf is 

subjected as well as the end-product of that process of

subjection. Similarly, the description of the desolate

cafes in the city on the feast-day, as seen from the point 

of view of the first protagonist of the story, is deeply 

touching. It is dramatically presented by the use of words

and phrases such as 1______ n,____U- (the cafe was

empty of its regular customers), f ̂ ■ ■ k« o a

dark, gloomy spot), f ^  ^  (the corner

of an old, dilapidated wall), etc. These evocations 

contrast sharply with the gaiety and merriment usually 

associated in Libya and other Moslem countries with the 

Feast-Day or cId as an important social and religious 

occasion.

It is n oteworthy that al-Quwayri pays particular 

attention to the problem of character-portrayal, both male 

and female, in order to make his dramatic mode more 

effective. It is because he does not conceive of the short 

story as a means of directly preaching or propagating

1. Ibid, p .150.
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certain beliefs or doctrines, as in propagandist literature, 

that he avoids characterization in black and white terms. 

This is to say that the characters that appear in his short 

stories are not one-dimensional. They have such multiple 

dimensions as would befit the occasion. This judgement as 

to the complexity of his character portrayal remains valid 

despite the fact that al-Quwayri is less interested in 

external details than in the internal or mental life of his 

characters.

In Qafrarat min al-Amal, ^  for example, the emphasis is 

rather upon the negative attitudes of the heroine towards 

the superintendent in the factory, but not upon her physical 

features. Nor do we know much about the physical appearance 

of most characters, though the insertion of these physical 

qualities might have enhanced our interest in the 

d evelopment of the action. It is the effect of this 

development upon the psyche of the characters, upon their 

moods and feelings, which arouses the interest of al- 

Quwayrl. Thus, in Qarar al-Hadra (Family Decision), ̂  the 

sense of disenchantment felt by the heroine, who had wrongly 

assumed that her marriage would liberate her from the

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayri, Sittun, pp.72 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.209 ff.
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restrictions imposed by her conservative family, is the main 

point of the story. Similarly, in Al-Khatim (The Ring),^^ 

the flashback to the heroine’s past regarding the way in 

which she has always been treated by her commercially-minded 

husband, receives more prominence than any concrete detail 

about the appearance of the wife, the husband or the son. 

This lack of concrete detail characterizes the technique 

used by al-Quwayri in portraying both men and women in his 

short stories.

There is, at the same time, a remarkable interest in new 

philosophical themes that are intellectually stimulating and 

which differ significantly from his earlier interest in 

realism. This interest in new themes becomes apparent, and 

acquires more importance, as al-Quwayri becomes increasingly 

aware of the problem of alienation as a social phenomenon. 

In Al-Zayt wa al-Tamr which was published in Tunis in 1967, 
the theme of migration to towns from the countryside gives 

us a clear idea of the extent to which al-Quwayri is aware 

of the effect of the new way of life on the family. If the 

traditional way of life, associated with agriculture and 

pastoral environment, is abandoned for economic and social 

reasons, the new life in the city is marked, as in Al-Zayt

1. Ibid, pp.260 ff .
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wa al-Tamr, by the danger of alienation of the poorer 

sections of the population. The conflict between the two 

generations, between the old and the new, is symbolically 

expressed by the conflict between the mother as a symbol of 

the conservative spirit, and the younger son, as a symbol of 

the new generation. The conflict is resolved at the expense 

of traditional values. Symbolism and the use of the stream- 

of-consciousness technique are used and convincingly 

exploited to express the writer's attitudes towards the 

conflict in question and its repercussions both at the 

social and psychological levels.

In Al-Rajul wa al-Ham am (The Pigeon-Man/^) the sense of 

alienation and the need for "we"/2) or for other people, is 

given concrete expression by the use of symbolism.^) The 

old man in the story keeps pigeons in his house to provide 

him with company in his old age and loneliness, but they die 

one after the other. The sense of a desolate reality, 

caused by man's loneliness is not, however, a symptom of 

defeatism on al-Quwayrl's part, but is organically related 

to the quest for meaning and the search for identity.

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayri, Al-Zayt wa al-Tamr, pp.31 ff.

2. George Thomson, Marxism and Poetry, London (1975), pp.60- 
61.

3. Ibid.
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Many characters in the short stories of al-Quwayri use 

the colloquial language which is consonant with their 

background. It is a remarkable fact that their dialectal 

use of Arabic, whether in Egypt or in Libya, is often in 

perfect harmony with the mental state or psychological mood 

in which they find themselves.

There is no doubt that dialogue is an important and 

integral aspect of al-Quwayrl's technique. He relies upon 

dialogue as a means of characterization since the main 

situations in which he is really interested are dramatic 

situations. As mentioned above, al-Quwayri does not 

interfere with the action but leaves the characters free to 

act, speak or express their feelings through appropriate use 

of language.

It is noteworthy that the use of colloquial Arabic makes 

his stories truly realistic. In his collection entitled 

Hayatuhum, published in 1960, al-Quwayri draws upon his 

experience in Egypt and reveals a great knowledge of the 

current use of Arabic whether among the poor, working 

classes, or among the middle classes to which he belongs. 

Folkloric expressions and idioms which are used in Upper 

Egypt are used in some of his short stories.
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In the short story Nisf Faddan (Half a Feddan),^^ a 1 - 

Quwayri expresses great admiration for, and interest in, the 

values of love and work. In expressing these values, al- 

Quwayri lets the peasant woman, Futuh, express herself in a 

simple language. At the same time, he is not carried away 

by rhetoric or any flights of imagination in describing the 

feelings of his heroine or the beauty of nature. Futuh's 

only preoccupation is with making her husband happy. She is 

married because she thinks that hard work might have a 

harmful effect on him. Speaking to her husband, she says in 

colloquial (Egyptian) Arabic:

Oh, my dear man! Have pity on yourself. You
don’t worry at all about your state of health. Do
you want to die? Probably you don't care if you live
or die? . . . What about Mansur? What about myself

( ? ror the baby I shall bear? Where would we go?' '

It is difficult to convey in English the impression of 

affection and tenderness which al-Quwayri wants to impress 

on his Arab readers. What is important, however, is that 

his choice of expressions, phrases and idioms matches the

1. cAbdullah al-Quwayri, Sittun, pp.32 ff.

2. Ibid, p.35.
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social status of the women he portrays in his short stories.

Futuh's use of the internal monologue, as she imagines 

herself talking to her husband, is highly convincing:

• d ^  J * * 3 j-i-j*- 1 * • ai L • • ^   L
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My God! Look at that. What a fine plot of 
land. What would you say to that? Oh! I don't 
know. But whoever comes to look at this plot, or sit 
there, would feel quite happy. Fine beans, in full 
blossom, all of them. Within less than a month, they 
would be ripe and we would eat them raw for lunch.

The use of colloquial Arabic, as in this extract, is an 

important aspect of the technical problems raised by the 

work of al-Quwayri. More often than not, this point is 

often missed by critics who direct their attention to 

ideological d i s c u s s i o n s  w i t h o u t  p o i n t i n g  out the 

significance of the highly expressive function of colloquial 

Arabic. What it expresses is Futuh's instinctive belief 

that the pleasure of cultivating the land as a life-giving 

source can only be felt and understood by those who have

1. Ibid, p .33.
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personal, direct experience in the fields. That is why she 

says that anyone, finding himself there, contemplating the 

green beans and their growth, would feel the same happiness. 

The use of the plural at the end of the extract - 'and we 

would eat them raw1 - is a triumph of al-Quwayrl's dialogic 

imagination. It is these structural and formal elements 

which have been unduly neglected by literary critics who are 

interested in al-Quwayri's art. Among the most important is 

Ahmad Muhammad cAtiyya who stresses al-Quwayrl's social and 

political commitments and belief in social justice without, 

though, indicating the relationship between art and 

ideology. ̂ ̂  The problem of symbolism in the writings of 

al-Quwayri has been briefly tackled by Mubarak Rabic who 

maintains that it is a technique closely connected with al- 

Quwayrl's pessimism as related to the social contradictions 

in Libyan society. ̂  This critic is perfectly aware of the 

'revolutionary' content of some of the short stories, but he 

ignores the development of al-Quwayrl's technique from the 

narrative to the dramatic mode of presentation.

These views which have been expressed in connection with 

the content of al-Quwayrl's short stories have been

1. See his article, "Hiwar m a ca al-Mufakkir al-Libl 
cAbdullah al-Quwayri", Akhbar al-Khalij, (1983)

2. Al-Shacb, Algeria (1981).
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subscribed to, discussed and shared by many writers. There 

have also been cursory references to the way in which al- 

Quwayrl uses the language of Upper Egyptians in his first 

collection of short stories. This point about language has 

been raised but not discussed in any detail by Najm al-Din 

Ghalib.^^ This important topic has, unfortunately, not 

been fully dealt with. The way in which al-Quwayri has been 

able to manipulate formal elements, including language, in 

his writing has a direct bearing upon his status as a major 

writer; but the emphasis in the articles and stories by 

FawzI al-Bishti, Khalifa Husayn Mustafa has been, more or 

less, placed upon the background of feudalism, social 

underdevelopment and other topics.

An interesting and important aspect of al-Quwayrl's art 

has been discussed by Amin Mazin in a full-length study 

devoted to al-Quwayri and his w r i t i n g s . T h i s  point 

concerns the influence of al-Quwayrl's experiments in drama 

upon his short stories. Mazin explicitly states that the 

various characters are more or less mouthpieces of al- 

Quwayri himself, hardly aware of the distinction between the

1. See his article in Al-Fusul al-Arbaca , (1973)

2. A m i n  Mazin, Al-Qigsa fi Adab cAbdullah al-Quw ayri, 
Tripoli (19 8 3), p.
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dramatic or impersonal mode and the subjective or personal 

method of expression.^ What is true is that the dramatic 

quality of al-Quwayrl's writings began to develop gradually 

because it was the dominant quality of his imagination even 

before he attempted to write plays. Evidence for this can 

be easily provided if we refer to the dramatic element in 

his first collection of 1960 Hayatuhum, although, as has 

been suggested already, this element is, admittedly, less 

conspicuous than the narrative. His interest in drama, how

ever, lies outside the scope of the present work.

k k k

1. Ibid, pp.65, 81.
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CHAPTER II

AHMAD IBRAHIM AL-FAQIH

(A) Introducing Al-Faqih
Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih is a leading short story writer 

who, like other writers of his generation, established a 

literary reputation in the sixties. Early literary efforts 

were made in the late fifties in periodicals, magazines and 

newspapers.

Born in the village of Misda in 1941, he came directly 

under the influence of local customs and traditions. This 

influence enabled him later to make use of the rural 

atmosphere in his short stories which he began to publish in 

collections in the mid-sixties: Al-Bahr La Ma'a Fih {No

Water in the Sea) in 1966, Irbitu Ahzimat al-Maqacid (Fasten 
Seat Belts) in 1 968, and Ikhtafat al-Nujum (The Stars 

Disappeared) in 1976. He was awarded the literary prize for 

the Libyan short story in 1965. His literary activity began 

when his early pieces were published in Libyan newspapers in 

1958 and in a number of Tunisian publications. Harib min 

al-Madlna (Fugitive From The City) was published in the
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Fezzan newspaper in 1958. His short story entitled Al-Bahr 

La M a'a Fih. was published in 1965 in the left-wing literary 

magazine 'Al-Katib1 which was then an extremely important 

literary-political periodical edited by Ahmad Abbas Salih in 

Cairo.

In addition to writing short stories, al-Faqih also came 

to be known as an important columnist in more than one 

newspaper in Libya. There is, as we shall see, strong 

evidence that his work as a journalist left its mark on his 

technique. Two collections of his journalistic articles 

have been published: Al-Sahra' wa Ashjar al-Naft (The Desert 
and the Oil Trees) in 1 979 and Kalimat min Layla Sulayman 
(Words From Layla Sulayman) in 1981. While the first 

collection deals with general social problems, the second is 

of particular interest in that it gives direct expression to 

al-Faqih's views about the need for female emancipation in 

Libya in the light of the trend of modernization advocated 

by the Libyan Revolution of 1969.

Considerable light is shed by al-Faqih's rural upbringing 

upon the romanticism in his short stories. The rural 

background shows that, in his case, the man and the artist 

cannot be separated. By romanticism in this context, we 

mean the tendency to treat emotional problems or social
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themes melodramatically or extravagantly to the detriment of 

verisimilitude and realistic detail. This is the sense in 

which Lukacs considers the problem of romanticism as opposed 

to critical realism. ̂ ̂  It is easy to feel these romantic 

experiences and the almost habitual, automatic response, in 

the work of al-Faqih, to any situation in which women are 

involved. In this respect, his journalistic articles reveal 

the attitudes which prevail in his short stories. In 

particular, women in the short stories give the impression 

that they are not well-defined characters but are, as it 

were, creatures beset by strong feelings of suffering. What 

structurally renders these experiences ineffective and 

unconvincing is that they are directly presented. Their 

immediacy evokes, as we have just mentioned, a mechanical 

response. This is due to the fact that the structure of the 

experiences presented by al-Faqih is, itself, mechanical, 

not organic.

As a result of this approach, there is an almost uniform 

picture of all the types of women in his short stories. 

They are almost all presented as conventional women 

conforming to the dictates of traditional or tribal society.

1. See Lukacs, The Meaning of C ontem porary Realism, pp. 9 3
f f .
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There is a strongly felt passive element, revealing a blind 

acceptance of the existing state of affairs and showing no 

desire, motive or inclination to rebel or to improve their 

situation in Libyan society.

Another fundamental, linguistic weakness in al-Faqih 

arises from the problems posed by diglossia (mushkilat al- 

Izdiwaj) in his work. The discrepancy between the current 

Arabic that he used in his journalistic contributions, and 

the more literary Arabic needed for his creative work as an 

artist, has affected his style in the short stories, 

rendering it more simplified than it should be. This is 

perhaps one of the main reasons why one can hardly find any 

authentic experience in his work, since the use of 

journalistic cliches and oft-repeated phraseology tends to 

simplify the complex experience of the modern Libyan woman. 

What I mean is the fact that al-Faqih fails to make 

accessible to us what J. Middleton Murry refers to as the 

real power to bring out "universal significance in a 

personal and particular expression.11 ̂  ̂ It is this power 

which is lacking in al-Faqih’s work because he is incapable 

of fusing the personal and the universal. Organic style, 

which reveals the inner growth of the action of the story,

1. J.M. Murry, The Problem of Style, London (1967), p.7.
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is a fundamental means of achieving this fusion. It is what 

we find in great writers such as Tawfiq al-Hakim, Najib 

Mahfuz and others. These writers, as is well known, often 

published social and political articles in newspapers and 

magazines. But, unlike al-Faqih, this journalistic activity 

did not have a negative effect on their creative work. The 

use of many colloquialisms in Arabic, in the work of many 

writers, is not a defect when these writers are capable of 

integrating colloquial language into their creative work, 

thus leading to a genuinely integrated linguistic medium, 

and to the indissoluble unity of form and content which is 

truly characteristic of their work. Examples of al-Faqih's 

inability to achieve this unity will be discussed as we 

proceed.

Al-Faqih remains content with registering phenomena as 

they immediately appear to him. This immediacy is probably 

consistent with the implications of artistic spontaneity or, 

as it is sometimes called in Arabic, 'improvised literature' 

(adab murtajal). Like many writers, not only in Libya but 

also in a number of other Arab countries, this phenomenon of 

"literary improvization" is obviously due to the fact that 

writers who work in journalism are often required to 

contribute regular material which is not supposed to deviate
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from intellectual d emands which are often dictated 

or encouraged by the e s t a b lishment in the countries 

concerned. From the technical point of view, these 

pressures are evidently bound to determine the tech

niques and attitudes of writers and artists almost 

negatively.

In the collection Al-Bahr La Ma'a Fih, for example, 

this d e f e c t  is i m m e d i a t e l y  felt by the reader. 

It is because of the pernicious influences of his 

work as a journalist that the dimensions of human 

experience in this collection are not clearly felt. 

T h ere are no s u g g e s t i v e  d e v i c e s  or i m a g e s  or 

complex symbolism as we find in great writers. What 

is presented are experiences in the form of anecdotes 

rather than works of art in the full sense of the 

word. The artistic treatment of the themes presented 

in the stories cannot be described as successful. 

The experiences are presented as they are; they are 

not 'transmuted' through the medium of art.

The same weakness is inevitably felt in the collection 

Irbitu Ahzimat a l - M a q a c id because, as with the other 

collection, the action does not grow from within, but solely
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from without. Interference with the action means, in this 

context, that the writer goes out of his way to piece 

together various happenings without an inherent, organic 

connection. As a result, the stories suffer from a lack of 

what Eliot calls the 'objective correlative'.^^ Al-Faqih 

does not succeed in objectifying his experiences, feelings 

or ideas. It is because he resorts to direct statement 

rather than objectification that, unlike al-Quwayri or Najib 

Mahfuz, for example, we find the structure of his narrative 

world to be episodic rather than organic. Often, the 

m e l o d r a m a t i c  element in his presentation of female 

characters renders his approach less objective and less 

satisfying than that of some other major Libyan writers.

Referring to the formal problems posed by al-Faqih's art, 

the Libyan critic Amin Mazin rightly says that al-Faqih is 

hardly aware, in the collection Al-Bahr La Ma'a Fih , of the 

importance of literary form. He discusses the problem as 

follows:

The structure of all the stories does not 
i n d i c a t e  the e x i s t e n c e  of any s h ort story 
at all. The action is devoid of any realism. The 
technique, if this is the right word, does not

1. Eliot, Selected Essays, London (1969), p.145.
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indicate any development of the story. The action, 
in fact, does not exist; it is entirely illusory. ̂ ̂^

There are other stories by al-Faqih which suffer from a 

serious lack of proper dialogue, as in A^-Kusha (The 

Bakery) a story based largely upon the method of direct

narrative. In fact, most stories in this collection suffer 

from this defect and it is this which, in fact, explains how 

al-Faqih's work in journalism has indirectly deprived his 

work of the 'dramatic' qualities characteristic of great 

art.

In the collection of miscellaneous articles collected and 

published under the title Al-Sahra' wa Ashjar al-Naft, al- 
Faqih deals with various problems caused by obsolete 

customs, traditional ideas and beliefs that have been 

widespread in Libyan society for a long time. A number of 

articles are devoted to the feminist problem, stressing the 

importance of emancipation for Libyan women, the problem of 

the veil and of marriage customs. In this connection, al- 

Faqih severely criticizes the traditional methods and

1. Amin Mazin, "Ra'y fi Majmucat Al-Bahr La Ma'a Fih al- 
Ruwwad, No.10, Tripoli, (October 1966).

2. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Al-Bahr La Ma'a Fih Al-Lajna al- 
cUlya li al-Funun wa al-Adab, Libya (1966), p.51.
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customs related to marriage in Libya, especially the

arranged marriage, and calls for the need to encourage 

relations of mutual understanding between men and women. 

This problem is treated in detail in several articles, thus 

demonstrating al~Faqih's belief that the family, as the 

nucleus of Libyan society, is bound to continue to suffer as 

a result of many people's adherence to the tradition which 

decrees that daughters have no right to choose their 

husbands.

The woman, in such a situation, is a helpless victim of 

society. The argument is that she cannot raise her children 

in a healthy, socially acceptable way, if she, herself, 

suffers from psychological problems of repression, contempt 

and neglect of her rights. In particular, al-Faqih 

criticizes the social and psychological barrier separating 

women from male-dominated society. He dismisses the 

religious argument apropos of such segregation and expresses 

himself clearly on this point as being a socially 

significant one:
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How can a w o m a n  who lives in a state of 
isolation from the pulses of experience and the 
rhythm of life, who remains imprisoned for life in a 
cold, damp house, in the dark away from the light and 
the sunshine, and away from the spirit of the age - 
how can such a woman bring up children or run a 
household? How can a woman who never sees the light, 
who does not live her life, does not experience any 
intellectual currents and is not exposed to any real 
experiences or events outside her home, how can she 
be trusted to bring up a generation able to face the 
challenges of the age?^^

The immediate point at issue is that al-Faqih belongs, in 

this passage, to a generation of Libyan thinkers who 

subscribe to this opinion, at least theoretically. The 

quotation given above is an example of al-Faqih's occasional 

awareness of the real dimensions of the problem of female 

segregation. This well-defined approach to the dangers of 

such segregation is, of course, at the opposite pole from 

the abstract romantic approach to women as symbols of sex in 

his short stories. In fact, al-Faqih exposes in his 

articles the harmful effects of misconceptions about the 

nature of women and their role, and the social consequences 

of women's exploitation by men in society. These 

consequences are important because they affect the structure 

of society as a whole. Referring to the problem of women's

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Kalimat m in Layla Sulaym an, 
Tripoli (1981), p.14.
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emancipation, al-Faqih writes:

l . w A.5 ^  L̂ J 1 li
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The problem, in my opinion, is the problem of
the whole of society: society moving in a certain
direction, both men and women. The problem in
question is of equal interest and importance to men
and women. Society can only make progress through
all of its members, of both sexes. The real point is
not that man is dominating woman simply because he is
man, but that we are still dominated by an obsolete
way of thinking. It is as though a Turkish sultan,
lagging behind the times, were still living among us,
wearing a modern garb, hiding under cafe tables,
b e h i n d  the s t r e e t  p i l l a r s  and i n s i d e  the f 1 )wardrobes.v 1

It is noteworthy that most of the articles collected in 

Kalimat min Layla Sulayman are devoted to the problem of 
women and their exploitation in traditional Libyan society. 

Among the issues raised by the writer is the conception of 

wo m e n  as private property to be bought and sold, a 

conception which is responsible for women's alienation from

1 . Ibid, p .15 0.
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society and which men exploit by robbing women of any

rights, especially with regard to marriage and emotional 

matters:

rt ijA* j — I d X J t  J — &  , j  1 c L - i   s
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The problem of women is the problem of man in 
this society, for the implications of this problem 
are considerably felt in all the other aspects of 
life. It also becomes the problem of men insofar as 
it affects the problem of bringing up children who 
will one day be fully-fledged citizens; insofar, that 
is, as it affects all the sectors and people of 
society. Ultimately, it is also the problem of work, 
production and formation of society.

It is clear from the outset that al-Faqih concentrates on 

social attitudes towards women but his diagnosis of this 

malaise lacks the socio-historical background which has 

determined and shaped the psychological basis of many human

1 . Ibid, p .24.
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relationships in developing literature. It is fair to 

stress the point that al-Faqih brilliantly registers this 

important social phenomenon, but his approach is not as 

analytical as it might be from the historical point of view. 

Analysis of the problem from a real historical perspective 

is absent from his work. It is clear, for example, that the 

problem of divorce is the most serious factor responsible 

for the break-up of the family. Despite its importance, al- 

Faqih does not deal with divorce either in his journalistic 

articles or in his short stories.-

We are firmly convinced that Libyan women always feel 

threatened and upset by this problem. It is, in fact, a 

problem which makes women feel humiliated in society because 

the right to divorce can easily be exploited by men in 

Libyan society. Whereas women in the West do not feel so 

humiliated or helpless as in most countries of the Third 

World, women in Libya rightly feel that divorce, lack of 

work opportunities, and dependence upon men for day-to-day 

maintenance, as relics from the feudalist age, are among the 

factors which stand in the way of real progress and run 

counter even to the concept of human dignity insofar as 

Libyan women are concerned. Dehumanized by their dependence
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and intellectual underdevelopment owing to the unavailability 

of real opportunities for the development of their 

intellectual faculties and their potential talent, Libyan 

women often feel that they are neither respected nor truly 

loved - except as objects of sexual desire.

In stating these facts, our purpose is to show their 

bearing upon the superstructure of ideas, beliefs and 

attitudes as reflected in al-Faqih's treatment of women. 

The infrastructure in the Marxist sense, ̂ ̂  with which we 

are not immediately concerned, was the feudalist mode of 

production and the backward economic structure in Libya up 

to the late sixties. It is unfortunate that, in his 

articles, al-Faqih does not tackle the problem of divorce. 

His interests do not go beyond the problem of the veil and 

the call for freer relations between men and women as a 

means of overcoming another problem - that of sexual 

repression. Despite these limitations, the tendency to call 

for the emancipation of women, though often expressed in 

general terms without going into concrete detail, is a step 

in the right direction from the theoretical standpoint. 

This step, however, is not taken in al-Faqih's short stories

1. See Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature, Oxford 
University Press (1977), pp.76-77.
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and we rightly feel that this is due to his romantic 

approach, i.e. his over-emphasis on women as objects of sex.

Taking the foregoing into account, we can reasonably 

assume that the fictional world of al-Faqih is a romantic 

one which, unlike his journalistic contributions, is not 

sufficiently realistic. His conception of women as being 

powerlessly shaped by external authority, represented by 

traditional and conventional attitudes, is far from being 

dramatic. It is for this reason that the relationship 

between the individual and society is based upon a 

reactionary attitude towards women as passive creatures who 

do not strive to change their situation. This conception, 

in turn, determines artistic form in al-Faqih's writings, 

rendering it more mechanical, with no inner growth. The 

ideological content and the conception of aesthetic 

qualities as springing from a mechanical structure are 

connected one with the other. As we shall see, women in al- 

Faqih's short stories are conceived as mere puppets, 

registering impressions from the external world and seeking 

no salvation. The sufferings of women, in short, could have 

been more convincingly objectified if al-Faqih had adopted a 

more objective, more 'critical' approach to the problems he 

tackles.
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Objectifying the experience in question means that al- 

Faqih should have realized that it is the laws and 

conventions established in Libyan society which constitute 

the 'objective correlative', as it were, that has alienated 

women and deprived them of the right to live a dignified 

life. In the artistic world of al-Faqih, as opposed to his 

prose writings, there is not enough recognition of women's 

right to education, to choose their husbands, to express 

feelings of love, or their desire to play a positive role in 

society. Instead of these positive possibilities, we 

encounter, in the majority of al-Faqih's stories, only 

p r o f u s e  f e e l i n g s  of r o m a n t i c  excess, not to say 

hallucinations, which are connected with his view of women 

as sex symbols.

There is a possible, historical explanation for this 

duality or cleavage in al-Faqih, between the liberal 

approach to female emancipation in his prose writings and 

the reactionary conception of women as a symbol, or mere 

means, of sexual gratification. It is very likely that al- 

Faqih found himself in a new situation as a writer after the 

1969 Revolution. What is certain is that he benefited from 

the new climate of opinion provided by the Revolution in
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Libya. It was this climate that deepened al-Faqih's 

consciousness of the increasing importance of this problem. 

That is why he began to publish his articles in the Libyan 

press, which welcomed contributions from leading writers 

from all over the country.

Competition among Libyan writers trying to outbid one 

another in advocating progressive views about women and 

Libyan political problems in general has, in all likelihood, 

helped to propagate the mistaken view that al-Faqih was 

influenced by the Egyptian socialist writer Yusuf Idris. 

What is true is that there is no point of comparison between 

them in regard to technique or subject-matter. Idris 

reveals a more profound commitment to realism in a critical- 

socialist sense. There is, in al-Faqih, a distorted vision 

of love in the short stories, coupled with an attempt to 

base social reform upon romantic and subjective solutions. 

Feelings of anxiety, fear and lack of mutual understanding 

dominate almost all love scenes or romantic situations, as 

in Safha m in Kitab al- M a w ta (A Page from the Book of the 

Dead) ̂ ̂  ̂ , Al-Qamar al-Afrmar (The Red Moon) , Irbitu

1. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Ikhtafat al-Nujum, Al-Dar a 1- 
cArabiyya lil-Kitab, Libya (1976), pp.14 ff.

2. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Irbifu Ahzimat al-Maqacid, Dar al- 
Kitab al-Lubnanl, (1967), pp.67 ff.
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Afozimat al~Maqacid^1  ̂ and AhibbinI Hadhihi al-Layla (Love Me 

Tonight). ̂ ̂  In all these stories, as indeed in many 

others, love, as we shall see later, is conceived as a means

of escape from the harsh realities of life. In this, al-

Faqih, no doubt, differs from the major realist writers in 

Libya and Egypt, including Yusuf Idris.

This escapist tendency is due, among other things, to the

fact that al-Faqih's approach is not analytical enough. 

True, what characterizes the short story, as opposed to a 

prose tract or a scientific treatise, is not analysis but 

synthesis; however, what we mean is that al-Faqih does not 

succeed in his attempt to synthesize discordant elements of 

the experience. This failure in synthesis implies that al- 

Faqih does not penetrate the essence of phenomena. His- 

fictional world is a world of impressions, both external and 

fleeting, that have not been deeply synthesized into great 

art. The result is that we are given, for example, the 

naturalistic background, such as public squares and streets 

in cities or villages, without interpreting their effect or 

significance vis-a-vis the life of the characters.

In an interesting article, Al-Faris al-Jamil al-ladhl

1. Ibid, p p .5 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.30 ff.
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Dhahaba ila al-Rarb wa fi Yadihi Sayf m in Khashab (The 

Handsome Cavalier Who Went to War with a Wooden Sword in his 

Hand), published in Kalimat min Layla Sulayman/^ al-Faqih 
criticizes Libyan writers who try to defend the concept of 

women's liberation but who soon despair of achieving any 

success. These writers give up easily when they discover 

that tradition in Libya cannot easily be overcome. In the 

end, he says, they themselves accept the conventions of pre

arranged marriages. Referring to the writings of many 

authors on this important topic, such as Farid Siyala, cAbd 

al-Qadir Abu Harrus, cAli al-Misrati, Khalifa al-TilllsI, 

Kamil al-Maqhur, Yusuf al-Dilansi and others, al-Faqih wants 

to make the point that their works all defend the cause of 

women in Libya. The writers, however, could not maintain 

their campaign for very long.

There is, presumably, an implicit admission in al-Faqih's 

writings on this problem that theoretical contributions and 

intellectual discussions may not be enough to change 

reality. Nevertheless, this admission does not prevent him 

from expressing himself in a conspicuously rhetorical style:

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Kalimat, pp.221-222.
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There, around the kitchen, they lay mines and 
said: 'This kitchen is your sphere of influence and 
movement. Do not step beyond it'. They placed mines 
everywhere in the street, the public squares, the 
clubs, the restaurants, cafes and beaches, saying: 
'You are forbidden to approach these precincts'. 
Between the family house and the husband's house they 
dug a tunnel and said: 'This tunnel is your subway
for 1ife' . ̂ ̂

This literary style in which the ideas of women's 

isolation are expressed is highly effective in bringing out 

the need for female liberation. In this situation, original 

themes are irresistibly expressed - for example, the role 

played by children as unsuspected messengers between the two 

lovers. These children are used to convey messages and to 

describe the lover in detail. Thus, al-Faqih writes 

wittingly and persuasively of this original theme as

1 . Ibid, p .16 7 .



follows:
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When the time comes for the young Libyan woman
to write her memoirs, recording in a frank way her
suffering and struggle against the traditions of that
society and the facts of her daily struggle against
the old mentality, a heroic role will, without doubt,
then be given in these memoirs to the child of the (1 )neighbourhood. v 1

Among the interesting areas in which Libyan women play no 

positive role is the dramatic movement in Libya. With the 

spread of education in Libya, many people expected women to 

perform female roles as, for example, in school theatres. 

But these roles are still played by m e n J ^  That is why al- 

Faqih launches a serious campaign on behalf of women's 

participation in the literary and artistic life of the 

country.

1. Ibid, p .181.

2. Ibid, pp.185-186.
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Problems of political and social consciousness, as al- 

Faqih conceives of them in relation to Libyan society, are 

vividly expressed in his comparatively recent book entitled 

Al-Sahra1 wa Ashjar al-Naft (The Desert and the Oil 

Trees). ̂ ̂  The 'oil trees' of the title are a suggestive 

symbol of the new means of acquiring wealth through oil 

production in the desert. This newly-acquired wealth is 

rightly regarded by al-Faqih as a means of urban 

development, industrialization and socialization. By the 

latter term is meant socialist measures of transforming 

Libyan society.

This favourable trend of modern development is, 

unfortunately, accompanied, according to al-Faqih, by new 

problems which he discusses in some detail. Noting, 

apparently, the re-appearance of what he calls the 

commercial mentality of petit bourgeois sections in Libyan 

society, al-Faqih laments the fact that many citizens, in 

the early seventies, preferred free enterprise to public 

service or government jobs. Al-Faqih apparently condemns 

this tendency largely on the grounds that commercialism is 

incompatible with real culture. ̂ ̂

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Al-Sahra'1 w a A shjar al-Naft, 
Libya, (1979), pp.86-91.

2. Ibid, p.131.
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The main point arising for discussion is that it is not 

clear whether al-Faqih looks upon literature as a means of 

overcoming these destructive trends. Al-Faqih does not 

discuss this important point, one which is a dominant theme 

of literary theory in Libya. What is certain, however, is 

that his short stories do not treat the same topics dealt 

with in Al-Sahra wa Ashjar al-Naft. What he is really 

interested in is the sociological thesis that many Libyans 

still do not respect even the professional groups such as 

teachers or engineers, and others connected with public 

service. He certainly condemns the capitalist incentive 

which he refers to as "the glimmer of profit and wealth". ̂  

There is no doubt that, like many Libyan writers at the 

present time, he regards a positive contribution to Libyan 

society as more valuable than economic individualism under
/ O ’)capitalism.v ' It is understandable that he should also 

condemn what he refers to as the nascent capitalist class, 

composed, at this time, of oil "middlemen" who make large 

profits out of the oil business in Libya. Unfortunately,

1. Ibid, p p .90 ff.

2. Ibid.
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the relationship between these "erroneous concepts" or 

values which he regards as a deviation from true socialism, 

and the function of literature in diffusing the new 

socialist values, remains vague in al-Faqih’s writings.

(B) Problems of The Portrayal of Women
In an important article published in his book entitled 

Kalimat min Layla Sulayman, al-Faqih denounces the feminist 

societies in Libya for their failure to make a positive 

contribution to social p r o g r e s s . W h a t  is fundamentally 

wrong with his approach is that he ignores the fact that the 

feminist problem is not merely a social issue but also a 

political one. Al-Faqih is, unfortunately, unaware of the 

fact that the failure of these societies is due to their 

lack of political action. The correct point of view that 

should be adopted and which also has a direct bearing upon 

our understanding of this phenomenon, as it is reflected in 

modern Libyan literature, is that the feminist problem is a 

socio-political one that is closely bound up with the 

historical development of Libyan culture. It is not merely

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Kalimat, p.119.
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a social problem in the sense that the injustice, suffering 

and oppression inflicted on women, whether in the sphere of 

the family or at work in the fields, cannot be understood 

without referring to wrong judgements and misconceptions 

which have dominated Libyan society for a very long time.

It is in this sense that the problem of liberating women 

in society should be regarded as an all-embracing 

comprehensive process by which Libyan society, both male and 

female, should be freed from the impediments and obstacles 

which stand in the way of real progress in Libyan society. 

From the ideological point of view, the liberation of women 

in Libya should be considered an integral and inseparable 

part of the liberation of men, of all sectors in society. 

Al-Faqih is not aware of this important point because the 

articles he wrote on this subject concentrate on superficial 

aspects of this problem such as the veil or, understandably, 

on the right of women to receive an education. But his 

analysis fails to throw into bold relief the essence of the 

problem, namely the position of women vis-a-vis men, or the 

relations between the sexes in Libyan society. These 

relations are important because the family is a microcosm 

reflecting the macrocosm - Libyan society at large. In this 

microcosm, one of the main characteristics is that the man 

applies double standards in respect of his immediate family
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and his life outside that family.^^ It is difficult to 

account for this duplicity from the intellectual point of 

view, despite the fact that it is directly reflected in a 

great many modern Libyan short stories. Many Libyans object 

to the liberation of women on the pretext of protecting 

honour (sharaf) and high ethical standards, while they are 

aware that ethical values are changing and that in their own 

private lives they do not apply the same standards and 

restrictions as they impose on their daughters or sisters. 

All aspects of sexual violation or deviation from ethical 

standards are hypocritically connived at or, at least, not 

openly discussed.

Both in his journalistic articles and in his short 

stories, women play an important part in al-Faqih's writings 

at various levels and in various roles. He is conscious of 

the fact that these various roles are acted out in Libyan 

society during a transitional stage of development from 

feudalism to the industrial age. However, no positive 

values are stressed in connection with the roles themselves, 

whether Libyan women are portrayed as adolescent students, 

women in love, or traditional housewives. The fact that no

1. A good example of this duplicity is found in the 
character of Ahmad Abd al-Jawad in N. Mahfuz's trilogy, 
which has puzzled many orientalists. See J. Jomier, 
Thulathiyat Naglb M ahfuz, trans. N.Luqa, Cairo, 195 9.
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positives are involved means, as we shall discuss later, 

that al-Faqih's conception of Libyan women is a static 

conception which, in fact, runs counter to the rebellious, 

progressive element in the feminist movement in Libya. As a 

result, al-Faqih is not fully aware of the need for 

salvation often felt by Libyan women in their struggle for 

liberation, contenting himself, as he does, with inadequate 

notions of romantic individualism. This is due to the fact 

that he is oblivious to the role played by class 

differences, local customs and traditional conceptions which 

are still prevalent in Libyan society today. This attitude, 

as we shall see, is conspicuously reflected in his short 

stories. It is based on the view that women are merely a 

means to a further end, a means of satisfying sexual needs 

or a symbol of love, betrayal or entertainment.

This criticism levelled against al-Faqih's attitudes will 

be seen to be essential for understanding his literary 

output. Instead of committing himself to a positive 

attitude towards the struggle of Libyan women against 

obsolete values and outmoded ways of thinking which have 

been entrenched for many centuries, we find him following 

in the footsteps of other writers and traditional poets who 

regard women as inferior to men, as submissive creatures who 

owe their allegiance to the objective, impersonal authority 

of society, of the tribe, or of the husband. There is no
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attempt to humanize the relations between the sexes. 

Concrete situations in his short stories will help us to 

understand al-Faqih's attitudes.

In the title story from the collection entitled Al-Bahr 
La Ma'a Fih , ̂  published in 1966, we find that the writer 

is attempting to embody, or give vent to, his strong 

romantic feelings by resorting to experiences with an 

imaginary Greek girl. On board a ship, the hero, a 

journalist by profession, is immediately attracted to this 

girl and imagines that she, herself, must feel the same way 

about him. Al-Faqih then creates a barrier that hinders 

communication or understanding between the two. The barrier 

is a linguistic one: she only speaks Greek whereas the only 

foreign language he can speak is English, which he learned 

at school. There are strong hints that "conquest" is 

rendered difficult because of this barrier. The author 

resorts, in a typical romantic vein, to pretexts and 

excuses, both real and imagined, with a view to increasing 

emotional extravagence and comes out with a hackneyed 

theory:
j  i .11 i i i L S  1 C i  1 *  1 , 1 1  d  -i l j  t . ... 1
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1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Al-Bafor La Ma 1 Fih , Tripoli 
(1966).
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Why on earth are there all these languages which 
have arisen like barriers to separate people from 
each other? We laugh, rejoice, grieve and love in 
one and the same language, so why don't we speak one 
and the same language? Why doesn't everybody speak 
the same language?^ '

Al-Faqih is not, however, content simply to protest 

against the language barrier. His aim is to develop the 

action, proceeding from the fact that a common language is 

discovered other than that of natural language. He indulges 

in romanticization about the language of the eyes, of the 

hands of lovers, of music, of laughter, etc. Dreams of a 

happy, sweet world of love without impediments or obstacles 

dominate his world; there is even an adamant, but facile, 

assumption that languages, religions, and all other barriers 

are bound to disappear for the sake of love and in the 

moment of love.

This ideal, dream-like world is, however, shattered, for 

it is all a figment of the young man's imagination. When 

the ship reaches harbour, the girl disembarks and vanishes, 

much to the disappointment of our hero who is suddenly 

awakened to reality and the hard facts of life:

l ^ _ - l  j o —-  o '  J j L - *

-V I u-11

1. Ibid, p . 8.
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He can't believe that she is going to disembark here, 
that he will no longer see her and that her olive- 
coloured eyes will never again meet with h i s . ^

It is no exaggeration to say that no serious attempt is 

made by the writer to objectify the experience. Al-Faqih 

wants to embody in artistic form an experience which takes 

place outside Libya, choosing as the heroine a Greek girl 

because such a choice would, it is implied, allow him to 

transcend the barriers and restrictions imposed by social 

customs in Libya. Unfortunately, this approach is 

tantamount to an escapist attitude towards the problem of 

frustration in the widest sense of the term, let alone in 

the sexual sphere. It is noteworthy that this escapism is 

due to the fact that the love stories are hardly credible; 

they lack what is sometimes referred to as verisimilitude - 

an air of plausibility or probability in the Aristotelian 

s e n s e J ^  That Libyan youths often, in the short stories of 

al-Faqih, meet European girls and are all afforded the 

chance to indulge in day-dreams, illusions and fantasies 

which are far from realistic, offends against the commonly 

accepted canons of the traditions which derive from

1. Ibid., p .17.

2. S. Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art 
London (1951), p. 55.
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Aristotle as to the necessity of embodying "what may 

happen". ̂ ̂

Al-Faqih often mixes feelings of love with deprivation, 

mental anxiety and an acute sense of the meaningless of life 

in exaggerated contexts which, in many cases, are far from 

typical and cannot be described as universal. This means, 

as we have already implied, that the writer could not 

transcend his private, fantasizing world to reach the realm 

of objective truth. In his world, women are not only 

symbols of frustrated love but also a source of much 

psychological anxiety.

This approach to women may be illustrated by his short 

story Irbitu Ahzimat al-Maqacid (Fasten Seat Belts) in 

which the central male character leaves Libya to go on 

holiday abroad. Once aboard the plane, he chooses a seat 

next to a European girl so that he might seek an opportunity 

to talk to her. His one obsession is the magical

accessibility of the European girl, using such terms as 

"electric charges" (shulinat kahraba’iyya) and other strange 

phrases such as "the cold blood in my veins" and

1. Ibid.

2. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Irbitu Afozimat al-Maqacid, Dar al- 
Kitab al-Lubnani, (1968), pp.5 ff.
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"monitoring" her movements and gestures. The girl, however,

remains silent. Whenever he moves closer to her, she moves

further away from him until she gets stuck in the corner.

Sounds of "laughter" are then heard from the other

passengers who are expressing their amusement at the

unsuccessful amorous attempt and the inevitable sense of

frustration and failure when it is announced that seat

belts may now be unfastened. The young man says: 
la q-* X-.JJ I ̂  U- L—y_, 1 Lj I c**JU-

I, too, took off my jacket and drew closer to 
her seat. I moved my shoulder to be nearer to her so 
that I might bridge the gap or the distance 
separating her from me. I wanted to reach her, to 
join her, to derive from her 'fresh' body such warmth 
as would run through the cold blood in my veins. I 
moved, pretending that it was merely an involuntary 
movement and that there were no designs or plans on 
my part. In order to conceal further my real 
intentions, I lit a cigarette and inhaled deeply as I 
moved my shoulder to touch her. I might have touched 
her arm had she not, as though by a voluntary 
movement, nervously twitched in her seat. . . She 
became fidgety and moved to the furthest corner of

p lj I N.̂ J* * Ijj 1 d/jlŜ
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the seat, as though she politely wanted to give me 
the chance to feel as comfortable in my seat as If i \wanted . K '

One can, in fact, cite examples without end to 

demonstrate, on objective grounds, that emotional 

extravagence bordering on sentimentality and melodrama is 

characteristic of al-Faqih's art. It is hardly necessary to 

point out that this sentimental, melodramatic element often 

destroys the integrity of the experience from the artistic 

point of view. It is responsible for his obsession with 

such problems as 'moments of conquest', erotic fantasies 

which may appeal to the instinctive reactions of the reader 

without, however, such moments being sanctioned in objective 

reality. In other words, al-Faqih takes a 'short-cut1, as 

it were, to the artistic effect which his stories are often 

intended to evoke, a short-cut that is made inevitable as a 

result of discounting essential elements in the various 

situations presented in his stories.^

The direct outcome of this sentimental approach is that 

al-Faqih's portrayal of women is often one-sided and 

unconvincing. His women are empty, shadowy figures because

1. Ibid, p .7.

2. See J.C. Ransom, op.cit., p.51.
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the approach in question tends to over-simplify the 

personality of the Libyan woman. In this connection, the 

Libyan scholar, Sulayman Kishlaf rightly points out that 

what perniciously affects the art of al-Faqih is that, among 

other things, he shows no interest in the psychological 

reactions of men or women in any humane situation. ̂ ̂  Al- 

Faqih is aware, of course, that women move about less freely 

than men in Libyan society because of the restrictions 

imposed on them. Al-Faqih is more interested in the 

external behaviour of his characters than the effect on 

their psychological state produced by the social milieu.

Al-Faqih's direct approach reveals itself, for example, 

in his neglect of what Kishlaf aptly calls the "barrier of
/ p ̂suffocating terror"' * which segregates women and which 

precludes any real development of humane relations, and of 

the development and integration of the personality of the 

Libyan woman. In the short story AhibbinI Hadhihi al- 

Layla (Love Me Tonight) ̂ ̂  , an interesting situation arises 

when Sheikh Abdullah goes abroad for the first time as a

1. Sulayman Kishlaf, Al-flubb/Al-Mawt ~ Rajul wa Imra'a, 
Tripoli (1984), p.40.

2. Ibid, p .20.

3. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Ikhtafat al-Nujum, p.30.
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member of an official delegation. Leaving his colleagues at 

the hotel, he makes a stealthy visit to a night-club, 

determined to enjoy his newly-found liberty. The concept of 

social hypocrisy is exposed because al-Faqih wants to show 

that, although this character is called 'Sheikh' cAbdullah, 

the title conferred upon him by the people of his village 

does not prevent his enjoying himself with a call-girl for 

one night.

Al-Faqih, like the main character in this story, looks 

upon women as sex-objects. Women in his writings are 

incapable of developing any real relationship because they 

are reduced to mere sex symbols. Inside Libya, they are 

conventional creatures suffering from the fetters of 

reactionary traditions which arouse in them strong feelings 

of fear, anxiety and distress. As a result, love scenes are 

portrayed in some situations as fleeting or elusive 

experiences, or 'imagined' experiences behind windows and 

'mashrabiyyas' (wooden oriels) which do not even reveal the 

face of the one looking out. In the short story Humum 

Saghira (Small Worries)^ we know nothing about the 

central female character except her name - Zahra. She is a

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Al-Bafor La M a ' Flh. , pp.
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student with whom Mahmud falls in love after he has caught a 

glimpse of her from behind her 1 mashrabiyya'. This is how 

he tells his father of the experience:

At times, however, there are totally unconvincing touches 

of romantic love which, in fact, verge upon the absurd. 

This tendency is exemplified in the story Dhata Layla

which is an epistle of love written by a young man to the 

girl of his dreams. In it he relates his attempt to "catch" 

the moon, to get hold of it and offer it to her as a present 

on her birthday. The writer apparently wishes to show that 

the young man would do anything, including trying to achieve

1. Ibid, p .99.

2. Ibid, pp.155 ff.

1 o   3J 1

I saw her one day as I looked out of the window 
of my room when she was looking out of the half-open 
window of their house. I flirted with her but I 
never thought that on that day I would fall so much 
in love with h e r . ^

Ibrlliyya Ra'ica (Once Upon A Marvellous April Night)
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the impossible, in order to win the girl's love. However, 

no concrete details are given about the situation of the two 

would-be lovers. What colours their situation is an 

illusory atmosphere, or a series of illusions, which the 

writer seems to enjoy indulging in at the expense of 

aesthetic and moral integrity. By moral integrity is meant, 

in this literary context, the lack of a serious approach to 

the aesthetic treatment of the theme and to do it justice; 

al-Faqih ignores what may be called the ethics of good 

writing. In short, he does not treat sex in his work as 

something deserving of serious treatment. As we shall see, 

it may well be that this lack of artistic integrity is an 

indirect outcome of al-Faqih's work as a journalist, an 

effect of Libyan journalese on his technique as a writer.

Again, the negative attitude towards the male-female 

relationship is reflected in the short story A l-Kusha (The 

B a k e r y ) . T h i s  story recounts the problem met by Idhhayba, 

the pregnant wife, as a result of her husband's lethargy and 

nonchalence. The husband, a baker by trade, is so 

preoccupied with his work that he gives not a moment's 

thought to his wife's misery who also has the additional 

chore of preparing the dough for her husband. Al-Faqih

1. Ibid, p .51.
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leaves us in no doubt as to the husband's feelings of 

indifference when he returns home one day to find his wife 

confined to bed about to deliver a child at any moment; an 

old woman, acting as a midwife, is standing by her bedside. 

The husband, however, shows no concern or interest in the 

situation at all.

In the story W a fa' Ba'ic:at al-Ma' (Wafa,1 the Water 

V e n d o r ) / ^  al-Faqih clearly expresses the sense of 

alienation felt by Libyan women as a result of their 

emotional deprivation. Umm Sucayda is a poor women who 

sells water to people living in decrepit housing firmly in 

need of repair. Her only son, Mansur, had been conscripted 

three years before and she often goes to the post-office in 

the hope of receiving a letter from him but to no avail. 

Then there is a sudden transition in the poor woman, from 

sanity to insanity, which brings about a change in people's 

attitude towards her for they now respect the woman and hold 

her in awe; women, children and even men visit her shabby 

home in search of her blessing. This change in attitude is 

apparently caused by the superstitious belief in the 

'holiness' of madness. It occurs when the people of the

1. Ibid, p .63.
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village discover the woman surrounded by a crowd of men and 

seemingly about to breathe her last. Again and again, in a 

hysterical manner, she repeats her wish to meet up with her 

son after her death.

There is much going on in this story and one finds that 

the writer's own personality overshadows that of all the 

characters. Consequently, the story fails to have a lasting 

impact upon the reader. All at once, the character of the 

woman becomes very pallid and weak; it lacks realism and is 

inconsistent with the events that take place. There is no 

obvious justification for her being taken with madness; she 

is a member of a village community and this form of society 

in Libya is noted for being very close-knit as if all 

members belonged to one and the same family. Her madness 

seems to be due primarily to the spiritual vacuum in which 

she lives - she feels alienated in her own society and it is 

this that is the real cause of the tragedy that befalls her, 

the sense of alienation that affects all women who have no 

man in their lives, be it father, husband or son. However, 

instead of analysing this problem and investigating the 

social forces and tribal environment that help to create the 

woman's psychological makeup, al-Faqih allows himself to be 

diverted by secondary aspects. The story, all of a sudden,
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is marked by artistic discrepancies and rapid transitions 

from one state to another in addition to illogical and 

unexpected turns of event. To study the female character 

from within necessitates the use of appropriate devices that 

help to link the internal world with the external, devices 

such as the monologue.

In the story entitled Sultana (Sultana)^^ al-Faqih 

devotes a great deal of attention to the central male 

character, yet ignores the female character whom he shows, 

as with other stories, as suffering from a sense of inner 

defeat. This story concerns the feelings of anxiety and 

uncertainty that can result from excessive jealousy, and we 

can sense Sultana’s attempt to overcome the passiveness that 

is so characteristic of the Libyan woman. She is easy prey 

for the man's nagging doubts and fears but we remain 

ignorant of any concrete details concerning the story's 

characters. Al-Faqih gives a brief description of the man:

^ <lJ 1 1 t l> mm I {jm « 1  ̂ti !■>!< CJ_> 1j 1 ■■ 4
J 1— tj-lp rt.,  5 p 1-5 * C .MW 3P I J w;

a i . —  .̂5-̂ O' rt lAijfr (i« < 1 i *
• dO-LJ I >  I

What happened last night to Si Khalil, the old
man who wears a gray mantle, supports himself upon

1. Ibid, p .75.
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his bamboo staff when walking and makes a living from 
reciting the 'zajal', is no longer hidden from any 
person in the village.^

One day, Si Khalil sees Sultana who is with a group of 

girls down by a stream and is taken with her beauty. Al- 

Faqih introduces her involvement in the story to us with the 

following simple words:

 ̂ i m * L a 1 Q— • 1 fr—LhAJI.J ̂  1 d - I 1 c.LJb
 ̂tiii ■ 1 1 N £  L? 1 rt. ....ii 1 .1 .!>■ "V IJ

This woman whom he has snatched and rescued from 
her wretched life, living in' a hut without bed or 
blanket . . . . ̂  ̂

Si Khalil weds her but after a year of marriage jealousy 

begins to take a strong hold of his imagination. When he 

sees his wife wearing a' new dress, he asks her how she 

obtained it. She answers that it was a gift from a relative 

but this fails to satisfy him. The situation worsens but 

the writer is unable to penetrate the wife's inner feelings 

or register her emotions in a way that is artistically and 

objectively convincing.

While the husband is in this doubting and suspicious 

frame of mine, he hears a whistle outside the house and

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Al-Bafor, p.75.

2. Ibid, p .79.
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imagines it to be a man calling to his wife, a fact that 

seems to be confirmed when he hears small stones falling 

from the window. This serves to widen the gulf between the 

couple and the husband finally loses his self-control. He 

accuses her of being unfaithful and, after beating her, 

divorces her. The wife remains silent and prepares his tea 

in the usual way after the evening meal. Then, still in 

silence, she collects her few belongings and leaves the 

house to return to her father's hut. Not long afterwards, 

the husband discovers that a number of children had been 

playing outside the house and feels very guilty at the way 

he treated his wife. He tries to make her return home with 

him but her 'self-respect' refuses to let her go back and 

she prefers to stay where she is.

One of the most significant points being made in this 

story is the strictness of social and family traditions that 

grant complete authority to men and which women have to 

accept as a fact of life, as their inevitable fate. In his 

treatment of social phenomena, al-Faqih uses an anecdotal 

style that is far-removed from artistic language. He does, 

however, get quite close to revealing the moral aspects he 

wishes to impart to the reader. When the wife emphasizes to 

her husband that the injury to her self-respect prevents her 

from returning, Si Khalil reminds her of the life of poverty
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and misery from which he rescued her:

« d_J IkJ - L Ck_ j 1

The wife says "I realize that separation is a 
big thing, but there are more important things." 
"Sultana", he says, "you know the kind of life you 
can expect in your father's hut. There are more than 
four people living in it cramped up together. With 
me, you have a house and can be on your own, 
Sultana. " U )

Al-Faqih here wishes to turn the spotlight on the wife's 

refusal to return with her husband after he has accused her 

of being unfaithful and has divorced her. However, he fails 

to convey the dramatic struggle within the girl and sums up 

the situation in a single arbitrary comment, saying:

eU s o 1 J-a-k-
m J l I ^ 1 t J Q
W ĴII ■ m J 1̂1 !»• (JMW O

----- L  ^ d  1-0^

It was obvious that the wound was more serious than 
could be healed by what Si Khalil was saying. He wanted 
to express himself in another w a y J ^

1. Ibid, p .87.

2. Ibid.
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Amin Mazin says of this point:

Despite the great flexibility and elegance of al- 
Faqih's style, graced as it is with a lilting poetic 
imagery, yet it can be criticised - particularly in his 
more successful stories such as "Sultana" - by an over
abundance of statements or propositiona1 truths and a 
lack of appropriate dialogue that would reveal the 
inherent nature of the characters.^^

It is also noticeable in this story that al-Faqih lacks 

the required skill and experience to portray a woman's 

psyche, i.e. a description of the inner woman and the effect 

her husband's jealousy and way of thinking has upon her. 

The tendency to 'educate' the reader emanates from the 

writer's style and his own personal commentary that he 

incorporates within the story. He criticizes the inherited 

social traditions that have constrained woman's place in 

society and which have engendered personal psychological 

anxiety and frustration for her.

One cannot help but observe the attention that al-Faqih 

gives to the husband's feelings, particularly his jealousy 

and concern, but yet never mentions the age-gap between the 

husband and wife which must, of necessity, play a major 

role. In his introduction to Al-Bahr La Ma'a Fih., Kamil 

Maqhur has this to say about the characters in al-Faqih's

1. Amin Mazin, Ra 1y , p.9.
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stories:

Al-Faqih does not exactly have an optimistic
view of life. There is a veneer of sadness that
covers his work as if he, personally, is of sad
persuasion and has never known happiness. Pain is an
old friend of al-Faqih's and he tries to transfer his
sadness to his reader but does so with an overly-
pessimistic approach that leaves no room for hope at
all. This veneer may very well be the remnant of a
romantic tinge from which he could not free himself
even while hoping to find a means of access to a(lbetter, new life in the city.v ;

(C) A Critique of al-Faqih's Literary Approach
It cannot be doubted that the writing of stories, as with 

the execution of other art forms, is tied to an observation 

of society's shortcomings and people's social and 

psychological problems. There are, of course, shortcomings 

in society that many are ignorant of, such as the alienation 

of women both within themselves and within society itself. 

The reason for treating these defects on an artistic level 

is to show people that the responsibility lies not with the 

individual but entirely at the door of society as, for 

example, with the estrangement of women. One of the most 

significant features of society's backwardness is that girls 

are looked upon as erroneous additions to family life, with

1. Kamil Al-Maqhur, Introduction to Al-Bafrr La Ma'a Flh
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men taking the view that they are heavy burdens that have to 

be suffered until they can be married off, or even consigned 

to the coffin. Libyan writers must deal with these shameful 

attitudes in a much clearer and more profound way, their 

works emanating, as they must, from a social and literary 

consciousness that is more than adequate to tackle these 

issues on an artistic level. The exposure of these problems 

will lead to a gradual spread of awareness among people as 

to society's shortcomings, to the need for reform and to a 

spirit of cooperation in resolving the problem of women's 

status in the community. An erroneous concept that is dealt 

with by al-Faqih in Al-Qamar al-Ahmar (The Red M o o n ) ^  is 

that of the need to "bury shame and dishonour". In this 

story, a young girl is murdered and her voice silenced; 

life in the village then continues as before as if nothing 

had happened. Essentially, the story concerns a village 

youth, Mansur, who is always one of the most active 

participants in celebrations that take place notwithstanding 

that he is only a shepherd boy who looks after the herds of 

village notables such as SheikhCAmir, the headman. The girl 

in the story is Hind, one of the most beautiful girls in the 

village, with the longest and loveliest hair of any. She

1. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Irbitu, p.67.
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also happens to be the daughter of Sheikh Amir. Whenever 

celebrations go on, Hind is there among all the girls, 

captivating everybody with her long, gorgeous hair. Mansur, 

himself, will be found singing to her, to the village and to 

the whole world, his tender songs having only to be heard 

once for them to be quickly taken up and sung by the whole 

village.

One day, Mansur meets Hind close by a stream. He 

approaches her and they instantly fall in love. However, 

she tells him to keep his distance in case anyone sees her. 

Mansur agrees to her request but he has fallen so much in 

love that his heart is beating wildly. Only the full, red 

moon hears his happiness and joy as it responds to Mansur's 

song about Hind. His love grows stronger and, in a rash 

moment, he expounds publicly how he feels towards Hind, 

singing about her lovely, black hair, her beauty, about his 

love, the moment when they met, and of the red moon that was 

out that night.

As quick as lightning, the song spreads through the 

village until everyone, women, children and even the old 

men, are singing it. Imagination runs riot and the 

villagers make something out of nothing: how Mansur was 

alone with Hind at night by the stream, how he embraced her 

and how "the wind, the trees and the plants hung towards the
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ground in shame at seeing them together by the stream and 

how the water reflected their image".

SheikhcAmir covers his head in shame from his fellow- 

villagers and it is evident that the dishonour which he 

believes has been visited upon him is throttling the Sheikh. 

One day, Hind disappears from the village and is obviously 

dead, though no-one knows the manner of her death. Mansur 

flees to the hills, wandering around hither and thither, 

midst mountain and valley, in a perpetual state of loss and 

despair.

The village is the bedrock of artistic experience with 

al-Faqih, particularly in Al-Qamar al-Ahmar, as he mixes 

prose-verse into the story and uses poetic language in order 

to convey the story's central theme, pouring out love and 

torment as he describes Mansur's feelings and emotions. 

Despite the beautiful, poetic spirit which al-Faqih instils 

into the story, his image of Hind is a lacklustre one and 

fails to express adequately the struggle that exists between 

the individual and society. This represents al-Faqih's 

artistic failing, visible in his ideational vacuum and lack 

of artistic maturity that leaves the central theme of the 

story hanging in the air. It is as if Hind's murder is

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Irbitu, p.74.
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something that holds no value. There is a clear tragedy in 

the life of Hind and Mansur but it is not described in a 

sufficiently profound manner; instead, the writer is content 

to mention the girl's death without highlighting the 

struggle that is going on between the individual and 

society. Al-Faqih does not tackle the problems of class 

inspired by the relationship between Mansur, the village 

shepherd boy, and Hind, the daughter of the village sheikh, 

nor the problem of adhering to the tribal system, one that 

sticks rigidly to old-established social standards, albeit 

erroneous ones. Instead of this, al-Faqih's treatment is 

nothing more than the story of Hind's murder and Mansur's 

flight. The death of Hind does not trouble the villagers in 

the least; on the contrary, her death is an atonement for 

the dishonour that befell the village due to Hind's assumed 

behaviour. In this and other stories dealing with the 

relationship between men and women, al-Faqih still clings to 

the standards of rural life, albeit unconsciously, a factor 

that can be attributed to his upbringing in the countryside. 

He concentrates on the emotional angle more than that of 

class:
** I I I t ^ ^  ■ Ji V. I.**’ Li 1 * .a J I
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Smeared in oil, the hair of all the young girls 
hangs down, black, radiating out, glistening and 
dancing. More than that of any, he loves Hind's 
hair, the richest, the longest and jettest black of 
them all. He is drumming on a box, not just banging 
it, but playing with artistry and taste, as he sings 
a song, not for any of the men and women around him, 
but for Hind alone. Hind is right there before him, 
her rich hair almost touching his face, and there are 
her hands in front of him, dyed beautifully in henna, 
such soft, delicate hands . . . her fingers covered 
in rings . . . the smell of her hair filling his
nostrils . . . and the wonderful way she moves
filling his heart with pleasure. ̂

This story, distinguished by its elegant style and 

perceptible spirit, is one of al-Faqih's most beautiful love 

stories. Commenting upon al-Faqih's work, Sulaiman Kishlaf 

says:

In my opinion, there is no greater problem in 
the mind of any Arab or Libyan than that related to 
the social problem itself. When one is unable to 
separate the concepts of love and sex, when the mind 
confounds them and cannot distinguish between them, 
that is when one's imagination grows ever more rife 
and feelings of lust develop to such an extent that 
one's only interest is to do all one can to satisfy

1. Ibid, p .71 .



one's sex urge. It is this, the obeying of this 
need, that loses for Arab and Libyan citizens the 
greater part of their social and intellectual 
potential. When a man gets to possess a woman, he is 
unable to think logically about anything else/^

The psychological and sexual frustrations that al-Faqih

spotlights and which result from women's isolation in Libyan

society is reiterated in the character of cAbd al-Hafiz in

the story entitled Safha Min Kitab al-Mawta (Page From The
( 7 )Book Of The Dead)v ;. This man is a teacher in a school in 

an inner region of Libya who is taken with utter disbelief 

when he finds a girl studying alongside the boys in his 

class. He feels his imagination is playing tricks on him 

and, at first, believes the girl to be non-human, a visitor 

from another world. Nevertheless, he allows the girl to 

attend class when he discovers that her father has moved 

from the city to take up work in the country and there are, 

indeed, some positive aspects that result from the girl's 

presence, seen in the new concern the students have for 

their appearances and their studies. In this story, al- 

Faqih is endeavouring to relay the true dimensions of female 

isolation but he does so in a greatly-exaggerated manner -

1. Sulayman Kishlaf, Al-Bahth fi Lahzat Hanan Icnda Suqut 
al-Iqnaca, Majallat al-Fusul al~Arbaca (1975), p.77.

2. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Ikhtafat, pp.14 ff.
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the students begin to imagine that she is a devil disguised

as a girl. Nevertheless,, exaggeration in this way does 

indicate the importance of this subject as far as al-Faqih 

is concerned and may better explain the failure of novel 

values in establishing a more harmonious social relationship 

between the sexes. The teacher, who holds traditional views 

on women's place in society, becomes mentally disturbed and 

sexually frustrated over the girl's presence:

* I ̂ <*.!«..*w ^  1 <_t>w 1 c  U ..J -1 ^ 1 UJ5 j

U- (_)»j Iju J> Ij o  Lu ̂  Cj L^ju j 1 (j-U
IfJ2 riL.j ) U  j 1 3 C  L  IfJ
Lj <J> l*“ *"(_>■*“  ̂jLJLrf U  (J5 ^J J '**J>
I V < 1̂ ^ 1 < *ŵ l 1 A I 1  ̂ ^
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He had always thought (imagined) that girls 
should be tutored differently by members of their own 
sex in special schools, ones with huge, iron gates, 
surrounded by high walls, secret and impenetrable. 
Moreover, that what was taught to boys was 
exclusively what men needed to know about and that 
any female would be embarrassed and shy to listen to 
such things; he never thought she could depart from 
all principles of decency and modesty and sit 
shamelessly with boys in the class, listening to and 
writing about the same things, and sitting the same 
examinations. This girl must have lost her way or 
slipped into school through the window in order to

L.iiiJ 1, im, I I ̂|a4 (UijjuJ I 1 <">.,1 L *i 1 u tk> 1 jl i
* j <i. 1 p
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plot against him in a deliberate intrigue - if he 
allowed himself to treat her in the same way as the
other students, he would be committing a grave(1 ) sin.v '

In this passage, the use of "shamelessly" to render the 

Arabic words "f 1 tahattuk wa fujur" is admittedly 

inadequate; the Arabic words normally suggest profligacy, 

immorality and suchlike. This over-emphatic language 

indicates that al-Faqih's concern is to reveal the immense 

psycological and social barriers that separate men and women 

in Libyan society. It is these barriers that generate far- 

reaching psychological effects and this is seen in the 

mental state of the teacher and in other stories in which 

women represent the central pivot around which the plot 

develops. This psychological imbalance causes the teacher

to believe that the girl is part and parcel of a conspiracy 

that has been planned against him by the authorities, both 

inside and outside the school, because he finds it 

incredible that the administration would allow a girl to

attend the boys' classes. The teacher says:
O O O ̂ 3 I ) ^
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1. Ibid, p.17.
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He knows a woman is inviolable and that her
inviolability must be safeguarded, that her place is
inside the home far away from the eyes of men, and
that when a man and a woman meet there is always a
third 'being1 present - the Devil. What would one
think if a woman were to meet thirty, or even a (1 )thousand men?' ;

It is for this reason that the teacher, cAbd al-Hafiz 

imagines the girl to be a sorceress and that she has come 

from the world of jinns to turn the boys from scoundrels 

into peaceful students. When he corrects her work along 

with that of the boys, the idea of talismans and spectres as 

in the Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead takes a hold on 

him. Al-Faqih mentions this point more than once in order 

to emphasize the link that exists in the minds of many 

Libyan men between sorcery and otherworldliness and Libyan 

womenfolk, as if she is an alien creature completely 

different from normal human beings. The teacher imagines he 

has fallen in love with the girl who is surely young enough 

to be his daughter. What is curious here is that the author 

treats this mixture of reality and fantasy, the sorcery and 

influence of charms together with other ideas found in the 

Book of the Dead, quite seriously in that the teacher firmly 

believes that the extent of his feelings and emotions where

1. Ibid, p .19.
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the girl is concerned have to be the work of a jinn or a 

magic spell. He begins to delve into old, yellowed volumes 

in the hope that he will find an antidote to counteract the 

effects of the spell that has been set upon him by the world 

of ghosts and dead people.

The main point of concern in this story is centred upon 

the teachers psychological attitudes more than anything 

else. Notwithstanding the fact that al-Faqih has revealed 

the essential cause of the problem - the contradiction 

between old, traditional values and modern, social 

relationships, yet the teacher's character appears contrived 

and his emotional reaction excessive - this results in a 

story that is both intellectually and artistically 

superficial. Al-Faqih uses symbolism in some stories but 

one cannot argue that he does so successfully. Perhaps he 

resorts to symbolism in order to criticize the constraints 

society imposes upon love and self-realization in one's 

emotions and romantic tendencies. In Qissatan Min cAnbar 

a 1 -Atfa 1 (Two Tales From The Children's Ward),^^ a story 

also linked to the male-female relationship in society, the 

narrative of events is thought-provoking, fascinating and

1. Ibid , pp. 6 7 f f .
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characterized by a spirit of humour in al-Faqih's portrayal 

of two babies, a boy and girl perhaps meant to represent 

'Adam and Eve', who escape from hospital immediately after 

having been born, in an endeavour to realize the love that 

exists between them. It is apparent, from the outset, that 

al-Faqih's intention is to criticize negative aspects of 

society such as the lack of social intercourse between the 

sexes, or the problem of women's isolation from men.

The boy gives himself the name Qays and his girl friend, 

the name Layla. Some of the major obstacles that stand in 

the way of true love between people are pointed out when 

Layla warns Qays that her family would not be an 

understanding one because their lives are steeped in 

ignorance, tribalism, the closed society, and traditional 

practices that lag centuries behind the modern age. 

Moreover, the two lovers are unable to find anywhere in 

Libyan society where they can be alone, where they can be 

themselves and perfect their love. They buy a paper to see 

what there is to do in the evening but, unfortunately, there 

exists no place for them to enjoy themselves innocently or 

where their love, virtuous as it is, would be accepted in 

public. On the contrary, Layla is afraid when they sit down 

together in a coffee-house and the change in atmosphere is 

all too apparent. The customers are absolutely astonished
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to see them because for the sexes to sit together like this 

is alien to Libyan society. They leave the coffee-house and 

go to the souk, often looked upon as a place of recreation 

in a city. They watch a play about love on a TV in the souk 

but this is followed by a religious programme that cautions 

against any form of social intercourse between the sexes; 

it calls for the isolation of women and warns of the 

problems that can arise when they mix in the same society as 

men.

What al-Faqih is emphasizing here is that there exists no 

place for true love in Libyan society notwithstanding the 

positive aspects that can mark the Libyan woman as 

characterized in the baby girl. As there is nowhere for 

them to go, Qays and Layla return to the hospital, shocked 

by society's denunciation of them and by society's 

traditional values which hinder the Libyan woman from 

achieving either self-realization or their ambitions in 

life. They are, furthermore, prevented from making a 

positive contribution to the society in which they live. 

Some of al-Faqih's stories, as above, depend on a fantasy 

world, a world that cannot be seen or felt, inhabited, as it 

is, by apparitions. As we have said, fantasy is obviously a 

great stimulus to al-Faqih in his writings for his departure 

from reality is quite marked.
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One can safely say that al-Faqih's stories are 

distinguished from those of other Libyan writers, with the 

exception of al-Quwayrl, by the rural or village atmosphere 

that he evokes; for him, the village is certainly not a 

trivial or passing affair but represents the real stuff of 

literary experience, closely identified, as it is, with the 

development of the Arabic story, particularly in the early 

fruits of romanticism which had an enormous impact in its 

portrayal of the local rural environment, turning it into a 

poetic image that served to celebrate love of the 

countryside. This impact, as pointed out by Dr. Muhammad 

Hilal Ghunayml,^) may be due to the fact that the romantic 

writers emphasized their deep attachment to the countryside 

and paid homage to their rural roots, drawing their 

characters from the peasantry, a class of people so often 

ignored in classical literature. Despite al-Faqih's 

background imposing the hallmark of country and village life 

upon him, his close ties in that respect are not objectively 

reflected. It is for this reason that al-Faqih fails to 

convey a moving, or artistically appealing picture of the 

various concerns of village life or to reveal the deeply-

1. Muhammad Hilal Ghunayml, Al-Naqd al-Adabl al-Hadlth, 
Cairo (1964 ) .
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felt issues uppermost in the minds of villagers. Al-Faqih 

does not underline the dialectical contradictions that 

affect the lives of these simple people in all dimensions, 

particularly the complex societal structure, whether from 

the social, economic or anthropological points of view; he 

also avoids tackling the effect that sudden change has had 

on rural areas in modern times.

Al-Faqih gives brief insights into rural life together 

with an overview of certain customs and descriptions; no 

historical sense is felt of the village ethos in a changing 

world, nor are proper descriptive portraits given of the 

countryside. Al-Faqih does not provide the reader with any 

kind of appealing folkloric image, unlike al-Quwayrl in his 

anthology of short stories entitled Hayatuhum (Their Life) 

in which, in view of al-Quwayrl's interest in critical 

r e a l i s m  and the c o n d e m n a t i o n  of f o r m s  of social 

exploitation, one can truly feel the close ties with the 

earth and with the countryside and their influence upon the 

characters.

As for al-Fagih, his attachment to a romantic style 

emanates from his own rural experiences. In some of his 

stories he has a tendency to depict aspects of the 

environment in addition to describing the sadness and
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alienation from which his characters suffer. In general, it 

is to be noticed that his stories lack mention of the 

struggles, confusion and contradictions that mark society. 

He does not give concrete descriptions of his characters, 

nor of their circumstances and surroundings, nor of their 

innermost feelings. It is to be argued, therefore, that his 

stories lack the necessary structural and artistic elements 

as well as the effective technique required to synthesize 

the various elements properly and to provide for a clear and 

harmonious development of events. It is the life and 

personal experiences of the author that remain his preferred 

source of material. Having said this, the problem that 

faces any artist is to modify his personal experiences into 

objective experiences such that they express the spirit of 

the age, i.e. the issue of objectivity is such that 

different characters should be pictured in different ways 

and should not reflect the writer's own encounters and 

observations. This is what Eliot means when he writes that 

the great artist, in writing himself, writes his time.^^ 

One cannot say that al-Faqih leans towards objectivity in 

his writings or succeeds in objectifying his feelings since 

the way in which he portrays his characters affords no

1. Eliot, op.cit., p.137.
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opportunity to the reader to become acquainted with those 

particular details and characteristics that would serve the 

artistic goal in a social or objective context. He conveys 

no external or internal features of his characters. If we 

look at his female characters in particular, they are 

nothing more than flat pallid shells and the reader can 

imagine them, inwardly or outwardly, as he wishes; al-Faqih 

fails to provide any basic details such as age and concrete 

features that generally set people apart. His dependence 

upon a romantic and illusory world has distanced him from 

social reality and, consequently, the situations in which 

his characters find themselves have no coherent or organic 

relationship between them, dictated, as they are, by his use 

of narration and direct statement. There is no sense, in 

some stories, of any organic connection between the events 

that take place - the writer depends upon coincidental 

happenings and a mechanical structure. His female 

characters are on the sidelines of life, living a routine 

and tragic existence. Contrarily, the short story writer 

al-Quwayrl is able to draw on important moments and sharply- 

focus them in relation to the lives of his characters, 

beginning, as he does, from the concept of oppression and 

alienation under both feudalism and capitalism. Thus does 

al-Quwayrl delineate his characters, characters who suffer
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from frustration and mental rupture due to the fact that 

they are exploited economically and socially; they are 

characters broken in both body and spirit. It is facts such 

as these that render the experience the true raw material 

for artistic treatment.

While al-Quwayrl is interested in the innocent elements 

of young women, al-Faqih pictures her as a mature person, 

being pursued by men both in the town and in the village. 

It is that that is uppermost in his mind: pursuing a woman 

and assaulting both her body and her dignity. In the 

context of love, she is no more than a mere sex object, left 

alone confused in a world of deprivation, loss and 

frustration. Whereas dialogue plays a fundamental role in 

al-Quwayrl's work (wherein he uses the Egyptian colloquial 

or Libyan dialects) and there is an absence of excessive 

romantic sentiment, for al-Faqih dialogue serves his 

artistic objective but rarely - narration is the element 

with which he shapes his stories. This is due, in the first 

place, to al-Faqih's work as a journalist, the diversity of 

his writing endeavours (daily articles and weekly chapters) 

and to his government job taking up most of his time. The 

central theme in his story Irbitu Ahzimat al-Maqacid (Fasten 

Seat Belts) expresses the feelings of anxiety, frustration
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and failure felt by the youth Najmi in establishing 

relationships within society. It is noteworthy that the 

female character is a foreigner in view of the fact that al- 

Faqih is primarily concerned, not with objective reality, 

but with depicting a personal and psychological state. In 

fact, this story is a repetition of a theme in another story 

Al-Bahr La Ma'a Flh, both of them concerning Libyan youths 

who travel abroad and who undergo similar experiences. In 

Irbitu Afozimat al-Maqacid, all that the youth can think of 

when he meets the European girl is the possibility of a new 

world of carnal desiresl These are his thoughts:

Travelling alone - she is very beautiful and 
sitting here next to me. One quick, little movement 
and I could open up a new world for her and me, a new 
world where I could become really alive and find 
solace. I gaze longingly at her arm which looks just 
like a river of honey. A small distance separates me 
from it, no more than a hand's width.

Al-Faqih manages to convey the impression that these 

moments in pursuing the girl are the most important in the

1. Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih, Irbi^u, p.6.
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life of a certain class of Libyan going abroad, moments in 

which they could fulfill themselves. These desperate 

moments are pictured in all their detail and the action 

develops when the other passengers show their annoyance and 

disapproval of the young man's behaviour. Al-Faqih is 

* thereby attempting to link sexual feelings with the social 

order of things, the fact being that women are isolated 

beings in Libyan society, yet he does not tackle the essence 

of this social phenomenon by providing the necessary 

background that is tied to this situation. He links sexual 

feelings to the struggle of the individual against 

traditional standards - his choice of a 'romantic' situation 

is charged with personal impulses, all of which reflect 

individual anxiety without transcending it into a larger 

social context or indicating any possibility of social 

change.

The feeling of alienation from society suffered by the 

central male character in AhibbinI Hadhihi al-Layla (Love 

Me Tonight)^) means that he is afflicted by the social 

contradiction that exists between the reality of the inner 

person, on the one hand, and the external world, on the 

other. The man, Sheikh cAbdullah, is travelling on an

1. Aftmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Ikhtafat, pp.3 0 ff.
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official mission to Europe for the first time in his life. 

At night, he goes to the hotel nightclub without telling 

his colleagues. His mental frustration becomes apparent 

when he realizes the truth about himself - forty years old 

and has never, in all his years, received one letter from a 

w o m a n  or had any m e m b e r  of the opposite sex feel 

affectionate towards him - and throws himself into the arms 

of the dancer on the nightclub floor. The sexual 

deprivation suffered by the individual is the dominant theme 

in all these stories but the manner in which al-Faqih 

describes the social and psychological aspects in the 

stories Trbitu Afrzimat al-Maqacid,Al-Bafrr La Ma'a Flh and 

AhibbinI Hadhihi al-Layla lacks the objective and social 

correlative required to picture these situations properly. 

Al-Faqih is conveying a didactic message - the absence of 

women in Libyan society. As a consequence, he records 

moments of utter deprivation on the part of his male 

characters. The artistic balance between form and content 

is upset as a result of exaggeration and direct statement; 

furthermore, the author himself intervenes in the storyline. 

All of these factors hinder the organic development of the 

events and the required balance in describing the male- 

female relationship is not to be found. As in the story
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Ahibbini Hadhihi al-Layla, the writer is concentrating his 

theme on man's thirst for real love yet, at the same time, 

he ridicules the concept of social virtue in Libyan society; 

perhaps this concept is used as a device for, or is a 

symptom of, social and moral hypocrisy. We find this in the 

latter-mentioned story when the sheikh drinks two glasses of 

wine in the ballroom and then considers his social position 

anew:
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He laughed to himself at this social virtue 
which society regarded as a horse that could ride 
through flames and meet the nymphs of Paradise. Who 
said that love was not virtuous? Who said that it 
was not virtuous for a boy to love a girl, to kiss 
one another and go together to the dance hall, to 
take each other in their arms and dance, to sing and 
dream together and to sleep on each other's 
shoulder? ̂ ̂  ̂

The writer does make use of the internal monologue here 

but is unable to refrain from declamation and to use the

1. A^mad Ibrahim al-Faqlh, Ikhtafat, p.45.
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stream-of-consciousness technique on a superior artistic

level - this results from the writer's persistent 

intervention in the action and his poor sense of artistic

structure. Al-Faqih is endeavouring to picture the

atmosphere, full of bitternes and frustration, that prevails 

over the old man, especially in his description of the 

Sheikh when he is in the nightclub listening to the hubbub 

of the drums:
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Would this abominable drumming ever cease and 
remain silent forever? But the drum did not let up 
and carried on exuberantly, the rhythm speeding up 
once more, now erupting, now calming down. He felt 
himself rising and falling with it, as if the drum 
was throwing him up to the ceiling and dashing him 
down to the floor like a corpse. He tried to close 
his eyes so as not to see it, to block his ears so as 
not to hear it. But the rhythm bore down on him, 
rousing waves of never-ending torture within h i m . ^

This image sets out the similarity that exists between

1. Ibid, p .42.
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the man and the drum, both of them hollow and vacuous. For 

Sheikh cAbdullah represents the social values, delusive and 

false, that he has lived up to these past forty years among 

the people of his village. In one moment, everything is 

laid bare, everything has turned into a hollow vacuum that 

is no different from the drum, particularly when the sheikh 

throws himself in front of the dancer, breaking down and 

asking her to love him just that one night. It is an 

outburst that reflects the man's s e 1f -a 1ienation and 

frustration. One should note that the factor of coincidence 

plays a major role in al-Faqih's stories - people meet, love 

and part all by chance, i.e. the story rests on a weak 

justificatory and analytical foundation and this means that 

the writer has to rely more on narration and the inclusion 

of exciting moments than on artistic structure. Most of the 

time, al-Faqih is recording a particular character's 

reaction to certain unexpected events and justifies this as 

the logic of fate. This is seen in the story A l-Bafor La 

M a'a Flh. where al-Faqih makes language the main barrier 

between the man and the woman, as if it was something that 

fate had willed. Why does the woman not speak the same 

language as the man? The author uses stratagem when he 

creates a language of the eyes and of music, endeavouring to 

do away with geographical boundaries so as to emphasize that
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a chance love is far more important than any other factor.

As we have seen, in A hibbini Hadhihi al-Layla, when the 

Sheikh goes to the nightclub he discovers that all those 

present are couples enjoying themselves. He remains alone 

and the reader can sense his strange feeling of alienation. 

The critic, Sulayman Kishlaf has this to say about the 

writings of al-Faqih:

Due to the non-existence of any harmonious
relationship between the two extremes - 'men and
w o m e n  in Libya' - and, as a r e s u l t  of the
comparative freedom of movement and action that the
Libyan male enjoys, this writer, instead of looking
inwards and helping to demolish the suffocating and
deadly barrier that inhibits human relationships,
turns, instead, outwards, in the first place, so as
to escape any confrontation and, in the second place,
imagining that he will thus be able to attain his . . .  M )objective with ease.' }

Chance occurrence and affectation also play significant 

roles in other stories such as Humum Saghira (Minor Worries) 

in which the writer's objective is to picture the human soul 

and its alienation. The story is told in an affected and 

contrived style. The son rebels against his father's wish 

that he marry his cousin. Under normal circumstances, it is 

not the Libyan custom to expel a son from the home, nor is 

it possible for a son to lead a full independent life away

1. Sulayman al-Kishlaf, Al-Bafoth, pp.82-83.
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from his family resulting from his infatuation over a female 

neighbour whom he has been observing from his window. In 

other words, the concept of independence is governed by 

complex factors related to the manner of the child's 

upbringing in the society and the emotional ties that bind 

the son to his family, factors that are very strong in 

Libyan society. One could argue that this story is a 

journalistic treatment of a social issue. However, the weak 

artistic framework in which the story resides fails to 

arouse our self-involvement in the events depicted and the 

atmosphere of the story completely bypasses us.

Al-Ayyam al-Thalatha (The Three Days),^ the longest 

story in the collection Irbitu Ahzimat al-Maqacid, al-Faqih 
does, in fact, fall into a deep chasm of direct statement 

and narrative, turning the story into a long anecdotal 

series of episodes that relay the story of a North African 

youth's infatuation with an Egyptian girl who, as a trainee- 

member of a group of social workers, has been despatched to 

an Egyptian village. Over a period of two to three days, 

the infatuation develops and his feelings for the girl 

intensify. She then returns to her work in Cairo and the

1. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Irbitu, pp.8 9 f f .
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boy is left in a state of psychological ruin and despair. 

This is a reiteration of the male characters depicted in the 

stories Irbitu Ah zim a M a q a cid and Al-Bahr La M a'a Flh

they also, to all intents and purposes, express the personal

experiences of the author. The story, written in direct 

narrative and containing commentary and non-functional 

intervention on the part of the author, suffers from an 

affected and verbose style that loses the moment, allowing 

it to founder in a temporal and spatial labyrinth. It is 

also filled with secondary characters, a factor that brings 

about the story's failure. The verbosity detracts from the 

effectiveness of his style when he conveys to the reader the 

feelings of the youth when in the car with the girl sitting

beside him:
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Bashir was still in his seat clinging to the 
girl. Outwardly, he appeared well-mannered and
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dignified, calm and impeccably behaved. Inwardly, 
however, he felt none of this - he felt excited and 
greatly aroused. Indeed, there was a huge carnival, 
loud and boisterous, going on inside him. He felt, 
at this moment, that a curtain was rising gradually 
in front of his heart to reveal an orchestra with a 
full complement of musicians . . . there was the
fiddle, oud, qanoun, piano, bamboo flute, drums and 
tambourine. A voice on his heart's stage began to 
sing out, vociferous and unrestrained.^^

It is noticeable with al-Faqih, then, that some stories 

are similar as regards the form in which he presents the 

theme. He resorts to narrative and statement and, so doing, 

reveals a lack of awareness of his characters as well as 

knowledge of the causes and consequences of using such an 

affected mode of expression. As regards content, most of 

his male characters suffer from an absence of women in their 

lives. Another reason for the failure of the abovementioned 

story is the flatness and monotony of the subject-matter. 

The story covers twelve pages and no details are given of 

any of the female characters' features.

In Jurcat M a 1 (A Gulp of Water), ̂ ̂  the author once again 

makes use of the episodic mode and verbosity that fail to 

assist the natural development of the story. The central 

male character meets a man in the desert, takes pity on him 

and offers him some water. He feels a certain liking for

1. Ibid, p.96.

2. Ibid, pp.31 ff.
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the man and, through their conversation, discovers that the 

man is not affiliated to any particular region. Here, al- 

Faqih is arbitrarily highlighting the geographical factor in 

people's appreciation or view of others: a person from

Benghazi is called "Sharqawl" (Easterner) while from Tripoli 

he is called "Gharbawi" (Westerner). This stranger has 

clearly revealed, in fact, that he is an outsider, a 

Sharqawl. At the end of the story, the central character 

finds out that the man is a bandit but al-Faqih makes it 

plain that his attitude towards him in no way changes and 

that he remains affectionate and friendly towards him. The 

dialogue, however, does not serve any purpose because it is 

too long. There is, of course, no harm for any writer who 

has a design upon the reader to attempt to objectify 

situations in order to reduce traditional tribalism, 

parochialism or separatist attitudes in a small country. No 

one denies that the attempt to cling to local cAsabiyya 

(group solidarity) as a means of self-betterment runs 

c o u n t e r  to the Zeitge i s t ,  i n d e e d  to the m o d e r n  

consciousness, both literary and social, in modern Libya. 

The point at issue, however, is that tendentious statements 

or situations are used to convey directly to the reader the 

view that there Should be no distinction or hatred between 

the Sharqawi and the Gharbawi. The indirect method is far
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more convincing from the artistic point of view.

The story Wafa_| B a 1 a ct al-Ma 1 (Wafa', the Water

Vendor)^) centres on the relationship between the main 

female character, Wafa', and the environment in which she 

lives, is suffering the pangs of the real world. It gets to 

the point where she becomes deranged as a result of the 

utter misery she feels at not having her only son around - 

he is serving as a soldier in the Libyan army. Three years 

go by but still he has not returned and she finally loses 

patience with her suffering and the abuse that is hurled 

upon her by society. In return for a pittance, the woman 

fetches water for people but has to forever endure their 

curses and abusive manners. However, she is late one day 

and fails to bring any water. She has turned mad and news 

of this quickly spreads among the people. They change their 

view of her and she becomes highly respected and held in awe 

as e v e r y o n e  vi s i t s  her seeking her b l e s s i n g  and 

supplication. Her condition is such that her departure from 

this life is considered imminent and the name of her son, 

Mansur, is forever on her lips.

Al-Faqih, in this story, fails to express adequately the 

change that has come over the old woman. For example, it

1. Aftmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Al-Bafrr La M a 'a Flh , pp.6 3 ff.
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happens suddenly and does not arise out of the organic 

development of events; the writer simply does not prepare 

the way for this change. As with other characters of al- 

Faqih, one can feel time passing but not the temporal effect 

on the characters or the action. For instance, people 

suddenly begin searching everywhere for the woman who has 

disappeared. They find her, seemingly on the point of death 

calling out the name of her son. She is taken mad, uttering 

strange things that no-one can understand. From that 

moment, people look upon her as a pious woman and no longer 

the poor creature they had been abusing only shortly before. 

However, al-Faqih does not have the ability to reach into 

the psychological depths of the old woman. She is falling 

apart mentally, firstly because of her son’s absence, 

secondly because of the harsh treatment she receives at 

everyone's hands. The change that befalls the woman is not 

examined thoroughly enough and no justification is shown for 

the new attitude of the people towards her, a woman who has 

gone mad and whom they now consider as a "holy woman".^

What is noticeable in this story is the lack of concern 

on the part of the community for the woman's suffering and 

loneliness - she has lost her only family, her son. It

1 . Ibid , p .6 9 .
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might be truer to say that the w o man’s suffering is more a 

direct result of her alienation in society through the lack 

of a man in her life; it is here that al-Faqih is 

highlighting just how important a man is in a woman's life, 

whether husband or son. This old woman is awaiting the 

return of her son whose presence in the village is required 

in order that she might regain the respect due to her. Al- 

Faqih does tend to exaggerate, however, the cruel treatment 

meted out to the woman by her fellow-villagers for people in 

village and rural society usually live together as one 

closely-knit family. Furthermore, the reason the author 

gives for the tragedy that befalls this woman is not at all 

convincing; the three-year absence of her son does not mean 

that he will not return - it is, in fact, a relatively short 

period that would certainly not cause the woman to become 

mentally deranged. The point that al-Faqih is trying to 

make is that women suffer alienation in society, a society 

that refuses to allow a woman to live alone as a self- 

reliant being. This is a level of thinking that, arising 

out of a backward and undeveloped lifestyle, can occur in an 

urban society because such a society is heterogeneous; it 

would not, however, be seen in homogeneous village society.

This story also deals with the issue of people's
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readiness to believe in the supernatural and give in blindly 

to "shacwadha", an Arabic word that covers magic rituals, 

shamanism and a magical conception of nature. This would be 

more credulous if it were depicted as occurring in an urban 

society which tends to experience great, sudden social 

changes, good and evil, and women do often find themselves 

alienated in such society. It is rare for Libyans to devote 

themselves to these practices in village society because 

rural life is marked by social cohesion. If interest in 

superstition and otherworldliness exists it normally takes 

the form of visiting holy men, sites of tombs and other 

religious places: these are traditional factors long-

accepted in village life.

From the point of view of reality and its negative 

aspects which al-Faqih is endeavouring to highlight, it must 

be said that he even adopts an erroneous concept as his 

point of departure on which to build the story - the 

excessive attachment of the mother to her son and her 

objection to him joining the army. The real situation in 

Libya is other than this, particularly in the case of poor 

people for whom their son's enlistment in the forces is a 

time for rejoicing and for pride. In fact, the parents 

often encourage their sons to enlist. Al-Faqih is, 

moreover, overwhelmingly concerned with the misery suffered
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by the mother and describes her feelings and longing for her 

son in narrative form without, however, concretely 

attributing such feelings to her alienation which is due, in 

fact, to the absence of a man in her life, and not 

necessarily to the three-years absence of her son.

In Dhata Layla Ibrlliyya R a'ica (Once Upon A Marvellous 

April Night)^), the story takes the form of a love-letter 

written by a young man as if he is talking to his loved one 

and telling her of his dreams. He is a romantic who 

expresses his feelings in poetic form and is often swept 

away by his imagination into an adolescent dream-world 

wherein he searches for the perfect love; yet the love that 

he searches for is too ethereal to exist or be possible in 

the real world, away from that of dreams. The entire story 

is nothing more than the romantic meditations of the youth 

made one night in spring, a night that reminds him of a 

loved one and how beautiful was the feeling of love itself 

as he compares his sweetheart to the moon. The story lacks 

tension and dramatic depth because it is recorded through 

the feelings of the youth, a very lack-lustre character 

indeed. None of his feelings or romantic attachments reach

1. Ibid, pp.155 ff.
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through to us. All the elements in this story are weak and 

the romantic feelings of the youth are brought out only 

superficially. There is absolutely no plot as such, the 

narrative style being sufficient only to describe the 

external appearance of the character. No attempt is made to 

spotlight any psychological traits or the suffering the 

youth is made to bear in the real world and which moves him 

always to seek love and romantic refuge in his dreams. In 

his criticism of this story, Amin Mazin says:

Here i s another s tor y i’n which the form is 
practically non-existent and in no way suggests a 
story. The plot is unreal and has no presentation.
I would not hesitate to say that there is absolutely 
nothing happening at all. The entire thing is an 
illusion right through to the end and I have no 
hesitation in saying that if it were not for the 
book's title informing me that it was an anthology of 
short stories, I would never have considered "Dhata 
Layla Ibrlliyya Ra'ica" to be a story. ̂ ̂

The issue of superstition, charms and talismans is 

reiterated in the story Safha Min Kitab al-Mawta^^ drawing 

its inspiration this time from the Book of the Dead of the 

Ancient Egyptians. This is given expression when the 

teacher in the story, cAbd al-Haflz, is convinced that his 

feelings towards the one girl student in his class in the

1. Amin Mazin, R a 1y , p.13.

2. Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Faqih, Ikhtafat, pp.14 ff.
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rural school where he teaches are the work of sorcerers and 

jinns and perhaps someone has cast a magic spell on him in 

his house. He starts searching in old, faded books in the 

hope of discovering an antidote to the spell. It is a 

simple story, the gist being that a city girl whose father 

has moved to another place of work in the country is 

permitted by the education authorities to enrol in a 

secondary boys' school to complete her education. It is 

convincing to a certain extent, the main thread being the 

wide gulf between urban and rural life, and the isolation of 

the female sex from public life. It is the teacher's 

considered opinion that women should remain secluded in the 

home and that girls' education must be confined to a special 

school for their own sex surrounded by high walls.

The girl cannot lead a life of her own but is always 

regarded as a simple shadow of man. Al-Faqih, in observing 

the teacher's feelings, is concerned not only with his 

outward manifestation of love but also with his inner 

sentiments. For the teacher, the girl's presence in the 

classroom is like a hallucination, to such an extent that he 

believes her to be a devil who has taken on the form of a 

young girl. The flaw here is that al-Faqih exaggerates his 

description of the teacher's reaction when the girl begins 

to invade his private life, so much so that if she were late
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in the morning, he would begin worrying unnecessarily. She 

dominates his entire thinking, inside or outside the school 

and even in his own home when he is marking her work. In 

view of the fact that the story is written on a single level 

- that of the narrative - the lack of organic unity is 

evident. Al-Faqih deals with certain events but fails to 

invest them with an artistic treatment that would help to 

develop the story, e.g. the situation in which a change 

takes place in the classroom and the positive effect the 

girl's presence has on her classmates. The writer does not 

use elements such as these in order to develop the story and 

the action in a harmonious way. No concrete details or 

information are given about the girl, there being an over

concentration of the character of the teacher because of al- 

Faqih's main concern, as with the majority of his stories, 

of tackling frustrated feelings of love as well as the 

frustrations and hallucinations suffered by men. Al-Faqih's 

problem is that he over-indulges in lengthy argumentation 

that tends to distract the reader who is trying to follow 

the thread of the story in order to understand the essential 

issue at stake. Never do we find a convincing solution, 

however. Muhyi al-Din Subhl criticizes the collection 

Ikhtafat al-Nujum in these words:
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Ahmad Ibrahim al-Faqih's story characters, without 
exception, suffer from one delusion, one that is 
characterised by its power to invest their lives with 
misery with no semblance of happiness, unable to 
envision a world truly worth living in. The ability 
to invoke a better life, in al-Faqih's stories, only 
occurs in special contexts such as drunkenness, or an 
external stimulus which, in the main, is provided by 
the presence of a woman. ̂ ̂

k k k

1. Muhyi al-Din Subhl, "Ikhtafat al-Nujum", al-Fu$ul a 1 - 
Arba ca , No.7, (1979), p.148.
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CHAPTER III

KAMIL AL-MAQHUR

(A) Introducing al-Maqhur
Kamil al-Maqhur, a member of the '50s generation, grew up 

during a period noted for romantic trends in literature. 

Nevertheless, his work carries the stamp of reality and of 

historical influence, promoting, as it does, revolutionary 

and radical changes in the social structure. He is the most 

skilful of Libyan authors, save for cAbdullah al-Quwayrl, in 

his handling of the art form in literature and knows exactly 

when to choose and incorporate in his stories those 

suitably-charged moments that are of such tremendous 

importance in man's life. Consequently, al-Maqhur is able 

to use the artistic devices at his disposal in order to 

create a dialogue and to press home the significance of the 

events and experiences which he writes about in his stories. 

This he can do because of his close contact, as a lawyer, 

with different classes in society and association with many 

social groups, seeing people's problems from close up. Thus, 

he acquired immense experience through his direct exposure
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to the problems and issues that exist in society. His 

stories come as close as possible to historical reality, 

reflecting his impressions of social injustice during the 

1950s and tackling all aspects of life with particular 

attention to those situations that serve to highlight the 

unfortunate circumstances that have beset the Libyan people 

since the late '50s.

Al-Maqhur is one of the Libyan writers who received his 

education in Egypt, graduating from the Faculty of Law, 

Cairo University. He lived in that country during the 

period of the intense literary and critical activity that 

marked the 1950s in Egypt. It was at that time that critics 

in Egypt were concerning themselves with the various 

theories pertaining to the relationship between literature 

and social reality. ̂ ̂  ̂ There can be no doubt that al-Maqhur 

was influenced by the ideas of Rashad Rushdi, Louis cAwad 

and Muhammad Mandur. It was in 1956 that al-Maqhur began to 

write short stories and al-Milad (The Birth) was published 

by the celebrated critic Mahmud Amin al-cAlim in his 

journal, al-Masa.At the same time, al-Maqhur sent some of 

his stories to the newspaper Tarabulus al-Gharb in Tripoli 

which published certain of them. Following his graduation,

1. Mahmud Taymur, Al-Aclab al-Hadif, Cairo (1959), pp. 33 ff.
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al-Maqhur returned to his native land to practise law.

A l - M a q h u r  is regarded as a Libyan writer who is 

completely honest with himself. His stories do not arise 

out of his imagination alone so that they are devoid of all 

personal suffering. Rather, they result from his own 

experiences and are told with integrity and sincerity, 

relaying his feelings as to the suffering and anguish 

experienced by the working class. In the same way, he 

extends a sympathetic attitude to the situation and 

circumstances of working people from the social, political 

and economic points of view. In addition, he conveys the 

ignorance and poverty of the people, their subjugation under 

the monarchist regime and the intervention of the Italian 

colonialists in the political affairs of the country.

A cloud of pessimism hangs over al-Maqhur in his belief 

that the Libyan people would find it difficult indeed to 

achieve social justice and to free themselves from 

repression and domination. Due to such external and 

internal influences, his writing gives a clear indication of 

the political goings-on in history that have been 

characteristic of Libyan life. That is one part. He then 

builds his stories upon a foundation of objective truths and 

minute observations and fuses that with his fertile 

imagination. In this way, the characters in al-Maqhur's
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stories bear the imprint of the Libyan environment, its 

dialect, its language and its contrasts and he uses other 

literary devices to picture their dreams and ambitions while 

they struggle on, leading anxious and troubled lives. Al- 

Maqhur associates himself with his characters, with all 

aspects of their day-to-day lives and his writing is a true 

representation of the feelings of these people, free, most 

of the time, of the exaggeration that typifies many of the 

stories written by Libyans during the same period.

Two anthologies of al-Maqhur's work have been published, 

the first being 14 Qissa Min Madinati (14 Stories From My 

Home Town) in 1965, the second Al-Ams al-Mashnuq (The Hung 
Yesterday), in 1968. Al-Maqhur's cultural background is a 

varied one indeed: he went to school in Libya and then went 

to Egypt to enrol in the University of Cairo. Following his 

studies there, he returned to Libya and later went to France 

to complete his higher education. It is true to say, 

therefore, that al-Maqhur's political awareness stems from a 

long period of exposure to a varied culture and his own 

personal experience of and feelings towards events and 

happenings in society.

(B) A Static Conception of the Status of Women

Al-Maqhur, in his anthology 14 Qissa Min Madinati is
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intent on adopting a psychological approach in his 

description of the stories' characters and thus, in the 

majority of the stories, he highlights different 

psychological factors and stimuli. He is trying to unlock 

the secrets of the mind, the conflicts, feelings and 

contradictions that exist and, it must be said, he achieves 

noticeable success in showing these aspects of human 

behaviour in his work. The artistic technique he uses is 

intended to create a clear artistic effect upon the reader: 

to make us sympathise with his characters and to be 

concerned about what happens to them. This creates a bond 

between the reader and the central characters, a bond and an 

empathy that develops by way of suggestion, not by 

sermonizing. The strong bond that exists between the author 

himself and the characters is also evident. Al-Maqhur spoke 

on this in a speech he gave during a conference of North 

African writers in January, 1969:

I must tell you that my own involvement with the 
story was not with the short story as such. Neither 
was it with a pure form of art, or to pursue a 
particular form of art as a professional, or to 
practise such. It was, and, perhaps, still is, with 
the pain and suffering of mankind.

1. Kamil al-Maqhur, "Qa^aya al-Khalq al-Qasa^I fl Mujtam- 
acatina al-Sa'ira fi Tarlq al-Numuww", Majallat Libya a 1 - 
Hadltha, No.21, p.26, Tripoli, (1969)
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At the same time, this artistic objective of his sheds 

light on the background to the economic, social and 

political circumstances that prevailed in Libya during the 

1950s and 1960s, a background that is tied to a marked 

social and cultural backwardness. His stories find the 

characters suffering the pain of life and the oppression 

that comes with exploitation. In al-Maqhur's eyes, the 

story is not a work of art in or for itself but a means by 

which people of many social groups may be liberated from 

social and economic exploitation. In Al-Kura (The Ball)^ 

from 14 Qissa Min Madinati, the writer clearly concentrates 
on the psychological state of the central female character, 

presenting her in the light of the social environment in 

which the story's events take place. She is a prostitute 

but al-Maqhur does not concentrate so much on the kind of 

work she does but on exposing the reasons and motives that 

made her take it up. More than anything else, she has done 

so for financial reasons. The writer, therefore, does not 

overly-defend the 'heroine' as is customary in stories of a 

traditional kind. Instead, he centres upon the harsh 

reaction of her neighbours and their unsparing treatment of

1. Kamil al-Maqhur, _14 Qissa Min M adinati, Tripoli (1978),
2nd. ed., pp.31 ff.
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her son with whom the children in the street refuse to play. 

Al-Maqhur describes the character and inner personality of 

the boy through his actions and behaviour. For example, he 

pictures the child's feelings as he is watching the other 

children play ball while they have refused to allow him to 

join in. In his description of the action in this story, 

a l - M a q h u r  draws on the social reality in which the 

characters live and which is common to them all. Sympathy 

is evoked in the meeting between the mother and her child, a 

meeting that certainly evidences the compassion felt by the 

writer for the woman as well as his criticism of the social 

and economic circumstances that, most of the time, cause 

women to deviate from the right path.

Al-Maqhur takes a strong interest in the strong and 

affectionate ties that bind the mother and child on the one 

hand, and the relationship between the boy and the children 

in the street and the bad way they treat him, on the other. 

The child asks his mother if he can live with her instead of 

where he is now, with his grandmother in another part of the 

city, the 'medina', because he so hates to hear the terrible 

things that are always being said about his mother, not only 

by the children, but by other people in the street - 

everyone keeps accusing her of being an immoral and corrupt
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person. The story concludes with the mother being arrested.

Al-Maqhur tackles this very human, very real story in a 

beautiful and artistic way that brings home to the reader 

the reality of the social context as the writer describes 

how poverty can drive a woman to lose her honour in order to 

live. This is so evident in the woman's words when she says 

to her son that she is carrying out

* * t f 1— « J —“ 1*— * * J 4— «J—>-
1_*»- 1 A*...* ̂ JuAwj !* • J) . I j_j—!j), ■ 1
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a service which procures money; I have had
enough of the hard times and the worry. Tell me
where you would like to have the house." He would
live with her the happiest moments of his life,
dreaming of the new domicile. He would decorate the
rooms for her, and he smiles as she describes the
things he will get . . . the clothes, the playing
about, and the (precious) ball, never seen by thef "Mboys of the district. 1

This and other stories are written as an indictment of 

social and political life , but the indictment occurs in a 

context of critical and socialist realism, stemming from a 

progressive outlook. It is in this attempt to contextualize 

moral behaviour that the form of the story becomes as one 

with its social content, free of excessive and n o n 

1. Ibid, p.38 .
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functional padding in its structure and thus enabling the 

action to flow freely. When the writer uses the stream of 

consciousness technique, he does so in a simple and delicate 

manner that allows the style to serve the form and content 

of the story. As to the content itself, it emanates from a 

true understanding of the real world in which the writer 

lives, of everyday events he is witness to. At that period 

of the country's history and as a result of certain social 

factors, the writer found in the short story a fertile 

ground in which to conserve his ideas and theories on 

society, life and moral values. We can sense his call for 

social cohesion, to rid society of negative and disquieting 

factors, particularly within the family unit which, for al- 

Maqhur, represents a microcosm of society or even the world. 

The writer uses this in an attempt to change the macrocosmic 

world and rid it of the social contradictions that inflicted 

such misery on the Libyan people during that period of their 

history.

In Al-Yam m  (The Oath),v 1 he deals, in a realistic vein, 

with the relationship that can obtain between a wife and her 

mother-in-law and the unsavoury effect this has on married 

life generally. The m o ther-in-law in the story is a

1. Ibid, p .9 7 .
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portrait of a traditional mother in conservative Libyan 

society. She is described as a w o m a n  who complains 

incessantly because she is unable to bear the burdens of 

running the home. For this reason, she pushes her son into 

marriage with a girl whom she had, at first, spoken very 

kindly of. When they get married and true love develops 

between the couple, it upsets the mother-in-law and she 

plans intrigue. She accuses the new wife of having used 

sorcery on her husband in order to make him hostile towards 

his own mother and a sullen and gloomy atmosphere replaces 

the once happy life in the home. The mother tells her son 

to divorce his wife and the writer draws a picture for us of 

the husband's inner struggle between his love for his wife 

and his mother's demands. He becomes confused and finds the 

tension and anxiety very difficult to bear. He therefore 

pays a visit to a Sheikh and tells him of his problem. The 

writer succeeds in selecting the right images and the right 

moments that reflect several of the social factors and 

circumstances that pertain here. He pictures the husband as 

governed by and subservient to various traditional social 

values and customs. The story ends when the husband 

gradually decides against the idea of divorce, uttering the 

Prophet's words "The most hated of permitted things in the 

sight of God is divorce." The writer is here emphasizing
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the fact that the mother is often responsible for wrecking 

the lives of her children because her lack of education has 

rendered her selfish and narrow-minded. She therefore sees 

things from a very limited perspective that is hers alone.

It is noteworthy that al-Maqhur does not usually regard 

the woman as the focal point of his stories. She is simply 

part of her immediate society, part of her social class, an 

individual who experiences the same conditions and 

circumstances as everyone else and al-Maqhur does not award 

her any special prominence. There is not one female 

character who, it can be argued, represents a call for the 

emancipation of women. Al-Maqhur does not permit the woman 

to move freely, to act in accordance with her development 

and ideas in the sphere of women's progress and liberation.

Any reader of al-Maqhur's stories will discover limited 

elements of psychological and social analysis exampled many 

times in his work. Yet, despite this, al-Maqhur does not 

treat the diverse psychological conditions and situations 

that women find, the emotional fluctuations that affect how 

they feel in the face of different situations involving love 

and marriage. Nor does he deal with the socio-political 

stance of women in such a way as to shed light on their 

social and cultural position. Likewise, he does not make 

the issue of women themselves a central pivot by which to
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explain the social, political and cultural struggle that is 

going on in Libyan society between the old ways and the new, 

or to create an awareness of the backwardness that women 

suffer in our society. In his stories, the w o m a n  is 

represented in her customary role of the wife and mother and 

this is to be seen clearly in the writer's concern for 

family and social problems such as marriage and divorce, 

although these are, in the main, viewed from a traditional 

perspective.

In the short story entitled Al-Milad (The Birth), al- 

Maqhur spotlights the situation of the mother-in-law in the 

same way and pictures her as of a capricious turn of mind. 

Although it is a true and honest picture of women, from a 

realistic and critical point of view it is not enough. In 

this story, she is shown as a woman who is governed by the 

social traditions and varied circumstances that accompany 

the traditional Libyan marriage. Al-Maqhur provides us with 

a view of the young Libyan woman, of her fears and anxieties 

arising out of the customs and rituals that adhere to the 

fixed marriage, one in which the girl has absolutely no say 

in the choice of husband. The author, in his stories, is 

not writing social literature as a protest against

1. Ibid, p .83.
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backwardness in society and to condemn the existing

conditions suffered by women in spite of his public appeal

for an overall change in Libyan society when he deals with

political issues. Al-Maqhur does not criticise tradition in

his writings; he does, apparently, support it and this can

be sensed in the exaggerated manner in which he crystallizes

the situation of the bridegroom who sees his bride for the

very first time on their wedding night. Nevertheless, the

young man feels a strong affection for his new wife. Al-

Maqhur, when he writes about the effect that traditional

habits and customs have upon the feelings and affections

felt by his characters, does so from behind a thick veil of

social reserve. The following passage shows clearly the

meeting and conversation that takes place between the

married couple. It is a somewhat overplayed situation for

no man could fall so quickly in love with a woman he has

never seen before, particularly in the uneasy circumstances

of the wedding night:
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She gave a faint smile that revealed her so 
bright teeth. I was impressed by everything about 
her, at least till those moments. I was sorry I had 
only known her for such a short period, that so much 
time had passed by in my life while I had been 
searching for her, and she for me.

'You are lovely, Zaynuba.'

Her hands trembled and her face blushed red with 
embarrassment. She again held out her handkerchief 
for me and, in a choked whisper, said:

'So are you, Mustafa.1

She was sitting on the chair and her bridal gown 
hid everything from my sight. Yet, I felt her image 
in my very soul, slowly trickling down deep inside me 
like beads of swea

iowiy
t. <u

From the artistic point of view, al-Maqhur has the 

ability to shift from one time dimension to another, between 

the present and the past, as well as to get deep within his 

characters by making use of flashback and association of 

ideas relevant to the situation, and blending dreams with 

reality. The foregoing passage is presented in the form of 

a flashback when the husband, a bakery worker, remembers his 

conversation with his wife on their wedding night. He 

leaves the bakery and heads for home because his wife is

1. Kamil al-Maqhur, 14 Qi$pa, p.89.
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expecting to give birth; unfortunately, the husband is in an 

extremely worried and anxious frame of mind because his wife 

has previously suffered miscarriages. It is here that al- 

Maqhur focuses in on the role of the mother-in-law and her 

attitude towards her son's wife: she has told her son to

divorce his wife because she has no children and is of no 

use to him. M u h a m m a d  A m i n  al-°Alim has this to say 

concerning this touching situation and others like it in al- 

Maqhur's work:

Al-Maqhur's stories . . . .  abound with anxiety 
. . . . , with pain . . . .  , with sorrow . . . .  ,

with simple cravings . . . .  with expectation of an 
end to suffering . . . . , with dreams of happiness, 
a settled life and l ovej^

In addition to feelings of hope and dread that run 

through 14 Qissa, al-Maqhur also turns his attention to the 

sense of isolation people suffer when away from home, when 

they leave the village in order to seek work in the city, as 

in Al-Salam cala Mansura (Greetings to Mansura).^^ In this 

story, the writer takes this feeling of estrangement as the 

central theme because of its social significance. He wishes 

to highlight the fact that the more one feels estranged, the

1. Muhammad Amin al-cAlim, "14 Qissa Min Madinati", M ajallat 
al-Ruwwad, No.13, Tripoli (1965), p.60.

2. Kamil al-Maqhur, 14 Qigsa, pp.109 ff.
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more feelings of love and nostalgia for one's home and 

family take hold. The central character in this story has 

left for the city in search of work but becomes severely 

disillusioned when he spends two months without finding a 

job - the hard fact of life is that the number of people out 

of work exceeds the number of available jobs.

At this level, we find al-Maqhur to be closer to the 

Aristotelian concept that the art-work should be founded 

upon the principle or idea of mimesis or imitation of 

reality. As the story progresses, the central character's 

affection for his wife and child increases. This is, 

indeed, a very real phenomenon among many Libyan people and 

thus we find the character roaming around the crowded city 

streets seeing the face of his wife on every woman. 

However, there is one thing that distinguishes his wife from 

all these other women - the characteristic tattoos that are 

the hallmark of the customs and traditions of his village. 

The story concludes when he approaches a young man and asks 

him to write a letter to his wife Mansura in which he tells 

her of his love for her and his longing for the village, and 

how he will soon be returning home.

(C) Lack of Critical Realism
Al-Maqhur endeavours, in his writings, to reach the very
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essence of things, to explore the very depths of humankind 

with all its solicitudes, emotions and feelings, to reach 

the essence of life itself with all its contradictions at 

different levels. He also attempts to crystallize and 

delineate some of the social, political and psychological 

attitudes prevailing in society and, in so doing, adopts a 

very clear standpoint in their regard. This standpoint is 

not, however, based upon a critical-realist approach to the 

themes of his short stories, especially in regard to women.

In 14 Qissa Min Madinati, which was published in 1978 

(2nd. edition), al-Maqhur raises many social issues such as 

the problems of subjugation, material poverty, estrangement 

through leaving one's home in the countryside to look for 

work in the city, and the anxieties that beset simple 

people. This assortment of feelings and attitudes are the 

background against which the writer creates his stories. He 

has tried to follow the development of the modern story in 

the Arab world and in Arab culture and, for this reason, 

utilises a realistic approach in a convincing and tangible 

way. In the collection Al-Ams al-Mashnuq, published in 

1968, al-Maqhur dispenses with a direct style in favour of a 

realistic structure and form. His stories contain many 

issues and problems all of which he tackles in a variety of 

approaches and artistic forms - the relationship between the 

individual and the group in an urban context, society's
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values, traditions and conceptions, etc. In many of the 

stories in this anthology, he makes use of modern 

techniques, such as internal dialogue, flashback, and the 

replacement of narrative by a snapshot-1 ike style full of 

implication. Furthermore, he writes about nothing unless he 

has experienced it personally. In this, he resembles al- 

Quwayri's writings in the field of realism - relating the 

short story to actual life in Libya without adhering to 

narrow-minded concepts and beliefs.

Al-Maqhur's stories cover a fixed period in his life, up 

to 1 966. They have to be studied in their historical 

context and in the framework of the economic, social, 

political and cultural environment of the time. It was 

within such circumstances that the writer became 

increasingly conscious of the problem concerning the 

relationship between form and content in the short story. 

Al-Maqhur searches for organic unity between the form and 

content but occasionally fails when he looks for content 

outside the scope of his personal experience. He is unable 

to imagine it or convert it into authentic art. In 14 
Qissa, he pictures the lives of the working-class and what 
they suffer in Libyan society. He is a skilled artist when 

it comes to choosing the appropriate moment in life's 

experience and he succeeds in intensifying the events
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without divorcing the action from the central character. 

Consequently, there exist no barriers that would render 

false or unlikely the relationship between his characters 

and the events in which they find themselves involved, 

between one's feelings, on the one hand, and social reality, 

on the other. Al-Maqhur's stories reflect an image of 

loneliness, of estrangement and loss, of leaving the country 

to seek work in the city; likewise, an image of family and 

social problems like those to do with love, marriage and 

divorce. There are stories that deal with life in society 

and the daily reality of living, stories that proceed from a 

full understanding of socio-political conditions and a well- 

defined view of what constitutes social reality. The most 

significant stories are Bukha (The Drunkard) ̂ ̂  and Al - 

Salam cala Mansura.^^ Therein, al-Maqhur highlights the 

essential nature of the distressing effects society can have 

on people, not, in the first instance, as a social 

phenomenon but as a very real dimension of political life. 

In Bukha, the action takes place in the context of the 

Italian occupation of Libya. Both the central characters in 

Al-Salam cala Mansura and Bukha are, in the main, powerless

1. Kamil al-Maqhur, 14 Qissa, pp.17 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.109 ff.
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to compete and hold their own in the face of opposition. 

Nonetheless, they both sense that it is not worth struggling 

and persevering - the political crises and social traumas 

have engraved in their minds a sense of resignation that 

accompanies them in their search for work. The central 

character in Bukha says:
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Maybe I will find a signore or signora in need
of someone to carry their luggage: maybe I would bow
politely, with a soft but humble smile . . . .  then I
would say: 'Signora . . . ' She may look on me kindly
. . . . or may be very angry and displeased . . . .
But she may say in a thick accent and with a rinq of. ( 1 ) disgust: 'How much is that?,v 1

What the writer is concerned with here is carefully 

choosing a very important and concentrated moment in which 

to portray people and life and to express the main theme of 

the story. In Al-Salam ca la M a nsura, such a concentrated 

moment is crystallized when the central character leaves the 

countryside to search for work in the city in order to

1. Ibid, pp.22-23.
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support his wife and child. His unfortunate circumstances

assume tragic proportions:

^  [3 Lj ^  ̂ 1 f-J — " U-i— nj
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It's been two months now and I haven't sent 
anything, except one letter for which I have not 
received a reply. I have not found work at all. I 
can neither live nor go back. I have found people 
looking for work. There are more people than there 
are jobs. ̂ ̂

In both of these stories, Al-Maqhur succeeds {as he does 

in many) in describing his own feelings about people 

oppressed and crushed by society. The central character 

represents the average man-in-the-street, or ordinary simple 

chap, who floats along on the surface of life with both 

pride and dignity. The writer is also adept at choosing the 

appropriate moment to express the characters and events in 

such a way as to reveal the most sinificant features in our 

own lives as Libyans. He is bent on condemning society by 

way of personifying a clear and defined viewpoint of social 

problems within an accepted literary art form. Despite the 

number of subjects tackled by al-Maqhur, he manages to avoid

1. Ibid, p.114 .
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hackneyed and ready-made approaches and steers clear of 

superficial treatment dependent upon narrative as well as 

brash oratory.

The woman as depicted in 14 Qissa is a traditional person 

who is never involved in other than the affectionate or 

loving relationships that do exist between men and women, 

and this is how it is in any traditional story. It is an 

affection that is always there until the end of the story 

and we find no complex relationships between men and women, 

between one individual and another, or between the 

individual and society. Al-Maqhur does not approach the 

problem of deep and hidden emotions that cause a struggle 

within women. In A l - M i lad,^1  ̂ Al-Yamln,^ ̂  ̂ Al-Sunduq a 1- 

Akhflhar (The Green Box) , Al-Kura ̂ 4 ̂ and Al-Salam cala 

M ansura,^  ̂ the writer paints a picture of social reality 

through his own experiences and knowledge of day-to-day life 

in Libya. Nevertheless, he fails to tackle the things that 

go on deep inside his female characters, as if the woman

Ibid, p p .83 ff .

Ibid, pp.9 7 f f .

Ibid, pp.133 ff.

Ibid, pp.31 ff.

Ibid, pp.109 ff.
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were in complete harmony with the real world. One reason 

for this may be the fact that he centres his attention on 

social issues, especially the family structure and the 

problems, both from within and without, that the family has 

to face, with particular emphasis on the image of the 

'mother-in-law' and her role in society. This is seen in 

Al-Milad in which, for example, the writer concentrates on 

the feelings and sentiments of the central character and of 

his love of children, particularly in the face of his wife's 

susceptibility to miscarriage. The writer depicts the 

mother-in-law in her traditional, dictatorial role and the 

part she plays in the life of her son. Al-Maqhur does 

this by means of story-telling, realistic narrative and 

external depiction of the minutest details of family life. 

The writer's skill in shifting between the present and the 

past, between different characters and places, is most 

apparent; in other words, he varies his approach between 

flashbacks and association of ideas in his portrayal of the 

characters. He does not depend overmuch on narrative 

language and thus there is less dependence on external 

depiction, replaced as it is by internal monologue and other 

artistic devices. He spotlights the social rituals and 

traditions which accompany the wedding night; the following
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passage reflects the charged and inspired moment chosen by

the author, when the bride and bridegroom meet for the first 

time:
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The sweat was dripping profusely and unseen down 
my body, inundating me in a deluge of water . . .
Zaynuba shifted her eyes around the room, timid as a 
frightened kitten, the sweat pouring from her brow 
and running down her face, causing her make-up to run 
. . . I searched for a handkerchief with which to
wipe off the sweat. I felt in the pocket of 
my waist-coat and said, trembling,

'Here you are, take a handkerchief.'

She stretched out her hand and lowered her eyes, 
then said,

'Thank you.'

I seized the opportunity and said, as my teeth 
jittered, 'Praise God, you've spoken . . .  I thought 
you couldn't speak. ̂ ̂

Al-Maqhur, in the above passage, describes the experience

1. Ibid, p p .88-89.
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by means of a flashback, when the husband remembers his 

wedding night. The writer's intention is to draw a detailed 

picture of the situation and, despite the excitement of this 

highly-charged moment, yet it is one that is approached in a 

tone that is both soft and calm. The author's shortcoming, 

however, lies in the fact that he fails to treat the story 

in a spirit of critical realism, nor does he proceed from a 

forward-looking viewpoint insofar as the problem of women's 

liberation is concerned. Al-Maqhur fails to give the social 

dimension in the story the same concern as he devotes to the 

events themselves.

* -k *
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CHAPTER IV

KHALIFA AL-TIKBALI

(A) The Relevance of Biography

It is impossible to divorce Khalifa al-Tikball's life 

from his writings. He led a very harsh childhood that 

lacked a comprehensive formal education and no sooner was he 

old enough than he found a job working in a petrol station 

in order to earn his living. At the same time, he felt 

within him an overwhelming and indomitable desire to write, 

a feeling engendered in him through his wish to escape the 

reality of the world which, in his eyes, was unbearable. He 

went to Germany for three years and worked in a number of 

fields before enrolling at college to study German and to 

continue his interest in literature. However, three years 

was not enough to gain fluency in the German language as far 

as literary appreciation was concerned and, consequently, it 

cannot be argued that it had any influence upon his writing.

Born on March 15th 1938, Khalifa al-Tikball attended his 

district primary school and later gained the evening-class 

preparatory certificate. He then joined a secondary school
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but, due to financial circumstances, was unable to continue 

his studies, having, as mentioned, to work as a labourer in 

order to earn money. After his sojourn in Germany, he 

returned to Libya and entered the Military Academy in 1963, 

graduating with the rank of second-1ieutenant in 1965. At 

this time, his early interest in literature was making 

itself apparent and he was considered to be in the vanguard 

of the young generation of short story writers. The 

majority of the local newspapers and magazines published his 

stories and he won the first Literary Competition organised 

by the Libyan Youth Organisation in 1965. Following this, 

he entered every literary competition, achieving success in 

those organised by The Association for Thought and Ideas, 

and the National Radio, as well as winning the Supreme Arts 

Council prize for literature, all in 1965. His entry in this 

latter competition was the T a m a r r u d  (Rebellion) collection 

of stories which was published in 1966. The Revolution 

honoured him in the First Festival of Knowledge. His 

success in competitions and his recognition by society as a 

man of literary stature were not easily come by for al- 

Tikball. On the other hand, he was a man who managed to 

live two lives: one military, one civil. It is noticeable 

how he managed to convey both his internal and external 

worlds in his literary output without ever making mention of
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his military life. During his childhood and a part of his 

youth al-Tikbali had immersed himself thoroughly in the 

district of the old city where he lived, mixing with the 

people, listening to their conversations and experiencing 

all that went on, sadness and misery included. His 

environment was one of a teeming mass of humanity and the 

harsh lifestyle of the working-class left an indelible 

imprint on his sensibility. The new environment which he 

encountered in Germany likewise proved a rich source for his 

imagination. ̂ 1 ̂ Al-Tikbali died at the young age of 28 in 

1966.

From the outset, al-Tikbalf's literary output was

prodigious, writing more than forty short stories, his

entire works, in less than eight years, something no other

Libyan writer has achieved in such a short period of 
( 2 )time/ ' It is concexvable he managed to say all that he 

wanted to say during this period. The imprint he left on 

the world of the short story can never be erased and one can 

feel, in his works, the hardship and the difficulties he 

encountered within Libya and in Germany as well as his deep

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, Dhakirat al-Kalimat Dirasa fl 
Adab Khalifa al-Tikbali, Tripoli (1980), p.11.

2. Ahmad al-Harlrl, "Al-Tikbali fl Sutur: al-Adlb alladhl
Ghab Majallat al-Idhaca, No.6, (1972).
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concern with social problems in all their varied dimensions. 

It is for this reason that one cannot separate the 

influences upon his life from his stories, whether in his 

choice and diversity of characters or in their behaviour 

within the society. It is noticeable that individual 

rebellion or recalcitrance constitutes an important element 

in his depiction of social reality and social problems 

generally. It is this rebellion which is made quite clear 

and does, at times, create a feeling of pride within his 

characters. Mostly, it is rebellion against the real world; 

it is not, however, an ideological concept against 

particular economic conditions or social situations, or 

against cultural and social underdevelopment as a result of, 

for example, certain political situations. This rebellion 

by the individual is nothing but an emotional reaction 

represented in a concrete, artistic form by the writer in 

most of his stories.

Al-Tikball's stories tackle a variety of subjects but the 

common themes are of deviant behaviour that brings about the 

break-up of the family, childhood transgressions and 

vagrancy, failure in the field of child education, the 

fiasco of divorce and the husband's desertion of the wife. 

These subjects are flanked by a myriad social conceptions
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but al-Tikbali does not offer complete treatment of the 

problems because he fails to convey an elaborate picture of 

the identity and nature of Libyan society, a society that 

reflects an enormous number of inherited customs that have 

been created and formulated over many centuries. The period 

of the fifties and the sixties in Libya, unlike certain 

neighbouring countries such as Egypt, was not one renowned 

for a clearly-defined social movement or the emergence of 

developing ideas among thinkers. This resulted in a certain 

disorganisation and lack of clear, realistic concepts among 

some Libyan writers and critics - realism cannot be 

stabilised or develop properly unless there is appropriate 

social development within the country, particularly in the 

field of literary studies on both an academic and general 

cultural level. Because of these factors, al-Tikball's 

concept of realism was a purely rudimentary one and he had 

no full appreciation or awareness of realism as such. As we 

shall see, this erroneous conception of reality is made 

apparent in most of al-Tikbalf's stories. His is an 

uncritical realism that has little to do with good art. For 

example, the stories tend to suffer from the direct 

statement approach and emphasis on the narration of events, 

the author making use of a dry, narrative linguistic style 

that denotes a collection of past events and personal
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recollections scattered here and there and in which the 

foreign element, i.e. 'the foreign woman' occupies a major 

role. If this demonstrates anything at all, it is that al- 

Tikball gives an illusion of critical tone that is not 

critical in the true sense of the word. For this reason, it 

is difficult to agree with the critic Khalifa Husayn Mustafa 

when he says:

Khalifa al-Tikbali understood and saw vividly 
all t h e  p r e v a i l i n g  a n d  a r b i t r a r y  s o c i a l  
contradictions existing in society. He views them 
with a sadness and an anger and he wants everything 
to be immediately turned inside-out.^^

The truth of the matter is that al-Tikbali was not aware 

of all the social contradictions, contrary to what this 

critic believes. His stories are a form of implied protest 

and adopt a form that reveals all of the personal feeling 

and emotion that moves the author. In a newspaper article 

entitled "Nahwa Munaqasha Sarlha 1-il Qissa al-Libiyya" {A 

Frank Discussion on the Libyan Story), Amin Mazin says:

The truth is that most of the experiences 
portrayed in stories by certain writers are nothing 
but a reiteration of experiences which they have 
already presented. I often feel when I read this

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, Dhakirat al-Kalimat, p.7.
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kind of story and involve myself in the lives of its 
characters that I am reading something that is 
unreal. If it were not for my extensive knowledge of 
life in the past in all its various forms, I would 
never have realised that I was reading a Libyan 
author. ̂ ̂

This passage sheds much light upon al-Tikball's technique 

as an artist. It helps to throw into bold relief the fact 

that there is no local colour, no mention of typically 

Libyan determinants or factors which shape or influence the 

characters or the events. It is in consequence of this 

defect that al-Tikbali, as we shall see, cannot easily focus 

his vision of reality, hint at his aims and intentions or 

objectify them, or show the way in which what is typically 

Libyan, in the sphere of morals, culture or character, 

differs from what we find in any other environment. From 

the artistic point of view, we should stress the fact that 

no definite concept has been formed in al-Tikbali's mind - 

he writes stories that have no relationship to any artistic 

school. He presents general ideas that are intended to 

express his viewpoint on life and they are simply not the 

expression of a writer who is completely aware of the 

problems of literary reality or even of current social 

issues. Similarly, the writer fails to realize that the

1. Amin Mazin, "Nahw^Munaqasha Sarlha li al-Qissa al- 
Libiyya", Majallat al-Idhaca, No. 24 , (1967), p.51.
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causes of weakness and misfortune are latent in social, 

political and economic environments that help to fossilize 

an outdated Libyan mentality with its rigid concepts and 

inherited practices that are inappropriate in this 20th 

century.

(B) The Subjective Approach to Women in his Short Stories
The importance of biographical factors in the appreciation 

of al-Tikbali has been alluded to above. We may illustrate 

this point by r e f e r r i n g  to the sto r y  e n t i t l e d

Ingaddimlak UkhtI Sucad (I Introduce You To My Sister

Sucad), in which all the main ideas revolve around the 

portrayal of the Libyan woman. It represents, in the way 

al-Tikbali registers the theme, not so much objective 

reality but the personal opinion of the author. As in other 

stories by him, his illustration of the problems that women 

have to face is a direct reflection of his attitude towards 

these problems. The central plot of the story is that of a 

romance between Sucad and Fathi who both belong to petit 

bourgeois Libyan families. Fathi is a junior functionary 

who has become infatuated with Sucad, a student. The third

1. Khalifa al-Tikbali, A l-Acmal al-Kamila, Al-Dar a 1 - 
cArabiyya li al-Kitab, Libya (1976), pp.125 ff.
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character in the story is All, Sucad's brother, who is meant 

to represent the viewpoint of the cultured Libyan, a man 

who, apart from his work, is interested in reading 

literature on intellectual issues; it is possible that Sucad 

is influenced by her brother in her own attitudes to life. 

There are certain realistic details in the story such as the 

secret and covert way in which Sucad and Fathi swop love- 

letters in the street. The heroine is described as veiled, 

a device used by al-Tikbali to show the closed society that 

Libya is vis-a-vis women's emancipation. However, the 

solution chosen by the author to resolve his story is a 

purely arbitrary one in that the brother is depicted as 

being exceedingly tolerant on the issue of the love between 

his sister and Fathi. It is noticeable that the meetings 

that take place between Fathi and rAlI are marked by a 

rational conversation and discussion on the role of Libyan 

tradition in the creation of such situations. This 

conversation brings out the fact that there are indirect and 

hidden feelings in the society, fossilized and rigid, 

especially in regard to natural affections between a man and 

a woman. In fact, it is the discussion of this point which 

is presented as the pivot of the story and which is 

artistically weak. Instead of embodying concrete situations
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which convey the point about outmoded traditions, we are 

given a theoretical discussion. What is astonishing is that 

cAlr accompanies his sister to visit Fathl's home to get to 

know him or to announce the courtship officially. This is 

something totally alien, not only in Libya, but elsewhere in 

the Arab world.

This, then, is the arbitrary method used by al-Tikbali in 

order to find a solution to the problems that confront the 

Libyan woman. Essentially, it is a solution based on 

achieving an equilibrium between traditional practices and 

the demands of modern life, particularly as regards the 

liberation of women. However, the way in which the author 

offers this solution, one that depends upon the existence of 

strong and refined senses such as selflessness and respect 

for others as exampled in the brother, does not accord with 

the reality of the woman's situation as it should be 

depicted in the Libyan short story.

It is al-Tikball's concern with this equilibrium on a 

theoretical level that is largely responsible for the fact 

that the author does seriously attempt to objectify the 

experience. He does not concern himself with tangible 

details, such as the reality of day-to-day life, whether in 

connection with the description of the people embodied in 

the story, their features, traits etc., or even as regards a 

description of the street in which the story begins.
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Furthermore, in our opinion, the development of the 

situation corresponds to a preconceived theoretical plan and 

does not evolve in a natural way due to the arbitrary 

solution already pointed out. The plot centres around the 

love of Fathi and Sucad, and of how quickly they respond to 

each other on first meeting. The writer is dealing here with 

the kind of love that must inevitably be consummated in 

marriage. Thus, it is the feelings and emotions of the male 

character, swept away, as they are, in a tide of passion, 

that constitutes the main axis around which the story 

takes place, a course of development that is far from being 

objective on either a social or cultural plane. This 

approach is probably intended to reflect the psyche of the 

central male character and the feeling of deprivation and 

psychological frustration he suffers in regard to emotional 

issues; it is for this reason that he remains in a romantic 

and dreamy frame of mind throughout the story. Moreover, 

al-Tikbali, in his portayal of female characters, reiterates 

the same features over and over again. The woman is usually 

carried away by a current that is inconsistent with her 

social reality; consequently, his writings lack the logical 

progression or development that is so necessary in the 

proper structure of events. Such is the case in the stories 

entitled Al-Faqih (The Faqih, or Theologian), Kalam al-Nas
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(People's Talk) W a jh al-Jarima (Face of the Crime) and 

other stories which are discussed below, both structurally 

and thematically. The male character, in the story under 

consideration - the romance, so uncommon in Libyan society, 

between a young man, Fathi and a girl, Sucad - represents a 

typical youth in love while Sucad is shown to be daring in 

expounding her love for him. She begins to make overtures 

to Fathi when they meet suddenly in front of her school when 

the students are leaving. Fathi feels very embarrassed 

especially as Sucad begins to send him messages. Other 

details are given to the reader that all point to an 

artificially-conceived plan of events.

In the anthology Al-Acmal al-Kamila (The Complete Works), 
published in 1976, mention is made of the contradictions 

that exist in certain social, political and economic 

contexts. In this regard, perhaps the most important 

stories are Al-Faqih (The F a q i h ) ^  and Al-Isbac al-Majruh 

(The Injured F i n g e r ) . I n  this latter story, al-Tikbali 

criticizes the concept of the wedding ceremony and its 

accompanying celebrations as a lifeless ritual that is 

totally out of step with the spirit of the age. Through 

highlighting in detail various periods in his life together

1. Ibid, pp.33 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.101 ff.
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with the difficulties he has encountered, the writer 

succeeds in giving the reader an informative portrait of the 

story's central character as well as of the story's working 

background as depicted in the popular and family ritual of 

the wedding ceremony and the wedding night. Above all, the 

story attempts to delineate the deep psychological stirrings 

experienced by a young man and a young woman who are to live 

under one roof but have never previously been acquainted. 

It concentrates on the love and affection which the 

bridegroom feels towards his new bride and her own fear and 

uncertainty. The bridegroom is an educated and cultured 

young man who, after the death of his father, is resposible 

for maintaining the family; he is bent on improving his own 

station in life as well as that of his mother. His proposal 

of marriage to the young woman is made in the traditional 

manner and we can sense the difficult situation the bride 

finds herself in, especially the embarrassing moment when 

she sees the bridegroom for the first time. Nevertheless, 

the bridegroom does manage to create a certain kind of 

affection and harmony between himself and the girl on their 

wedding night, laughing and joking with her as he tries to 

relax her and make her more comfortable.

There is a knock on the door - it is the bridegroom's 

friends asking him to come out. For the honour of the
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family, the bridegroom must show, by means of a white cloth, 

that the girl is a virgin. The young man leaves the bedroom 

and looks at everyone in astonishment while many of those 

present accuse him of not being a man. He, for his part, 

feels a deep urge to fight against this cordon of what he

considers to be dated and outmoded social traditions. He

approaches his bride and, in a bid to alleviate the anxiety 

and embarrassment she is feeling, says:
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"Don’t be afraid. Nothing will happen. W e ’ll
wait." She failed to understand and looked at me
vacantly while she moved her body instinctively as
she had been instructed. "We have a long time ahead
of us, living with each other." Her face lit up in
joy, gratitude and love . . . and she bashfully held
her hand out to mine. I bowed and kissed her
tenderly on her forehead. I was going to stay with
her some while, talking and getting to know her,
before I went to display my false banner of victory(1 )to the roaring savages outside/ ’

Al-Tikbali portrays the female character as a passive 

girl trampled under the ruthless yoke of misguided customs

1. Khalifa al-TikbafV, Al-Acmal al-Kamila, pp. 116-117.
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imposed upon her by both her family and society. However, 

we feel that the solution to the problem facing the bride 

and bridegroom as provided by the author is an insufficient 

one with which to tackle this issue. It is an arbitrary or 

subjective solution which is far from being dialectically 

conceived. The injury which the writer concocts in this 

instance cannot go towards solving this social problem as a 

whole. His way of dealing with it is to have the bridegroom 

fool the people outside as to his deflowering of the bride 

because he does not want the girl, towards whom he feels 

very drawn, to have to submit to an outmoded social ritual. 

In regard to Al-Isbac al-Majrufr, the Libyan critic, Khalifa 

Husayn Mustafa, says that al-Tikbali fails to alleviate

the harsh effect of the over w h e l m i n g  and 
iniquitous relationship that exists between men and 
women in the shadow of the traditional marriage, a 
shadow that is always there, sanctifying, within its 
sweep, the oldest way known for man to possess and 
hold mastery over one or more women for their entire 
lives. The bridegroom in the story defends himself 
ardently and passionately against outmoded customs. 
Nevertheless, the relationship between himself and 
his wife was not, from the outset, one of equality.
It is the man who decides to get married and not the 
girl. It is the man who determines and chooses for 
so long as love remains a persecuted and exiled 
emotion. The principle of free choice does not exist 
for the woman and remains mere longing on her part.
The concept of owning a woman's body has, with the 
passing of time, gained strength strength and become 
more and more deeply-rooted in our society.

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, Dhakirat al-Kalimat, p.83.
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There are other stories dealing with the issue of women

from various points of view. In Kalam al-Nas (People's 
(1 )Talk),v 1 the theme revolves around the idea of honour in 

the traditional sense and spells out clearly the 

contradiction between the traditional view of life on the 

one hand, and the education and emancipation of women on the 

other. The story concerns a working-class father who has a 

job in a workshop. Salim, who works alongside him, wants to 

marry his daughter, Fatima, but she, for her part, wants to 

finish her education, an issue in which she is supported by 

her mother. So as to emphasize the contradiction that 

exists, the author details many of the rumours spread by 

Salim, the would-be suitor, about the girl's behaviour. 

These rumours and their social repercussions form the basis 

of the story and, although they are false, they have far- 

reaching effects on the father. Al-Tikbali uses the stream- 

of-consciousness technique to convey the thoughts and 

association of ideas going on in the father's mind; however, 

it must be said that these do not always accord with the 

father's level of education, especially when he compares, 

for example, traditional concepts and developed ideas in the

1. Ibid, pp.163 ff.
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modern world. He asks himself:
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What had happened to his mind? What calamity
had befallen him that he had become a plaything in 
the hands of a daughter and a simple-minded wife?
What had deprived or stripped him of his virile 
quality and compulsive, overwhelming power? Was it 
the logic of the age? The world had changed, as they 
say? But of what concern was that to h i m ? ^ ^

There is no doubt that the word rujula in Arabic is a

culturally significant concept and should be taken

metaphorically, suggesting honour, dignity or self-respect 

rather than 'virility'. We see here that al-Tikbali tackles 

the problem of women by depicting the Libyan woman in a 

stage of transition between traditional habits and points of 

view and those of the modern age and the problems that arise 

from women's education. In the end, however, al-Tikball's 

is a somewhat exaggerated situation. The father kills his 

wife and daughter because of the rumours that have been 

spread around the neighbourhood. That the author ends the 

story in this way is, however, attributable to the fact that

1. Ibid, p .173.
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he wishes to stress the power that tradition wields in 

Libyan society and the difficulties that society faces in 

giving women education and liberation. However, this 

overstatement in his expose and analysis lacks the artistic 

aspect due to the fact that, in general, the short story 

depends upon suggestion, pace and sharp focusing, not upon a 

contrived technique or unrealistic solutions. The writer 

does manage to reflect the father's feelings but conveys his 

personality and character in a way that shows how his, the 

writer's, depiction of reality is limited to a purely 

descriptive record, i.e. al-Tikbali does not tackle the 

issue from a point of view of critical realism that would 

allow him to rid the story of those superfluous additives 

and ideas that tend to disrupt the smooth development of 

events. It is these superfluities that inhibit both the 

artistic aspect and the exploration of the psychological 

dimension that should give one a true insight into the 

characters, not simply a surface impression. This 

shortcoming can be seen, firstly, in the confrontation 

between the father and Salim who wishes to marry his 

daughter and, secondly, in the way the father faces the 

reaction of the people in his neighbourhood. Nevertheless, 

a general picture is given of the father's appearance, of 

how depressed he has become over the things that are being
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said about his wife and daughter. This expresses the mental 

state of an individual in a backward and underdeveloped 

society and how public opinion weighs heavily upon that 

individual. The father is depressed as a result of the way 

people treat him in the street and feels himself isolated. 

This highlights the rejection of the father's feeling of 

failure in the bringing-up of his daughter and he develops 

the will to assert himself as a man among his neighbours by 

killing his daughter. This underlines the repression and 

lack of liberty that is suffered by women. Al-Tikbali 

records the events in order to evidence the position of 

women who are compelled to live in an environment that 

refuses to allow them either freedom or self-respect and, 

consequently, an education.

The writer does not give the reader the opportunity to 

find out for himself, through the texture of the story, the 

truth or falsity of the rumours that have been set against 

the girl and her mother. To have done so would have acted 

as an incentive for the reader to seek out the truth and 

this would have increased his enjoyment from an artistic 

point of view. On the contrary, al-Tikbali resorts to 

direct statement. His concern with recording the events and 

portraying them in an exaggerated way shows, perhaps, that
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he lacks a true sense of realism. Thus the artistic aspect 

is lost in favour of direct statement when the young man 

spreads rumours about the girl and when the people of the 

district begin to avoid the father. The writer, in all 

this, depends upon descriptive narrative which fails to 

evoke a deep impression of the female characters and what 

they are made to suffer in such dreadful circumstances. For 

this reason, we cannot agree with the Maghrebi critic, 

M u b a r a k  R a b i c , concerning the depiction of the male 

characters in al-Tikbali's stories, when he says:

The central male character in al-Tikball's 
stories suffers, first and foremost, from the effects 
of tradition and social constraints. It is these 
that are responsible for the awful crises and 
predicaments his characters finds themselves in, not 
subjective emotions. With this, Al-Tikbali is
o b s e r v i n g  a n u m b e r  of social ills such as

■ • • Mlsuperstitious rituals, and the generation gap.v '

In truth, the tragedy pictured by the writer lies in the 

interaction between female feelings and the subjective force 

of Libyan traditions and social pointed out by the critic. 

In other words, these two factors cannot be separated from 

each other and neither can their mutual relationship be 

ignored. Theirs is an important role in creating the

1. Mubarak Rabic, "Al-Waqiciyya wa al-Iltizam fl al-Uqsusa 
al-Libiyya", Al-Shacb, No.15, May, 1970.
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artistic effect so neglected in the short stories of al- 

Tikball. Undoubtedly, certain features of realism are to be 

found in al-Tikball's characters as, for instance, the fact 

that they resort to chicanery and the use of magic charms. 

Inevitably, people are faced with the torment of hardship 

and ignorance which they find themselves unable to bear and 

this is why they turn to witchcraft or the unknown in order 

to solve their problems. In fact, the author ties trickery 

and sorcery to the material level in poor families in Libyan 

society.

In Al-Faqih, al-Tikbali deals with the problem of un

working-class women who turn to sorcerous rituals and 

irrational solutions in order to solve the problems they 

have to face in life, particularly lack of self-realization 

and social or sexual frustrations. This story depicts the 

life of a simple working-class family. The head of the 

family has no children of his own but looks after his wife's 

daughter (by another man) who is very ill. The problem is 

how to cure the sick girl. The stepfather does not take her 

to a regular doctor for treatment but instead takes her to 

the Faqih, an impostor whose fees are less than those of a 

doctor. It is noticeable that al-Tikball's portrait of the
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Libyan woman is based, to a great extent, on the fact that 

she is, due to widespread ignorance, a passive creature. 

The girl, her mother and her stepfather are all caught up in 

the mesh of old customs and habits founded upon magical 

rituals and quackery which ignorance had generated 

throughout society on the part of men and women both. The 

Faqih diagnoses that the girl is possessed by demons and 

states that he must be alone with her in the hut so as to 

fight off the evil spirits. However, he has other, purely 

sexually-motivated aims and violates the girl and this 

prompts him, at the end of the story, to ask for the girl's 

hand in marriage. Women's passivity is undoubtedly the 

central theme here but . it is a passivity engendered not 

by anything latent within women's nature itself, but by 

social and other exterior causes within her environment. 

Artistically, the story rests on a narrative approach and 

the gradual presentation of the characters' social 

background before the main gist of the story begins to 

unfurl. This may be because al-Tikbali wishes to identify 

clearly the social function of each of his characters, 

although far more concentration is given to the social 

background of the man than of the women.

The literary movement in Libya has no clearly-defined and 

developed movement commensurate with a sense of true
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realism, and that is something that cannot take root and 

evolve without social development. This is why there is a 

lack of awareness on the part of the writer as to the 

effects of the problems he tackles and he fails, as a 

consequence, to provide a true picture from all aspects. In 

al-Tikball's works, his artistic approach is unrelated to 

aesthetics or form; it is simply an expression of what the 

writer has in his mind and an exposition of social problems. 

His concept of realism may be described as uncritical for 

his approach to the social currents prevailing in the Libyan 

environment is founded upon giving facts without making 

critical comment. Al-Tikbali spotlights the important .pa 

aspects of the traditional society and illustrates them in 

an artistic way so as to provide a clear picture of the 

resultant environment. This can be seen in Muwazzaf Jadid 

(A New Official)^) and A l-Karama ( D i g n i t y ) . I n  these, 

the writer deals with many of the political, economic and 

social issues and their bearing upon the working-class. New 

phenomena in Libyan society are also underscored, such as 

the psychological disturbances suffered by workers in oil 

companies and foreign bases.

1. Khalifa al-Tikbali, Al-Acmal al-Kamila, pp.23 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.118 ff.
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Among the topics dealt with in Al-Acmal al-Kamila is that 
of the problem of children and the psychological effect the 

adolescent age has on the child's personality. This is seen 

■*-n Tamarrud (Rebellion) ̂  ̂ and Al-Budhur al-pa'ica (The Lost 

Seeds). ̂  Furthermore, al-Tikball tackles a new phenomenon 

here in that his characters are not all taken from the 

Libyan environment but, particularly as regards the women, 

are foreigners. Despite the diversity of characters 

contained in his stories, al-Tikball fails to give a clear 

portrait of the features, characteristics and behaviour that 

distinguish the Libyan personality and we are thus at a 

disadvantage in not being completely acquainted with the 

c h a r a c t e r  con c e r n e d .  This is b e c a u s e  his pale 

representation of the character makes it difficult to come 

to grips with the essential Libyan personality. Nor does it 

help us to understand the psychological stirrings deep 

within the Libyan and which control what he or she says or 

does. Such an approach prevents the reader from realising 

the true extent of the social relationship in Libya and a 

person's position in the social environment. This is the 

case with Wajh al-Jarlma (The Face of Crime) ̂ ̂  where the

1. Ibid, pp.7 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.71 ff.

3. Ibid, pp.47 ff.
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central female character has no real relationship with the 

environment in which she lives. She is, in fact, a 

foreigner, part of a minority in Libyan society and, for 

this reason, does not set any criteria by which one may 

assess the personality of Libyan women. The author 

concretizes the female personality, not through a general 

human state of affairs but through situations involving sex 

and carnal desires, situations in which one loses all sense 

of right and wrong. As a result of this, the character is 

not presented in a clear light and this prevents the reader 

from having a true picture of the character concerned. An 

example of this can be seen in the following passage from 

W a jh al-Jarima which clearly reveals the extent of the 

writer's concern with instinctive tendencies:

The woman's screaming agitated him and he
exerted a stranglehold on her neck trying, in a
helpless and foolish way, to silence her. She
started to scratch him in the face and to dig her
fingernails into his flesh like some excited /1 \lioness.v '

1. Ibid, p.68.
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The use of "labwa" (lioness), which is the colloquial for 

"labu'a", evokes, unlike the English word, associations of 

sexual desire, often in an immoral sense. It implies in 

Arabic the depravity of women. What is immediately 

relevant, however, is that the writer, in many instances, 

concentrates upon the narration of events at the expense of 

the dramatic mode of presentation and of characterization. 

If he does concern himself at all with the character, it is 

simply in order to illustrate instinctive attitudes. For 

this reason, most of the stories lack that element of 

equilibrium between the character and the action, 

particularly as regards the female character whom he shows 

as nothing more than a means to sexual gratification and a 

sufferer of emotional frustration. Similarly, we are given 

no concrete details as to the external features of the 

characters and no attempt is made to assess the connection 

between any of the psychological stirrings taking 

place deep within them on the one hand, and what they 

say and do and h o w  they behave, on the other.

Perhaps the most important relationship that should have 

been given treatment in his stories is that which arises 

between the central character of the story and the social 

environment that person lives in. In successful story
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- a writer must have sufficient knowledge of the subject he 

is dealing with and must be able to provide proper content. 

For example, the purport of W ajh al-Jarima is somewhat 

obscure save in the sphere of the sexual and psychological 

frustrations suffered by the man and woman. Due to the lack 

of several important factors in this story and there being 

no indications given as to the environment in which the 

characters live, this story fails to succeed from the 

outset, not to mention that the writer gives no convincing 

analysis of the instinctive tendencies he is bent on 

tackling.

The deviant behaviour of the female characters in al- 

Tikbali's work does not originate in particular social or 

economic conditions which the woman may have to contend with 

and which would encourage her to indulge in socially" 

unacceptable behaviour. It is merely a proclamation of the 

turbulent passions and emotions in the psyche of the female, 

as in Qabla An Yamut (Before He Dies).^^ This story is 

indicative of the obviously distorted picture al-Tikball 

gives of women in some of his stories. The woman is simply 

a sex symbol and is forever taking the initiative in 

satisfying her sexual instincts. This story has no real 

content, revolving around nothing more than the thoughts and
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desires of a man and woman who are alone together in a 

house. The writer here makes no allowance for the 

difference that obtains between Libyan and Western cultures. 

Moreover, the following passage shows how al-Tikball devotes 

himself more to the character of the story without rendering 

that person's attitudes through the organic development of 

the events:

£  ^ ^ * * fl ■ ■■«««>
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Every cell in his body announced hunger and
privation. Suddenly, he also felt a revolt brewing,
overpowering and destructive in the way of all
revolts: a vociferous mass deep within had begunCMcalling out to him, crying 'We want, we want'.' ;

In this passage, al-Tikball tends to over-dramatise the 

situation, relying upon the flexibility of Arabic as a 

medium for expressing strong feelings. Notwithstanding this 

flexibility, the attempt to compare the sexual desire to the 

surging power of the masses, as in a revolution, evidently 

reveals a highly exaggerated attitude which, in fact, is far 

from being reasonably objectified. It is not objectified

1. Ibid, p .283.
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because it relies upon over-emphatic use of the emotive 

possibilities of Arabic.

(C) Literary Shortcomings

One might argue that the most prominent defect in al- 

Tikbali's presentation of the characters in Wajh al-Jarlma 

and Qabla An Yamut is that he is unable to furnish them with 

a situation distinctive enough to merit our attention, a 

moment that is truly effective and significant, even when it 

revolves around the matter of sex. Artistically, both of 

these stories are weak and disjointed. In Wajh al-Jarlma, 

for example, al-Tikbali begins with a long introduction that 

relies on narrative and reiteration in such a way as to lose 

for us the human features of the characters and, as a 

result, we are denied any insight into the nature of the 

ever-moving, ever-changing dialectical relationship that 

links the character to individuals in the environment. The 

stories are mere anecdotes and statements delivered directly 

and with no dramatic effect and which are used to describe 

the characters involved. It is no exaggeration to say that 

Al-Acmal al-Kamila shows how unconcerned the writer is with 

the various aspects of the characters' personalities and how
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he prefers to indulge in direct statement notwithstanding 

that there are differences in the artistic treatment the 

writer gives his various stories. In Mashacir Harima 

{Feelings of Old A g e ) ^  we witness probably the most mature 

artistic treatment of a story by al-Tikball. The characters 

and events are presented to us by spotlighting the central 

character, 'the old man', and the things that go on in his 

mind when he compares his past life and the present. He now 

wishes to marry a young girl for he feels that a wife will 

afford him both warmth and pleasure in his old age. When he 

fails to realize this dream, al-Tikball introduces the 

sexual factor when the old man's heart is set aflame by an 

American dancing girl who works in a night club. She meets 

him one day when she visits his street and arouses the man 

within him:
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She sat next to him. Soft and beautiful. A 
perfect women. She sat here in all her beauty, in 
all her adornment, sitting beside him, laughing and

1. Ibid, pp .15 f f .
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looking at him with her black, flirtatious eyes and 
touching his hand. She puts her smooth, tender hand 
. . . bewitching and fatal . . . digs it into his
flesh, piercing the bone because it is hyp e r 
sharp. ̂ ̂  *

The story ends when the old, back-bent man asks where the 

nightclub is and follows her there.

This story, Mashacir Harima, together with Wajh al-Jarlma 

and Qabla An Yamut, all depict nothing but individual 

anomolous situations that are unrelated to the Libyan 

environment despite al-Tikball's attempts to link them with 

it either through names or simple descriptions of places. 

Nevertheless, the characters themselves present a problem in 

that no organic connection exists between them and the 

overall social backwardness from which the society suffers. 

It would appear, therefore, that the main artistic feature 

of these and other stories remains his traditional one of 

non-critical realism. The plot unfurls slowly and there is 

no tangible development of events. In fact, we do not think 

the writer's choice of plot is an appropriate one and can 

sense his inability to bind the action together properly and 

to concentrate on situations that would have a stimulating 

and provoking effect.

1. Ibid, p.21.
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To a certain extent, the foreign female characters in the 

above-mentioned stories have a degree of freedom and liberty 

that is overly exaggerated by the writer and the contrast is 

evident when he depicts the Libyan woman as a person whose 

spirit is utterly crushed and defeated, as in Kalam al- 

Nas Here, the story unfolds in the traditional way,

through its characters and its various situations, and with 

a beginning, middle and end. However, we are made patently 

aware that the events depicted depend upon the author, by 

means of his central characte'r, giving an individual 

solution to the problems dealt with; he also underscores the 

extent of the effect that the social environment has upon 

the individual. However, al-Tikball economizes in his 

description of the female character while applying himself 

to a lengthy and detailed statement in regard to the youth 

and the rumours he weaves about the girl when she refuses to 

marry him. Nevertheless, he does manage to shed light on 

the father's character from a psychological point of view, 

on his inner struggle between giving his daughter permission 

to further her education and bearing the criticism of his 

neighbours in allowing a female to be educated. The writer 

presents his different characters and the issue of women's

1. Khalifa al-Tikbali, Al-Acmal al-Kamila, pp.163 pp.
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education in a general way yet crams the story full of 

details that fail to serve any artistic objective. There is 

no internal or organic link holding the action of the story 

together and thus we are presented with an arbitrary 

solution when the father kills first his daughter and then 

his wife who had tried to defend her. The story is 

structured on the basis of a problem set out in narrative 

form but with a fabricated solution. The opinion of the 

youth, Salim, that a basic or primary education is enough 

for a woman, is directly given at the beginning of the 

story. However, al-Tikball fails to deal with this problem 

or to treat the subject-matter and the events in an 

intellectually or artistically mature manner.

Through copious reading of the writer’s work, one can 

sense al-Tikbali's loyalty and attachment to his social 

class and to the way of life of its people. For this 

reason, one can say that some of the characters in his 

stories, particularly the children, are living people in his 

mind and in his emotions for they are usually found to be 

existing in harsh and miserable circumstances, the self-same 

conditions suffered by the writer. This is evident, for 

example, in A l -Budhur al-D a lica (The Lost Seeds the

1. Ibid, pp.71 ff.
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story of a gang of youths who plan to rob people in the 

street after midnight. The writer then turns his attention 

to the divorce of the mother of one of the boys and the ill- 

treatment she had received at the hands of the father, 

pursuing the line that the reason for a child's delinquent 

ways can most often be laid at the door of a broken home. 

In Hikayat Kidhba (Story of a Lie),^^ the author resorts to 

the same technique of arbitrary resolution of the problem 

presented in the story. There is no doubt that the writer 

exaggerates the thought processes 'of the child when thinking 

about his mother and her behaviour - the child's ideas are

well beyond his stage of mental development.
( 7 )The short story entitled Tamarru d v ’ illustrates the 

revolt of a young man against all the constraints imposed 

upon him by his family and perhaps the writer sees himself 

in the young man. There is hardly any dialogue, the writer 

concentrating on the events in narrative form - this seems 

to be a superficial way in which to tackle this subject for 

no profound treatment is given to these family and social 

problems.

Generally speaking, it cannot be argued that al-Tikbali's

1. Ibid, p p .93 ff. 

2 . Ibid, pp.7 ff .
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work is indicative of good art. His excessive detailing 

blurs the artistic vision which ought, normally, to 

distinguish the work of art and give it its authentic 

individuality. Al-Tikbali deals with matters which he 

believes are worthy of attention and will arouse people's 

interest but he tackles them in such a monotonous way 

because he is, in fact, possessed of a very limited artistic 

sensibility. His stories lack the spirit of adventure, 

boldness, and the pursuit of new dimensions, especially 

those of a positive kind pertaining to the personality of 

women. He derives some of his stories from reality without 

finding that objective balance which creates a more profound 

and deeply-felt experience. As we have said, the Libyan 

environment is missing in certain stories and the mark of 

Libyan society is, therefore, lacking; this, in contrast to 

Al-Misrati who, in his writings, provides a detailed and 

clearly-defined picture of Libyan life, even down to giving 

the names of streets and alleyways. So, too, al-Misratl 

gives sufficient information about the houses in the 

neighbourhood together with the general domestic and outside 

atmosphere and, thus, conveys the distinctive Libyan 

environment. On the other hand, al-Tikball lacks these 

features of the Libyan personality and of Libyan life.
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In Inqaddim lak UkhtI Suca d , ^  ̂ already discussed, the 

writer uses the element of time in the traditional, linear 

way. No effeort is made to crystalize the events in a 

convincing manner and al-Tikball fails to make use of the 

flashback, a technique which incorporates the past within 

the present through the character recalling past events. 

This technique enables the action to develop by means of the 

personal feelings and emotions that can be objectified 

without the need to resort to the traditional concept of 

time which this writer uses. His traditional method merely 

serves to turn the story into a collection of events or 

happenings devoid of modernity or suspense. The short story 

must have these latter elements in order for the writer to 

convey to his reader, as he must, an organically-linked 

development of events. At the same time, this will reveal 

the mental processes of the writer himself or of his 

characters. There is another factor in the story that 

should be discussed and that is the introduction by the 

writer of the heroine's mother as a new element in the 

storyline, something that serves not to enhance the 

structural cohesion but to increase the incoherence of the 

story.

1. Ibid, pp.125 ff.
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Apart from the considerations mentioned above, we should 

also note that al-Tikbali fails to realise the essence of 

the relationships in Libyan society. They are typified by 

the non-equality between men and women on the one hand, and 

that between individuals generally, on the other. It is for 

this reason that his stories are based on conjecture and he 

confuses social issues with his own personal experiences. 

In a study published in the 'Al-Shacb' newspaper on the 

anthology Tamarrud, Fawzi al-Bishti says:

When the author writes about a part of his life 
and when he really lives the events portrayed in his 
work, he will inevitably forget to concentrate on his 
objective and will sail into a vast abyss of 
enthusiasm that will force him to dwell overly on the 
moment he himself has experienced.' '

Inasmuch as al-Tikbali has not made a deep study of human 

nature and lacks any clear vision as to the future, he 

expresses no contradiction or powerful tension between the 

present and the future that is envisaged. No clear factors 

or varying psychological stimuli motivate his characters and 

this indicates a simplification of human feelings and 

emotions, particularly those of women. His stories fail to 

render a faithful picture of people who are indeed suffering

1. Fawzi al-Bishti, "Muhawala li Fahm Tamarrud", Al-Shacb, 
9th year, No.129 (September 197 2), p.7.
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and are victims of some crisis or other and, for this 

reason, we do not feel for and sympathise with them as we 

should, nor are we concerned about their welfare. This 

artistic flaw may be due to al-Tikbal 1 's own life inasmuch 

as no opportunity was offered to him to experience 

intellectual or literary development either in Libya or in 

Germany; perhaps he lacked real experience in the literary 

field for, after all, eight years is hardly sufficient time 

in which to gain intellectual maturity. This viewpoint 

accords with that of writer Khalifa Husayn Mustafa:

Al-Tikball lived a short life full of misery and 
hardship. He wrote what he wrote in difficult and 
depressing circumstances. His lifespan was too short 
to afford him the chance to say all that he wanted to 
say and all that he felt deep-down. ̂ ̂

It is noticeable that his story-endings are sometimes 

arbitrary and unrealistic. There are, on occasions, happy 

endings and in certain stories the woman who is forced by 

circumstances beyond her control to lead a deviant lifestyle 

finally meets a decent man who saves her from her pursuit. 

Rare indeed would be the female student or young girl who 

would possess the courage to initiate a dalliance with a 

member of the opposite sex and to send love letters. Rare

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, Dhakirat al-Kalimat, p.124.
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indeed would be the brother in Libyan society who

would welcome his sister's love for a man and help her

on the path to marriage. This is all so unrealistic 

and reflects characters faced with unc o m m o n  co n t r a 

dictions; yet, al-Tikbali does illustrate many of 

the social ills such as poverty, ignorance, sickness 

and belief in magic and superstition. Above all, 

sexual frustration is a theme that runs through practi

cally every one of his stories. However, the author fails 

to get deep inside his characters - Libyan society is 

inundated with social contradictions that emanate from 

old-established customs and traditions such as those 

pertaining to marriage rituals, divorce, love, passion, 

poverty and ignorance. They represent a legacy which 

modern society has inherited from past generations. Society

still adheres to them and men exploit them for their

own benefit. This is the social backdrop against 

which al-Tikbali's stories proceed but, according 

to the main topic dealt with by the writer, one could 

argue that women in Libya suffer nothing but problems 

associated with love and sex - al-Tikball always portrays 

them on a passionate and emotional high. This is 

particularly evident in Wa _jh_a_l - Ja r 1 ma , ̂  ̂ Q ab_l_An

1. Khalifa al-Tikball, Al-Acmal al-Kamila, pp.47 ff.
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While the emphasis in stories written by Ahmad al-Faqih 

is on romance, al-Tikball concentrates on the sexual aspect 

of male-female relationships, as in the context of love, and 

particularly in connection with foreign women. Sulayman 

Kishlaf says about the portrayal of sex in a1-Tikba1I's 

work:

Overwhelming attention is given to the aspect of 
sex among Libyan citizens in some of al-Tikball's 
stories; not as a means to an end but as an end in 
itself.^  ̂

This perceptive remark is justified by the analysis which 

I have been attempting of the basic structural weaknesses of 

al-Tikbalx's work. What matters in the short story, as a 

literary work of art, is that the various attitudes and 

feelings should be objectively sanctioned in the sense that 

their presentation should be part of the texture of the 

story itself.

* * *

1. Ibid, pp.282 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.33 ff.

3. Ibid, pp.15 ff.

4. Sulayman Kishlaf, Dirasat fi al-Qissa al-Libiyya al-QasI- 
ra, Tripoli (1979), p.184.
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CHAPTER V

YUSUF AL-SHARIF

(A) Short Introduction

Born in 19 3 7, Yusuf al-Sharxf's initial literary effort 

Lay lat al-Dukhla (The Wedding Night) was published in the 

Libyan magazine, Tarabulus al-Gharb in 1959. His first 

anthology of short stories, A l - J i d a r  (The Wall), appeared in 

1965 and won the Prize for Literature offered by the Supreme 

Council for Sponsorship of Literature and the Arts in 1965. 

The collection comprises 15 short stories, the majority of 

which, according to Amin M a z i n ^  were written before 1962. 

The reader of these stories will very soon discover an 

important fact: the close ties the writer has with the area 

around the main thoroughfare in Tripoli where he spent his 

childhood and youth.

The second collection of short stories, A l - A q d a m  al -  

cA r i y a  (Barefoot) appeared in 1974 and gives a clear picture 

of the same district and the writer's experiences there. In

1. Amin Mazin, "Ra'y fl M a j m u cat 'al-Jidar"1, Al-Ruwwad, 
No. 7 , 1966.
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these stories, al-Sharlf addresses himself to much of the 

existing social phenomena, and in his portrayal of women he 

deals both with the nature of the growth of affectionate 

relationships between men and women as they have developed 

within the constraints of certain rigid concepts governing 

the position of women, and with the family relationship in 

Libyan society, conveying a view of the contradictions that 

prevail among the inhabitants of the thoroughfare together 

with the different concepts and values held by members of 

the middle class. His stories reflect the images, imprinted 

on his memory during his childhood days, of the society he 

lived in. It would appear that al-Sharlf's own experiences 

represent the main pivot around which nearly all his stories 

revolve and one discovers the same names recurring time and 

again in most of them. He deals with and debates the issues 

facing these good but poor people with a kind of realism 

that does not, however, throw sufficient light on the 

problem of women's emancipation.

In his eyes, the woman suffers under the subjugation of 

man, the dominant sex. She is a victim of both man's 

authority over her and of an oppressive society, her 

personality having been utterly crushed and subdued; she now 

faces a fierce battle against the social backwardness that
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has been generated by widespread ignorance and poverty while 

men, for their part, have no realization of the problems 

with which women have to contend. To a certain extent, the 

stories give a true impression of the author's social 

environment since he draws on the special character, 

features and daily happenings of Libyan life. In addition 

to the problems facing women, he deals with the problems of 

simple people, of the hopes and sorrows that fill their 

private worlds.

However, the heroines of Yusuf al-Sharlf's stories live 

in a shut-off world from which there is no escape, 

constrained to move within the confines of narrow-minded 

concepts and an overly conservative attitude towards love 

and affection. The author makes woman prey to feelings of 

loss, failure, deprivation and poverty. His heroine is, 

most of the time, embroiled in a fight against authority, as 

in his story A 1 - Suq (The Market), ̂ ̂  in a struggle against 

the norms and traditional ways of her society, as in Al- 

Bint Kaburat (The Girl Grew U p ), ̂  ̂ and against religious 

leaders who impart an extremely distasteful impression of

1. Yusuf al-Sharlf, Al-Aqdam al-cAriya, Al-Dar al-cArabiyya 
1-il-Kitab, Libya (1978), pp.69 ff.

2. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Jidar, Al-Sharika al-cAmma 1-il- 
Nashr wa al-Tawzic wa al-I^lam, 2nd.ed., (1979), pp.65 ff.
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the male sex, an impression which creates psychological 

problems for her and drives her into a world of loneliness, 

helplessness and loss, as in Al-Bab al-Akhdar (The Green 

Door ) . ̂

However, Al-Sharlf conveys the effects of a social 

phenomenon without mentioning the underlying factors that 

cause it. With his narrative style, he may sometimes 

deviate from the realm of artistic language in the story, 

but he does bring one very close indeed to the nature of the 

moral lesson which he wishes to impart to the reader. The 

religious leaders, in these stories, have, for various 

reasons, lost contact with their world and have entered a 

self-imposed pseudo-religious isolationism, adopting the 

faith and religious rites in order to disguise not only 

their identities but their own physical and mental 

frustrations. Whatever form their isolation takes, whether 

self-imposed or brought about by external factors, the end 

result has nothing at all to do with religion in the true 

sense of the word. Yusuf al-Sharlf, therefore, focuses 

severe criticism upon religious hypocrisy.

1. Yusuf al-Sharlf, Al-Aqdam al-cAriya, pp.87 ff.
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(B) Women's Marginal Role and Alienation

It is arguable that al-Sharif's stories do not deal 

comprehensively enough with all the contradictions in the 

life of women despite his obvious sympathy for their plight. 

His writings do not furnish a complete picture of the life 

women lead, their anxieties and upsets, and the struggles 

they must face up to, not only in society, but in themselves 

and in family life. They fail to deal with the true 

dimensions of the problems met by the Libyan woman in her 

struggle between the old ways and the new inasmuch as Al- 

Sharlf neglects to show what she is really experiencing in 

the face of new ideas disseminated in the field of women's 

emancipation. Yusuf al-Sharlf, like others, looks at the 

issues only superficially and ignores, or forgets, the real 

dimensions of the problem; or, perhaps, is guarded about 

analysing women's mental attitudes. The fact is that, in 

all his stories, al-Sharlf does not write about a single 

woman who is experiencing an inner struggle over the need 

for change and reform vis-a-vis society's false values, or 

who demonstrates the concern and fear felt by women in their 

lives. What he does actually do is to record the 

maltreatment of wives by their husbands and the ease with 

which divorce is obtained.
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Al-Sharlf's stories elicit from the reader an immediate 

reaction. For Al-Sharlf, women play only a marginal role in 

society, that environment in which man alone is allowed 

absolute happiness. Women either find themselves being 

pursued by men if they happen to be beautiful, the man's 

carnal instincts being aroused as a result of both 

psychological and social frustrations and of inherited 

customs,traditions and values; or else women are exploited 

by the opposite sex in different ways, men who adopt a 

disdainful and bullying attitude towards them. The woman, 

forever that alien creature in man's society, is also a 

stranger to herself. One cannot find in al-Sharif's 

writings a complete and comprehensive picture of the moral 

struggle that is taking place against the contradictions in 

society. When he tries to tackle that subject in certain of 

his stories, he affords it only a superficial treatment. 

Most of the stories in Al-Jidar revolve around love but his 
love is not a portrait of a pure, romantic relationship; it 

is the kind of love that simply cannot develop on its own in 

an overly imaginative person who is taken with dream-like 

infatuations. It is a love born of the struggles in life, 

linked to and inter-acting with all manner of social 

phenomena. It is this relationship that forms the basis of
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most of the stories.

The first story in the a n t h o l o g y  A l - J i d a r  is

Hi_k a y a _̂ a n_a b (A Story of Love) The main

character, Mansur, is a dustman who loves the most beautiful 

girl in the district, a young girl the writer describes as a 

'kitten' who, stealing a glance from behind a door, throws a 

box of rubbish outside the house. It is as if, with his 

story of Mansur's love for a girl from a middle-class 

family, al-Sharlf wishes to describe the struggle of the 

individual against materialistic and social traditions. He 

arouses feelings of isolation, weakness and frustration vis- 

a-vis outmoded and prevailing customs in the society. The 

author describes how Mansur has daydreams in which he sees 

himself as no longer unhappy and isolated but a full member 

of society. However, Mansour returns to his lost and 

introvert state when he discovers that the one he loves has 

become engaged to another man.

Al-Sharlf pays no attention at all to the potential 

aspects and dimensions which could be shown with regard to 

the problems facing the Libyan woman, neither does he 

concern himself with seeking appropriate solutions based on 

a change in social structure and a revaluation of the

1. Yusuf al-Sharlf, Al-Jidar, pp.7 ff.
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concepts extant in Libyan society. In other words, these 

stories, as we shall see later, pay no heed to the value of 

a closer understanding of a woman's personality. This means 

that for al-Sharlf, women live permanently in the shadows

and have no idea of their true potential. In Hikayat can

al-Hubb, this is the picture given of the feminine role:

Jj 15.1-1 III I 1 <1 ■ 1 J j  1 I.irt 1 t jl J j  **- <— > Lj ^d-3-J 1 J  I
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Behold! The door of al-Sadiq's house, opposite 
cUmran's shop, opened narrowly allowing a person to 
come out, albeit with difficulty. Nujayma glanced 
about and, in a quick motion to which she was much 
used, she surveyed the sides of the street and threw 
out the r u b b i s h  bin w i t h  both hands b e f o r e  
disappearing.^  ̂

This story clearly demonstrates how tradition still 

strictly controls the life of the female sex, how women are 

so totally isolated from society. The result of this has 

been two-fold: women have lost all sense of personal 

ambition, and have become weak creatures living with just 

their memories and their sorrows, lonely inside the house,

1. Ibid, p.12.
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behind the wall and the stout barricades that have been 

imposed upon her. However, there is practically no concrete 

description in this story of the woman's personality. We 

have to search for that ourselves, as far as we can, by 

means of certain incidental pointers given in the 

conversation that goes on between Mansur and a group of 

friends in the shop where they meet. Mansur's social 

circumstances and the extent of his fondness for Nujayma 

tell us that his affection is no more than an impetuous 

feeling prompted by inherited impulses and he feels 

frustrated, anxious and isolated due to the class barriers 

that exist between him and the girl. This personality upset 

of Mansur's has no clear connection with a critical review 

of the reforms required in Libyan society. Although al- 

Sharlf describes Mansur as having a deep attachment for 

Nujayma, yet he provides him with another attitude, a 

negative one, after he finds out that Nujayma has become 

engaged to another, a fact that concerns him not at all.

The writer has structured the story in such a way as to 

attempt a conciliation in society between the wealthy 

classes and the poor but he does so in a didactic context 

and with an idealistic moral outlook. Mansur is a simple 

dustman captivated by the beauty of a girl he sees in the
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street. For him, she represents moral values that are not 

to be found in the girls of his own class, a symbol of 

sympathetic and fine emotions; Mansur proceeds on the 

assumption that he should reject society's traditional ways. 

What the writer wishes to emphasize is that human happiness 

is founded upon the values of love and goodness and has 

nothing at all to do with class or material distinctions. 

Throughout the story, al-Sharif is trying to demolish the 

prevailing beliefs that reinforce a distinction between the 

rich and the poor. He presses home the fact that a person's 

true status is dependant upon his moral values and not upon 

any class position, i.e. the social contradictions are not 

presented in a convincing or sufficiently dramatic vein.

Al-Sharif is calling for an improvement in the status of 

Libyan women in the educational field, in the home, in 

their relationship with men; he is also asking for a 

reassessment and relaxation of the control that different 

traditions have over their lives, traditions which shut them 

up behind walls. He draws the personality of a woman as 

nothing more than that of a perplexed being who has no 

involvement with society at large. It is not to be doubted 

that, in theory, al-Sharif believes the short story must 

deal with the issues in today's society, e.g. social misery,
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the terrible hardships in just getting by and the shift in 

moral values. Indeed, the writer tries to show how 

different traditions and concepts have themselves helped to 

corrupt society. Nevertheless, he does not delve into the 

roots of the problem or really examine the inconsistencies 

that exist. Consequently, his stories are not structured, 

in the main, in such a way as to invoke a positive role for 

women in Libyan society. Like other Libyan writers, he 

fails to draw close to the woman's world and the despicable 

controls that traditional society' imposes upon her in order 

to govern her relationship with men. One cause of society's 

subjugation of women in this respect could be the long

standing religious and artificial social constraints visibly 

demonstrated in some of the stories. Al-Bab al-Akhdar (The 

Green Door),v ' for example, concerns a woman of rll-repute 

but the accusing finger pointed at her is by no means a 

clean one. Her very own clients are in the front ranks of 

those besieging her house in an attempt to evict her. 

Sheikh Misbah is standing in the crowd in front of the 

woman's house. Likewise, Hajj Husayn is there in the 

forefront of those determined to expel her notwithstanding

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Aqdam al-cAriya, pp.87 ff.
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that he was one of her regular customers. However, both his 

secret and his false dignity are exposed there and then 

in the street when she appears carrying her directory which 

lists him as a frequent and undercover visitor to her house:

The green door began to open slowly and Maryam
appeared with all eyes riveted upon her . . . She
stopped on the threshold, looking at them with
searching eyes as though seeking something; when she
caught site of Hajj Husayn trying to hide himself in
the crowd, she walked towards him, and all the
people saw the glistening ivory rosary, wound around
her wrist. She then seized it with the white palm ofMlher hand as if she were afraid of dropping it. '

Some of al-Sharif s stories, in both collections, do not 

condemn the individual in society when he is prey to 

prevailing systems. Instead, he condemns society itself and 

the social changes that fail to take the individual into 

account. In Al-Suq (The M a r k e t ) w e  get a very human

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Aqdam al-cAriya, p.94.

2. Ibid, p.69.
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glimpse of the life of the poor after the discovery of oil

and the subsequent economic and social changes that take 

place. However, the continuing period of economic change 

does not lead to a change in social and moral attitudes. 

The author describes the main character, an old lady, who is 

carrying a large basket on her head as she heads for the 

souk as usual to sell her goods. In front of the souk, she 

is confronted by a policeman who forbids her to enter - the 

souk has become a supermarket and this means that simple 

vendors like herself are not wanted on the premises. She is 

refused entry inside the market, a symbol of economic 

prosperity. The policeman stands in front of her and throws 

her lecherous looks:

j> '  l % *> <** > * iS  l U  J  rt M|«i \j*J  l (* t ik

She drew her outfit tight around her body as she 
used to do in the days of her youth and her face 
turned gray. Her tears mixed with her sweat; she 
took courage and moved a step forward, her eyes 
glaring at the guard standing before her, ready for 
an encounter. His face revealed a wicked smile. She 
ignored his look which shone with a devilish glimmer 
that housed real desire. ̂ ̂

1. Ibid, p.69.
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The writer is using evocative language which, in some 

ways, cannot find an easy equivalent in English. The 

meaning of "tasadda", in this context, is far more complex 

than "encounter”. In Arabic, it suggests such emotive 

associations as are related to interception, going out of 

one's way to challenge or attack somebody, or assaulting 

somebody from a position of strength. Similarly, the Arabic 

word "infajara" is, of course, emotively much stronger than 

"reveal a smile".

In a bid to defend both her rights and her honour, the 

old lady protects herself by digging her teeth into the 

policeman's flesh. This episode serves to condemn society 

in its perception of a social problem, namely the isolation 

of women in society and the denial of their natural rights. 

Al-Sharif registers this but does not look into the real 

causes of the problem, does not turn his attention to the 

underlying structure of society. We find that the old lady 

is baffled at being chased by men wherever she goes. 

Notwithstanding her age, men throw her bestial looks. She, 

like all of al-Sharifs female characters, is lost in a 

world whose character and dimensions are not clearly 

delineated and she knows not how to escape from it. The old 

lady plants her teeth into the policeman in order to hurt
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him, giving no thought to the military costume that 

represents the law: a man's law against women, a law which 

exploits a woman who uses her teeth to defend herself in a 

situation in which she cannot exploit her own body (unlike 

the woman in the previous story A l-Bab al-Akhdar^^ as a 

device to find herself a place among a society of men. 

However, the writer invokes a feeling of regret and 

compassion for the old lady at the market in order to 

emphasize the connection between society's guilt on the one 

hand, and the alienation of women- on the other. At the same 

time as the male characters of his stories come to realise 

they are in a true struggle with the real world in every way 

and are thus prompted to defend themselves in a manner that 

would all but serve as a justification for their actions by 

appealing to social motives, so, too, do the female 

characters experience a real problem in struggling with 

social reality, lost and alienated as they are and not 

finding the escape they seek.

The writer locates many psychological and social impulses 

in the lives of his characters. He illustrates the anxiety 

that surrounds marital relationships due to material, social 

or physical circumstances. It may be that the changing

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Aqdam al-cAriya, pp.87 ff.
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psychological stirrings which the writer describes in a 

person are founded, as much as anything, upon a person's 

attitude towards external conditions and the distinctive 

traits found in a personality. The writer provides us with a 

detailed perspective of the lives of his characters in his 

description of psychological struggle. In Al-Shay' alladhl 

Hadath (The Thing That Happened), he draws a picture of 

marital infidelity that disrupts the domestic peace and 

causes terrible distress to the husband because he feels 

himself incapable of having a physical relationship with his 

wife, a factor that has clearly upset the balance between 

the couple. Al-Sharif does not deal with the question of 

sex in the obvious way al-Tikbali does in his description of 

pent-up desires - he deals with the issue quietly and 

calmly, treating it as a form of escape from a world of 

gloom and depression. The heroine of the piece revolts 

against her position in the home; whatever love there was 

has died and her tragic unhappiness is the cause of the 

awful struggle within her. Her life has become one of 

intolerable isolation, caught between doubt and confusion.

The events in this story revolve around the wife, mother 

of two children, who asks her husband to let her attend a

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Jidar, pp.91 ff.
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wedding. The wife is, however, late in returning home; she 

has not been to a wedding at all but has been unfaithful 

with another man due, perhaps, to the lack of physical 

harmony between herself and her husband or to other reasons 

such as the difference in their ages, although the writer 

does not make the reason clear. This is one of the writer's 

faults in that he neglects that completeness of detail which 

gives credence to a story as a work of art. The wife's 

unfaithfulness tells us that she is a person whose husband 

has, perhaps, been unable to satisfy her as a woman and who 

has, therefore, developed a need to find affection from 

another man. In the following passage, we listen to the 

suffering she is having to live with:
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What idea had prompted her to lie to him and 
pretend she was going to her cousin's wedding? It 
was true that life with him was difficult and that so 
many days had gone by for the family, days in which 
she had felt an unremitting hunger.^ ^

We can feel the sense of loss and frustration suffered by 

the characters as a result of the spiritual and physical

1. Ibid, p.96 .
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harmony that is missing between the husband and wife. The 

writer's use, in this context, of " j u c ia yarham" 

(literally, "hunger that shows no mercy") is apt and 

suggestive. We can see that the wife's attitude reveals a 

true understanding of her self-alienation. When her own 

deprivation becomes too much, she does not give in but takes 

the initiative to seek a divorce. For her, divorce is 

preferable even with the bitterness and loss that would 

result, the stigma and struggles she would have to face in 

society, because the problem of divorce is, in itself, one 

that proceeds from the self-same traditional practices that 

prohibited her from choosing her own 1ife-partner. The 

feeling of guilt at being unfaithful to her husband prompts 

her to adopt a positive attitude in order to release herself 

from her own sense of alienation.

In this story, al-Sharif embodies many of the 

psychological and social impulses in people's lives and, 

just as in any other story by him, we learn nothing about 

the wife after the divorce, the writer leaving her to wander 

aimlessly due to the impossibility of continuing in her 

married life - her loss is a mark of the close connection 

that obtains between one's psychological and emotional 

stirrings. It would appear that the unfortunate events of
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this story were highly-charged from the outset, emanating 

from a complex social problem and taking place in response 

to an acute moment of psychological conflict. We note the 

sympathy the writer has for the woman, a sympathy that is 

reflected in the husband's love. Nevertheless, the story 

fails to reflect the dramatic struggle that is the true 

cause of her infidelity; the writer does not analyse the 

psychology of the unfaithful woman, neither does he take us 

into her inner world.

Most of his stories are not' without a certain object 

lesson and this is a chief characteristic of his approach. 

In other words, he fails to realise that the moral value of 

art is not found in giving advice and sermonizing but in 

o p e n i n g  people's eyes. The p r e d o m i n a n c e  of this 

instructional aspect means that the writer has lost many of 

the artistic elements required in structuring a story. His 

advice and admonitions interfere in the presentation of the 

narrative and thus divest the story of the artistic essence. 

The writer is more concerned with the presentation of his 

story than with logical structure. The greater part of al- 

Sharif's output reflects the anxieties and frustrations that 

run through our society. His female characters face up to 

the problem of traditional practices in a capricious fashion
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and without being guided upon the right path.

Other aspects of marital infidelity and of marriage 

itself are dealt with including the ways in which Libyan 

women are exploited in Libyan society wherein men regard 

them as a commodity to be bought and sold. The story A l - 

Bint Kaburat (The Girl Grew Up)^^ illustrates this. The 

father wants to marry his daughter off to Mahmud who owns a 

car company; that is to say, he wants his daughter to get 

married simply for his own benefit and for clear material 

gain. It is these considerations that are taken into 

account in accepting or rejecting the husband. Meanwhile, 

the mother sees no distinguishing features in Mahmud that 

would make her relinquish her desire to marry her daughter 

Fawzia to a senior official who is wealthier than Mahmud and 

owns five villas and an important commercial enterprise. 

The story ends with the collapse of the parents' dreams, a 

pointer to a change of attitude vis-a-vis moral behaviour. 

Al-Sharif is symbolizing an evaluation of existing social 

standards that allow a woman to be bought and sold. She is a 

victim of weak family behaviour and the story can be viewed 

as an appeal to give women the opportunity to choose their

1. Ibid, p .65.
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own partners. The strongest indication of this is given at

the end of the story when Fawzia wants to choose her own 

partner for herself;

Before he (the father) turned into the street 
leading to his work, he saw something he had never 
thought he would see happen: it was Fawzia strolling
in a very relaxed manner in the company of a young 
man who was carrying her bag and talking a lot. It 
was no doubt an enjoyabl ' ~1 1 ' 1 " were having and

Al-Sharif wishes to underline the fact that life has 

begun to dispense with the old ways that were forever 

creating crises of conflict, and to stress the psychological 

and emotional instability that is a major factor influencing 

the disintegration of the emotional relationships that bind 

the individual and society together. FawzI al-Bishtl 

comments on the concept of love in the Al-Jidar anthology, 

saying:

1. Ibid, p .72 .
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he was utterly taken by
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Love in the a n t h o l o g y  " a l - J i d a r "  is an 
indication of the sterility and barrenness of life.
It is an assertion of the need for positive social 
relationships and deep psychological bonds. ̂ ̂

If we look back for a moment and compare the way women 

are portrayed in the stories of Ahmad al-Faqih to their 

portrayal in the writings of his successor, al-Tikball, we 

can see that Ahmad al-Faqih concentrates on those features 

found solely in romantic stories and which describe a class 

of women who are isolated from other classes of women and 

who live in an independent world. In his writings, it is 

love, sentiment and a boisterous lifestyle that prevail. 

His stories are full of negative and frustrated characters. 

Likewise, fate and unexpected turns of event together with 

an overall feeling of individuality all play a major role in 

his stories.

Al-Tikbalf's stories, whatever their concern with 

different subjects, whatever the choice of characters 

representing human nature in Libyan society, fail to reach 

the depths of that nature or delve into and examine the 

characters' personalities. The writer mixes their feelings 

and sentiments with his own and with those of his readers

1. FawzI al-Bishtl, "Al-$ubb fl M a j m u cat 'Al-Jidar'", A l - 
Ruwwad, No.2, Tripoli (1967).
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such that the latter remain unaffected by the attitudes and 

situations he puts forwards. The reason for this is the use 

of an excessive imagination that has little to do with the 

real world. His portrayal of women is that of a pale and 

colourless creature who has no well-defined features. 

Anyone who undertakes a study of al-Tikball's works will 

discover that they are stories which concentrate on a group 

of people isolated from other classes as if there were no 

mutual involvement or inter-action between them. There is 

much dependence on excessive sexual impulses more than 

anything else. Even when some of his female characters are 

foreign, they, too, feel frustrated unless there is a man in 

their lives.

Al-Sharifs stories, on the other hand, represent the 

beginnings of realism, albeit an uncritical realism. In 

Suw a ylima ̂ ̂  ̂ we can feel the pulse-beat of sensitive 

feelings and emotions within the framework of old customs 

and traditions. The love that binds the hero, FathI, to the 

heroine has little to do with superficial infatuation or 

romantic fantasies. The gist of the story is that FathI and 

Suwaylima live in the same house. This casual reference by 

al-Sharif explains the economic and social conditions of the

1. Ibid, pp.133 ff.
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country inasmuch as more than one poor family is living 

under the same roof and this particularly holds for an area 

of the old city wherein the majority of the writer's stories 

take place. FathI's love is of the traditional kind, going 

no further than the exchange of glances or, perhaps, a few 

simple words. Fathi is very concerned at the mental strain 

from which he is suffering due to the hatred he bears for 

his father, a stern and severe taskmaster. To a certain 

extent, while he hates his father, yet there is a strong 

bond between them. The story deals with this inconsistency 

and we can feel the mental anguish suffered by Fathi. The 

main theme that runs through this story is the position of 

fathers towards their sons in situations that embrace 

emotional ties between a man and a woman. Love, here, is 

not that romantic, dream-like relationship sought by young 

men during adolescence. It is, instead, a clear and patent 

expression of an overall situation of crisis that exists in 

society. It is this aspect that draws the reader's 

attention, to a great extent, to Yusuf al-Sharlf's work.

The reality of al-Sharlf's characters in his stories is 

not based upon idealism but it serves as a model that is 

representative of whole sectors of society; his characters 

reflect not only the individual's existence but also that of 

the real world or age in which they lived. However, his
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characters tend to be burnt-out as human beings when the 

model to be taken is a woman. There is a further aspect of 

the relationship between men and women, one that is to be 

seen in the possessive instinct. For example, in Al -

Shay 1 al- Khaf I (The Hidden Thing), the wife asks her

husband, Sheikh Bilcid, for a divorce after she has endured 

intense mental strain prompted by much of her husband's 

behaviour, behaviour that has been destroying her feelings 

of importance as a wife. In traditional society, a woman is 

always an object of humiliation when she fails to give birth 

to children even if it is the husband who is sterile. 

However, that is something no man would ever admit to. In 

this story, the husband is one of those religious types who 

are prepared to exploit religion in society. The husband 

has many things on his mind and is always on the point of 

making a decision. He is taken with admiration for a female 

neighbour, Zaynuba, it being important to note that this 

admiration of his is founded upon purely carnal desires and 

not upon the wish to have children - in other words, upon 

the possessive instinct.

He admires the whiteness of Zaynuba's complexion, her 

eyes, her charm. Why, then, does he not marry her,

1. Ibid, pp.93 ff.
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especially as his wife is nearly forty years of age? The 

Sheikh even provokes his wife, reminding her about children, 

about friends and acquaintances who do have offspring, 

although the wife tries to control her feelings; there is so 

much suspicion and evil thought in the mind of the Sheikh. 

"Divorce me, divorce me", she says, and these words come as 

a bolt out of the blue for the Sheikh.
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Sheikh Bilcid jumped to his feet and stared at 
her stupidly. It was not what he had expected . . . 
He did not speak but took out his rosary and rubbed 
it hard between his fingers as if he wished to break
it. u >

Here, al-Sharif is using the theme of the weakness of 

woman and the strength of man, not by means of a developed 

outlook but from the point of view of what actually is, or 

in a realistic way that exposes the symptoms (unhealthy) of 

Libyan society. He highlights many social truths, 

p a r t i c u l a r l y  in his d e s c r i p t i o n  of the s e p a r a t e  

psychological states of the man and wife. The woman prefers

1. Ibid, pp. 63-64.
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to remain silent and has no intention of retaliating with 

the fact that she knows everything going on inside her 

husband's mind. He uses the lack of children as a powerful 

weapon with which to threaten his wife and she must, 

therefore, accept whatever solutions to situations are 

imposed upon her by the husband. Then the Sheikh himself is 

stunned when his wife asks for a divorce and it is this that 

represents the transition between the old ways and the new.

The character of the wife in this story is reiterated in 

the wife in Al-Qitta (The Cat)^^' who refuses to accept the 

behaviour of her husband, a continual and never-ending 

source of torment for her. When her husband returns one 

night in a drunken state she refuses to share the bed with 

him. The husband becomes angry and beats his wife with his 

cane. The wife can find no way in which she, herself, can 

punish the husband so she leaves home. This arouses in the 

husband a deep awareness that he has behaved very wrongly 

indeed. It is as if the writer wants to say that beating 

one's wife is and outmoded solution and is no way to 

properly solve a problem, that a man who presumes he has the 

freedom to do what he likes, even to strike someone, will 

make his wife submit to everything, including a beating.

1. Ibid, pp.107 ff.
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The wife's decision to leave home emphasizes, indirectly,

that married life must be governed by love, understanding 

and reciprocity. Love must represent something new and 

borrow nothing from outdated and erroneous notions. This, 

too, is a new concept that has recently emerged in Libyan 

culture, a culture that is currently in a stage of 

transition. The most beautiful thing in this story is the 

manner, expressed through the stream of consciousness 

technique, with which the husband demonstrates his feelings 

towards his wife.
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The minutes passed and the tension increased, 
his nerves almost reaching breaking point. He looked 
at the watch which Fatuma had given to him as a 
present on their wedding night. Strong emotions and 
feelings welled up inside him and he felt an intense
desire to cry. Everything in the room reminded him
of his wife: the nightdress hanging above the bed,
the radio which was tuned into the State channel - 
his wife always insisted on listening to it. And 
there was the picture which made him recall the time 
she fell off the chair as she tried to fix the 
picture on the wall.^^

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Jidar, pp.110-111.
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The story ends on a touch of true love when the curtain 

is pulled aside and a young child appears holding a small 

tray of food in his hands. "Aunt Fatuma sent me with this 

breakfast for you." Thereupon, the husband is taken by 

regret and remorse and senses the love that his wife bears 

for him. Despite his intense pride, he is unable to hold 

back his tears.

In some of these stories, we can sense the positive role 

of the woman, expressing both her feelings and her anger, 

never confounding the two. She, because of her affections 

and her love of married life bears, with difficulty, the 

ever-present flaws in the husband which tend to dissolve the 

psychological ties that bind members of the same family. 

The woman would play a wonderful role in most of the stories 

were it not for the author's substantial defects, either 

from the artistic point of view in general, or because of 

the false conceptions that he allows himself to fall into.

(C) A  Critique of His Literary Approach

We can, in all honesty, say that Yusuf al-Sharif has not 

allowed excessive emotion to colour his stories. The social 

relationships which the author has chosen to deal with are 

of a tense and strained kind. The majority of his stories
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set out the factors that throw light on the nature of the 

tension that exists in these relationships. One such 

factor, an important one, is shown in the frustration of the 

marital relationship, seen clearly in the collection A l -  

J i d a  r . A l b e i t  that this f r u s t r a t i o n  in m a r i t a l  

relationships is the factor upon which the author 

concentrates our attention, the relationship between fathers 

and sons is certainly no better.

However, the limited artistic ability of the writer has 

not allowed him to analyse these factors properly. He 

concerns himself only with the detailed aspects of life, 

presenting reality as it is among the lower-class areas, 

parts of the old city, and other over-populated districts. 

There is hardly any part of these stories in which we do not 

come face to face with detailed glimpses of life as it is in 

these areas, the writer depending, as he does, on facts and 

observations in our daily lives.

Al-Sharif does not follow the style of al-Faqih, nor that 

of al-Tikbali who concentrates on sensuous and sexual 

instincts and feelings. He endeavours to work within a 

social framework or context of tense relationships. Al- 

Sharlf was once asked at a press reception launched by al- 

Sayd Abu Dib in 1968 as to whether the stories in A l - J i d a r  

inclined towards realism and whether he found the realist
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school more appealing than any other artistic school. He 

replied:

We know that both the classical and romantic 
schools have disappeared and have no longer any real 
existence in view of the commitment to realism on the 
part of (Libyan) writers in the field of the short 
story and in other fields. The story-writer, the man 
of letters, the novelist and the poet are, of 
necessity, realists now . . . This realism is now a 
distinctive feature of the Libyan short story, I 
think.{1)

One of the most important artistic features that shows in 

the anthology A l - J i d a r  insofar as literature as an art form 

is concerned is its lucidity of style and clarity of meaning 

and the fact that the reader can easily comprehend the 

thematic purport. From the point of view of subject matter, 

the stories deal with the same subject that finds favour 

with all Libyan writers contemporary with al-Sharif, namely 

love. However, love has a special meaning for al-Sharif. 

It is a love that does not surrender to known traditions. 

In Al-Jidar, love represents the fundamental link between a 

man and a woman. Love may come belatedly to a woman when 

she discovers that she is a stranger in her own home. She 

then goes over the wall (al-Jidar) of the house in search of

1. Al-gayd Abu al-Dlb, "Hadlth fl al-Qi$$a al-QasIra mac al- 
Adlb Yusuf al-Sharif", Al-Ruwwad, No.10, Tripoli, (1968),
p. 62.
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that love. There are varied ways in which this love can be 

expressed. Perhaps one of the most important manifestations 

of it is the struggle between the law and reponsibilities on 

the one hand, and freedom and release from legal constraints 

on the other. In the majority of the stories, both in Al- 

J i d a r  and A l - A q d a m  a l - cAriya, this struggle is one between 

the heart and the mind.

Notwithstanding that al-Sharif views his characters from 

within rather than from without, we find they suffer from 

closed minds in the stories, and it is this that represents 

the stumbling-block preventing their integration with 

others. There is a wall standing between a wife and her 

husband, between a son and his father, between colleagues of 

different sexes, between the individual and society. 

However, the struggle between the heart and the mind is the 

principal feature. For example, Al-Shay' alladhl Hadath^^ 

demonstrates the psychological struggle that emanates from 

marital infidelity. The wife is unfaithful to her husband 

and this creates feelings of guilt within her. It is in 

this situation of an unfaithful wife that we can see the 

strength of the conflict between the heart and the mind 

although no indication is given as to any pertinent social

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Jidar, pp.93 ff.
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or psychological barriers. The wife's unfaithfulness was a 

means to prove a point, namely the frozen state of affairs 

between herself and her husband. We can sense a sort of 

dramatic attitude assumed by the characters in undertaking 

their different roles. They are characters whom we cannot 

hear clearly except through the narrator and this rarely 

allows them the opportunity to express themselves. As I 

have said, this story revolves around unfaithfulness. It is 

not a deliberate act of infidelity, rather an assertion of 

the severity and harshness of life. It could be prompted by 

other impulses, the most important being the fact that the 

wife finds no satisfaction in the married life that was 

imposed upon her. The circumstances of their marital 

relationship emphasize the permanent feeling the wife has, 

for a number of reasons, of living a life of subjugation The 

writer uses the stream of consciousness technique in his 

description of the wife's return at a late hour, and shows 

us the psychological struggle that takes place in the wife's 

mind. When she returns home and cannot face her husband who 

is asking the reason for her lateness, she does not answer 

him and tries to forget what has happened. However, her 

feelings of guilt return, as we see in the following 

passage:
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She made every effort to forget what had
happened. But a powerful voice came to her from
afar, almost tearing her apart - "Liar" . . .  It
receded a little but then returned once more.Mlstronger than ever/ '

The legal relationship cannot shield a family from break

up when one's heart surpasses the legal constraints. The 

reason for this is that modern woman wants to exercise her 

right to express her feelings, to refuse to recognise so- 

called laws usually founded upon her subjugation in society.

The woman has so often been denied her rights, even that of

choosing a husband for herself. When the law fails to 

constrain her and the wife is exposed to a strong and 

powerful wave of torment, we perceive another form of 

subjugation wherein the husband, having doubts about his 

wife's behaviour, will beat her. He does not let up from 

beating her until he feels his strength being sapped. Then, 

of a sudden, he hears his wife asking for a divorce. ̂ ̂  In 

this story, al-Sharlf shows us the mental disposition of the 

husband, forever anxious and upset awaiting his wife's

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Jidar, p.96.

2. Ibid, p.98 .
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return. It was the same during the times he had doubts 

about her behaviour. Yet, in spite of all this, we find the 

husband expressing his love for his wife indirectly when he 

tries to find a justification for his wife's rebellion. 

N o t withstanding the writer's use of the stream of 

consciousness technique and his attempt to bring us close to 

the state of mind of the characters in this story, they are 

devoid of any real movement based on dramatic tension or 

conflict. This is due to the inability of the writer to 

describe attitudes and events in an absorbing way. Even 

when there is a heart-rending or comparable situation, it is 

devoid of any dramatic effect.

As for the artistic features of his style, they are 

somewhat limited because of the reformist and didactic 

treatment he adopts in expounding the main theme of his 

story. It is obvious that the literary art form used here 

is of the traditional kind based, as it is in this story, on 

direct narrative. The author uses no modern artistic 

devices or forms as a means of conveying his vision of the 

man-woman relationship. However, his main fault is that he 

does not allow his characters the freedom to express 

themselves through the action itself. This is because al- 

Sharlf is constrained not only by an overly-narrational 

style but also by the traditional vein in which he expresses
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himself. In his critique of Al-Jidar, Abu Dib states:

You feel nothing to stir the heart. You follow 
the events in a story from "al-Jidar", and notice a 
certain coldness in the writing as I have previously 
said. There is a lack of depth in the ideas 
expressed. They are tantamount to remnants or images 
which were stamped on the mind of Yusuf al-Sharlf 
during his childhood and youth - impressions and 
recollections of the district in which he lived.

With al-Sharif, the short story does not go beyond the

imparting of superficial information and he treats the 

events that take place simply as events. This is because 

the stories are confined within-a narrow circle, bound by 

tradition and heritage, and because they lose out on many 

artistic elements, each story being closer to a reformist 

piece of writing than to an artistic piece of story-writing; 

this, notwithstanding that they retain some elements of the 

story in the idea expressed, in the narrative, in the 

characters and, from time to time, in the context of the

events that take place. Al-Sharif interposes himself in the

characterisation and the narrative, sometimes obtrusively 

making himself one of the characters. He resorts to this 

device in order to take us deeper within the soul and 

personality of the characters. Although the thread that 

binds his various recollections together within the main

1. Al-Sayd Abu Dib, "Khawatir Sarica", Al-Id haca, No.18, 
Tripoli (1966), p.2.
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story-line appears a very tenuous one, and although the flow 

of the narrative and the addition of excessive detailing do 

not have a strong link with the main plot, which tends to 

weaken the story structure, yet they are stories that 

reflect many issues and events and draw their characters 

from real life. Some of the stories reflect the critical 

emotional reactions that persist between social groups. 

Whatever it may be, it is a real part of society that is 

more than just indicative. This is how it is in Al-Bab al- 
Akhdar , ̂  ̂ and A l -Sug ̂ ̂  ̂ from the A l - A q d a m  a l - c A r i y a  

anthology, and Fortuna ,̂  ̂  ̂ Al-Bint Kab u r a t , A l - G h a r l b  

(The Stranger) /  Qahwa Sada (Unsweetened Coffee)^^ and 

others from Al-Jidar, all stories that deal with a diverse 
range of social topics.

One also notices a general feature that runs through the 

anthologies and that is the fact that the stories are 

distinguished by an anecdotal element i.e. that they are 

stories merely to be read and narrated. There is more

1. Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Aqdam al-cAriya,

2 . Ibid, p p .69 ff.

3 . Yusuf al-Sharif, Al-Jidar, pp.15 ff.

4 . Ibid, pp.6 5 ff .

5 . Ibid, pp.8 3 ff .

6 . Ibid, pp.115 ff.
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concern with narration of the events that take place than 

there is with analysing them. The action is distinguished 

by anecdotal commitment to the time of the events, on the 

one hand, and with the raising of recollections on the 

other. There are two movements: an external one bound to 

the world of immediate experience and the present time, and 

an internal one bound to the psychological state of the 

characters and to the past. For example, in Qahwa Sada,^^ 

we see the complete domination of direct narrative, a fact 

that renders the story nothing more than a tale devoid of 

any artistic contours and objective purport. The writer is 

attempting to create one beautiful moment in the middle of 

another, one apparently more comprehensive and more 

profound. It is that moment in which cAmm Sulayman, the 

main character, stands up against society's constraints and 

tries not to make of himself a mere instrument serving 

social concepts he does not believe in. In Qahwa Sada, the 

incompatibility is not between the internal and external 

worlds of the character, but between him and the traditional 

views held by society. The social environment has one 

outlook and he another. cAmm Sulayman has married Nujayma 

who is about twenty years his junior. On the wedding night,

1. Ibid.
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he finds out that another man has known his wife before him.

He keeps this knowledge to himself despite it being a source

of torment to him. The same day, Fatima, the saleswoman,

manages to discover this secret from the wife and lets it

out so that it very quickly becomes known throughout the

entire district. Fatima is "tantamount to a news agency"

and people's attitudes towards cAmm Sulayman change. He

faces this sudden change in an embarrassed silence - it

threatens to destroy his married life. He says to himself,

"Why don't they show some kindness?", "What do they want 
/1 )from me?"' J The author, m  this story, is not concerned 

with the social class to which his characters belong as much 

as he is with the situation itself. In Qahwa Sada, there is 

not so much a main character as there is a situation, the 

situation that cAmm Sulayman finds himself in with his 

neighbours while sitting in the coffee-shop. They are 

looking at him in a very strange way, such that he becomes 

aware of his alienation, especially when one of the coffee- 

shop staff approaches Sulayman and says: "Divorce her,

Sulayman. God will compensate y o u . "(2) Sulayman shouts

1. Ibid, p.123 .

2. Ibid.
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back loudly, "No, nol You are all like unsweetened 

coffee. "(1) (What he means by this is that they have no 

compassion, for the taste of unsweetened coffee is 

tantamount to that of bitter tea).

In other words the incompatibility is between the present 

and the past. It is the struggle of the man and woman, of 

the man who loves his wife and is prepared to forget what 

happened in the past. Nevertheless, Sulayman is torn apart 

when society bears down on him and life becomes one 

continuous struggle, a hysterical one in which he is 

immersed and which becomes a conflict between the heart and 

the mind. The present and the past are the standards by 

which we come to learn about people and their behaviour. 

However, the writer allows love to triumph when Sulayman 

makes up his mind to defy his neighbours and maintain his 

love for his wife despite everything. Nevertheless, the 

psychological detachedness between himself and the local 

population is a major reason why Sulayman leaves the 

district with his wife to head for an unknown destination, 

leaving behind his affiliation with his society, his 

birthplace, his people and his friends, all of whom 

represent attachment to the past. Meanwhile, Sulayman has

1. Ibid.
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come to believe that love represents the present and the 

future and all that one hopes and expects in life. The 

'denouement' of the story is an individual one because in 

Sulayman, when he takes the decision to depart, we can 

sense, despite the lack of indication to that effect, an 

overwhelming sense of loss. There is an intensification of 

the struggle and a widening of the breach between the 

individual and society despite this individual 'denouement' 

which is founded upon the assurance that love is one of the 

most important values to be upheld in the life of men and 

women both.

In the stories contained in A l - J i d a r  and A l - A q d a m  al- 

c A r i y a ,  it is noticeable that the feeling of love 

intensifies within the characters at the expense of other 

feelings. The characters are, in the main, only defined in 

the sense that they have names. Rarely do they possess any 

w e 11-de1ineated physical features; they are characters 

devoid of dimension. As to the social dimension, the 

characters depicted in both anthologies obviously belong 

in working-class circles. From the point of view of 

content, it mostly deals with the relationships existing 

betwen men and women, demonstrating aspects of love and 

friendship, of marriage, and of unfaithfulness in complex 

relations.
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In H i k a y a _ Q a d i m a  (An Old Story) there is an

introduction, a familiar feature of al-Sharlf's work, in 

which he sets out for the reader, at great length and in 

great detail, the particular characteristics of the district 

and the customs and traditions that stand in the way of 

women's progress. Life follows a routine pattern and does 

not accept change. Fatima, the second female character in 

the story, resembles a number of girls who have been crushed 

upon the rock of tradition and held back by negative social 

constraints. However, after a'few days, the main female 

character in the story, Umm al-Dafa'ir, causes social and 

psychological upheaval to this traditional lifestyle when 

she overcomes the difficulties and restrictions imposed upon 

her by the people in the district. The writer gives a clear 

and critical description of the two most significant male 

characters in the story, the Sheikh Mukhtar Sheikh al-Sharic 

and Hajj cAbd al-Salam, traditional in their behaviour and 

tied to the old ways. The main female character represents 

the young generation and the writer displays the events that 

take place as through a camera lens. In addition, he gives 

his own personal opinion and commentary on what is taking 

place. For instance, the commentary that he provides Hajj 

cAbd al-Salam who is sitting on his chair in front of his 

shop killing time talking about people and life in general.
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The heroine of the piece captures the attention of everyone 

in the district, including the Sheikh, Hajj and the young 

men all of whom adopt different attitudes towards her. Yet, 

all of their conceptions and attitudes towards the girl are 

an expression of the social and physical frustration they 

all feel. The Sheikh asks the girls father to clothe her in 

a veil. The father pays no attention to him. The Sheikh 

begins to spread rumours against the family in a bid to ruin 

the girl's reputation.

Al-Sharif concentrates a number of characters into this 

story, all of whom have one aim - to get to know the girl. 

The writer is underscoring the fact that the absence of 

women in society, or in this particular district, is the 

main reason for these attitudes. The writer feeds the 

imagination of the adolescent-minded people of both, the old 

generation and the new, but without going deeply into the 

lives and psychological traits of the characters, without 

analysing the events and interpreting their behaviour. He 

makes no attempt to discover the motives, reasons or sub

conscious impulses, whether societal or personal, that have 

prompted their actions and makes no clear distinction 

between the different attitudes adopted by the old and new 

generations towards the problem of women. In other words, 

al-Sharif fails to provide an objective treatment of the 

over-riding attitude towards women that is found in his
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stories. For example, in this particular story, the youth of 

the district represent the future generation yet, in fact, 

they are a carbon copy of the old generation. In his 

criticism of Al-Jidar, Khalifa Husayn Mustafa has this to 

say:

In "al-Jidar", Yusuf al-Sharif began a tradition
of slow writing in which there is an over-indulgence
of narrative and repetition until there is nothing
more to say. The story ends and he has contributed
n o t h i n g  new, nor has he e x t r a c t e d  any n e w  . M  )conceptions.v '

In our criticism of al-Sharif s work, we have to remember 

that the short story, ideally, requires a new moral approach 

that conveys a true vision of man, not as he is viewed in 

the accepted traditional sense; it does not require a 

rhetorical outburst against traditional ways, nor haphazard 

excursions towards a better life based mainly on empty 

slogans. The important thing is to present a moral vision 

in a subtle manner, not to moralize. Al-Sharif has an 

unfortunate tendency to draw a succession of images and 

events. Rashad Rushdi, talking about the concept of the 

story, says:

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, "Al-Jidar wa Al-Aqdam al-cAriya", 
Al-Fusul al~Arbaca, p.65.
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The short story is not simply one or more pieces 
of information to be imparted. It is something 
which, of necessity, evolves out of a specific 
viewpoint and, again of necessity, develops to a 
specific point that gives consummation to the meaning 
of the s tory.  ̂̂  ̂

It is this artistic approach to the problems of literary 

creation which makes clear the fundamental weaknesses from 

which the work of al-Sharif suffers. The meaning or moment 

of illumination to which Rashad Rushdl refers cannot be 

separated from the technical and formal elements with which 

we have been concerned.

* * *

1. Rashad Rushdl, Fan^al-Qissa al-Qasira, Cairo (1959), 
p.137.
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CHAPTER VI

LUTFIYYA AL-QABA'ILI

(A) Introducing al-Qaba'ili

Perhaps what is most noticeable about any analysis of the 

social content in works by the female Libyan writers is that 

one is able to reach firm conclusions or viewpoints with 

regard to each of them. The solutions which they propound 

to the problems raised in their writings are based upon 

preconceptions of society. It is immediately evident that 

these preconceptions adhere to the works of the female 

writers and may help to reveal the nature of the Libyan 

woman's thinking with regard to established social phenomena 

and conditions and her search for solutions that will 

guarantee her a life of dignity and security within a new 

society. Such thinking applies to a large section of women 

in Libyan society and young women are always the weakest, 

the most deprived and submissive members of that society. 

Women clearly suffer from social pressures far more than do 

men and this is visible in the short-story anthology A m a n i  

M u c a l laba (Pent-up Desires) by Lutfiyya al-Qaba'ill, pub

lished in 1983. It contains 27 short stories which give
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clear and rapid impressions of women who are trying to 

escape from facing up to social reality; likewise, of their 

inability to reconcile the new attitudes and behaviour of 

the society to which they wish to adhere, and their 

subjection to the despotic and traditional rules of that 

society.

There is an ever-increasing pressure put on the woman in 

regard to the struggle between her heart and her mind, 

between subjection and refusal to submit whenever the woman 

attempts to free herself from tradition and inherited social 

constraints. She is caught in a vortex; on the one hand, 

she has the desire to work and act on her own initiative 

and, on the other, there is the social reality which forbids 

her freedom or liberation. For this reason, the women in 

a 1-Qaba1i11 1 s stories find themselves defeated at all 

levels. However, the writer is unable to personify clearly, 

through her characters, the journey the Libyan woman must 

make across historical and social constraints in her life. 

Nor is al-Qaba'ill able to depict what goes on deep inside 

the woman, her struggle within. In the light of this, we 

do not feel that the writer properly expresses the woman's 

refusal to accept prevailing social conditions or the 

despotic control over her that renders her dependant upon
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man. It is all these harmful elements that prevent the 

woman from asserting her individual existence, her potential 

and the positive contribution she can make to society. In 

these stories, we do not feel aroused in any way by the 

negative position of women. The writer fails to tackle the 

problems faced by Libyan women through the agency of real 

conditions to which they have been subjected in society 

throughout a long period of history and whereby the women of 

today are shackled to inherited customs and traditions.

In A m a n i  M u c allaba, Lutfiyya Qaba'ili deals with the 

problems facing Libyan women within a narrow and traditional 

framework which tends to highlight the common features found 

among the different stories, as if the writer is drawing 

upon a single experience and wishes to express similar and 

recurrent aspects all the time. Thus, the central theme 

around which the stories turn is the problem of women whose 

true feelings and sentiments are suppressed, in certain 

instances, by merciless traditions and family interests and, 

otherwise, by the harsh treatment meted out to her by the 

male sex. This leads to mental frustration on the part of 

the woman, for various reasons including divorce, 

infidelity, traditional marriage and polygamy. However, 

this frustration is portrayed by the writer as if it exists
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in a vacuum because she does not outline an appropriate 

social framework, i.e. these stories contain nothing of what 

the English critic T.S. Eliot referred to as 'the objective 

correlative'. Her perspective is bound by certain ideas and 

recollections about love and man's abandonment of woman, 

ideas that do not sufficiently express the spirit of the age 

from the viewpoint of women, or, come to that, even of men. 

She fails to grasp the objective forces that motivate 

society. There are no clearly-defined concepts that would 

allow us to discover anything distinctive or tangible about 

any objective force in Libyan society, such as the class 

struggle, the concept of divorce under Islam and the problem 

of the working woman. Neither does the writer deal 

positively with the problems confronting the young Libyan 

woman at all times, particularly during a period of social 

and cultural change.

The Libyan historian and critic, Khalifa al-Tillisi, in 

his introduction to Amanl Mucallaba, says:

Are there not some aspects of weakness among the
fair sex? Are women's problems confined to marital
infidelity, living with the husband's family and
being denied an education? . . . There are still many
issues which one would expect the writer to deal with
from a much broader point of view and a more artistic 

( 1 )approach. v 7

1. Khalifa al-Tillisi, M a j m u cat Amanl M u callaba, Intro
duction, pp.6-8.
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(B) Her Literary Approach to the Portrayal of Women

From the artistic point of view, there is absolutely no plot 

in the majority of the stories, perhaps in all of them. 

They begin at the end of a particular situation, in most 

cases. There is no integrated dramatic action, merely 

intellectual notions or personal recollections. And because 

the artistic structure is weak, there being no beginning, 

middle or end in the Aristotelean sense, there are no 

moments of insight nor are any convincing conclusions 

reached. There is yet another artistic deficiency in that 

the fundamental stuff of the story is fashioned out of a 

style more akin to poetry than prose, the writer's approach 

being based upon association of ideas as in poetic language. 

It is as if the writer is exclusively interested in treating 

whatever she handles in such a poetic language without 

thereby creating new technical dimensions in the short story 

as an art form. In the story A m a nl M u ca llaba (Pent-up 

D e s i r e s ) / ^  in which the writer deals with past 

recollections, the central female character recalls memories 

of a past love and the relationship between them when she

1. Lutfiyya al-Qaba’ilr, Amanl M u callaba, Al-Sharika a 1- 
cAmma 1-il-Nashr wa al-TawzI^" wa al-I^lam, Tripoli (1983), 
pp.6 1 f f .
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discovered the man was already married at the time he wrote

to her asking her to be his wife. The writer is here

attempting to criticise the society that transformed her 

into a person who has nothing to live for but her memories. 

There is no real plot in the story in the accepted sense.

Thus, the woman suffers psychological defeat despite her 

modest attempts at revolt and facing up to things. This 

story is but one about Libyan women who refuse to knuckle 

under to men's authority or submit to the control of custom 

and tradition. One of the contemporary problems al-Qaba'ill

tackles is the question of divorce, as in Mutlaqa (Free)/^

Jinazat gubbl (The Funeral Procession of My Love)^2  ̂ and 

Iltaqayna (We Met).^ In this last story, the writer deals 

with her own personal experience of love, using her 

recollections as a means to indict society in regard to the 

divorce problem. Here, the wife is divorced by her husband 

who has gone on an educational mission to the United States. 

There he marries a young girl despite the fact that his 

first wife is still in love with him - that is of no concern 

to him at all. One day, the family receives the following

1. Ibid, pp.185 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.71 ff.

3. Ibid, 49 ff.
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letter, one which reveals just how disdainful is the 

attitude of ordinary people towards the feelings of married 

women:

f*.  I  r . . 1  A * - 1 J i  ^  1 *  *  r t i U  1 U — ^  t j  1

i j  - J  1 jlju *4-5 u ̂  'j-** * * ^
1 ^ — J  J  U j  *  j J  ^  1  ^  I

 J I  J ^ 1 —  • *  jI^l- j j - N l  l * J  0 I

*  L _ ^   t   i a J  ?  5  s

I'm fine, thanks be to God. I have been blessed 
with a beautiful daughter whom I have named Sonia.
By the way, my new wife and I got married a year and 
a half ago. Would you please tell my wife about it 
gently and try to tell her how things are in a kind 
way. I will be sending her the divorce papers 
shortly.^  ̂

This, then, derived as it is from the behaviour of Libyan 

society, illustrates the true status that women hold - that 

of second-class citizens; the echoes of her suffering 

resound under conditions which encourage female bondage and 

rob women of their natural rights.

HubbI ^̂  ̂ concerns a man who believes 

children and he is the pivot on which the story hangs. He 

does not love his wife for herself but simply as a means to 

an end. Here, al-Qaba'ill is attempting to expose some of 

the psychological and social elements in a woman's life as

1. Ibid, p.53.

2. Ibid, pp.71 ff.

The story Jina zat 

in the need to have
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she describes the anxiety surrounding the marital 

relationship because the wife loves her husband but she is 

sterile. The husband decides to marry again in order to 

have children and is very frank with his wife on the matter:

I have to get married again . . my family want 
me to become a father . . my mother is sick and I
have to agree to her wish. She wants to hug her 
grandchildren . . she wants to enjoy seeing them.
Don't be selfish and want me all to yourself.^

The wife in this story does not express clearly enough 

her refusal to accept the social standards that simply make 

her a means to an end. Like other stories by al-Qaba'ill, 

this one ends as if it were calling for women to remain 

imprisoned within these flawed social constraints. It 

therefore indicates a lack of real imagination in dealing 

with social and psychological problems. Nor does it aim to 

provide an insight into, or make one think seriously about, 

the suffering and the real-life experience of women. The 

story fails to bring home the fact that divorce in a 

traditional society is tantamount to announcing the death- 

knell for women as members of society, especially in view of

1. Ibid, p .75 .
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the rigid social constraints imposed on a woman by others - 

principally, her family. The social environment does not 

allow the woman any opportunity to express herself or to 

realise herself as a human being.

There is a selection of stories dealing with the subject 

of unfaithfulness, such as Ghafartu Laka (I Forgave You),^^ 

Kalimat Sharaf (Word of H o n o u r ) a n d  Al-Risala (The 

Letter). In this last story, we find also that the

writer treats women's problems in a superficial and 

metaphysical way in her description of an unfaithful husband 

who is having an affair with an Italian songstress. The 

singer sends him a letter asking him to visit her but when 

his wife asks him what is in the letter he says that it is 

to do with business and that he has been called away. The 

husband, overjoyed at receiving the letter, leaves the house 

to make the journey which takes him outside the city. The 

writer resorts to a solution akin to the "deus ex machina" 

which hardly appeals to reason in the modern world when she 

kills off the husband who dies while walking along a city 

street on his way home. At the end of the story, she

1. Lutfiyya al-Qaba'ili, Amanl Mucllaba, pp.95 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.117 ff.

3. Ibid, pp.131 ff.
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writes:
bZw  .-J l - ii 1 < L ! I i !>■ (_j » i i ^ ^  ^  _* j — J j

* dj 1 ~ j <" —1 1 ft ■■ . —-■; N 1

He did not expect that it would be the eternal 
end which the message had expedited.^^

The other stories all have a common theme, namely that a

woman is still a slave to her passions and sentiments in

spite of the affront to her dignity. In Ghafartu Laka, for

example, the central female character is upset at first and

tries to regain her dignity. Then, she very quickly allows 

her feelings to get the better of her and weaken her resolve 

when the writer, through the heroine, gives expression to 

romantic excursions, as if they were sacred hymns in the 

world of love:

O U>U L f  KJ
j j — L z J  * • A .jC: I^J I 1_a_. 1 tilj Jl- Z j  * • 0 _ oj-i \j

> 4  - U l l l  (j)*—  *  fj* *  "  1 ( J  I lift V * — J  1 dk*>« I

Their eyes met and their looks conveyed the love 
and contentment that they felt. She realised, too, 
that she loved him . . . and she decided to bury the 
past and live again with new hope . . . and a new
love. ̂ ̂

1. Ibid, p.137.

2. Ibid, p .99.
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It is noticeable in most of the stories, when it comes to 

an analysis of the social content, that the writer's will 

deserts her; her female characters lack confidence in 

themselves, particularly when an important decision has to 

be made. Most of the stories depict the inability to face 

up to different situations that require the woman to take a 

decision. Likewise, they demonstrate the psychological 

disintegration from which al-Qaba'ili suffers whenever a 

positive decision has to be taken, perhaps because she is 

not acquainted with the complex relationship that obtains 

between men and women and the effect that infidelity has on 

the mind of a woman together with the bitterness that she 

has to bear in her -life. The writer is unable to express 

herself in a dramatic way when describing a woman's feelings 

on discovering that her husband has been unfaithful:

j.*. -  j N  o •• a— J •• N  • * JJ- i -l J

1  ̂  ̂ > 'l/2 1    j   ̂** {* k*- U—i—!
* L * j \ -------fi-fi 1. y-----

She became furious . . No, I will not forgive 
him . . He doesn't deserve my love. He has broken my 
heart and hurt me as a woman . . I shall have to
regain my self-esteem.^

However, it is noticeable that this recalcitrance on the

1. Ibid, p .98.
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woman's part is easily and quickly overturned and she 

forgives her husband, perhaps because she loves him so much. 

A state of instability exists between her heart and her 

mind. Consequently, the writer combines moments of 

happiness with those of sorrow without ever depicting the 

situation in a convincing and profound manner, as is also 

the case with Muq a rana Sacaba (A Difficult Comparison)^^ 

and K a limat Sharaf (Word of Honour). ̂ ̂  At the end of the 

story, the central female character in Muqarana gacaba seeks 

solace and comfort in the Holy Koran in order to compose 

herself mentally after the terrible heartache she endured 

following her husband's infidelity. In Kalimat Sharaf, the 

woman exacts a promise from her husband that, on his honour, 

he will never be unfaithful again. All of this tends to 

give the reader the impression that most of the stories in 

the anthology are based solely on superficial experiences, 

devoid, as they are, of clear and profound ideas about 

women's true feelings and the s a d n e s s - and sense of 

alienation they experience psychologically in such 

situations. They are stories that express assumptions about 

general attitudes in regard to the situation of women.

1. Lutfiyya al-Qaba'ill, Amanl Mucallaba, pp.101 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.117 ff.
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There is no stimulating viewpoint put forward at all; the 

most significant and common characteristic of the stories is 

that they are simply passing thoughts and recollections in 

the writer's mind, as if she is in a capsule and remote from 

the struggle within the human being, and particularly within 

women, against conditions and circumstances that are 

seemingly more powerful. Most of the situations tackled by 

al-Qaba'ill are incidental ones notwithstanding that there 

are many issues in Libyan society which need to represented 

in an artistic form coupled with , at the same time, a much 

broader, more general, and deeper perspective. Issues such 

as these require a knowledge of the essential social 

struggles going on in Libyan society, conversance with Arab 

literary traditions in the field of the short story, and the 

ability to understand fundamental and extant contradictions 

in society and to personify them in characters who suffer 

the concerns and anxieties of the time in which they live. 

This is the most important aspect of literature that 

distinguishes the artistic and true-to-life works of the 

major writers (such as Latifa al-Zayyat in Egypt, for 

example) and which are missing from the work of Lutfiyya al- 

Qaba'ill.

We are arguing that Lutfiyya Qaba'ili holds traditional 

views in her conceptions of society and of art, and that her
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language tends to be repetitive. This is, perhaps, due to

her lack of interest in the formal problems of the short 

story. Often, she leans towards a poetic style more than 

towards prose, as in Jinazat HubbI:

O' «— ■

£0^1 •• d ** J J  ̂ LT**
^ j' 1  • * 1 (■ ■* 1 c l jlJS • ♦ I f j  L i  I f j  L k « > -

O - * «■*•,» L*> ♦ • I f j u j  L i e  L* I I  J L- Kj ^- U I C w  U- u ^ - J ^

C * _ 2 L J u j  > **i * t  , .ft tij *  * U ^ O _ _ > w  N  t  ^  » ■  I
* * J  1

I forgot . . forgot that that moment had to be 
the one moment of my life . . of my destiny, my
future . . I surrendered myself, very coldly, to a
feeling of fateful despair . . I was totally
preoccupied with saying goodbye to you, to my small 
room . . to the walls and to the furniture . . I
almost spoke to them, to transfer my sadness to them
. . my emotions . . but the moment came which I had 
always tried to avoid and for which I have struggled 
so much for it not to happen . . you went away and I 
clung to a thread of weak h ope.^

The subjects dealt with in these stories are simple ones 

and are reiterated time and again. They centre on what 

happened in the past and its bearing upon the present. But 

the relationship between the present and the past is not 

adequately objectified. Its complex dimensions are

1. Ibid, p .73
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neglected. This may be due to the fact that al-Qaba'ill is 

a writer of the new generation who lacks literary 

experience. For this reason, she is unable to penetrate 

women's inner feelings in her society, or register their 

emotions, sudden moods, ambitions and struggles in society, 

as well as her alienation from herself. They are stories 

that bear the hallmark of a personal, but limited, 

experience in all its immediacy without pursuing any further 

social implications. It is worthy of note that the writer, 

in certain of the stories, attempts to use some of the 

events and situations that occur between the old generation 

and the new. In Akhir W aqt (Last T i m e ) ^ ,  we can see this 

through the conversation that takes place between the 

central female character, her mother and her brother over a 

television debate concerning the problems facing women and 

their role in society. However, the writer fails to give a 

clear indication of what is said during the debate. The 

impression one gets is that it was quite heated on the issue 

of women but the main female character is very weak in 

putting forward her ideas, in expressing herself or giving 

an objective viewpoint, and in taking into account all the 

dimensions relating to the problems facing the Libyan woman

1 . Ibid, pp.31 ff.
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in a profound and convincing manner. The one thing the

writer does manage to show clearly is the daily routine in

women's lives which represents the backwardness of our

society, even on a working and intellectual level among some

educated Libyan women. This theme is clearly stated in a

number of the stories when the central character is a female

university student. Her entire thinking is restricted to

social relationships and love. In Wa Atactu Qalbi (I Obeyed 
/1 \My Heart),v ' for instance, the girl goes to university and 

it is her wish to continue her studies:

*a> ' e y  3*3 J— >■ — “ cj-l* ' j-* < s o ̂
(j-i* tjrj ** y -~  cjr9'  ̂ o   ̂ 3 -^3  ** I j  <-i j— a j

My thoughts were concentrated on one thing . . 
on one subject . . on one objective . . namely, to
continue my studies . . my will to succeed and to 
excel had made all else from my mind . . the years 
passed as I achieved success after success . . At the 
end of each year of study, my desire to persist and 
continue right to the end grew even more . . one day,
I hear a voice on the telephone . . it was a male
colleague who had preceded me by some years at the 
college . . it was the college meetings that brought

^ u r*   ̂ O -— ur 1 * p IS <3 ^
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us together.

1. Ibid, pp.4 3 ff .

2. Ibid, p.45.
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In this way, al-Qaba'ili tries to carry the young woman 

along on a romantic current as if it were an indispensable 

part of all women's lives:
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Is it like you, this feeling of affection that really
overthrows you . . why do you give in to love's arrow
and relinquish the objective towards which you were
making such good headway . . and allow your feelings
to override logic . . and why not . . is not love as(1 1the air . . the very food of the spirit.v '

Here, the romantic current merges with the reality of 

psychological and social frustration, features that point to 

the social and cultural backwardness in which Libyan women 

live. These social and psychological frustrations which 

characterize this and other Libyan writers is indicative of 

repression and social deprivation as a result of the 

emotional vacuum in which women live because of social 

customs and traditions that block their path to progress. 

The central female character in Mawqif Ra|C^^ is struggling

1. Ibid, p.46.

2. Ibid, pp.165 ff.
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against two currents: liberation on the one hand, and

tradition on the other, as can be seen in the following 

passage:

Fatima had to contend with two currents: the 
first was saying to her, Speak . . Give them your
opinion . . . support the one -who loves you . . don't 
take a negative attitude, this life is your life . . 
Ahmad is a most wonderful young man so don't give him 
up so easily . .

As to the second current, it had placed a sign 
in front of her that said: Custom and Tradition. ̂

As has already been indicated, the writer contents 

herself with registering, but not artistically objectifying, 

the phenomena which are of interest to her. These artistic 

defects can, it is hoped, be avoided by young writers, both 

male and female, of the new generation, especially if they 

benefit from translations into Arabic of books of literary 

theory written in the West. These translations are bound to 

assume increasing importance, not least because young

1. Lutfiyya al-Qaba'ill, AmanI Mucallaba, p,16T
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writers such as al-Qaba'ill have no adequate knowledge of 

English or French.

* * *
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CHAPTER VII

CABD AL-QADIR ABU HARRUS

(A) Introducing Abu Harrus

In some ways, Abu Harrus represents the pinnacle of the 

romantic movement in the Libyan short story. Few writers of 

this movement succeeded in analysing the psychology of the 

individual for, though I do not say all, yet the majority of 

early romantic writers were impressionistic and their 

artistic approach lacked sufficient experience of the 

literary genre. They did not possess the degree of artistic 

skill and knowledge that would have allowed them to fully 

comprehend the reality of Libyan society and express their 

concept of the relationship between the individual and 

reality in a sufficiently dialectical fashion. For this 

reason, their literary output, founded, as it was, upon a 

romantic base, often proved to be naive, employing an 

emotional, subjective or confessional-type approach in an 

attempt to make comprehensive, generalized statements about 

the life and c i r c u m s t a n c e s  of the i n d i vidual. 

Unfortunately, and it is no exaggeration to say this, the 

romantic period in Libya totally failed to produce a mature
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or perfected short story form free of artistic defect. At 

the beginning of the 1950s, the short story represented a 

rather unsettled blend of story and unbridled imagination 

used as it was solely as a vehicle for the author's 

arbitrary and subjective interpretation of events. In terms 

of literary skill and craftsmanship - the artistic cohesion 

between form, content and the issue at hand - this romantic 

approach cannot be described as successful; to all intents 

and purposes, the short story, so conceived, appeared little 

more than a summarised version of a much longer anecdote, 

tending to develop the characters upon overly romantic lines 

with little heed being paid to formal elements. Reliance 

upon narrative, a far-from-complicated technique, is a 

general feature of this trend, affording the writer an 

effortless means by which to express himself freely. 

Certain works of these writers, such as Farid Sayala's Al- 

Haya Sira c (Life Is A Struggle) could, from a quantitative 

point of view (this story comprises 55 pages), be reckoned 

as "novels".

It should be emphasized, in fairness to these writers, 

that literary theory, as a mature trend, was purely in the 

form of literary impressions or such simple critical reviews 

as are found in newspapers and book introductions. There
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were no writers specialising in, or laying the foundations 

of, literary criticism in the technical sense. This 

situation has, unfortunately, continued up to the present 

time but there are, as already indicated (Chapter I), signs 

of an increasing interest in the problems of literary form 

among many literary circles in Libya.

Born in 1930 in Tripoli, Abu Harrus joined the Teachers'

College after completing his secondary school education.

Having qualified as a teacher, he started his teaching

career in the late forties, then■worked as a broadcaster in

Tripoli. He edited the "Al-Ra'id" newspaper and, in 1957,

published his collection of short stories N u f u s  H a'ira«

(Perplexed Souls). Romanticism, then, was a prevailing 

feature of works written by these authors, for example, by 

Siyala or Yusuf al-Dilansi, and particularly so in the case 

of cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus who is recognised as an early 

pioneer in the genre of short story writing in Libya. 

However, his view of this art-form is that of a means of 

diversion and relaxation as well as, perhaps, a device 

through which to express his personal tastes and emotions. 

The manner in which he depicts people and life is a far cry 

from the reality of Libyan society - he makes no concessions 

to intellectual or artistic demands and spares no effort to
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express 'the overflow of powerful feelings'. Instead of 

dealing with a particular social class in order to shed 

light on the problems its members have to face in their 

daily lives both within society and within the family, his 

writings concentrate on the private world of individual 

patterns of behaviour and of subjective feelings.

Abu Harrus's stories are objectively divorced from 

reality and broach no social concepts that have an effect 

upon the lives of the Libyan people. No psychological 

analysis is made of the characters in a bid to explain the 

underlying stimuli that motivate and shape their attitudes 

and behaviour. No-one could argue, therefore, that Abu 

Harrus addresses himself to the social problems of his time, 

problems, indeed, that are still with us. He lives apart 

from the real world and lacks such sound understanding of 

society as would allow him to identify, and throw into bold 

relief, the fundamental problems at issue and assist in the 

re-structuring of society upon a new and progressive 

foundation. No, rather than this, he concerns himself with 

themes that are foreign to the reality of the Libyan 

environment, to the customs and traditions, inherited and 

moral values, that regulate the lives of the people. 

Realism seems to hold no interest for him. The workers, the
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merchants, the day labourers, the oppressed classes, the 

misery of life itself, none of this is to be found in his 

writings; no penetrating insights are given of working-class 

lives, nothing is revealed of the underlying forces that 

determine their attitudes and behaviour, no treatment is 

provided of the issues and problems that confront the 

masses.

If we disregard social factors and examine Abu Harrus's 

work from another aspect, it must be said that it clearly 

suffers from a lack of artistic technique. When Abu Harrus 

admitted to a fellow-writer that his work did not adhere to 

the accepted concept of the short story, a feeling no doubt 

prompted by his recognition that his stories lacked an 

artistic perspective, he, Abu Harrus, was also quick to 

point out that

When I write, I do not like to constrain myself 
within any accepted guidelines or established 
techniques. I like to express everything I have to 
say clearly and frankly without feeling I am being 
tied d o w n r ^

In truth, the only judgement one can form of the short 

story genre in Libya during the 1940s and early 1950s is 

that it was artistically immature. During this infant stage

1. Abu Harrus, Introduction to "Nufus Ha'ira", Tripoli 
(1957), p.8.
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of modern Libyan literature, writers tended to over-populate 

their stories with characters and to indulge in a goodly 

amount of insignificant detail, personal commentary and 

generalities rather than to provide tangible and concrete 

facts. In the main, there is a failure among the writers of 

the romantic period to focus in on a central issue and the 

lack of integrality tends to undermine any sense of vigour 

and vitality in their works. Their stories simply have no 

effect upon the social, economic or political conditions 

prevailing in the country. The writers of this generation 

depended totally upon the imagination and the world of 

dreams, on escape from the reality suffered by the nation, 

inasmuch as their product bears no relationship to Libyan 

society as it existed at the time. Their every scene is 

chockfull with affected or fabricated situations, as, for 

example, giving the illusion that sweethearts can enjoy 

moments alone together when, in actual fact, the ever

present barriers set up between the two sexes, together with 

the social taboos and family traditions that govern the life 

of women would never allow it.

(B) Portrayal of Women
Abu Harrus is considered an early pioneer in the 

treatment of women from a romantic standpoint. A collection
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of nine short stories was published in the Libyan newspaper 

"Tarabulus al-Gharb", most of them during the early 1950s; 

they were later published as an anthology under the title 

Nufus Ha'ira in 1957 and this, in fact, was one of the first 

short story collections to be published in Libya. However, 

instead of undertaking a psychological analysis of women, 

instead of examining the emotional upsets that traditional 

social and family conditions inflict upon them, his is a 

superficial treatment that fails to enlighten the reader at 

all in regard to their h u m b l e •and degraded position in 

society. Abu Harrus lacks the social commitment that would 

encourage him to discover a woman's true personality, and 

tackles none of the inherent problems such as divorce and 

the veil, two issues that serve to typify the status of 

women in our time and which themselves encourage and endorse 

the total isolation of the female sex from any form of 

social intercourse. No treatment is given of the 

psychological crises experienced by w o m e n  in their 

relationships with men, whether it be their father, brother 

or husband nor of the effect that this has upon society as a 

whole. On the contrary, Abu Harrus deals with the issue of 

women solely in the context of love as if that, together 

with affected romantic sentiments and sexual instincts, were
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the pivot around which their lives revolved. What he 

conveys to us is an individual or peculiar attitude felt by 

some individuals without their situation being sufficiently 

concretized. As a result, no definite form or expression is 

given to Libyan women in his stories. We see them as 

imaginary creatures who have no part to play in society, 

mere shadows looking out from behind a window, or immature 

adolescents living the romantic love stories they read while 

left alone within the four walls of the house. In fact, Abu 

Harrus tends to take such adolescent girls, who lack any 

understanding of the meaning of true love, as the central 

characters in his stories, girls who are socially and 

emotionally deprived and who are unable to realise 

themselves as real human beings. Strangely, although the 

writer obviously believes society to be at fault in 

preventing a harmonious merger of the body and the spirit in 

women, yet he makes absolutely no attempt, by pointing an 

accusing finger at ever-present social contradictions, to 

shock society into a thorough examination and revaluation of 

its traditional practices. In other words, he portrays 

women firmly in the traditional image, one that fails to 

look deeply into the essence of the problem. Instead, Abu 

Harrus treats only the romantic aspect of women in their
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search for love, telling of the psychological loss and 

deprivation, the anxieties and upsets they feel in that 

regard. The perfect, refined love that imbues the soul with 

happiness and a sense of security, that is missing from 

most, if not all, of his stories.

In the short story entitled cIndama Yamut al-Ya's (When 
/1 \Despair Dies), 1 1 the psychological state of the central

male character is described through the stream of 

consciousness, a technique the writer uses in order to 

express the youth's sentiments in his search for true love. 

Unfortunately, no serious attempt is made to delineate the 

distinctive traits of the character; no mention is made of 

his name nor does Abu Harrus provide the reader with any 

concrete details about his life. All that he does provide 

at times is a personal commentary about the character, his 

feelings and thoughts, the main issue being reduced to 

personal comment and emphasis being laid on the fact that 

the quality of love is the basis for existence. He 

describes the young man's birth and certain events that 

occurred during his childhood, but they are little more than 

fleeting impressions of his life up to his present age of

1. cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus, Nufu s Ha'ira, Maktabat a 1- 
FirjanI, Tripoli (1957), pp.13 ff.
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twenty-four years. These observations by the author are 

somehow juxtaposed with the character's feelings as 

expressed through the stream of consciousness. It is 

through this blend that the author underscores the youth's 

need, at times for love, and at other times, for sexual 

gratification.

There are impressions that pass through the young man's 

mind when he is lying in bed one night thinking about a 

previous time, his mind turning on the emotions and feelings 

that love inspires, and which he has read about in books 

that explain the role of love in the world. It is now, as 

he is reading, that he imagines there to be a young girl 

outside the window whispering words of love to him. He goes 

to the window but finds nothing and returns to bed:
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He sensed something moving outside the window 
and felt he could hear someone repeating a word. A 
voice, soft and delicate, reached his ears . . . love
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. . . love . . . love. He rose stealthily like a
night shadow or a passing breeze and he crept to the 
window to see whether the dream was real. There was 
nothing. He returned to bed saddened, a dull look on 
his face. However, no sooner had he once more rested 
his head against the pillow and taken hold of his 
book than the voice returned, whispering the words 
anew . . . love . . . love . , . love. This time he 
remained still, saying to himself, 'What's love 
anyway? 1 ̂ ^

It is noticeable that this somewhat exaggerated romantic 

approach has a negative effect upon the story's artistic 

structure. Furthermore, the writer clearly occupies an 

insular position vis-a-vis society as a whole and steers 

clear of any sense of realism. As stated, Abu Harrus 

appears more concerned with issues that have no relationship 

with reality, the majority of his stories taking place in an 

environment alien to the Libyan way of life. He pays no 

attention to the tragedy of the Libyan woman, the suffering 

she has to endure in her relationship with society nor does 

he concern himself with the social structure that has 

brought about the suppression of the female sex. He extols 

the quality of love but fails to portray it as it really 

is experienced, tied, as it is, to all the confusion and 

anxiety that results from the continuing conflict between

1. cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus, Nufus ga'ira, pp.21-22.
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the old ways and the new. The writer creates an image of 

social frustration but though there is an attempt to develop 

the character in this story to a certain extent, he remains 

a stereotype living in a dream world. He remains a 

superficial figure - he feels a persistent and overwhelming 

need to find love but the author does not render this love 

as a spontaneous sensation on the part of the character.

The story lacks artistic texture and no serious attempt 

is made to portray the character in depth; the story is 

given cursory treatment and is somewhat exaggerated, 

concentrating on a young man who seeks refuge in the image 

of a beautiful girl seemingly offering him love outside his 

window.

In Phila 1 cAla Wajh M alak (Shadows on the Face of an
Ml — —Angel},v; Abu Harrus's intention is to accentuate the harm 

done to society through the low status of women and their 

isolation from the world of men. The two sisters in the 

story both fall in love with the same young man they have 

seen walking past their window. The younger sister is a 

happy, lively girl indignant about the position of women, as 

represented in herself. She lives in a world of dreams and 

romantic sentiment, receptive to the music of love, her

1. Ibid, pp.61 ff .
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heart aflame in adoration for the young man whom she knows 

hardly at all. Both sisters are, in fact, infinitely 

emotional and incurably romantic. The most important of the 

various situations and images invoked by the writer in order 

to develop the story is the fact that the two sisters, 

unusually, have fallen for the same man. The other sister, 

Najwa by name, also finds herself in love with the young man 

and believes that he loves her in return. She is a very 

reserved person and is deeply-shocked when she finds out 

that the youth intends to ask for her younger sister's hand 

in marriage. The father, however, asks for the engagement 

to be postponed until Najwa herself has become engaged, a 

situation indicative of family traditions in Libyan society 

wherein the younger sister cannot be betrothed before the 

elder sister. Unfortunately, the problem remains unresolved 

at the end of the story because Najwa refuses offers of 

marriage from many young men because she is already deeply 

in love.

In this, as in other stories by Abu Harrus, there is a 

failure on the part of the writer to offer a sufficient 

description of the characters involved; he ignores the 

concrete details and individual traits that distinguish one 

character from another, a feature that results from his
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excessive use of monotonous narrative and dialogue tied to a 

love story that is highly exaggerated.

It is a mark of the writer that he retreats from the 

Libyan environment and prevailing social conditions to enter 

a special world of his own. The short story Najla al- 

Ha'ira f 1 Dimashq (Najla Perplexed in D a m a s c u s ) ^ ^  

represents a part of the author's own personal experiences 

and tells of the time he met Najla, a liberated young lady 

of Libyan origin who was a student at the university in 

Damascus and a member of an immigrant bourgeois family. The 

Libyan family adopts a just and fair-minded attitude towards 

their daughters, allowing them freedom and the right to 

receive an education. The writer is invited to visit the 

girl's family to take tea and a conversation takes place 

between him and Najla concerning the position of women in 

Libya. He makes an indirect comparison between the 

advancement of women and the opportunities available to them 

in Syria and between the backward and lowly position they 

hold in Libya, pointing out the absurdity of the two 

situations. This conversation is presented to the reader in 

the way of direct dialogue and touches too upon the question

1. cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus, Nufus ga'ira, pp.27 ff.
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of love, a subject that also becomes a statement on social 

co n d i t i o n s .  H o w e v e r ,  the s t o r y l i n e  is s o m e h a t  

insignificant, the characterisation is exceedingly sparse 

and the story is not allowed to develop in the proper way.

Abu Harrus's use of direct statement and over-digression 

renders the story devoid of any artistic value. It is 

nothing more than a sketch of an educated young girl living 

in a liberated household within a more progressive society, 

culturally and educationally, and where, unlike Libya, men 

and women are not cut off from each other. The author does 

not fall passionately in love with Najwa but is simply 

captivated by her. No tangible details are given, either of 

the characters or of the physical environment. Instead, the 

story is full of abstract ideas about the traditional 

marriage and material problems: is marriage merely a

commercial enterprise and a young girl nothing more than a 

commodity? There are hints in the story that the author is 

suggesting that complete equality between men and women 

would serve as the solution to such questions. At the end 

of the story, the author and Najwa part on good terms 

without demonstrating any feelings or emotions. Thus, the 

author passes through a mood of self-communion, criticising 

the harsh traditions upon which the man-woman relationship
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is based in Libya:
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"Yes . . . there exists everything in my country 
except love and women. This thing that we call love 
is looked upon as shameful, and it is constrained by 
traditions and harsh customs and habits."

"How can you live like that?, she asked. "The 
women on their own, the men on theirs." "Just like 
that; without mixing together . . without love", he 
said.(1 )

In ^A^I^za, the characters bear no resemblance to real 

people at all. They are wrested solely from the writer's 

imagination as he attempts to relate them to reality through 

the expression of human emotions. However, these deep, 

inner feelings of the characters turn out to be no more than 

sentimental, romantic notions and the writer's isolation 

from society is such that the romantic trend in this story 

is totally devoid of social identity, a mere symbol that has 

very little to do with human society. The heroine of the

1. Ibid, pp.32-33.
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piece lives in the forest and feels totally at one with 

nature. Her idyllic state is completed through her love for 

cAziz, the hero whom she had met of a sudden whilst she was 

swimming ecstatically in a brook one day. As she was trying 

to pick a flower, cAzIz had taken her arm and spoken to her 

of love, of understanding and spiritual harmony. Abu 

Harrus creates a romantic, almost ethereal, atmosphere for 

his hero:
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What country do I come from? There is no 
particular country to which I am affiliated. I am 
from the wide reaches of the land. I have no father, 
mother or ones who are near and dear to me. Nature 
bore me; she is my gentle mother and it is upon her 
water, her plants, her fruit and her breeze that I 
suckled. She is my great matrix; since I have no 
country, she is my country; she is my land when, in 
fact, I belong to no land; she is my people when, in
fact, I belong to no people. I come from the open
sky and it is to the open sky that I go and in its
bosom I live.^

1. Ibid, p .48.
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These characters live in a rose-coloured world that has 

no basis in reality, totally isolated from the world of 

people outside the forest and devoid of all traits 

characteristic of societal life, finding happiness and 

enjoyment in their solitude. Abu Harrus underlies the 

subjective attitudes adopted by the hero and the heroine 

since his point of departure is the phase or phases of 

consciousness or moments of subjectivity experienced by the 

two characters; these subjective attitudes are presented as 

substitutes for real motives o.f behaviour. The heroine 

becomes attracted to him and tells him that she lives alone 

in the forest. Nevertheless, she senses something is 

missing in her life. cAzIz tells her that he lives in the 

city and that he, too, is missing something. In other 

words, both of them are missing the sensation of love, the 

one thing that would make their lives complete. What is 

being stressed by this subjective approach is that love is, 

in fact, available to every city dweller. Unfortunately, 

the people there are too self-centred, too much in love with 

themselves, to experience and enjoy that true, sublime 

feeling of unselfish love between two harmonious spirits.

This story embodies the romantic nature that is to be 

found in man and woman; love is symbolised by the birds, the
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gazelles, the branches of the trees and the rays of the sun, 

symbols that, however, have little connection with reality. 

They tell us nothing at all save the fact that Abu Harrus 

fails to tackle the basic issues facing society preferring, 

instead, to deal with minor subjective issues about which he 

has very little to say; all of this reveals his detachment 

and lack of interaction with society.

In depicting the events that take place in his short 

stories, Abu Harrus neglects the effect of those events upon 

the environment. Moreover,- the characters, their 

eccentricities, whims and so forth, are presented in an 

arbitrary manner. No psychological analysis is made and he 

fails to examine the effect that social and family 

conditions have upon them. This is entirely due to the fact 

that the author takes a piecemeal view of things, a 

subjective, not objective, view that bears little or no 

relation to reality or the social, economic and political 

conditions prevailing in society. He simply does not 

comprehend the true dimensions of reality and and does not 

understand how material and spiritual matters are 

interconnected. He is content to express a static vision or 

conception of the environment and life in society as it is, 

without allowing any scope for dynamic change, particularly 

in regard to women.
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(C) Artistic Defects of his Approach

The cause of Abu Harrus's shortcomings in this literary 

field lies in the fact that he constrains himself within a 

world of fantasy. It is as though he reclines upon an 

almost elitist conception of art, thus widening the gap 

between it and society, especially insofar as the position 

of women is concerned. Abu Harrus is unable to understand 

other people's lives or to express what they are truly 

feeling or experiencing, being ignorant of the pain and 

misery they feel and unable and incapable of identifying 

with their lives. Art, for Abu Harrus, is a means of 

diversion and relaxation. His work most likely appeals to a 

limited section of Libyan society, an appeal that is due to 

a depiction of love that overly stretches the imagination. 

The male characters are always passionately in love while 

the female characters are adolescent girls who live in a 

dream world for it is through dreams that they fill the void 

in their lives. The girls are lonely and abandoned inside 

the house, forever daydreaming and showing signs of the 

psychological frustration from which they suffer. These 

elements are to be found in every one of the writer's short 

stories, even those in which an attempt is made to criticise 

society. Here, too, he indulges in excessive romanticism.
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In Sirr al-Anaqa (The Secret of Elegance),^1  ̂ the writer 

endeavours to spotlight aspects of society as they relate to 

the position of women and, in this, presents what is, to all 

intents and purposes, a summary of the author's stance vis- 

a-vis women's liberation in Libya. His view is that the 

force of tradition is more powerful than that of the 

individual, the implication being that Libyan society cannot 

be changed through individual effort, only through 

collective will. The solution resorted to by the individual 

in this story is, therefore, inapplicable to society as a 

whole. The central male character is used to seeing his 

sweetheart every day; there are certain romantic passages 

such as when they talk together tenderly of love, or when 

the hero draws a mental image of the innocence of his 

sweetheart when she was a child. However, meetings between 

men and women such as this simply do not take place within 

the fold of Libyan traditions. Although it is stated that 

the father feels the meetings between his daughter and Salim 

do not accord with customary habits in Libya, yet life as it 

really is is not reflected at all in the majority of Abu 

Harrus's stories. They are usually related in narrative but 

do include some tangible details to do with the question of

1. cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus, Nufus Ha'ira, pp.159 ff.
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love notwithstanding the harsh domination of traditions in 

Libyan life. There is nothing forthcoming in these stories 

of properly determined objective criticism and they only 

offer individual solutions to social problems. It is for 

this reason that the majority of the female characters in 

Abu Harrus's works live within a single environment and 

breathe the same romantic, sentimental air.

In Dumya Nafica (A Useful Puppet) ̂ ̂  a somewhat mocking 

tone is adopted in telling the story of a wife, unnamed by 

the writer and apparently of little worth who ultimately 

proves that she is, indeed, a creature of value. The male 

character devotes his entire life to literature and thinks 

of nothing else. He suffers, as did most young Libyan men 

of the time, from having his feet in two worlds, that of 

imagination and that of reality. On a level of fertile 

imagination, the youth entertains intellectual ambitions and 

in his conversations with friends he often mentions the 

names of major Libyan writers such as al-Misrati,al-Til11- 

sl, Abu Hamid and others. Moreover, he is influenced to a 

great extent by the works of the German poets such as Goethe 

and Heine, the poets of the romantic movement in England, 

and the major Egyptian writers such as Tawfiq al-Hakim,

1. Ibid, pp.115 ff.
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Yusuf Idris, cAbd al-Hallm cAbdullah, and Ihsan cAbd al- 

Qaddus. His view of Libyan women has been moulded entirely 

by what he has read in literature. The heroines of these 

poems and works of fiction has determined his conception of 

woman and, indeed, such literature has been instrumental in 

encouraging the young man to see life from a romantic and 

idealistic standpoint. The real side of life, the 

wretchedness and misery, is acutely felt after such flights 

of imagination when the traditional lifestyle and clothing 

of the Libyan woman becomes a reality to him. By its very 

nature, this reality is inconsistent with that of a romantic 

and idyllic view.

This contradiction between the real and imaginary worlds 

is what gives this story its distinctive colour. The young 

man is suddenly confronted by the reality of things when he 

marries a Libyan girl in the traditional way. The 

psychological state of the youth and the association of 

ideas which pass through his mind during the wedding night 

are convincingly portrayed. Abu Harrus describes him on 

that night by saying: "He was with them in body, but not in 

mind or spirit. ^

1. Ibid, p.122 .
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It is mental torture to the groom when he sees the wan 

complexion of his bride for the first time for now all his 

dreams are fast disappearing. His conception of Libyan 

women has been fuelled solely by what he has read in books 

and the gulf between the real world and his own delusion 

becomes clear to him during the first few days of marriage. 

Absolutely no mental, or even spiritual, accord exists 

between the newly-weds; when he listens to her, the dreams 

and visions he had conjured up of women through his reading 

of literature are simply not there. Instead, "He heard her 

voice resounding on his eardrums, disagreeable, dry and 

harsh." ̂ ^

The artistic immaturity of this story is due to the

arbitrary methods resorted to by Abu Harrus in order to

develop the action, as, for example, the sudden change that

takes place in the wife who, quite spontaneously,

demonstrates an intellectual awareness. The writer does

this as a means to convey his social message, namely that

women's natural instincts allow them to enjoy literature as

much as men. This arbitrary approach is plain to see in the

following passage in which the wife debates the philosophy

of life with her husband:
^ ~  *..j» L 1 J i I M j. 19

1. Ibid, p .124 .
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She remained quiet for a little while before 
answering him, before telling him what she felt deep 
inside, of the restless thoughts and ideas that she 
had entertained all the white. Day after day, she 
had had been floundering in a melting-pot of books, 
of deprivation, and long-lasting patience. At last 
she said to her husband, "Ali, life as I have 
experienced it has allowed me to understand many 
things. But until now I feel that what I have 
understood is nothing compared to the reality of life 
itself. nothing compared to what really is. 
Sometimes my understanding of life is utter nonsense. 
Life is ourselves, our feelings, our senses, our 
minds. It is not a piece of rock set at one metre 
long and seven metres wide, nor is it a question of 
black or white. Life, Ali, is you, your hopes, your 
ideas; it is me, with my hopes and my ideas. Nothing 
else . " ̂ ̂

The idea presented by the writer is somewhat nebulous in 

that the characterisation of the woman is hollow and without 

meaning. We never find in stories written by Abu Harrus any 

analysis of the characters' relationships either with their 

own selves, with others, or with events, things, and natural

1. Ibid, pp.131-132.
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phenomena. The social images conveyed by the writer in the 

form of short stories lack any examination of the ties that 

bind the psychological and emotional components to social 

factors. Another flaw in Abu Harrus's writings is that he 

deals only with a certain class of people and, furthermore, 

is concerned with issues that have no basis in the social 

reality of Libya, particularly during the period in which 

the stories were written, a time that was scarred by complex 

customs, traditions and inherited values, both tribal and 

rural.

In Dumya Nafica, Abu Harrus gives a hazy picture of the 

female personality in Libyan society and overstates the 

central issue he is presenting. In all, it is an unreal 

picture of life in Libya. Here, we should turn our 

attention to the stories from an artistic and technical 

point of view, Abu Harrus having admitted them to be mere 

"social images". ̂ ̂  In truth, they do not, in artistic 

terms, belong to the genre of the modern short story for 

they are devoid of all the customary artistic elements that 

befit that genre; they are stories cram m e d  full of 

insignificant details and further burdened by the author’s 

own scattered comments. They fail to concentrate upon a

1. Ibid, p.8.
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specific issue and there is a lack of organic unity due to 

the amassing of non-essential particulars. The dramatic 

mode of presentation which would have made the plot viable 

and inevitable is not sufficiently felt or developed. The 

effect is evoked through a slapdash method of direct 

narration.

In the story entitled B i d a ca M u s t a w rada (Imported 

Merchandise),^) Abu Harrus tackles the issue of the modern 

woman and makes it clear that an individual attempt to solve 

the problem of women simply will not work - it is the 

collective solution towards which society must strive. This 

particular story suffers very badly from an artistic 

standpoint - it is written in direct statement akin to a 

magazine article; moreover, the main issue in the story's 

development - the unfaithfulness of the wife as a result of 

the difference between her background, culture and 

upbringing and that of her husband - comes practically at 

the end of the story. From beginning to end, the story is 

told in narrative form with an abundance of detail. It 

concerns a bourgeois family, the central male character 

being a junior functionary by profession. The problem is

1. Ibid, pp.143 ff .
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that, gentle and romantically-inclined person that he is, he

lives in a world of his own. It is not his wish to enter 

into a traditional marriage but to wed an educated girl in a 

context of love and understanding. This is set out in the 

following extract in which the man compares Libyan women to 

foreign women and explains his ideal of a future wife:
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But I want a girl who understands me and whom I 
understand, someone who would love me spiritually as 
a man and as a husband and whom I would love 
spiritually as a woman and as a wife. Such a girl is 
not to be found in Libya because our own girls still 
lack this level of awareness, perception and 
maturity. In foreign countries where women have 
freedom and are aware of their importance in society, 
such a girl can be found and the wife is a man's 
partner in life. Here, in our country, she is 
nothing more than a menial servant around the house. 
I shall never marry a girl who has been conditioned 
by our local environment, even if I had to remain a 
bachelor all my life. I realise that marriage means 
a life in which two human beings live and spiritually 
respond to one another.

The man's inability to find an intellectually mature girl

Ibid, pp.148-149.
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in his own country is due to the fact that Libyan society at

that time did not afford adequate educational facilities to

girls. It is unfortunate that Abu Harrus does not develop

the story organically but solely through narration and

applies this technique rather than dialogue to convey a

series of conversations that take place between Ali, the

hero, and his friends, 
c ~~All travels to Beirut as part of a delegation and marries 

a Lebanese girl with whom he returns to his native land. 

However, grief overcomes him when he finds out that she has 

entered into a liaison with a Lebanese man working for a 

foreign company in Libya. He divorces her and sends her 

back to her family. The one topic that dominates all of Abu 

Harrus's writings, as if nothing else existed, is love; 

every character in his stories has to be in love. However, 

he fails to convince the reader that love as he presents it 

is possible within Libyan society because he shows only one 

side of the issue; never does he turn his pen to the 

feelings of deprivation, to the psychological and social 

frustrations from which women suffer. He affords no insight 

into these feelings that would, for example, aid a 

psychological analysis of the Libyan woman. Instead, he 

simply describes some of the burning and passionate emotions 

felt by the characters but does so by means of highly-
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exaggerated images of romantic frustration that are without 

reason and are in no way convincing. The sole aim of most 

stories by Abu Harrus is to offer a means of distraction or 

relaxation. The events depicted never seriously focus on 

human, social, intellectual, or even political conflicts and 

so do not throw into relief such dialectical contradictions 

as are often felt to occur between the individual and 

society. His approach is to relate, or "picture", a 

particular situation, and express his own subjective 

reactions through the technique of direct statement while 

indulging in a good deal of descriptive digression. This 

approach, which is far from being dialectically complex, is 

directly linked to the fact that Abu Harrus often resurrects 

the same themes or issues in his stories, merely giving the 

characters different names. His stories are not stories in 

the accepted artistic sense, being no more than fleeting or 

passing images of society. The author himself states:

Before I talk about the images that I have drawn 
in this book, I wish the reader to first understand 
that I like to focus in strongly upon a particular 
image that appeals to me more as an image or a 
picture of society than a short story. ̂ ̂

These images are, however, artistically immature and

1. Introduction, p.8.
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indicate a lack of acquaintance with the principles of 

artistic form in the short story.

In cIndam g Yufqud al-Amal (When Hope Is Lost), the 

story begins with a description of a Libyan wedding 

reception. Abu Harrus illustrates the social customs and 

traditions that are related to the marriage ceremony and 

which, in most cases, prove to be counter-productive; for 

example, the marriage will generally end in failure. In 

this story, the bridegroom goes with his friends to the 

bride's house on the wedding day, his mind bursting with a 

myriad thoughts. How should he behave towards his wife? 

What should he say to her, a woman he has never before seen 

and whose name he does not even know? His head is abuzz 

with his friends' advice. He, himself, imagines her to be 

like one of the film stars he sees on the cinema screen. 

The bride, for her part, is also harbouring anxious thoughts 

about her future husband. What will he be like? How does 

he act? Her own friends' words of advice resound strongly 

in her ears, warning her against being too friendly towards 

the groom. On the contrary, she should be s o m e 

w h a t  u n s o c i a b l e ,  s h o w  h e r s e l f  as a s t r o n g -  

willed and stubborn person, and adopt a cautious

1. cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus, Nufus Ha'ira, pp.6 7 ff.
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attitude towards the bridegroom:
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It was now that she felt afraid before seeing 
him. She had counted every minute that had passed 
during the five-day ceremony, imagining everything 
that would happen and invoking a somewhat dim vision 
of her future life. Her heart had really been 
trembling that Wednesday night, before the actual 
wedding night. A married friend had come to call and 
whispered to her, 'You look as pale as a sheet. 
Laugh a little so no-one will know you are scared.' 
She had grown paler as she listened to her friend. 
She had not believed herself to be afraid before now, 
just that she had had so many things on her mind. 
But afraid? No. It was only now that she truly felt 
afraid. But why? It was this that puzzled h e r . ^

Thus is the bride taken by fear and alarm. Her stomach 

is turning over and she feels ready to cry now that the 

bridegroom is about to arrive. However, upon his arrival 

happiness and joy take the place of her fears for the groom

1. Ibid, p.106.
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is a charming person who treats her gently, contrary to 

everything her friends had told her. From this story, one 

can understand the intense anxiety and suffering felt on 

such occasions, although, as we see here, the husband-to-be 

turned out to be a kind and compassionate man.

Artistically, the majority of the stories lack any sense 

of organic unity and, as a result, lack the ingredients that 

constitute mature and perfected works of art. Abu Harrus 

fills his stories with so many characters and so many 

different events that all semblance of artistic form is 

removed - for this reason, we feel that aesthetic integrity 

is lacking. This means that from the point of view of 

presentation, the stories lack vitality and vigour because 

the author tends to over-digress and, in addition to the use 

of narrative and direct statement which generally leads to 

monotony and repetition, he is hampered by the preponderence 

of stereotyped expressions. Abu Harrus does not let the 

story speak for itself; he is ever-present and imposes 

himself not only upon the reader but upon the events 

themselves, whether by manipulating them or explaining their 

purport. In essence, he is delivering a didactic message, 

and a very unsubtle one at that. His many descriptive and 

stylistic digressions tend to flaw his work considerably and 

his descriptive and analytical portraits are restricted to
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the absolute minimum. His limited methodical approach to his 

short stories results in narrative and direct statement 

being an inevitable artistic defect because the plot is 

given not in the form customarily expected in a short story 

but as something akin to a rendition of events as would 

typify a magazine article or the like. In many instances, 

the stories come across as portraits of events that take 

place in society without attempting to depict the true 

suffering that takes place or to tackle the events in a 

critical or objective fashion. Abu Harrus renders no 

psychological analysis of the characters, nor an objective 

examination of the issues raised.

Following this study of Abu Harrus's work, we simply have 

to ask ourselves: why were the works of Abu Harrus, Zacima 

al-Barunl and Farid Siyala not subject to critical review in 

the field of literary criticism? It is likely that the 

concept of truly objective literary criticism, despite its 

relative development in Egypt and other Arab countries, has 

not reached full maturity in Libya. Moreover, most literary 

critics, men of letters and short story writers are 

personally known to one another and therefore shy away from 

any objective evaluation of literary work which is produced.

* * *
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CHAPTER VIII

BASHIR AL-HASHIMI

(A) Introducing al-Hashiml
To examine the short stories of Bashir al-Hashiml is to 

realise that controversial and debatable social issues are a 

fundamental part of modern Libyan literature, especially in 

regard to the status of Libyan women. This is, in fact, a 

reaction against the severe backwardness the country has 

been and, in some respects, is still subject to, a factor 

that served to encourage and motivate Libyan writers towards 

a treatment of problems in society. Indeed, we have already 

seen how the short story genre in Libya early on adopted a 

reformatory stance through the writers' interest in and 

desire for a better society.

Short stories that, in the main, concern themselves with 

social problems all share certain artistic traits; however, 

the artistic level itself varies in accordance with the 

literary skill of the writer, his or her degree of 

perfection in the language and ability to express the social 

issues in a way that impresses them upon the reader. 

Nevertheless, a goodly number of the stories lack real 

dimensions on an imaginative level and this results in a
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primitive and naive treatment of the issues raised. The 

weakness in their writings can be attributed to their lack 

of deep understanding of the environment and culture to 

which they turned their pens. Certain problems in society 

attracted their attention and these they conveyed only at 

face-value with no examination being made of the underlying 

issues that lay at the root of the problems. The stories 

became jam-packed with events and characters and tried to 

deal with so many issues that, as is the case with al- 

Hashiml, they fell outside the scope of the short story, the 

intent of which is to present and deal with a specific issue 

or aspect of life in an artistic manner.

Al-Hashiml is unable, in his short stories, to absorb 

social conditions and the many contradictions that pervade 

society and present them objectively in a suitably artistic 

form. As a result, he fails to give a complete picture of 

the struggle that is being waged within society, 

particularly in regard to the women's conflict with or 

revolt against out-moded traditions. No concrete form is 

given to social tragedy nor does al-Hashiml delve into the 

causes of prevailing social conditions or make any attempt 

to examine the social structure itself. He is content 

simply to direct the reader's attention to certain 

phenomena, his stories generally dealing with some transient
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feature of Libyan life and not the important and enduring 

issues.

The stories wander and meander around the alleyways and 

working-class districts, particularly those located in the 

old part of the city. Women are seen emerging from these 

alleys and timeworn houses, like shadows with no clearcut 

and tangible features. Al-Hashiml's characters suffer 

misery and degradation but without any criticism as to their 

status and circumstances being made by the author. They are 

characters based on generalisations, linear representations 

that lack multi-dimensional development, oft-repeated and 

lacking any artistic perspective within the social 

structure. Authority in society is represented in these 

stories as vested in the father, husband or brother, 

inasmuch as it is the man who dictates the behaviour of 

society and lays down the law both in society and in the 

home. Women remain submissive beings made to suffer the 

yoke of familial and social represssion, completely cut off 

from the world. Unfortunately, with al-Hashiml the element 

of contradiction in women's status is lost, her role being 

taken as accepted. For this reason, the stories lack the 

complexity and structure of the relationships that exist 

between w o m e n  and the world of men. The feelings of 

oppression and subjugation are conveyed but without the
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cultural, social or philosophical context that normally 

tends to shed light on such relationships.

Bashir al~HashimI was born in the town of Masratah in 

1 9 3 6 and began his literary career early in 1 9 52 . 

His first short story, Mas^ud^^ was published in the 

magazine "Fezzan" in 1957. The first collection of short 

stories, Al-Nas wa al-Dunya (People and the World), was 

published in 1965, the second, Ahzan cAmm al-Dukall (The 
Sadness of 'Uncle1 Dukali), in 1967 and the third, Al-Asabic 
al-Saghira (T iny Fingers), in 1972. These three coll

ections were then brought together in one volume entitled 

3 Majmucat Qasasiyya (Three Short Story Collections).
In addition to the above, Bashir al-Hashiml wrote 

several literary articles and studies that were published 

under the titles A l - A d a b  a l - H a d l t h  (Modern Literature) 

in 1979 and K h a l f i y y a t  a l - T a k w i n  a l - Q a s a s i  fl L i b y a* 4

- D i r a s a  w a  N u s u s  (Background to the Creation of the 

Story in Libya - Study and Texts), in 1984.

His first attempts at short story writing were no more 

than an expression of the author's own subjective reactions

1. Bashir al-Hashiml, 3 Majmucat Qasasiyya, Al-Munsha’a al- 
cAmma 1-il-Nashr wa al-TawzI5 wa al-Iclam, Tripoli (n.d.)
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to the social conditions in which he lived. For the most 

part, his stories lack any mention, let alone analysis, of 

the complexities that mark society and human relationships 

in Libyan society. One has a clear impression that what al- 

Hashimi presents in his work is only a small part of the 

contradictions of social reality. The author describes 

certain material aspects of his characters such as what the 

heroine wears, what she looks like, or how she talks but he 

neglects the role played by social contradictions in 

determining human behaviour. In the majority of the

stories, the central male figure lives in a dream-world and

is seen going to pieces slowly, with complete indifference 

on his part; in other words, there is no distinct dramatic 

struggle expressed between the individual and society. Al-

Hashimi fashions his stories using the techniques of

narrative and direct statement, most often offering only a 

casual criticism of society, and this has the disadvantage 

of interfering with the artistic flow as is evident in Al - 

Bab al-Azraq (The Blue D o o r ) / ^  Al-Shajara (The Tree)^^

1. Bashir al-Hashiml, 3 Majmucat Qasasiyya, pp.79 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.25 ff.
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and Nur al-cAyn (Light of the Eye).^^ The critic, Mahmud 

Nafic has this to say:

Bashir al-Hashiml does not go beyond the stage 
at which he spontaneously receives impressions (from 
the outside world) and of transcribing them in a 
stereotyped satirical form. He registers some of his 
own comments, imposing them externally on the action. 
Thus, he conveys a popular caricature which actually 
removes his work from the true atmosphere of good 
short stories. It is not a fault in a writer to 
adopt any style to express what life is like in small 
alleys and local districts. What really faults a 
writer is that his process of creation results in 
distorting the salient features which are necessary 
for drawing a convincing portrait and which should 
convey to the reader a proper psychological 
impression. ̂ ̂ )

(B) His Portrayal of Women
The majority of the female characters in al-Hashiml's 

stories are a r t i s t i c a l l y  indistinct, h a v i n g  been 

subjectively det e r m i n e d  without finding an adequate 

objective correlative for their emotions and attitudes. As 

Mahmud Nafic has pointed out, al-Hashiml is a product of the 

Libyan way of life - he never travelled abroad, nor was he 

able to complete his studies. This has resulted in an 

immature approach to the short story, a factor reflected in

1. Ibid, pp.55 ff.

2. Mahmud Nafic , "Al-Namudhaj wa al-Qadiyya fi 'al-Nas wa 
al-Dunya", Al-Ruwwad, No. 4 (April 1966).
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the quality of the author's literary output. For example, 

in Al-Layall (The Nights from the collection Al-Asabic
al-Saghlra (Little Fingers), al-Hashiml draws a portrait of 

a doomed love. Sulayman, the central male character, espies 

a young girl only twice but from that moment on, although he 

neither knows her name nor what she is like as a person, she 

dominates his soul completely. The writer over-indulges in 

a torrent of statements and narrative, conveying numerous 

facts directly and tending to overload the story with too 

many details. This approach results in the loss of really 

integrating artistic elements and none of the characters in 

the story hold any intellectual view with regard to 

prevailing social issues. The artistic and social 

perspectives in this story are therefore extremely blurred 

and hazy. It is not easy to home in on any organic 

necessity in the three collections of short stories. 

Despite the fact that Al-Asabic al-Saghira is the final 

collection, one senses that the stories are immature and 

contain poorly conceived ideas, that his characters are 

superficial representations of people the author has worked 

with and felt emotionally tied to. Although he describes 

their features quite comprehensively, yet little effort is

1. Ibid, pp.271 ff.
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made to weave a plot or found the stories upon a solid 

artistic foundation.

In M ary a m f o r  example, the writer deals with the 

suffocating environment in which the young girl, Maryam, 

lives and which binds her to a life of submission and 

despair. However, there is no indication of any wish on the 

writer's part to deliver Maryam from such a terrible ordeal 

and he is content to convey two different images of the 

girl. Tradition has denied Maryam all of her social rights, 

living, as she does, in a traditional family with no 

possibility of receiving an education and shut up, like 

other girls, behind four walls. It is in this atmosphere 

that al-Hashiml describes the girl's feelings, the dreams 

she harbours and which she confides to her friends about the 

life she is looking forward to and the kind of husband she 

would like to marry. That same day, a man, a stranger to 

Maryam, calls at the house and asks to marry her. The 

family agrees and Maryam is taken off to a new life, to join 

the traditional grind that Libyan women are made to suffer 

in the kitchen their whole lives through: preparing meals,

washing and the general routine of a wife's lot. Where, 

before, she had been a sweet, naive young girl, whom the 

female neighbours had regarded as remarkably beautiful, she

1. Bashir al-Hashimi, 3 Majmucat, pp.253 ff.
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is now the oppressed housewife, denied any opportunity to 

lead her own life as a human being and alienated within the 

house due to the inanity and trivial nature of her routine 

life. The writer compares the two images of Maryam in the 

following manner:

3 j 1 3 I <"* 1...) 1 * * 0  1— "J5—10 J •'
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I am torn between two images of Maryam: the
picture of her as a rosy-cheeked young miss, shyly 
whispering to the other girls, and the picture of her 
as the fat woman who is never seen away from the tea 
kettle, her face marked by a strange, vacant smile, 
not so much reminiscent of happiness and laughter but 
of someone who is sad and about to cry.^^

In this quotation, one notices the relevant use of the 

word ’washwasha1 (to whisper), which is both colloquial and 

classical, in the midst of what purports to be a serious 

attempt at a description of a mood in standard literary 

Arabic. Normally, 'hamasa1 is aptly used in such a context.

1. Bashir al-Hashimi, 3 Majmucat Qasasiyya, p.256.
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The use of the word 'washwasha' is therefore justified 

because it enhances the reader's attention in detecting 

potential dramatic or ironic elements in the passage about 

Mdiryam. This woman, previously a picture of joy, has been 

turned into the traditional image of a housewife, 

unhappiness and misery etched on her face. However, the use 

of narrative to convey these impressions produces a feeling 

of boredom in the reader and the actual suffering of the 

woman, particularly the constraints such a lifestyle imposes 

upon her, are never highlighted as they should be. Her 

life, especially before the marriage, is not hers to 

control. As a child, we see her dreaming about the future 

and what it holds for her. In fact, tradition, as the 

writer points out, governs her life and her future must 

submit to the force of custom. The story ends on a sad, and 

inevitable, note - all the hopes and dreams of the now 

wretched and unhappy Mdryam have been utterly dashed. We 

should point' out, nevertheless, that al-Hashiml's stance 

itself is a traditional one inasmuch as he makes no appeal 

for change or revolt against the erroneous traditional 

concepts which are often the direct cause of a woman's 

misery and the shattering of all her dreams. Al-Hashiml 

makes no mention of the new image in which the woman must be 

moulded and neglects the issue of education and the effect
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that its denial to women has upon the home; nor does he 

tackle the problem of the woman's severe repression within 

the family. All of these factors, social and inherited, are 

issues the writer should debate as part of the context of 

the situation. Al-Hamishi makes no suggestion as to any 

possible change and, as a writer, he should, but does not, 

present a comprehensive synthesis of the problems in a way 

that does not separate the form from the content.

This explains why al-Hashiml is incapable of concretising 

the idea of social change as a desirable ideal, especially 

in regard to the question of women, during the fifties and 

sixties, the period treated by the author. He allows 

himself, as I have said, to be swept away in narrative and 

direct statement and overloads the story with details that 

have no real bearing on the plot. Moreover, he imposes 

himself on the story and this occasions a loss in many 

artistic elements that go to make up an integral work of 

art. The following extract from "Mdryam" will give an 

indication of how al-Hashiml interferes with the action 

through unnecessary, personal comment:
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Believe me, I don't why I consider myself a 
witness for the prosecution in regard to her secret 
dreams. Perhaps because I was peeking at her and 
eavesdropping on what she was saying to the girls. I 
don't know what devil induced me to listen to what 
Maryam was saying. Believe me, I don't know. I used 
to choose a good place to lie in the storage 
compartment under the wooden bed. Unfortunately, I 
was discovered sometimes because my hand or foot 
would accidentally hit a piece of iron or a water jug 
and was guaranteed to make a noise loud enough to 
attract the attention of the entire family.

The use of the expression 'shahid ithbat' (witness for 

the prosecution) in Arabic is colloquially inserted as 

meaning a witness testifying to the dream, and not in the 

legal sense in English or standard Arabic. It is because it 

is unconsciously used, outside the legal context, to stress 

the point that something has actually happened, that it is 

here effective from the linguistic point of view. 

Structurally, however, the author's personal comment is, I 

think, superfluous. The traditional image of women is 

repeated in S a lma ,^2 ̂ a story from the Al-Nas wa al-Dunya 

collection. To begin with, al-Hashimi indulges in a lengthy 

introduction and then, as with the remainder of this 

collection, the story lacks a plot in the true sense. Salma

1. Ibid, p .254.

2. Ibid, pp.49 ff.
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is a young girl whose mother has died, her elder brother, 

Husayn having taken over the running of the family. The 

brother stops her from going to school, tears up her books 

and makes her wear the traditional 'Rida' garment 

customarily worn by women around the house, based as they 

are upon coercive authority. A l - H a s h i m f  gives no 

explanation of the brother's actions here. The traditional 

father is a passive man who allowed his son to assume the 

role of head of the family as soon as he was old enough, 

while he, the father, withdrew into the background. Another 

feature that lacks explanation is the fact that there are 

many old women gathered together in the house, there being 

many families living in different rooms under the one roof. 

There is the old woman, Fatima, fat and flabby, winking at 

one of the other women. Khayriyya, the second woman, is 

laughing while shooting meaningful glances and whispering to 

her neighbour, her eyes following Salma. cAisha, another old

head as if to suggest something in 

it went on.^^

1. Ibid, p .52.

woman, turns her 

particular. And so
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Salma observes what is going on but no reason is given to 

us for the old womens' behaviour. All we know is that they 

lead very monotonous lives. The story does not pinpoint a 

sequence of organic necessity - the characters are presented 

to the reader in one fell swoop as caricatures without any 

attempt being made to give a total picture of the heroine.

It would seem that Salma has been in love for some time and

when the brother finds out he prevents her from continuing 

her studies. For lack of nothing better to do, the old

woman spend their time treating the girl with scorn and

derision. The following extract reflects this situation and 

emphasizes the gulf that exists between the young and old 

generations:
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Salma says "'What, then, do they want? What is 
all this staring, whispering and winking about?' She 
threw herself onto the bed in the corner of the room 
and a torrent of hatred, indeed, odium, welled up
inside her at the image of the overweight old lady
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Fatima with her secret winks, and Khayriyya, with her 
staring and her indistinct whispering to her 
neighbours. Then there was the other old lady with 
all her insinuations. All of these old people trying 
to pollute this beautiful thing, this feeling which 
simply could not be expressed in words. She kept it 
a secret inside her, rocking it gently in her 
solitude under the cover of darkness, feeding it with 
her imagination away from people’s eyes.^^

We do not discover, therefore, the secret that Salma 

keeps to herself. Is it a real emotion or a mere daydream? 

The story reflects this character who lives in a dream-world 

but is never able to realise her dreams. The story is full 

of characters but Salma comes across as an anonymous being. 

The author describes the gathering in the house in which 

several families live, the love, friction and rivalry that 

exists between them, but for reasons known only to herself, 

Salma the protagonist, is very unhappy. The objective 

correlative is evidently lacking.

In the stories entitled Â L - B a h_a _1 ~ A jzr ag {The Blue 

D o o r ) / ^  Nur al-cAyn (Light of the Eye ), ̂  ̂Al-gubb fl al - 

A z iqqa al-Dayyiqa (Love in Narrow Alleys)^^ and H ika-

1. Ibid, p .53 .

2. Bashir al-Hashiml, 3 Majmucat, pp.79 ff.

3. Ibid, pp.55 ff .

4. Ibid, pp.107 ff.
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yat Hubb {A Story of Love)/^ the writer immerses himself 

in the lives of working-class people and obviously feels an 

inner motivation to do so. Rarely is he able to tackle 

issues outside this narrow orbit. His heroines, whether in 

their physical constitution or their place in society, are 

anonymous beings inhabiting the world of alleyways that 

attend the stories of al-Hashiml. There are no positives 

involved if art is a mere transcript of a sordid reality.

Al-Hashiml's female characters indulge their emotions of 

love behind closed doors but the way in which the author 

depicts this has little or nothing to do with the artistic 

elements that usually go to make up the short story. A 

picture is drawn of a woman's confused and contradictory 

place in society, for society imposes total separation 

between the sexes and fails to look upon woman as a human 

being in the same way as man. For this reason, al-Hashimi's 

stories are incapable of offering a prescriptive approach 

that would liberate the Libyan woman from the conditions she 

is made to suffer. My point is that art becomes superfluous 

if it depicts or transcribes reality as it is. The 

immediacy of such a transcript means, in fact, that the 

writer could not overcome the fetishism involved in many

1 . Ibid, pp.13 ff.
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immediate situations in objective reality- A recent writer 

explains Lukacs' theory as follows:

The cathartic effect of the work can be
e x p l a i n e d  on the basis of a l r e a d y  e x i s t i n g
dissatisfactions with the fetishistic viewpoint of
immediate experience. For Lukacs . . . the
experiential antagonism in daily life between a
fetishistic conception of subjectivity and tendencies
which push towards generality generates the need for
a totalising perspective: a need to which the(l iartistic reflection appropriately responds.

It is not enough to depict the appearances or phenomena 

(as they immediately appear) without the essence. To do so 

is to make a 'mystique1, or a fetish of the emotional 

experience, of love. In Al-flubb fl al-Aziqqa al-Dayyiqa^2  ̂

from the collection Al-Nas wa al-Dunya, the writer begins, 

for example, with a lengthy introduction that describes the 

echoes of the sea, children's cries and faces stealing 

furtive glances and then quickly disappearing from sight - a 

chaotic world. Shacban, the central male figure, works in a 

barber's shop and is in love with NacIma, a young girl he 

sees through the window of the house opposite. It is his 

wish to marry her and his mother and sister are quite 

prepared to visit the girl on his behalf. Shacban is

1. Pauline Johnson, Marxist Aesthetics, London (1984), p.43.

2. Bashir al-Hashiml, 3 Majmucat, pp.107 ff.
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overjoyed but, artistically, the over-use of narrative and 

superfluous details tends to distract and bore the reader, 

the theme of the story being expressed in an ineffectual, 

repetitive and stereotyped way. One would expect a story 

from the romantic period to condemn traditional practices 

but although the social images conveyed by al-Hashiml are 

romantic in appearance, yet they play no constructive role 

in changing people's attitudes to the reality of out-dated 

customs. It should be realised that to recreate reality 

accurately requires imagination because it is the latter 

that allows one to select and emphasize social issues in 

such a way as to impress them upon people. Imagination is 

the tool that moulds together the small details in every 

mature work and which concretizes the events, the desires, 

the emotions and the ideas, all of them, into a cohesive and 

well-structured work of art. This in contrast to simply 

observing and recording reality as it is in a direct way 

without relating it to the root causes of social 

backwardness and without including it within an organically- 

developed context that sheds light on such backwardness. 

Al-Hashiml's technique fails to render the artistic traits 

that emanate from the nature of the situation itself or from 

the possibilities that exist of developing the situation.
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For example, Al-Hubb fl al-Aziqqa al~Dayyiqa is nothing but 

a straightforward record, without analysis, of what goes on 

in a working-class district of the city. The women are left 

alone, confined within the four walls of the house but, 

unlike in the stories of Yusuf al-Sharif, they do not occupy 

centre-stage in al-Hashiml's stories. With al-Sharif one 

can sense the real dimensions of the problems facing women 

and we are taken into the inner sanctum of their world 

despite the somewhat confused manner in which the image is 

conveyed. Al-Sharif's women often control their own destiny 

and take the initiative in seeking a divorce due to the 

husband's behaviour or to the alienation they feel inside 

the home. With al-Hashimi, on the other hand, women are a 

nonentity, without heart or mind, mere shadows. She looks 

out as a face peeking from behind a door in Nur alcAyn. In 

this story, the writer provides a direct introduction that 

fails to rise even to an initial artistic level, resembling 

nothing more than an essay. Moreover, the story's end is 

illogical and, from an artistic point of view, unjustified.

The young boy, Mahmud, is an adolescent who is so in love 

with a neighbour's daughter that he loses his appetite. 

His health deteriorates to the extent that he has to stay in 

bed. His mother, a traditional soul, seeks the help of an
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old woman to prepare a charm with which to cure her son:
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The smell of benzoin pervaded the entire place 
. . . She eagerly picked up the fire-pot and carried 
it back to Mahmud. His eyes lost and forlorn, Mahmud 
stared at his mother who was walking around him with 
the firepot, her face a picture of concern. He 
understood nothing of what was going on and the 
rising smoke almost choked him. For some reason, he 
smiled at his mother and stretched himself out on the 
bed. This had an effect on the mother and caused her 
to leave the room . . . d)

The portrait of Mahmud in this story is almost a replica 

of Shacban in Al-ffubb fi al-Aziqqa a l-payyiqa inasmuch as 

love plays a role in both their lives. However, in Mahmud's 

case he is so infactuated with the girl that he falls ill 

and it must be said that al-Hashiml manages to capture the 

feelings of the traditional mother who is convinced her son 

is a victim of the "evil eye". One cannot fail to be 

impressed with the idea of magic and charms and the mother's

1. Ibid, p .56.
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belief in the workability of such things. The writer 

conveys a greatly-detailed photographic image of events that 

he describes at great length. Love is presented as a 

picture strongly redolent of psychological and social 

frustration and often in al-Hashiml’s stories love assumes 

an unhealthy form, his heroes tending to behave in an 

immature and adolescent manner. The girl then appears to 

rescue Mahmud from his sickness. Unfortunately, one simply 

cannot accept the exaggerated 'denouement' of this situation 

in that, after all the efforts on the part of the mother 

have failed, after having resorted to guackery to cure her 

son, Mahmud's health suddenly begins to improve merely 

through seeing his loved one at the window or at the door. 

The writer describes the scene thus:
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After a while - Maljmud didn't know exactly how 
long - the face of a girl appeared at the door in 
front of him. A slight tremor ran through him as his
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eyes looked at the face and a certain embarrassed 
confusion was apparent in the way he moved his head 
and hands. He didn't know how. How had it happened?
She was smiling, waving a greeting to him. His body 
trembled in a strange way and joy flowed through his 
heart. He, like her, raised his hand and waved. She 
lingered behind the door and his feelings so 
overwhelmed him that he was unable to stay where he 
was but had to return to the street. ̂ ̂

Al-Hashimi's stories fail to give a true and honest 

picture of the frustration and anxiety felt in Libyan 

society and this is due to the fact that the characters 

adopt a whimsical approach to the problem of tradition, even 

as concerns the issue of love. A mere glance from behind a 

door or a window, or from somewhere above, is enough to 

signify a change in the lives of these adolescents. Such a 

whimsical approach denies the writer the opportunity to 

confront the crisis relating to the status of women in 

Libyan society, particularly so during the period of the 

fifties and sixties, a time when Libyan women began to fight 

against social and traditional systems, when they had their 

eyes set on proper education, when they wished to live as 

human beings in their own right, ridding themselves of the 

veil and fighting ignorance and illiteracy. All they could 

expect from men was to be kept in isolation and misery. 

Women were lost between the alienation they felt in the home

1. Ibid, p.57.
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and the anxiety they felt in regard to what the future held 

in store for them. It was a t i m e  w h e n  f e m i n i s t  

organisations were set up to battle against the demands of a 

traditional society and to liberate the female sex. Between 

the reality of their situation, their expectations and their 

ambitions, a real and desperate fight was being waged by 

women. The critic, Khalifa Husayn Mustafa has this to say 

of the period:

It was possible for a man to love dozens of
young girls, even elderly women, if he so wished.
The heroines in the stories written by Abd al-Qadir
Abu Harrus experienced more freedom, striving to
learn and gain more out of life, shrouded, as they
were, in the emotions of love. With regard to al-
Hashiml, the imaginary internal struggle that he
imposes on his heroines represents neither truth or
reality. They are mere superficialities that tend to
emphasize the subjective trend in his stories
inasmuch as the relationship between these characters
and society fails to demonstrate an essential
interest on the author's part in making a true

c  11 \ -1 evaluation of social phenomena. K x}

What this valid judgement, in fact, reminds us of is I.A. 

Richards' apt remark that the artist often finds himself "at
( 9 \the parting of a multitude of ways. ’ The metaphor of the 

cross-roads from which the writer may take his point of

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, "Muqaddimat fi al-Qissa al-Libiyya 
al-QasIra, Majallat al-Thaqafa al-cArabiyya, No.l, 2nd. year 
(1975), p.56

2. I.A. Richards, Principles of Literary Criticism, p.197.
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departure is important because it is closely bound up with 

the sense of his own age. Indeed, the choice of a wider 

perspective, as indicated by Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, reveals 

the nature of the relationship between this sense of the age 

and the requirements of true art. Thus, Khalifa Husayn 

Mustafa says:

A l - H a s h i m i ' s  w o r k  can be s u m m e d  up as
representative of a very narrow, confined world that
lacks any intellectual spirit. The same events are
repeated time and again and he derives his artistic
experience from such trivial things as eavesdropping.
In his stor.ies, love immediately grows out of a
fleeting glance from a young man crossing the road or
the face of a girl looking out from behind a door.
Thus does love blossom forth and acts like an
intoxicant to the adolescent who will drink as much
of it as he wishes in order to face up to the/1 \ *■terrible ordeal of living.

Utter frustration colours the feelings and sentiments 

expressed in the story entitled Al-Bab al-A zraq. I t  

concerns a group of youths who are never able to realise 

their dreams of love. In fact, whenever al-Hashiml conveys 

an image of love it is always in the context of sexual 

frustration and inhibition tinged with a wretched and 

miserable ending, all of it stemming from the absence of 

women and their total isolation from society. In this

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, op.cit., Introduction, p.60.

2. Bashir al-Hashiml, 3 Majmucat, p.79.
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particular story, cUmran works with some of his friends in a 

shop opposite which there is a blue door. It only has to 

open slightly for them all to crane their necks in order to 

see the young girl who lives there. Each of them longs for 

the girl, cUmran most of all. He feels such pain and 

anguish and keeps his eyes so much glued to the blue door 

that he becomes an object of ridicule on the part of 

everybody. cUmran is forever thinking about the material 

things that he cannot afford and which he would have to 

possess in order to offer himself as a suitor to the young 

girl:
* * 1— • * {J— ; 1 t j  u » O ' - V — -'

* * 3 j  I ̂

She would like to have a nice apartment with a 
bedroom and a living room . . .  a dining room . . . 
even a refrigerator and possibly a car?^'

The story finishes at the end of the day when the young 

men leave the shop. cUmran himself walks away but continues 

to gaze with expectation at the blue door. It is noticeable 

that, in al-Hashiml's stories, the more love is frustrated, 

the greater the emotional wrench. The characters wallow in 

misery and pessimism unable to extricate themselves from

1. Ibid, p .81.
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their ordeal, unable to resolve their social or material 

problems; for them, there is no road to salvation. It is 

clear that cUmran's material situation permits him no 

opportunity to approach the girl behind the blue door 

because he simply cannot guarantee her the basic necessities 

of life. In this, al-Hashiml is expressing the phenomenon 

of our present age in which materialism reigns supreme. 

Although he makes the reader aware of the social problems 

that young men obviously suffer from, yet he neglects to 

examine their root causes and fails to take an objective 

stance in his writings. We, therefore, find cUmran 

wandering aimlessly in a hazy and confused world.

(C) Comments Upon His Literary Approach

In his introduction to al-Hashimf's short story 

collection entitled A l - A s a b i c al-Saghira, Kamil al-Maqhur 

writes that the approach adopted by al-Hashiml in regard to 

the creation of his story's character is not that typically 

adopted by other artists. It is perhaps a commonplace that 

artists normally tend to refine the character, to remove the 

superfluities and shape it into a coherent, integral whole. 

Al-Hashiml, by contrast, does not convey such an integral 

image but draws his character in a simplistic manner that 

fails to reveal his or her true motives and impulses and it
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is this that flaws his characterization. However, despite 

the fact that al-Maqhur makes reference to the artistic 

defects that mark al-Hashiml's work, he is still not 

sufficiently decisive in his objections, making no reference 

to the fact that the use of undue padding and excessive 

detailing which is more illustrative than functional always 

has the effect of diminishing the short story's claim to be 

a literary work of art. Consequently, Bashir al-Hashiml's 

short stories lack the dramatic element that is so important 

in reinforcing human experience. One has the strong 

impression that he writes a story at one sitting, that he 

sets an idea down on paper as soon as it enters his head; 

this facet of his work indicates that, with al-Hashiml, the 

process of artistic creation is not one of originality and 

conscious composition requiring considerable patience and 

application as well as a good deal of experience. His 

method is characterized by improvization and not by the 

laborious process of artistic creation described by 

Eliot. ̂ K a m i l  al-Maqhur refers to the way in which al- 

Hashiml draws the characters and events in his stories:

Bashir al-Hashiml wanders around the streets, 
taking note of and drawing on things he sees - 'the 
experiences of his life' - and then interprets them

1. See T.S. Eliot, Selected Essays, pp.21, 30.
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for people in his own particular style. As varied as 
the stories are, they do not incline towards the 
unfamiliar and there is no complexity involved in 
either the manner of narration, the plot or the 
action. ̂ ̂

Al-Maqhur probably means that al-Hashiml does not 

transcend what in real life are taken to be familiar, 

matter-of-fact things or relations; he does not reveal the 

hidden relations which often elude us in the real world. It 

is for this reason that al-Hashimi's art is incapable of 

providing the shock of recognition that is often 

characteristic of the effect produced by great artists. A 

precise examination of this point reveals that the 

i m p r o v i s a t i o n a 1 feature of his stories leads to a 

spontaneous, unconsidered portrayal of the characters, a 

method that means that there is no distance between the 

author and the character in his stories; most of the time, 

a l - H a s h i m f  provides numerous but superfluous, indeed 

irrelevant, details that are of no value to the story and in 

no way help to serve the artistic aim. This is, as 

mentioned above, due to the fact that he approaches his 

writing in a hasty and unthought-out manner. It is obvious 

that, once having consigned it to paper, he does not read

1. Al-Maqhur, Introduction, 'Al-A^abic al-gaghira, in 3 
Majmucat Qaga^iyya, Tripoli (n.d.), pp.197-98.
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his created work in order to determine whether he has been 

successful in conveying what he wanted to say to the reader. 

The artist, as Eliot s a y s ^ ,  should be able to demonstrate 

both a creative side and a critical side. In fact, this 

exercise of the critical faculty is fundamental to the 

creative process for it enables the artist in question to 

cast a strict and critical eye over all parts of his or her 

work and thereby rectify mistakes and reappraise the work as 

necessary. Moreover, the short story with al-Hashiml does 

not represent a profound and agonising experience and lacks 

any form of cohesive, integrated action. The event or 

events portrayed fail to have any real impact on the reader 

because no impersonality in the true sense is achieved. As 

al-Maqhur has stated, al-Hashiml's characters are casually 

selected from among people he has met and known while 

walking and strolling around the streets of the city. The 

events and situations he depicts may be embedded in his

m e m o r y  but this is not enough to 'universalize' the

experience, or to transmute it beyond what is merely

personal or casual. It is obvious in many stories that the

writer's close involvement with his environment prevents him

1. T.S. Eliot, op.cit., Selected Essays, p. 30..
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from adopting a critical stance vis-a-vis the particular 

experience he is trying to convey. Mahmud Nafic rightly 

says on this point:

There is no action in Bashir al-Hashimi's 
stories, none at all. To portray a particular scene 
does not in itself create action and al-Hashimi's 
treatment of his scenes fails to provide the coherent 
stages necessary in a story, comprising, as a well- 
told story should, a proper plot with a beginning, 
middle and e n d . ^

Whether one adopts the Aristotelian conception (or any 

other) of the role action plays in a story, al-Hashiml makes 

no effort to master the skills required in perfecting a work 

of art and, for this reason, his work is marked by an 

excessive abstraction that conveys reality simply as seen on 

the surface and does not allow for any examination of the 

fundamental issues that represent the root cause of that 

reality. The imaginative element, which the writer should 

use in order to blend and properly structure the various 

aspects and dimensions of reality, is missing from his work 

and his artistic approach therefore tends to be repetitive 

in form. For example, in the story Khalatl Rugayya (My Aunt 

Ruqayya) there is absolutely no action at all. It fails to 

disclose a clear image of women's position in Libyan society

1. Mahmud Nafic , op.cit., "Al-Namudhaj" , Al-R u w w a d , (April 
1966)*
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and no attempt is made by al-Hashimi to describe family and 

social customs by means of any proper development of a 

tangible situation. As to the noxious influence of 

tradition with which society has to contend, that is almost 

slurred over by the author. Moreover, al-Hashiml ignores 

recognized and established laws of artistic structure within 

the short story genre. He narrates details about the 

central female character without her true image becoming 

clear to us at all. It is a story that concerns a group of 

old women who spend their time around the table preparing 

tea and gossiping about people they know. No clue exists as 

to what the writer intends to convey in his portrayal of 

these elderly folk who spend their entire lives washing, 

cooking and raising the children in the shadow of and under 

the subjugation of man's authority. The following passage, 

which finds the old women chatting away idly, demonstrates 

the writer's lack of knowledge of, and clear failure to 

apply, any artistic rules in his writing. It is a static 

image of conventional women in the al-Madina al-Qadima (the 

Old City) in Tripoli:
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Women find it so easy chatting and gossiping 
whenever they get together like this. Anyone of them 
could start talking and now it was Aisha who began, 
telling everyone about the last wedding she had gone 
to. Ruqayya had most likely gone as well for both of 
them immediately set about casting aspersions and 
running down the wedding. It had turned out to be a 
total failure and nothing was provided for the 
guests. Everyone went home hungry. And the bride 
. . . ? The two w o men went on and on, nothing
escaping their tongues and their gossip interspersed 
with laughter.

This story certainly reveals the writer's poor and very 

limited conception of the Libyan woman for he completely 

fails to convey a convincing image to the reader of the 

female personality. It is evident that al-Hashiml is 

extremely interested in portraying aspects of these 

conventional women's behaviour but the fact is that he is 

unable to convey, from a perspective of critical and 

objective realism, the essence that lies behind the surface 

appearance. If al-Hashimi had intended to convey the 

specific dimensions of the social problems engendered by the 

prevailing forces of tradition, he should have created 

appropriate action that would have highlighted his message. 

Ruqayya and the other women in this story, however, fail to 

embody any current issue or problem in society; theirs is

1. Bashir al-Hashimi, Majmticat, p. 102.
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simply a photographic image of what is seen by the writer, 

nothing more. This and other stories by this writer 

demonstrate an artistic weakness and lack the basic 

components one would expect to find in a work of art. To be 

blunt, the story is pointless and was obviously written 

without the author making a proper appraisal or examination 

of the content or structuring and moulding it in a manner 

conducive to good art: there is no content to complement the 

form nor form to complement the content, the entire story 

failing to focus in on a specific issue or point of view.

The story Hika^atuka_Ya_Zainan (Time, This Is Your 

Story) suffers from the same faults. Al-Hashimi again 

fails to give a clear and proper image of the characters for 

they have no tangible features or disposition, and, in 

certain cases, he provides an abrupt and economic 

description of physical features. The point being made in 

this story is that women who have no men in their lives are 

made to suffer alienation in society. This is evidenced in 

the character of the Sheikh, Sulayman, who watches Fatima 

disapprovingly as she passes by the shop at whose entrance 

Sulayman is sitting:

1. Ibid, p .177 . f f .
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This is how women behave when they have no man
( 1 )around to look after them.'1 '

J -t J*i— * O— • cr— h) 1 O-Z.3 I—— * J b.—*■  .ft

Al-Hashiml should have embodied the tragedy suffered by 

both men and women in Libya in all its dimensions but this 

he does not do; he fails to objectively analyse the real and 

essential causes of the tragedy, particularly as it concerns 

women, and offers no implicit proposals, suggestive or 

progressive ideas, as to how it may be overcome. For this 

reason, the derangement of Fatima, the protagonist, comes 

across to the reader as total ly - al ien to the action. Her 

madness is evidently related, according to both al-Hashimi 

and the Sheikh, to the fact that there is no man in her 

life. It is because the writer does not objectify the 

experience that we can hardly say that Fatima's deranged 

state is objectively sanctioned. This is an aspect of al- 

Hashimi's work that can be seen in a number of other stories 

inasmuch as none of the elements that go to make up the 

action, if any there be, are simply juxtaposed without 

sufficient interaction with the characters themselves and 

they, for their part, tend to comprise such a number as to 

crowd the story. In other words, there is no cohesive, 

organic development of the action. At the end of this

1. Ibid, p .17 9.
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story, the central female character is to be seen running 

down the street while children, their shouts and cries 

filling the air, follow her and pelt her with stones. The 

story also reflects the writer's observations of these 

characters as he has experienced them in his own daily life. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that there is a total lack 

of harmony between form and content. It is a superficial 

story which the reader tends to forget the moment he has put 

it down. Moreover, it is highly likely that the reader will 

run out of patience before he reaches the last page due to 

the absence of any stimulating situation or action. In 

fact, the story resembles what one might expect to find in 

newspaper articles or tracts that deal with social issues. 

None of al-Hashiml's stories embody social problems in an 

artistic way, nor do they encompass any specific artistic 

approach or definite idea. The world that these stories 

portray is not sufficiently realistic. Anyone who reads 

them will also come to the conclusion that the writer fails 

to address himself to the real aspects of craftsmanship and 

that his artistic experience remains largely undeveloped and 

immature. The clearest proof of this, in addition to the 

foregoing, lies in the rapid succession of stories that he 

published for this surely points to him having given no
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serious consideration to, or genuine appraisal of, the works 

he was setting to paper. As a result, the majority of his 

short stories tend to be repetitive and can hardly provide 

any valuable insights into the ossified realities of the 

man-woman problematic in Libya. On close examination, one 

finds that a single scene will incorporate more than one 

event such that no specific point or issue is dealt with. 

There is no logical or organic link between the different 

elements of a story and he conveys a surface picture of 

reality, providing much superfluous detail but ignoring 

particulars that are so essential to a story such as 

providing a clear and comprehensive description of the 

characters themselves. With a 1-Ha shim!, they are vague 

images delineated in name only.

In the story entitled Hikayat Hubb (A Story of Love),^ 

a young man visits the shop of a man called Sheikh Hassan in 

eager anticipation of seeing a lovely young girl with 

beautiful black hair. The story expresses the feelings and 

emotions that take hold of the young man when he sees her 

looking out from behind a door. The young man lives in a 

romantic dream-world and pays no attention to the Sheikh who 

is reading aloud from the 'Grammar' of Al-Faqih Ibn Malik.

1. Ibid, pp.13 ff.
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When the Sheikh receives no response from the young man

whose eyes are glued on the door he becomes very angry and

keeps a stern watch on him. The young man, deliriously

happy at the polite looks and smiles he has been given by

the girl, leaves the shop very much in love with her. This

story is indicative of most of the romantic stories written

by a l - H a s h i m i  in that it expresses, in a rapid and

superficial image, an adolescent and immature love set

against an extremely hazy and unclear social background.

The ideas and thoughts are crammed together in a shallow

treatment devoid of any form of meaningful or in-depth

analysis, the emotion of love being presented as an instant

and enjoyable experience borne out of the very first look

between a young man and a young girl. The story then

recounts the feelings of psychological frustration felt by

the young man:
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I came across her when my heart was sighing
deeply in search of something it had lost. I thought
of her as the hoped-for desire of a heart looking for
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warmth. I had to concede that a slender thread 
existed between many a truth and fervent hope because 
my hopes had truly taken shape in my life and I could 
not be absolutely certain that any actual change had 
taken place. I could think of barely nothing but the 
overwhelming vision of the girl) that had excited and 
aroused my emotions to such a degree as to urge my 
feet irresistibly forward without let-up and carrying 
a beautiful hope within me that she would glance out,1 I Jeven smile and - perhaps - talk to me.u;

Al-Hashimi conveys an elaborate image of the young man in 

this state of euphoria, of the sentiments and emotions that 

exert a hold on him even when in bed; yet his description is 

a haphazard one, an unconsidered leap into portraying the 

emotional charge felt by the young man that provides no 

objective facts about the love he is experiencing or about 

the girl at the centre of his attention. The author 

expatiates upon the delineation of the hero through the 

association of ideas in which the young man recalls the 

songs chanted by him in adulation of his beloved. Al- 

Hashimi, therefore, adopts this form of adolescent, romantic 

love as the theme of the story but attempts neither an in- 

depth analysis of the young man's behaviour and inner 

impulses nor a description of the young girl. He turns the 

spotlight on the psychological aspects but only in a 

s u p e r f i c i a l  w a y  - t h e  c h a r a c t e r s  a r e  v i e w e d

1. Al-Hashim’i, 3 Majmu ca t , p.14.
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simplistically and live in a dream-world in which love is 

represented as an enchanting melody. The young man, it 

seems, no longer has any interest in this life and its 

concerns, or in society and its problems, in fact in 

anything tangible at all except his feelings for the one he 

loves.

As to the young girl, her portrayal lacks any proper 

characterisation and the reader knows nothing of her other 

than the fact that she steals glances from behind the door 

and is obviously suffering from' a state of psychological 

frustration. Al-Hashimi makes no use of imaginative 

dialogue that would help to give definite form to the 

characterisation and to the problem of the male-female 

divide in Libyan society and he appears unconcerned with the 

issues of interaction and give-and-take in society. 

Similarly, he shows no interest in developing any form of 

action in the story and it represents nothing more than a 

naive study of the young man's feelings and emotions. In 

fact, the feelings are expressed in a disjointed and chaotic 

manner that serves to demonstrate Al-Hashiml's failure to 

develop the young man's romantic sentiments upon a logical 

and coherent basis. Instead of utilising well-considered 

and imaginative dialogue that would alleviate the boredom
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aroused by incessant narration and to help in the clear and 

cohesive structuring of ideas, the author resorts to an 

ineffective simplified form of dialogue, if indeed, dialogue 

there be. Moreover, Al-Hashimi's use of language is 

immature and haphazard as he vacillates between treatment of 

the subject-matter, depiction of the hero and the various 

goings-on in the story. At story end, the reader simply has 

no clear conception of the character of the young man.

The same illogical romantic fantasizing is repeated in 

Al-Hubb fi al-Aziqqa al-Dayyiqa (Love in Narrow Alleys)^^ 

when Shacban, the barber, takes an interest in NacIma, his 

neighbour's daughter, whom he imagines he can see through 

the window. He conjures up visions of her and dreams about 

her, even seeing her beside him on the bed when he is 

asleep:

Her hair is hanging down on to the pillow and he 
imagines himself talking to her from the very depths 
of his soul such that he actually finds himself 
uttering the words from his lips.^^

Al-Hashimi involves so many characters that they simply 

overload the story, each one with his or her own problems,

1. Ibid, pp.107 ff.

2. Ibid, p .112.
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thoughts and manner of behaviour. Moreover, the characters 

are distinguished by their lack of real dimension; despite 

the fact that the author tries throughout to fully delineate 

the character traits and conceptions of the Libyan 

personality (including the negative aspects), yet his 

portrayal remains unconvincing from the intellectual, 

artistic and psychological points of view. Al-Hashimi's 

stories of love and romance are not written against a clear 

socio-historic background that would shed light on the 

causes of social backwardness and underdevelopment. Mahmud 

Nafic has this to say about the characters chosen by al- 

Hashiml in his stories:

It is impossible to reflect reality 
characters such as these to represent the 
One should select characters who would 
provide a real and integral context for 
facing modern man/ '

In his three collections of short stories, Bashir al- 

Hashiml shows himself as a writer who lacks the necessary 

experience and objective evaluation that would redress many 

of the artistic flaws notwithstanding that, in some of his 

stories, he expresses his own experience of problems facing 

working class people who are simply unable to overcome the

1. Mahmud Nafic, "Al-Namudhaj wa al-Qadiyya fl al-Nas wa al- 
Dunya, Al-Ruw wad, No.4, 2nd. year, (April, 1966)

by adopting 
real world, 
be able to 
the issues
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various social conditions imposed upon them, striving to 

earn a living and seizing every opportunity to gain a part 

of the wealth that has accrued to the country as a result of 

the new economic status provided by the oil industry. His 

is a superficial portrayal of people he has lived among and 

with whom he enjoys close emotional ties; he introduces them 

within the various stories but does not weave a plot around 

them or portray them within the necessary confines of an 

artistic framework, all of which would require a careful 

choice and presentation of character on the writer's part. 

For example, as we have discovered in Al-ffubb fl a 1 -

Aziqqa al-Dayyiga^^ there is not a single scene that serves 

a definite purpose in the life of the central character or, 

indeed, of any of the characters. It is simply a fragment 

of life devoid of any intellectual or philosophical concept 

that fails even to give a true image of the social

atmosphere that adheres to the life of the people

represented in the story. This artistic defect, as we have

seen, is typical of the work of al-Hashimi as a whole. It 

pervades his world, almost inevitably, because of his 

insufficient awareness of the main artistic points we have

1. Bashir al-Hashimi, 3 Majmucat, pp.107.
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been considering in this chapter.

* * *
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CHAPTER IX

ALI MUSTAFA AL-MISRATI

(A) A Biographical Portrait
rAlI Mustafa al-Misratl was born in the Libyan town of 

Misrata on August 18th 1926 and grew up in both Cairo and 

Alexandria as a member of one of the immigrant families who 

had settled in Egypt. He attended a school in Bulaq, Cairo, 

before enrolling in Al-Azhar, graduating from the Faculty of 

Theology in 1946. He returned to Libya in 1948 during a 

very critical stage in the country's political history: the

first years of its struggle for freedom from British rule. 

Libya, divided into three administrative regions - Tripoli, 

Barqa and Fezzan - was to be embroiled in this struggle for 

independence for nigh on nine years during which it 

continued to suffer the same political and social 

degradation that it had done under the Italian occupation.

It was during this period that Libyan citizens who had 

emigrated from the country returned in droves to serve the 

nationalist cause and to expound their political and 

nationalist ideas. Associations and parties were formed, 

including the General National Congress Party (Hizb al-
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Mu'tamar a l -Watanf al-cAmm) which al-Misratl joined 

immediately following his return to Libya. With his Al- 

Azhar background, he entertained a strong ambition to found 

a Libyan nationalist movement on a par with those he had 

seen in Egypt and whose constitutions and objectives he had 

examined thoroughly. He was also well acquainted with the 

party struggle going on between the nationalist and 

political leaders in Egypt, a factor that stimulated al- 

Misratl's entry into the political fray in Libya.

Many factors helped to establish al-Misrati as one of the 

leading figures of the General National Congress Party. An 

eloquent speaker, oratory gained him a widespread 

reputation^) due to its significant role in arousing and 

influencing public opinion and was, in fact, the principle 

outlet for the expression of nationalist feelings. To al- 

Misrati public speaking provided the fundamental means by 

which he could convey his thoughts and ideas to the Libyan 

people, his speeches often bringing about his detention and 

imprisonment.^) Also of much concern to the authorities 

was his inherent ability to arouse and incite people across 

the entire social spectrum and to serve as a mouthpiece for

1. cAbd al-Qadir Abu Harrus, "Al-Misratl wa Sahafat Libya 
fi Nisf Qarn", Al-R-a1 id, January 7, 1961.

2. Najm al-Din al-Kib, cAlI al-Misratl al-Bafrith wa al-Adlb, 
p. 53 .
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the real desires of the masses.

It is not to be doubted that his involvement in the 

ongoing party and political struggle played a major part in 

moulding al-Misrati's personality. His status within the 

Congress Party had placed him firmly in the centre of the 

nationalist movement, a position that awarded him ample 

opportunity not only to mix with and get to know many social 

groups but to tour the country to witness for himself the 

way of life of the people that he might gain a clear insight 

into the reality of living in the Libya of the time. This 

is a period of his life that is reflected in his short 

stories and in his choice of characters and it must be said 

that his oratorical powers were a great influence upon his 

approach to short-story writing.

Al-Misrati was employed as a teacher for a while but it 

was in political and nationalist life that his aspirations 

lay. The press came to play a major role in his life and 

most researchers are in agreement that journalism was 

intimately linked to al-Misrati's political struggle. From 

the outset, he had proposed to apply his writing skills to 

the field of journalism and it was in this domain that his 

principal objective, as writer, man of letters and scholar, 

lay. His advent into the journalistic fold had begun in 

Egypt where he had written on various literary and political
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issues. When the General National Congress Party was 

established, al-Misratl became the editor of the party organ 

"Shuc lat al-Hurriyya" (The Torch of Freedom), and many 

important issues of the day came to be analysed in his 

rhetorical and modern journalistic style. In this way, he 

brought to life that spirit of journalism and true rhetoric 

that had been missing from Libyan culture - his was an 

address to the masses, given in a language that everyone 

could understand. This represented a departure as far as 

the Libyan press was concerned, his contemporaries still 

well-steeped in traditional techniques. However, the 

arrival of a politically active era had made the entire 

country, at the beginning of the fifties, more conscious of 

political issues than anything else.

In the main, the journalistic activity which accompanied 

the nationalist explosion of the forties dominated the 

political and cultural life of the country and this is 

demonstrated clearly in the influence that the new political 

wave prevalent in the Egyptian and Libyan press had on al- 

Misrati. However, the ruling authorities imposed 

restrictions on political journalism and clamped down on 

freedom of expression^) and it is for this reason that al-

1. cAlI al-Suknl, Kalam fi al-Adab, A 1-CA 1 a m , March 14, 
1968.14.3.1968.
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Misratl turned to literature as an alternative means by 

which he could voice his political and social ideas. At the 

same time, journalism embraced many subjects related to 

literature and the arts and it is this that moved al-Misratl 

to become deeply interested in the cultural and historical 

heritage of the country, immersing himself in all kinds of 

manuscripts, books, journals and documents related to 

different periods in the history of Libya.

His nationalist leanings further encouraged by this 

activity, al-Misrati entered a race against time to increase 

the country's cultural standing in the way of literature and 
ideas, to develop a cultural stock along similar lines to 

that possessed by other Arab nations. The task of 

revitalizing the nation's heritage al-Misratl regarded as a 

patriotic chore and he set to with an individual and 

tireless effort. Many problems reared their head: locating

source material, the loss of much literary output, problems 

in publishing and distribution. Al-Misrati's efforts did, 

however, succeed in unearthing a great deal of the country's 

national heritage that would otherwise have been lost for 

ever. Among the works edited by al-Misratl are Nafahat al-

1. Najm al-Din al-Kib, Al-Misrati al-Bafrith wa al-Adlb, pp. 
92-93 .
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Nisrln wa al-Raihan Bi Man Kana Bi Tarabulus Min al-Acyan
(The Fragrance of Jonquil and Sweet Basil from the Notables 

of Tripoli" by Ahmad al-Na'Ib, in 1963, and Jala" al-Karb 
can Tarabulus al-Gharb (removal of Distress from Tripoli 
West), a visit to Libya by the Tunisian traveller Mohammad 

bin cUthman al-Hasha'ishi. This was edited in 1965. He 

also wrote biographies of a number of Libyan and Arab poets 

and thinkers.

In the field of historical and literary studies, al- 

Misratl provided us with important works including Lamahat 
Adabiyya can Tarabulus (Literary Glances About Tripoli), 

(1956), Sahafa Libya fl Nusf Qarn (Libyan Press in a Half- 
Century), (1 960), Ibn Ghalbun Mua'rrikh min Libya (1 966), 

^Alaqat Bayna Libya wa Turkiya a 1-Tarlkhiyya wa al- 
Ijtimaciyya (Relations Between Libya and Turkey: Historical 

and Social), (1967).

Al-Misratl was also interested in studies related to folk 

art and folklore and began to collect many anecdotes and 

stories, sad and humourous, concerning Juha, the mythical 

figure representing folly, stupidity and humour. They were 

published in 1 958 in a now famous book entitled Juha fi 

Libya, (1958). A l - M i s r a t l  also published a collection of 

valuable proverbs under the title Al-Mujtamac al-Libi min
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khilal Amthalihi al-Shacbiyya, now available in its second 

edition of 1972.

In the field of the short story, there were published the 

collections entitled Mirsal (Searchlight), (1962), Al-Shirac 
al-Mumazzaq (The Torn Sail), ( 1 963), Hafna min Ramad 
(Handful of Ashes), (1964) and Al-Shams wa al-Girbal (The 

Sun and the Sieve), (1 977 ).

All of these have been collected in one volume under the 

title Khamsun Qissa Qaslra (Fifty Short Stories) in 1983. 
The Egyptian writer Anis M ansur c o m m e n t e d  upon this 

prodigious output when he said:

There are two ways to understand Libya. One, 
you go there; two, you meet the very respected 
journalist and man-of-letters rAlI Mustafa al-Misrati.
You can trust in the fact that he is a walking 
archive of events, of anecdotes and anything to do 
with the Libyan people. He is always ready and 
willing to enter into any fray, any issue and is 
never without paper and, in case they dry up, a 
number of pens. What he knows is abundant but what 
he keeps secret is so much more. He is, in fact, 
editor of the newspaper, "Al-Shacb", compiling it 
from beginning to end every week. The front page he 
writes in a serious, passionate tone while the last, 
in a jocular and exuberant manner.v '

Anyone who has made a study of Libya during the fifties 

and sixties knows well that Libyan society at that time was

1. Anis Mansur, Contribution published in A l-Kib, op.cit., 
Al-Misratl, p.19.
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not regulated to a degree that would afford just and 

harmonious relationships between its members. Individuals 

had grown up against a background of inherited beliefs and 

complex social interplay that had been internalised by 

people under the umbrella of political, economic and social 

conditions that tended to support and consolidate the 

bourgeois trend. In turn, this trend played its part in 

determining the moral and political attitudes within the 

country. Undoubtedly, a transformation had begun to take 

place in these conditions but this was accompanied by a 

change in people's morals and behaviour. Life became more 

complex as a result of entirely new social contradictions 

rearing their head: a pronounced tendency towards material

greed manifested itself; misery and suffering accompanied by 

ignorance and lack of education spread throughout society; 

and class divisions made themselves felt - the poor, whose 

poverty was on the increase, and the rich, who were growing 

wealthier at the expense of their poorer cousins.

It is against the background of the facts and ideas 

mentioned above that al-Misrati's stories are written. Al- 

Misrati spares no effort to express the spirit of the Libyan 

personality as represented in its simple working-class 

people, to outline the traditional concept of the Libyan 

woman as well as the daily concerns of family life.
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Although the issues raised by al-Misratl in his stories 

are set against the then prevailing social and political 

currents, yet, at the same time, such issues should have 

been incorporated within a framework of organic coherence 

and artistic maturity; one s houId, however, take into 

account the fact that the development and growth of 

literature was still in its infancy in Libya during the 

period. The nature of the story, in al-Misrati's mind, was, 

as we shall see later, dominated far more by social concepts 

and political thinking than by any manner of artistic 

consideration. The way in which he fragments the literary, 

artistic and ideational aspects in his stories makes for an 

impressionistic approach to the issues concerned and he 

fails to give them the treatment they warrant; this is, 

moreover, a feature of his non-fictiona1 studies as well. 

His stories are full of fleeting and passing impressions 

yet, clearly, they are allied to the social conditions he 

experienced in Libya upon his return in 1948. It was, in 

fact, al-Misratl who was responsible for giving a great 

impetus to this literary genre in Libya, one that had been 

established by a number of Egyptian pioneers such as Mahmud 

Taymur, Tahir Lashln, Tawflq al-Hakim and others. ̂ ̂  When

1. See Sayyid Hamid al-Nassaj, Tata w w ur Fann al-Qigsa a 1 - 
Qagira fl Migr, Dar al-Macarif, Cairo (1984), pp.202 ff.
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he began to write he undoubtedly drew upon the literary and 

cultural experience he had acquired as a result of his 

overwhelming and continued interest in what was being 

published in Egypt. His stories concentrated, however, on 

the nationalist struggle in Libya and he was deeply 

committed to the use of literature as a means to express 

ideas and concepts relevant to the needs of the time, to 

imbuing his stories with the character and personality of 

Libya in a bid to foster change and reform in that country.

The collections Mirsal, Al-Shirac al-Mumazzaq, and Hafna 
min Ramad, written consecutively, are representative of his 

activity in political and nationalistic circles during the 

period. The artistic form or shape remains static and there 

is no trace at all of a developing artistic treatment of his 

stories. To read but one story is to gain an insight into 

al-Misrati's overall approach to story-writing: giving free

rein to his pen, he tends to digress too much, exercising no 

control over form or structure. The majority of his 

characters live in shanty-type accomodation and lead hard 

working-class lives but he uses the technique of direct 

statement to convey information about them. In doing so, he 

fails to inject any element of suspense, and it is a serious 

flaw in his writing that his stories are little more than 

rapid impressions that attempt to wed literature and
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journalism, i.e. from the artistic point of view, they can 

hardly be described as successful and this is a point we 

shall take up later.

Some of his stories concern the misery and suffering

endured while growing up in today's society, as in ffamil al-

Sunduq (The Box Carrier)^ and Al-Qirsh wa al-Shiqaqa (The
( 7 )Piastre and the Money Box),' ; both of which create a true 

impression of the real world in which working-class children 

live. As for his portrait of the Libyan woman, it is a far- 

from-contemporary one, for he views her only in a 

traditional light, as if al-Misrati is quite incapable of 

comprehending the full dimensions of the problem of women. 

This is reflected in some of the erroneous and traditional 

concepts conveyed by al-Misratl regarding women's place in 

society and in the fact that, at no time, does he adopt a 

well-defined stand on the issue. Moreover, he provides no 

properly developed insight into the reality in which the 

Libyan woman lives and suffers generally. This may be due 

to the fact that, as was the case with the Egyptian short 

story in its early stages (to which al-Misratl was witness)

1. All Mustafa al-Misratl, Khamsun Qissa Qa?Ira, pp.43 ff., 
Al-Munsha'a al-cAmma li a l - N a s h r w a a l - T a w z l c waal-Iclam, 
Tripoli (1983), pp.381 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.194 ff.
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there is a failure to crystalize the whole concept of the 

problem of women in a clear and determined way. It should 

be emphasized that among his dominant, typical interests are 

political preoccupations to which precedence is evidently 

given over the situation in which Libyan women found 

themselves. This is evinced by his unequivocal commitment 

to socio-political issues, as in Mismar li Musulini (A Nail 

For M u s s o l i n i )  and A t w a  _1_Shanab (The L o n g e s t

Moustache)^ and other stories.

Some argue that the collection Al-Shams wa al-Ghirbal, 
published in 1977, represents a development both in form and 

content, a viewpoint that seems to rest on a somewhat weak 

foundation in view of the fact that the stories still lack 

any comprehension of literary form and formal principles,

i.e. al-Misratl is still shackled by the various constraints 

that inhibit his technique and style, a style that is, in 

fact, humourous and derisory, scornful and caustic, welding 

both literary and journalistic devices; moreover, it is 

impossible to detach al-Misrati from his Azhari background, 

one that manifests itself clearly in his style, in the way 

he expresses himself and the fact that, in general, he

1. Ibid, pp.43 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.194 ff.
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cannot put aside his sense of oratory - to separate al- 

Misratl, the orator, from al-Misrati, the writer, is an 

extremely difficult task. On this point, Najm al-Din al-Krb 

says:

Al-Misrati's style and approach continued to be
a salient and unique feature of his art; it is a
style which one can distinguish from among dozens of
others written by his peers. It is spontaneous,
overflowing, and is characterized by a good sense of
humour. Moreover, you feel when you read him that he
is conveying an intellectual concept after having
prepared the reader's mind through the necessary
preludes. For most of the time his method is that of
direct statement, a style used by journalists thatf 1 )everyone can understand. K '

This j u d g e m e n t  is o b j e c t i v e l y  true. Its ma i n  

implications are that, as we have seen in the case of other 

writers, problems of formal elements, language and structure 

of the short story have, in the main, been in need of 

greater refinement and development. These implications will 

be discussed below.

(B) A Traditional Approach to the Literary Portrayal of 
Women

Al-Misratl had a profounder commitment to the treatment 

of social and political issues than he had to aesthetic or

1. Najm al-Din al-Kib, cAli al-Misrati, p.72.
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artistic considerations. It is for this reason that his 

stories are unsuccessful from an artistic standpoint. He 

deals with the experiences of ordinary individuals but lacks 

imagination in doing so and fails to look deeply into the 

issues concerned, the stories being more akin to social 

documents than to works of artistic merit. He therefore 

approaches the problem of women without considering or 

examining any of the underlying factors, simply limiting 

himself to an external description and conveying their 

e x p e r i e n c e s  to the r e a d e r  in the fo r m  of d i r e c t  

propositions.

It is noticeable that al-Misratl concerns himself not at

all with the factors that affect the position of women. His

is a traditional portrayal as founded upon inherited values

and properties that have been handed down over generations.

For example, in the story entitled cAfif Sharif wa al-Radyu 
r ~ - /1 \(Afif Sharif and the Radio),v ' the female sex is relegated 

as usual to the subordinate and arrested role imposed upon 

it by the traditional father and head of the family. It is 

a derisory picture of social backwardness, of the hypocrisy 

that constitutes a major feature of family life in Libya. 

The father, Hajj Afif, maintains his three daughters in

C _ _ —  - T  —1. All Mustafa al-Misrati, Khamsun, pp.127 ff.
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total seclusion while the servant-girl represents the one

link between the closed and shut-off world of the girls

inside the house and the outside world, society as a whole.

The sole diversion for the girls is the radio but Hajj ^Afif

refuses to let them tune into the music and sentimental love

songs that are broadcast, quarrelling with them when he

returns home to find them listening to such things. In this

and other works of al-Misrati, there exist no characters in

the accepted sense of the word; it is as if they have no

substance, especially when one considers the girls.

The servant-girl exploits her illegal relationship with 
rHajj Afif, as we can see in the following passage:

j  1J  jj c 4— e J  U J  I ti— e J  1>J L  *  i *> .j l A J j j

^  Sywwe LfJ  ̂ t U  CU. ■ 1 li>

* L*»J ̂ ) 1 ■** wt*> t j  I
g  1'« I I L» j k l  j j Aj <l..w  t w  ■!> j

* * O - *  4 11  " — g  j  j — >  I ( j < *  i j j k J  l j  g  I I
( _ [ > - > — ;  ( J *  1 " > W . J  1  ^  U L L )  I l ^ W .*  I t d ^ * J  1  J j j a

* 3 .^.S UJ \j c I  k... J.3LP

rAfif Sharif stood up and welcomed the servant- 
girl boisterously. He spoke to her gently in a 
whisper, offering her a small inexpensive eardrop as 
a gift together with a piece of expensive chocolate 
of the magnificent kind and sat down beside her. He 
was looking at the door with feelings of concern and 
apprehension, mixed with other factors.somewhat 
concerned and apprehensive. Again, his body
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trembled; this was not the first time H a j j CAfif and
the servant-girl had met furtively.v ’

It is perhaps no exaggeration to say that the use of such 

expressions as 'min al-Nawc al-Fakhir' (of the magnificent 

kind) and ,cAwamil U k h r a 1 (other factors) is not the 

happiest choice. They are cliches which belong more to 

journalese than to the context here being discussed. They 

can be used in advertisements to attract the attention. Al- 

Misrati, however, concentrates on the father's feelings 

towards the servant-girl and reveals the sexual frustration 

from which he suffers. The writer is attempting a 

comparison between the fact of their illegal relationship 

and that of the deprivation experienced by the daughters who 

are not even allowed to listen to the radio. This typifies 

the social hypocrisy that marks the character of the 

patriarchal society of which Hajj Afif is part, hypocrisy 

that is highlighted in the dialogue between the father and 

his daughters when he discusses the question of virtue and 

morality with them. He gives them a stern lecture, 

repeatedly emphasizing the points he wishes to make; for 

example, he tells the girls that the radio is to be used 

solely for listening to the Qur'an, to Arabic poetry or the

1. Ibid, p.132.
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news.

The structure of this story, like others written by al- 

Misratl, is very fragmented - the narrative is overlong and 

there is too much padding, demonstrating the inability of 

the author to fashion the story in a way that is 

artistically mature rather than as a series of episodic 

scenes. The last part of the story tells of the father's 

outburst when he decides to lock the radio away in his own 

room so his daughters cannot use it. The servant-girls, 

however, fetches it back for them when the father is out at 

work. Yet the author fails to express any disapproval of 

the father's behaviour, conveying the story as simply that - 

a story. The relationship between Hajj *AfIf and the servant- 

girl as opposed to the severe restrictions he places on his 

daughters serves to emphasize the total contradiction 

between the two situations. If this proves anything at all, 

it is the backwardness and constraint that is suffered by 

Libyan women. What distinguishes this story is the fact 

that, unlike the generalities and abstractions that mark 

other stories by al-Misratl, certain tangible details are 

given. For instance, he describes the gifts which the 

father bestows on the servant-girl, her appearance and 

mannerisms, the names of the singers and the songs that the 

daughters listen to . . . However, with the exception of
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the servant-gir1, he fails to concentrate upon any aspect of 

the female personality and is unable to define it in the 

reader's mind with any degree of clarity, notwithstanding 

that al-Misratl does attempt to put his finger on the pulse 

of the problem - the isolation and virtual imprisonment of 

women in Libya if they were the standard-bearers of virtue 

in society. This is despite the fact that such virtue is 

being violated inside the Hajj's home and within earshot of 

the girls themselves.

In Al -M ahatta (The Bus S t o p ) ^ 1  ̂ the father Hajj 

Mitlowi has the same traditional attitude towards women as 

Hajj rAfif. In this story, the central male character 

represents the extreme stance of the traditionally-inclined 

Libyan father towards both the place of women in a society 

undergoing a stage of transition from an old world to a new, 

and the education of women itself. As usual, the writer 

broaches the subject without delving into the essence of the 

problem. The father is extremely anxious and ill at ease 

over his schoolgirl daughter who has now reached the age of 

adolescence. He is forever inspecting her school-books and 

monitoring her girl friends when they come to call. When, 

one day, he learns that his daughter wants to dye her hair,

<T — — -r —1. All Mustafa al-Misrati, Khamsun, pp.71 ff.
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he gets very angry and says:

t I l_L.t j  Lf*w ' j w w >«n " C* 1 *—» ij~-- -I V. ‘& I ^

( ,.  , 1 d J.* ~ c C1-M >^J I ^  s crJU 1 a  I
LT '*■"■■" - -    ■" -■}-£ fj V <3— ^  h « Ô .— »1 N

J— -j-----L

I will not have daughters who dye their hair
like European girls and who want to make up their
faces like they see in magazines. Your hair is black
and is to stay black. Your hair is long and must 7 11stay that way.' ’

The writer's use of colloquial Arabic here is effective 

because it accurately conveys the commanding or domineering 

tone of the voice. It reinforces the impression of a 

powerful, external authority which is symbolized by the 

father and which young women in Libya, when educated, will 

discover to be an obsolete attitude. A real storm blows up 

when the father discovers a love story under his daughter's 

pillow and gives her an irrevocable order to attend school 

no more. There is increased tension in the house when the 

M i n i s t r y  of C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  ere c t s  a bus stop in 

front of the Hajj's house. This is when the main problem 

begins. The father becomes utterly preoccupied with the bus 

stop, maintaining a strict and ever-vigi1ant eye on it. 

Because of his daughter, he closes all the doors and windows

1 . I b i d , p .7 2.
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and gets very upset indeed when he notices a young man 

always standing at the bus stop; he does not feel happy 

about this fellow at all and is convinced he wants to molest 

his daughter. A strong argument ensues between them. All 

of this is highly entertaining to the reader because the 

youth has never met the girl in his life but simply wants to 

get to work. In desperation, the father writes to the 

Ministry of Communications, to his representative in 

P a r l i a m e n t  and f i n a l l y  to the M i n i s t e r  himself. 

Unfortunately, the author conveys all this by means of 

direct statement, tedious narrative and general observations 

about virtue and morality.

The Ministry is, of course, controlled by a strict 

bureacracy. The Minister himself writes to the father and 

tells him the problem as he sees it lies not with the

Ministry of Communications but with the bus company. The

Hajj then sends telegrammes to the ministers, to Parliament, 

to the local municipality, to the Religious Assembly and to 

the local newspapers, all voicing his complaints - and all 

to no avail. What al-Misrati is doing is to underscore the 

fathers adherence to the old traditional ways of family life

and his desire to shield his daughter from what he considers

to be the bad influences resulting from social change in the 

modern world.
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There is another humourous situation - that of the 

encounter between the Hajj and the Italian engineer in the 

bus company wherein both men view the problem of women 

against the backdrop of their own particular cultures. The 

Italian is very liberal-minded and allows his daughter to 

take on various jobs such as are to be found in the cinema 

or the dance hall. The Hajj is simply unable to accept the 

European culture which allows this form of behaviour.

The social backdrop to the story is the invasion of city 

life by the modern world resulting in, among other things, 

an exodus from the countryside. In this respect, another 

problem looms up for the Hajj when he decides to let out two 

of his rooms as a shop. He finally refuses to do so because 

the only people interested in renting them have the kind of 

business that would mean a great many customers coming and 

going, or else it is people who wish to open a form of 

sports club and that might attract a lot of young people who 

would attempt to molest his daughter. Then, all of a 

sudden, the story ends when the reader learns that the youth 

who had been standing at the bus stop is going to wed the 

Hajj's daughter.

The father's traditional attitude towards the question of 

female education is also dealt with by al-Misratl:
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He didn’t want her to be a teacher or civil 
servant or any rubbish like that. It was enough for 
her to learn by rote a number of Suras and verses 
from the Koran for her prayers, to know her religious 
obligations and to read a little - that was 
sufficient. ̂ ̂

In tackling these social problems, al-Misratl offers no 

examination of the real dimensions of the generation gap, 

that struggle between the older generation and the new, and 

fails to underscore the inevitable changes that are taking 

place in society. Consequently, the story lacks the 

dramatic form it needs to outline the struggle that is going 

on between traditionalist forces and modern concepts. For 

this reason, al-Misrati1s examination of the problems 

succeeds only on a superficial basis. Objectively, the 

author offers no progressive stance on the issues because 

al-Misratl's approach is along the same traditional lines as 

other conservative writers.

When al-Misrati returned from Egypt, the problem of the 

veil and seclusion of women was a major social phenomenon. 

His third story Mudarris Li Bint Mufrajjaba Teacher for a

l.CAlI Mustafa al-Misratl, Khamsun, p.72.
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Veiled Girl),^^ he used as a vehicle to demonstrate that 

the veil in no way serves to maintain the honour and dignity 

of a woman. It is also a criticism of the older generation 

of Libyans who are extremely distrustful of female 

education, believing it to be a corruptive influence on 

morals or even contrary to the teachings of Islam. The 

ideas expressed in this story have a personal association 

with the writer reflecting, as they do, some of his own 

experiences when he first returned to Libya and sought work 

as a teacher. In the story, the central male character has 

become totally disorientated and has no idea of what the 

future holds in store. He meets a merchant who employs him 

as an accounts clerk but his interest in becoming a writer 

finally loses him the position. When al-Misratl first 

returned to Libya he worked as a correspondent for an 

Egyptian newspaper, "Sawt al-Umma", (Lisan Hal al-Wafd - 

Organ of the Wafd).^^ In his despatches to Cairo, he 

concerned himself with the question of Libyan independence 

but, unfortunately, was never paid his expenses by the 

newspaper despite his seeking the help of the editor on more 

than one occasion. It is these personal experiences of the 

author that he uses as the background or social environment

1. Ibid, pp.2 6 ff .

2. Ibid, p.27.
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against which the author criticises the status of women in 

Libya. In the story, the main character, after being 

dismissed from his job as an accounts clerk, is shown 

sympathy by a traditionally-inclined sheikh who invites him 

for supper. He offers him the job of teaching his daughter 

and this leads the young man to believe that his chance for 

real work has arrived - on the one hand, he will puruse the 

task for which he has been trained and, on the other, will 

meet a nice Libyan girl.

However, his hopes are straightway dashed - the sheikh is 

a traditional reactionary father and he insists on drawing 

up an agreement between himself and the young man, an 

agreement that is so lengthy, containing many appendices and 

explanatory clauses, that it virtually resembles an 

international agreement between sovereign states. In all, 

there are more than 24 conditions and it is this that is 

indicative of the jocular spirit that sets apart al- 

Misratl's works. The most important conditions are that he 

must never be allowed to see the girl's face and must teach 

her only to read, not to write. Thus, all his hopes are 

quashed, especially as, after reading aloud the clauses of 

the contract, the sheikh warns him that:

i Ul « J-..JU I 1 1— : 1
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I am called the lion of the night; I am the 
demon of the desert. My grandfather was a bandit and 
I am exceedingly tough. Don't you see my moustache, 
upon which a hawk can stand?

When, however, the teacher arrives to give his first 

lesson it becomes clear that the girl behind the curtain is 

not the Sheikh's daughter at all but the servant. This is 

when the truth dawns on the sheikh - his daughter has run

away with his neighbour's son. The implication is that the

severity and harshness of traditional customs and habits are 

contrary to human nature and tend to bring about counter

productive results. Before the actual moment when the 

sheikh realizes that his daughter has fled, he expresses his 

extreme traditionalist stance to the teacher:
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1. ^All Mustafa al-Misratl, Khamsun, p.30.
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He said, "There are to be no papers, pens or
books that have pictures in them, my dear teacher.
In a Hadith, the Messenger of God said the following
in connection with girls: 'Teach them to read but not
to write.1" I said, "It is impossible to teach
somebody to read without the use of writing." I
added, "This is a false or apocryphal Hadith and is
nonsense." He said, "I remember hearing it once in a
religious sermon in a mosque from a disabled old man
who said that teaching girls to write was forbidden
and ran counter to the teachings of Islam." For two
whole hours, I tried to explain to him how wrong he
was but he was insistent that girls should never be
taught to write. He said that if a girl learned to
write she would communicate with others and indulge
in correspondence, in asking certain questions and • H  )other things/ '

The predominance of the narrative style and the writer's 

increasing incursion into the story have a detrimental 

effect, from the artistic and formal points of view. The 

story structure is weak and indistinct - al-Misrati provides 

no psychological analysis of the characters and fails to 

render the treatment of his theme aesthetically acceptable; 

views, opinions and beliefs should be treated indirectly - 

through the development of the situation itself. Al-Misrat 

fails to do this. He simply relates the problem in the form 

of a direct proposition and it is this that is largely 

responsible for rendering the characters artistically 

ineffective within the story structure. In other words, 

with a l - M israti , the story is nothing more than the

1. Ibid, p .32.
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recounting of events, coupled with a didactic approach, that 

allows no proper examination of the issues or the characters 

involved; the story does, however, enjoy an optimistic 

ending, always the sign of a didactic treatment.

Superstition, the use of charms and other supernatural 

devices, together with the spread of ignorance, also have a 

part to play in al-Misratl's stories. In Khaditak cAynI (My 

Eyes Bewitched Y o u ) / ^  he tackles the relationship between 

ignorance and illiteracy among Libyan women on the one hand, 

and family life and social relationships on the other. It 

is al-Misratl's belief that there exists a clear and direct 

connection between society's attitude to women and the 

spread of superstition. The central female character in 

this story is a wife, living a normal family life, who is 

suddenly taken ill. She and some of her neighbours believe 

that a charm or spell has been put upon her. The use of 

such devices which, by their very nature, have absolutely 

nothing to do with the real world, customarily stems from 

envy or jealousy and may be ascribable to the lack of 

education among women in Libya. The women in this story are 

convinced that jealousy is a strong force both socially and 

objectively. They gather around the sick person to

r T — - T _1. All Mustafa al-Misrati, Khamsun, pp.731 ff.
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ascertain who has a grudge against her and all agree that it 

must be the pedlar. However, they are quite illogical in 

their approach to a solution - they will perhaps steal a 

piece from the pedlar's goods after inviting him into the 

house. It is this strange behaviour on their part that 

results in the husband divorcing the wife after he has found 

out what is going on, the life of the family being utterly 

shattered due to their ignorance and lack of education.

In his short stories, al-Misratl deals with social 

attitudes and experiences, some of them in a material way, 

in which case a mere physical description is perhaps 

sufficient, while others he treats on an abstract plane and 

this requires an exceptional ability on the part of the 

writer in order to convey to the reader an impression of the 

driving forces, impulses and feelings involved. This al- 

Misratl fails to do; the chief criticism one can make of 

short stories written by this author is that, in the main, 

they give the impression of being little more than tracts or 

articles that one might find in the form of newspaper 

articles, rather than being literary works of art in the 

true sense of the word. Despite the fact that the writer is 

trying to convey or unearth the most significant aspects and
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elements that lay at the root of the experiences he is 

depicting, his is a very negative outlook that fails to 

tackle the problem of women in an objective manner or offer 

any viable solutions. One could argue that this is due to 

the writer's lack of awareness of the real dimensions 

inherent in the problem of women in Libya.

In the majority of his stories, the woman's lot is 

depicted in basically the same way, notwithstanding the wide 

diversity of subjects dealt with. Whatever the social 

conditions, the woman is always portrayed as a wretched 

individual forever having to suffer the problems society can 

put upon her. When she loses her attractiveness, the man 

will simply cast her aside and look for someone else; when 

she has given birth to a number of children, she is the one 

who has to worry and fret about raising them. In the story

entitled Atwal Shanab (The Longest Moustache),^^, for

example, we are given a revealing picture of the status of 

women from this angle. In this story, the woman, who is 

mother to six children, goes to live with her brother after 

her divorce. After giving many details about the sordid 

conditions in which the woman and the brother live, the 

action develops further when a man appears on the scene 

asking for the hand of this divorced woman. The suitor soon

1. Ibid, pp.194 ff.
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disappears after being told that the wife-to-be already has 

six children from her previous marriage. All this is

narrated by inserting many superfluous details in order to 

emphasize the sordid life of these characters.

Al- M i s r a t i  indulges in considerable strange and 

irrelevant narration about the brother of the female 

character, Sulayman, his reactions to the high cost of 

living, the luxurious villas of rich people, the songs of 

the Lebanese singer Fayruz,^^ the problems of the Cold War 

and other matters that are n o t ’directly relevant to the 

theme of the story. On this point, the Libyan critic *AlI 

Fahmi Khishaym rightly says:

Al-Misratl talks a lot and inserts detail after 
detail. The result is that one finds oneself in the 
midst of innumerable series of ordinary, daily events 
which never come to an end. This is particularly 
evident in the case of Atw al Shanab . . . One finds 
oneself reading many details about the life of 
Sulayman and his poverty and also about the life of 
his sister, her children, husband, divorce, 
engagement and, finally, about the escape of the 
suitors. ̂ 2 ̂

It is only fair to add that what makes this story 

significant is the theme itself. The sense of helplessness

1. Ibid, p . 205 .

2.*AlI Fahmi Khishaym, "Hal Yacbur al-Shirac al-Mumazzaq 
Bahr al-Qissa al-Kablr?", Tarabulus a l-Gharb, (April 3 0th, 
1964).
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of divorced women is unquestionably a far from uncommon 

feature of Libyan society - a divorced woman, especially 

when she has children, will feel that her life has come to 

an end. A major theme that runs through the majority of 

al-Misrati's stories relating to women is the lack of 

harmony and understanding between the sexes as a result of 

various traditional customs and outlooks.

In Kha lifa Abu Ra'sayn wa Hikayat al-Mus (Khalifa Abu 

Ra'sayn and the Story of the Blade)^^ the woman is bought 

and sold without having any voice’ in her own future, bought 

and sold to whoever pays the highest price. Abu Ra'sayn 

offers to marry the heroine, having sufficient money to pay 

the dowry or 'price' notwithstanding that he has already 

been married and divorced numerous times.

Society's view of woman is that she is simply a means to 

satisfy one's sexual impulses and is not wanted for herself 

- it is this image that is embodied in some of al-Misrati's 

stories. In Al-Wusul ila Qamar (Reaching Qamar)^^ the 

author conveys the attitude of Libyan society towards the 

woman, that she is nothing more than a sex symbol. At the

f T _  ̂ ^1. All Mustafa al-Misrati, Khamsun Qi?sa, pp. 340 ff.
11 *  1—  *■

2. Ibid, pp.109 ff.
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same time, the woman herself is suffering a sense of 

isolation in the society, a feature that must be attributed 

to the deprivation that is imposed upon her. When the young 

man in the story turns to superstition and supernatural 

devices as a means to gain the heart of the girl he loves, 

it is noticeable that the author expresses such extreme 

romantic notions by picturing the emotion of love from the 

boy’s side only - the young man frequently goes to Qamar's 

house in order to gaze at her through the window.

Things become increasingly confused for the youth - it 

seems that his feelings of love have been stirred up by what 

he has seen in books and films. Again and again he returns 

to the house, yet he knows so little about her, not even her 

name. He becomes saddened and depressed and can think of 

nothing else but Qamar. For example, when he meets his 

friends in the coffee-shop they discuss everything that has 

happened that day but none of it interests him at all, 

except and only when one of them tells him of an old man who 

indulges in charms and the like and who may be able to help 

him win the girl's love. Superstition and bewitchment, 

then, constitute the background against which this story of 

a young man's search for love turns. It is clear from this 

and other stories that al-Misrati is attempting to 

illustrate the psychological and social effects consequent
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upon women's isolation in the society. He does not, 

however, except rarely, provide the reader with the 

necessary tangible details that would gain him the 

understanding the issue warrants.

The problem with al-Misratl is that although one can 

certainly feel, in his stories, the presence of women within 

the particular social situation being depicted, yet their 

role is never a positive one. The author analyses none of 

the woman's feelings or emotions, nor does he shed any light 

upon the nature of her suppressed desires. He simply 

neglects to provide a thorough examination of those concepts 

and notions that are behind the events being unfurled. 

Considering the fact that the woman, in certain instances, 

represents the hub of the story, these are aspects that 

should certainly have been tackled by the author. All of 

this notwithstanding that the woman in Libya must needs 

depend on writers, thinkers and scholars who are considered 

to be supporters of women and women's issues and who should 

be encouraging them through the medium of literature, 

thought and art. However, the aim of many of these writers 

does not extend to aiding women to rid themselves of the 

constraints and obstacles that hinder their path to freedom 

and liberation.
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(C) Artistic Weaknesses in The Portrayal of Women

There are certain common features shared by all of al- 

Misrati's short story writings that help us to understand 

his viewpoint on society. The majority of the stories deal 

with the lives of the working-class, people who live in 

shabby and decrepit surroundings. In this respect, one 

should mention particularly Al-KS's a l-Akhlra (The Last

Cup),^^ Mirsal (Searchlight),^^ Atwal Shanab (The Longest

M o u s t a c h e ) / ^  Balcut wa Habl wa al-Kabus (Ba lcut, a Rope 

and a Nightmare), ffamil a l-Sunduq (The Box C a r r i e r ) / ^  

A l-Tisca w a M a w q id al-Qastal (The Nine Children and the 

Chestnut Pot).^^ All of these stories are similar in that 

they picture the wretched lives of poor and deprived people 

who endure misery in the generally harsh conditions they 

have to face each and every day. The characters depicted 

are people who suffer cruelly from oppression and 

subjugation in society. Al-Misrati no doubt experienced 

such conditions and was intimately acquainted with this

c ^  __ -  -r -1. All Mustafa al-Misratl, Khamsun, pp.35 ff.

2. Ibid, pp.43 ff.

3. Ibid, pp.194 ff.

4. Ibid, pp.269 ff.

5. Ibid, pp.381 ff.

6 . Ibid, pp.257 ff.
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lifestyle, a reasonable enough supposition when one 

considers the conditions in Libya from the end of the 

forties on into the fifties.

The c o untry's social, e c o n o m i c  and p o l i t i c a l  

circumstances as they relate to the ordinary man-in-the- 

street, seeking a living during a time when deprivation, 

poverty and social backwardness are a central feature of 

most people's lives, provides the backdrop to al-Misratl's 

stories. His characters are similar in many ways, even down 

to identical names, particularly in the case of those names 

that are somewhat peculiar or are intended to arouse 

amusement or laughter, a factor that would render their 

implications difficult to understand for non-Libyan readers. 

Nevertheless, the writer's depiction of his characters is 

weak and unsteady for they seem not to be an integral part 

of the events and conditions related in the stories. The 

characters' qualities are not rendered but merely stated as 

representative of certain people or classes of people in 

Libyan society. The structure of family life in Libya is 

given similar interpretation in most of these stories; the 

impression one gains, despite the great number of families 

depicted, is that of a largely stereotyped, traditional 

family conceived in a static, ahistorical sense. In the 

main, the stories are centred upon the traditional 

patriarch, a symbol of absolute authority in the home who
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bears an excessively protective attitude towards his 

daughters. Women, too, are presented in their traditional 

role of wife, enduring the yoke of oppression and knowing 

nothing of the problems facing the fight for women's 

liberation in the second half of the 20th century. There 

is, for example, the woman who, in her later years, loses 

her former vigour and attractiveness and finds herself 

deserted by the husband, left to suffer the burdens of 

running a family all on her own; moreover, due to the utter 

poverty normally experienced' by the family in such

situations, women, because they have received no education

that would prepare them to face the world alone and gain

their own livelihood, become totally reliant upon the male

sex.

To read al-Misratl's collections of short stories -

Mirsal (1962), Al-Shirac al-Mumazzaq (196 3), Hafna min Ramad
(1963) and, finally, Al-Shams wa al-Ghirbal (1977), all of 
which were brought together in one anthology entitled

Khamsun Qissa Qasira (Fifty Short Stories) in 1983 - is to 

have a strong impression of looking in upon a solitary

world. The presentation and structure is almost identical

in every case and there is no apparent technical or 

stylistic development, despite the lapse of fifteen years 

between the publication of the first collection in 1962 and
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the last in 1977. Narrative is predominant throughout, a 

feature that creates monotony for the reader and results in 

a lack-lustre, repetitive portrayal of the characters. The 

critic, Ahmad cAtiyya, has this to say about al-Misrati's 

stories:

Al-Misratl's style is chiefly that of external 
physical description, long narrative, repetition and 
cliches. Nevertheless, his stories are real and 
true-to-life. ̂ ̂

However, to attempt to convey realism through the medium 

of direct statement alone is hardly sufficient to create a 

serious work of art. True, al-Misratl draws on society's 

experiences for his stories but it takes great skill, within 

the framework of realism, to mould this substance into an 

artistically mature entity. Many writers adopt the realist 

approach in their writings but none succeed save those who 

possess the skill and ability to penetrate the very depths 

of their characters, to reach into their very souls and 

reveal what lies hidden there. It is simply not enough, in 

a supposed investigation of social issues and attitudes, 

for a writer to offer a superficial description of his 

characters. He must look into the essence of human problems

1. Ahmad Atiyya, Fi al-Adab al-Libi al-Hadith, Tripoli,
p . 61.
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because it is the inter-relationships, either between the 

characters themselves and allied to their individual 

feelings and attitudes towards different issues, or between 

the characters and the events that take place in society, 

which provide the fundamental structure of the story genre. 

Into this there enters the relationship between the story- 

writing process as a whole and the factors of time and 

space, both of which help to fashion the subject-matter into 

story form and to create the proper dimensions within which 

the story is generally conceived. This is where, 

artistically, al-Misratl tends to fall down in his short 

story writing - he believes that all he need do to write a 

story is to convey a simple storyline through the use of 

narrative. A genuine writer must arm himself with many 

tools, tools that will allow him to provide a profound and 

far-from-superficial treatment of the issues and problems 

facing us in our daily lives. The short story, whether in 

relation to its characters or to the general shaping of 

events and attitudes, must needs be structured in a special 

way and this al-Misratl does not do because he is overly 

concerned with making direct (and clearly simplified) 

statements about people's daily experiences. The celebrated 

critic, Rashad Rushdl, was concerned with this point:
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Some people think that every story should have a 
b e g i n n i n g ,  a m i d d l e  and an end, and that, 
consequently, it should relate certain events, i.e. 
it should be a story in the true sense of the word. 
However, this is not the case. Many stories that are 
published as such are, in fact, nothing more than 
articles or tracts. Published in the popular press, 
they are disguised in the raiment of a story.

Contrary to what al-Misratl believes, the story is not a 

free art form but must be constrained within certain agreed 

boundaries, artistically sound both in structure and form. 

Moreover, an artistic approach must be made to the depiction 

of characters wherein they constitute an integral and 

convincing element within the story. Such a vision frees 

the writer from the obstacles that are set up by traditional 

rhetoric and oratory. A true and honest depiction of a 

story's characters, a proper understanding of their 

psychological makeup, requires a degree of effort and skill 

that is not to be found in al-Misratl. Al-Misrati, for his 

part, limits himself to long-winded physical descriptions of 

his characters. The events are denied the application of 

any artistic treatment and no analysis is made of their 

psychological or social implications. In addition, artistic 

form, in this general understanding of the phrase, requires 

the use of dramatic dialogue together with an illuminating

1. Rashad RushdI,Fann al-Qigsa al-Qasira, Cairo (1959),
p . 21.
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and moving treatment of the issue at hand in order to 

interest and arouse the reader. Al-Misratl tackles social 

problems without attempting to formulate the issues within 

an artistic framework, an approach that would be dependent 

upon the evocation of a total effect. As Kamil al-Hadi 

cUrab rightly points out:

In the collection "Mirsal", al-Misratl tried to 
apply the criteria and rules of the short story as a 
literary genre. However, the outcome was affected 
and artificial, the stories losing the essence of 
good story writing - observation, vitality and 
strength - because of the ready-made truths of which 
al-Misrati is guilty. This prevented him from 
achieving his purpose, that of complying with the 
very criteria and artistic requirements to which he 
was so committed.

In other words, al-Misratl's stories are nothing more 

than superficial images of society, a narrated series of 

events akin to magazine or newspaper articles. As 

mentioned previously, his stories tackle real experiences, 

including customs and traditions that have been passed down 

through the ages, which he has taken from the environment 

around him. He conveys them in narrative form, adulterating 

the stories with a journalistic style that bears his own 

commentary on events and, for the most part, is replete with

1. Kamil al-Hadi cUrab, "Namadhij Kanat fi al-Zill", 
M ajallat al-Thaqafa, Damascus, (August, 1982), p.38.
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political statement. He overstates generalities but gives 

no tangible details. Often, he will deviate from the main 

crux and digress into side issues that have no bearing on 

the story. In the same way, it must be obvious to the 

reader that his long preambles and introductory remarks in 

no way serve the story's objective. In Al-Mahatta , al- 

Misrati begins with a simple physical description of the 

Hajj's daughter:

(  C  I f  I d j j  r t i ■ j  M l  1 I ' * ■ * ■  j r* 1
W  i. i m i —  !■». n  ■ £  J i t   ■ i—  "  ^  J t  l i

* I* ^  yj* J^-kJ 1 Jj— jV i

The young girl had become full and round of 
breast, with rosy cheeks and bewitching looks 
(features), her hair h a n g i n g  d o w n  over her 
shoulder. ^1 *

This is a delightful description of the girl given by 

al-Misratl in the first few lines of the story but instead 

of continuing to maintain the reader's attention, he employs 

the technique of direct statement and indulges in 

trivialities that distract from the story. Nothing is added 

in this way, particularly when he himself encroaches on the 

story, indulging in personal commentary in much the same way 

- ironically - as the father intervenes in the life of the

1. Al-Misrati, Hafna min al-Ramad, Tripoli, (1964), p.71.
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family I

3jr± (j i i" ■ t jJ 1 j I... ̂
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<1. I. i< H f f  t  ^  ,,.) 1 J  j  —  ) * > ^

The father intervened in everything that went on 
in the house, no matter how trivial: the food, the 
shape of her dress, the length of her gown, even the 
way she did her hair.^^

Al-Misratl continues thus, giving an excessively detailed 

description of the concern and agitation felt by the father 

who has begun to keep a watchful eye on his daughter, this 

newly mature young lady, even keeping her in sight when she 

goes to school. One day, he stumbles across a romantic 

story hidden under her pillow and immediately prohibits her 

from attending school. Thus, in this lengthy commentary, 

the writer provides the reader with all the facts, venturing 

increasingly into even further detail by explaining that the 

girl's mother has never attended school or been educated. 

The girl herself, like her mother, will have to learn the 

things that befit a woman's role in the traditional family: 

how to cook, raise children and look after the home. The 

problem with this story is that the main issue is rather 

unclear - in fact, this is typical of the majority of

1. Ibid.
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stories written by al-Misratl in that he always endeavours 

to convey not only several topics but more than one idea 

within a single topic. The other dimensions of this story 

are quite clear-cut when the Ministry of Communications 

orders a bus stop to be erected in front of the Hajj's home. 

The father, suffering from sleepless nights and extremely 

concerned about his daughter, stops her looking out of the 

windows or going up on the roof. It is excessive measures 

such as these that relay the Hajj's great anxiety to the 

reader. He pesters the relevant -authorities asking for the 

stop to be removed, particularly as he has noticed that a 

young man is always using it on his way to work. Such 

trepidation on the part of the father, if it reveals 

anything at all, demonstrates the real fear the father has 

that his daughter will be corrupted, his inability to face 

up to the reality of a changing society, to a new, modern 

world and his distrust of women's education. However, al- 

Misrati's approach remains that of oratorical and didactic 

narrative devoid of any artistic structure.

The manner in which al-Misrati brings the story to a 

conclusion is pure fabrication - the Ha j j marries his 

daughter off to the self-same youth who had been the cause 

of all his anxiety. It may be that al-Misrati is purposely 

drawing a derisive image of Libyan man, or is endeavouring
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to lay bare the social reality of women's lives. 

Nevertheless, no concrete details are given about the girl 

and instead of the author's description serving to enhance 

the story, to encourage its development towards a fully 

integrated piece of work, it is nothing more than a purely 

physical description; moreover, the story, in the main, is 

tantamount to the kind of survey on social behaviour that is 

to be found in many newspaper articles.

A successful short story depends upon homing in and 

concentrating upon particular issues in order to understand 

them clearly, something that al-Misratl is obviously 

incapable of. For this reason, the story in question lacks 

the most essential ingredient: organic unity in the action

and events. The following excerpt reveals the intrusion of 

more than one idea into the story:

tilp j Li Si j Li>- L^J I ^ 1>*J 1 L*

L - S  1 .  * » i V  i s  j  i  1 ^  j » t  U 3  I t  c  t  1 . * ^  1 ! J S
I a -ft J  ^  ! _ » &  LJj t (J>>w* Litlii f "  ̂̂
J I • • • £*J» LJs Lw_UJ t (J-*'-* QS- 1

* a ■" LjJ 1 1 ■ i „ ~

Listen, 'Uncle' Hajj, you have to encourage 
sport. We live in the same street as you and have 
won all the competitions we have entered, even the 
season's cup but we have no place to meet. We have 
been looking for somewhere for eighteen months and we 
are tired of walking around. We know you are someone 
who likes sport.^

1. Ibid, p.77.
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Al-Misrati, instead of a 1lowing the action and the 

dialogue to take its own course within in the artistic 

structure of the story, renders organic unity impossible as 

a result of his defective style and technique. The same 

flawed approach is to be seen in most all his short story 

writings and this obviously points to a lack of skill and 

experience in handling the events that surround the issue at 

hand. In Al-Masagh (The Jewellery), ^^ the story lacks proper 

focus and there is no organic development between the 

events; there are too many generalities and superfluous 

details. The intention of the story is to underscore the 

mental inanity of the Libyan woman and her interest in 

material and external matters rather than those of a 

spiritual or intellectual nature. One day, the central 

female figure, Saliha, is invited to attend a wedding party. 

She asks her husband, M a s cud, who works as a junior 

functionary, to give her some money so she can hire a gold 

necklace to wear so as to dress for the occasion in front of 

the other women. Disaster - the necklace falls off without 

her noticing. Turmoil ensues but al-Misratl fails to treat 

the issue objectively. He gives the reader no opportunity 

to imagine for himself how the situation is going to be

T' T- — — -T- — T1. All Mustafa al-Misrati, Khamsun Qissa Qasira, pp.176 ff.
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resolved, an approach that would create and maintain the 

reader's interest. Instead of this, he broaches various 

solutions in order to extricate the husband from the dilemma 

facing him. First of all, he goes to see the carriage- 

driver who took his wife to the reception, then he seeks 

legal advice and, finally, approaches friends for help. In 

the end, he borrows some money on credit that he agrees to 

pay back in instalments. However, one gets the feeling that 

the dialogue is artificial, that the images and thoughts, 

whether conscious or unconscious, have no value. The 

problem is that al-Misratl conveys a picture of reality by 

means of direct observation and statement and fails to draw 

on his imagination in order to fashion and mould the story. 

Consequently, the thematic content of the story seems not to 

be founded upon real suffering. The following passage 

reveals another situation that has been included in the 

story but which has absolutely no connection with the idea 

first put forward and is quite superfluous. The father 

discovers that his son has thrown his ball down the well:

♦ **> V t 3_yS-J 1 I
^ t ati Ls_r i I* o 1 8! 1 ^ m ■ < (jpiJ
1.8.-V 11 bx̂.,.11 ^ L  ̂IS I J^jj_U

I b* ri-w .X.w 1 *1 ,.J m "i...« I ^ Is (_jJ I 2_a ;
3— 3 j ---------- LJ I jX. j J  1 o  ! > - ^ J L e  S. l* S . * ) I a__ •  I jlS  1 j  \£j:
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_ J 1 .I — j
Mascud forced his fat, uncouth body into the 

well's narrow opening in a bid to extricate the ball 
which was hardly worth a pittance. Nevertheless, one 
had to save what one could, so he pushed himself down 
into the well, panting heavily. He was having 
trouble breathing properly as he lowered himself with 
great difficulty, using his hands and feet to steady 
himself. His hefty feet slithered down the well 
rungs which were damp and slippery and it was. only 
through tremendous effort that he managed to reach 
the middle of the shaft. He stayed there still 
trying to catch the ball by means of an iron hook, 
trying to grab it and bring it to the surface; he 
was, at times, able to hit it, but soon it would move 
away, then appear within reach, moving up and down. 
For two hours, he attempted to grasp it, while it 
teased and eluded him until he almost choked to 
death.^  ̂

The very unfamiliar use of 'yatahawar m a ca al-kura' or 

'tucakisuhu! (which means 'to tease him'), which appear•rin a 

context supposedly in literary Arabic, reveals that al- 

Misrati is not conscious of his technique where he ought to 

be very conscious indeed. However, the situation depicted 

is but one of many examples of secondary incidents that add 

nothing to the main issue raised in the story. There are 

just too many superfluous events and situations for the 

story to bear and this results in a fragmentation that 

creates a wide breach between artistic form and content. 

This lack of organic unity between form and content is

1. Al-Misratl, Khamsun Qissa Qasira, p.177.
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remarked upon by the celebrated Egyptian critic, Rashad 

Rushdi:

A short story, by its nature, tells of an event
but it is impossible for every event or series of
events to be regarded as a short story. Any incident
or event can be related in story form but this
necessitates the inclusion of certain particular
features, the first being that of evokinq a total/1 \ J effect on the reader.' '

It is this failure to evoke a total effect through the 

organic structure that is the main defect of this and many 

other stories by al-Misrati. The characters use dialogue 

that tends to be very literal and repetitive as though 

directly transcribed from what is said in real life; this 

method is technically inadequate and creates boredom in the 

reder who becomes over-familiar with the recurrent dialogue. 

The following is an example of a very weakly-constructed 

dialogue between the husband and the wife on the matter of 

the lost necklace:

1. Rashad Rushdi, Fann al-Qissa al-Qasira, p.15.
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Mascud said to her, "You, cursed one, how on 
earth could you have dropped it?"

"It seems to have been a thin piece of thread 
that got worn and broke off."

"How is it you did not feel it had dropped?"

"It was cold and I was wrapped up behind the 
carriage screen, invisible to the driver."

"Do you think you lost it in the coach? Do youf 1 \ Jknow what the coach-driver is like?"/ }

Although al-Misratl deals with many issues in his 

stories, the formal content is always the same. The issues 

are conveyed in a form that does no more than relate events 

and experiences that the writer has gleaned from specific 

times and places. Instead of the technique of direct 

statement being used to aid an understanding of the issues 

raised, the writer simply pads out the story with a variety 

of ideas that fail to shed light on the important issues. 

This denies him the opportunity of controlling the 

harmonious development of the form and content from one 

structural stage to another or from one situation to 

another, neither adding anything superfluous nor leaving out 

any essential elements.

1. Al-Misratl, Khamsun Qissa Qaslra, pp.187-188.
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The story M actuqa illustrates what it is like to live in 

a poor, working-class area and one can sense the collective 

agony and suffering borne by the people in the following 

passage :

J i  \ ^  j   ̂ o  ^  O j j — J  l i —li 1j
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Children jumping up and down/ their feet hardly 
seeming to touch the ground; young maidens (or who 
would like to be thought of as maidens) and women 
watching, with a traditional sense of modesty and 
shyness from their dilapidated shacks ravaged by 
time, or simply from inside their old and threadbare 
clothes, the bustling movement of people coming and 
going, of dogs, cats and goats. ̂

The backdrop for this story is the period of the Italian 

occupation of Libya and the flaws and shortcomings that at 

that time began to assail Libyan society: the increase in 

poor, working-class areas as a result of the bad social and 

economic conditions prevalent in the country, the division 

of society into two communities, those who lived in the 

towns and those who dwelt in the shanties that almost ringed 

town outskirts, cities. Mactuqa, the main female character

1. Al-Misrati, Hafna min al-Ramad, p.50.
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in the story, is a poor woman who lives in a shack She has 

been married twice, her second husband having married many 

times. There is a lengthy introduction by the writer in 

which he explains the effect of war and Italian colonialism 

on the country - in fact, one begins to get the impression 

that colonialism is the central theme of the story! 

However, it transpires that Mactuqa has worked as a servant 

for one of the families in the city but was taken to the 

police station after being accused of theft. This is where 

the second character, Abu Shawwal, a local shopkeeper, 

appears. He has long been taken with M a ctuqa and had 

previously asked for hand in marriage only to be rejected. 

Now he feels his time has come and goes off hurriedly in 

search of a lawyer to represent her. He again asks her to 

marry him but again she refuses due to the fact that she 

despises him. However, society gives her no opportunity to 

prove she can bear life's burdens on her own. Very soon, 

rumours spread about the relationship between the merchant 

and Mactuqa and she finally agrees to marry him only to stop 

tongues wagging.

This is a brief resume of a theme that al-Misratl has 

dealt with in many newspaper articles. As usual, he 

digresses too much and deviates from the real issue at hand. 

Although the story arouses feelings of sadness and sympathy
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in the reader, al-Misrati fails to analyse his characters, 

nor does he undertake an objective examination of the issues 

being tackled in the story. Generalization and direct 

narrative are chief features of al-Misratl's short stories. 

For example, his description of Mactuqa is based upon a 

number of propositions 1 statements, and not upon indirect 

rendering:
*  ̂ ! J 5 J ,1 I c Ij • • " ... * ■»
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Mactuqa - a vision of beauty suffering pain and 
torment. Time had written her life in its record- 
book. War had devoured her father who had been one 
of the missing. Her eyes did not enjoy seeing him 
and she remembered nothing about him, taking nothing 
save for the blood in his veins and his name 
indicating the line of descent.^^^

Through the use of narrative, we learn of M a ctuqa's

suffering at the hands of man, a commentary on the

attitude of Libyan men towards women whom they look upon 

as no more than sex objects and as a means of 

procreation. When a woman loses her attractiveness, the 

man will look for another wife or simply leave her and 

disappear:
If.W j (3 bi *1 (j-mmf m.1* j...
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1. Ibid, p.54.
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Embracing her two young children, Mactuqa rejoices 
deep within. When they grow up, they will be her 
crutch on the long, tortuous road of life. Fate had 
put her in the hands of a much-married man who had 
also divorced many wives and she was unhappy at 
having married twice. Both times, her husband had 
been the kind of man who looks upon a woman solely as 
a breeding-ground, as a means of procreation. He 
eats of the fruit, savours it, and then throws away 
the pip when he wants. He will find a woman as long 
as he feels the warmth of life constantly within his 
veins. Her husband had disappeared one unmoonlit 
night. They said he went to work in the desert; they 
also said he had gone to one of the regions, but no- 
one ever came across him. Finally all news of him 
stopped (and she was left with her two young 
children). ̂ ̂

From this we can see that al-Misrati's treatment of women 

lacks an in-depth examination of the dimensions of female 

experience, something that results from over-indulging in a 

diversity of events that have no organic connection. The 

rapid transition from one idea to the next is, therefore,

1. Ibid, p .56.
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very apparent:

* ^ ' b ' \j  ̂ * I 1

She had some money that she had wrung out of the 
father of her children in court.UJ

Due to the weakness of his artistic approach, al-Misrat 

has exposed himself to negative criticism on the part of not 

a few critics, including Khalifa Husayn Mustafa:

As a general observation, it is well-known that 
al-Misratl indulges in wasteful and lengthy 
introductions and a strange tendency to over-digress. 
He is, at times, distracted to the point where he 
almost forgets the issue in question, the character 
and particular event he is writing about. All this 
he leaves behind and turns instead to peripheral 
details that hold no interest for the reader and add 
nothing to the story. He resorts to side issues and 
generalizations that make the story unjustifiably 
lengthy and turn it into something akin to a 
newspaper article that is not subject to any artistic 
rules or considerations.^^

This critique is justified and throws much light on the 

approach we have ben adopting in our discussion of al- 

Misratl's work. That he does not pay a great deal of 

attention to the structural aspects of the short story has 

been evident almost from the beginning of his literary

1. Khalifa Husayn Mustafa, Zaman al-Qissa, Tripoli (1984)
p.80.
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career. What is seriously lacking is tact in the broad 

sense - the ability to take into account the possible effect 

of the experience upon the reader. The possibility of 

evoking such an effect is hardly compatible with al- 

Misrati's insertion of many personal comments and 

unnecessary generalizations.

k k k
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CONCLUSION

Scholars who are primarily interested in the Libyan short 

story as a literary genre and who do not give precedence to 

ideological problems over artistic considerations will find 

that the account here given of the Libyan short story, 

despite its negative elements, is acceptable but not 

necessarily pessimistic. These negative elements as regards 

both the formal structure of the short story and the 

intellectual content embodied, and ideological attitudes 

expressed, have emerged as a result of the fact that 

conventional attitudes, which can hardly be described as 

forward looking towards women, have been, in the majority of 

cases, assumed either consciously or unconsciously against a 

background of theories of art which have not sufficiently 

developed in Libya. Then there is the fact that Libyan 

short stories of good literary merit (pre-eminently in 

Chapter I) have been found to be lacking a true perspective 

in so far as the liberation of women is concerned. A clear 

d i s t i n c t i o n  has thus been made b e t w e e n  a r t i s t i c  

considerations and ideological problems (i.e. the degree to 

which the Libyan short story writer is aware of, or 

committed to, the liberation of women, and their portrayal 

in a new, realistic or progressive manner in the literary
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work of art. This distinction between art and ideology has 

confirmed the conclusion that, despite the growing 

consciousness in the role of women in Libyan society, this 

consciousness has, unfortunately, been inadequately 

reflected in the short story.

If we take into c o n s i d e r a t i o n  this d e g r e e  of 

consciousness in any attempt to discuss the moral and social 

concerns of the Libyan short story writers here discussed, 

we shall find that such consciousness cannot, in itself, be 

a determinant of artistic success. Nonetheless, it has been 

found necessary to discuss these concerns in order to avoid 

the pitfall of barren aestheticism; the onus upon us here 

has been to debate the ideological positions adapted in the 

literary portrayal of women in the short stories.

It is these positions which have been objectively 

discussed in the hope that Libyan women, or readers in 

general, who hold well-defined, unequivocal views about the 

feminist movement which are different from the beliefs of 

the writers discussed, can, nonetheless, appreciate and 

discuss these writers in an objective spirit. In other 

words, one's ideological or political convictions should not 

hinder one's appreciation and understanding of the rising 

generation of Libyan writers. For this reason, the process 

of appreciation has been possible despite the romantic
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position taken towards women as symbols of sex (Chapters II 

and IV), the lack of interest in the problem of women who 

are assigned a conventional place in the family structure 

(Chapters III and IX), the almost unconscious, simplistic 

account of women in the old city (al-Madina al-Qadima) in 

Tripoli (Chapter VIII), or the reactionary attitude towards 

women and their marital infidelity (Chapter VI). Writers 

who have been promisingly and sympathetically aware of the 

real problem of female emancipation (Chapters V, VII) have, 

unfortunately, not been able to'reach artistic maturity, 

presumably because of the lack of any fruitful and serious 

discussion in literary circles in Libya of literary theory 

and new literary techniques.

A powerful movement of literary theory is needed in Libya 

if the Libyan short story is to reach a reasonably high 

artistic level. My conviction is that it is such a movement 

that can indirectly disseminate new attitudes favourable to 

the feminist movement in Libya. For it is only when art 

becomes truly great that it can effect the required 

ideological or social change and diffuse truly civilized and 

valuable attitudes in a country like Libya (where there are, 

fortunately, no commercial 'best-sellers'). Thus, the short 

story can become, it is hoped, a persuasive vehicle or
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expression for the articulation of the new consciousness in 

Libya.

* * *
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